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Part I
Item 1. Business
Overview
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. (“Sunlight”) is a business-to-business-to-consumer, technology-enabled point-of-sale (“POS”) financing platform that provides
residential solar and home improvement contractors the ability to offer seamless POS financing to their customers when purchasing residential solar systems or
other home improvements. The resulting loans are funded by Sunlight’s network of capital providers who, by partnering with Sunlight, gain access to a difficultto-reach loan market, best-in-class consumer credit underwriting, and attractive risk adjusted returns. These loans are facilitated by Sunlight’s proprietary
technology platform, Orange® (“Orange®” or the “Platform”), through which Sunlight offers instant credit decisions to homeowners nationwide at the POS on
behalf of Sunlight’s various capital providers. Since Sunlight’s founding in 2014 through December 31, 2021, Sunlight has facilitated over $6.1 billion of loans
through the Sunlight Platform in partnership with its contractor relationships.
Sunlight’s success is fueled by its strong and intentional culture based on core values such as honesty, fairness, and scrappiness. Sunlight’s culture
encourages Sunlight teammates to work collaboratively with Sunlight’s contractor and capital provider partners, and the consumers they serve, to find the right
result to business challenges and to deliver white-glove service. Also core to Sunlight’s values is a passion for Sunlight’s business and the societal benefits that
the business funds. To date, Sunlight has facilitated loans to more than 164,816 homeowners who, as a result, have had the opportunity to save money on their
utility bills and choose renewable energy over carbon-producing traditional sources of power. As of December 31, 2021, residential solar systems and energyefficient home improvement products, facilitated through Sunlight financings since May 2016, have eliminated an estimated 27.8 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. Sunlight has also executed the United Nations Climate Neutral Now Pledge, and its business was certified as carbon neutral for
its fiscal year ending December 31, 2020 and is in the process of performing the required review to obtain certification for its fiscal year 2021. Sunlight will
continue to pursue certification for carbon neutrality in the future.
Sunlight’s core business is facilitating loans made by Sunlight’s various capital providers to the consumer customers of residential solar contractors. Sales of
Sunlight-facilitated loan products are made by contractors in the context of selling residential solar systems to consumers, allowing homeowners to go solar with
no money down, and in most cases, immediately saving money on their utility bills and often saving a significant amount of money over the life of their solar
system. While only approximately 20% of residential solar system sales were financed with solar loans in 2015, an estimated 63% of residential solar loan sales
were financed with solar loans in 2020. Solar loans made to finance residential solar systems through Sunlight’s Platform are made exclusively to homeowners.
Sunlight believes that homeowners generally have better credit characteristics than other consumer groups. As of December 31, 2021, the average FICO score
of all solar borrowers financed through Sunlight’s Platform is 746. Both the generally strong credit profile of solar loan borrowers and attractive risk-adjusted
returns on solar loans to capital providers have enabled Sunlight to build a diversified network of capital providers to fund the solar loans facilitated by Sunlight’s
Platform.
Loan providers in the residential solar industry compete primarily on process (customer and contractor experience), pricing, and products. Orange® offers
contractors robust tools to sell more solar systems and home improvements and homeowners a fast, fully-digital and frictionless experience. Because Sunlight
has diverse funding sources, Sunlight is able to offer a large suite of competitive loan products that include multiple loan structures and combinations of interest
rates and tenors.
Sunlight’s Technology-Enabled POS Financing Platform and Loan Facilitation
Sunlight’s revenue is primarily from platform fees earned on each solar and home improvement loan facilitated through Orange®. The platform fee is generally
equal to the margin between the contractor fee charged to the contractor by Sunlight for each loan facilitated through Orange® and the discount at which
Sunlight’s capital provider either funds or purchases such loan (as described in more detail below). The best-in-class credit quality of Sunlight-facilitated loans
attracts diverse and attractively-priced capital (the “price” to Sunlight being the amount that a capital provider will pay to originate or purchase a Sunlightfacilitated loan), ensuring that Sunlight can offer competitive pricing to its network of contractors while still earning attractive margins. Sunlight’s business model
is asset light and therefore Sunlight has minimal consumer credit risk. Sunlight does not earn material revenue from loans maintained on its balance sheet.
Relationships with Contractors
Sunlight’s expansive network of residential solar system installers and other home improvement contractors, supported by a differentiated set of tools and
services offered through Orange®, constitutes the distribution channel through which Sunlight builds funded loan volume and earns platform fees. The ability to
finance residential solar systems on terms that
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often create immediate savings for homeowners on their utility bills and typically significant lifetime savings has materially contributed to the strong growth in
the number of residential solar systems installed in the United States over the last five years. Sunlight attracts and builds strong relationships with residential
solar system contractors of all sizes in key solar markets by prioritizing innovations in Orange® and providing services that assist the contractors in growing
their own businesses. Sunlight’s team of business development and relationship management professionals provides hands-on support to these contractors.
Sunlight believes that innovations such as prequalification capabilities, easy and secure document upload features, reliable next day funding and Sunlight’s
short-term capital advance program (as described more fully below), amongst other innovations, both attract new contractors to Sunlight’s network and build
loyalty and deepen Sunlight’s existing contractor relationships. In addition, Sunlight’s diverse set of capital providers enables Sunlight to offer its network of
contractors a wide array of loan products that vary as to structure, interest rate and tenor, and thereby permits Sunlight’s network of contractors to offer the
products that best serve their markets, and all at competitive pricing. These benefits to Sunlight’s existing network of contractors translate to deeper penetration
of the contractors’ sales, which is an important contributor to the growth of Sunlight’s market share and revenue.
Relationships with Capital Providers
Sunlight’s business model is dependent on its ability to connect its capital providers, who wish to build a portfolio of residential solar system or other home
improvement loans, to the homeowner customers of the contractors in Sunlight’s distribution network, who wish to finance the purchase of a residential solar
system or other home improvements. Sunlight earns a platform fee on each solar and home improvement loan facilitated through Orange®. The platform fee is
generally equal to the difference, or the margin, between (i) the dealer fee that Sunlight charges to contractors for access to Orange® and for making the
various Sunlight-offered loan products available to such contractors and (ii) the capital provider discount charged by the relevant capital provider either funding
or purchasing the loan in the direct and indirect channels, respectively (as described below). Sunlight’s business is therefore heavily dependent upon the
availability of capital on attractive economic terms. Sunlight believes that it offers capital providers an attractive value proposition due to its industry-leading
consumer credit underwriting, the attractive risk-adjusted returns that Sunlight’s capital providers earn relative to other asset classes, the access that the
Platform provides to a unique and growing asset class that may reduce volatility in the ability to deploy capital, and the ability to access new customers for very
little cost.
Sunlight categorizes its capital providers as being either in Sunlight’s direct or indirect channel. Sunlight maintains both channels to provide diversification of
funding sources, access to funding for different types of loan products and for other strategic purposes. The ability of Sunlight to allocate loans to various capital
providers, as well as the availability of the two different funding channels, creates flexibility and allows Sunlight to respond nimbly to shifting market conditions.
Direct channel capital providers fund Sunlight-facilitated solar or home improvement loans one-by-one directly onto their balance sheet via Orange®. Sunlight’s
direct channel capital providers are depository institutions with the power and authority to originate loans such as banks and credit unions. Generally, direct
channel capital providers choose to service the loans they originate.
In the indirect channel, Sunlight’s allocation engine directs that certain solar and home improvement loans be funded on the balance sheet of Sunlight’s
intermediary bank partner. These loans are aggregated, pooled and sold to indirect channel capital providers that cannot, or do not wish to, directly originate
solar loans. The indirect channel capital provider relationship allows Sunlight to access a broader range of capital, which may include, among others, credit
funds, insurance companies and pension funds. Indirect channel capital providers present a unique opportunity for Sunlight to access high quality and significant
sources of funding that are diverse from traditional depository sources.
Sunlight’s Products
Sunlight-Facilitated Solar Loans. Sunlight facilitates a broad range of solar loan products, varying as to structure, tenor and interest rate, which are focused on
differing contractor and consumer objectives and market dictates. Sunlight facilitates solar loan products structured to support the financing of residential solar
systems as well as to meet other homeowner demands such as loans to:
•
•
•
•

finance the acquisition of a solar battery to be retrofit to an existing homeowner solar system;
provide financing for a residential solar system plus a new roof in the same loan as is often required to support the addition of the solar panels;
finance solar in addition to other forms of home improvement projects; and
finance solar roof products (solar roof tiles).
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Sunlight’s solar loan products are secured and fixed rate, closed-end term loans. Specific terms are developed to address homeowner financing needs,
amongst other factors as discussed below, and include tenors between 5 and 25 years with interest rates per annum ranging from 0.00% to 8.49%. Not all
tenors are offered at each available interest rate and not all solar loan structures are offered at all tenors. For a solar loan, minimum principal amounts are
generally $10,000 and maximum principal amounts are $100,000, all subject to qualification requirements. In 2021, Sunlight launched Solar Maxx® and HI
Maxx®, a suite of non-prime solar and home improvement products which expand Sunlight’s offerings across the credit spectrum, thereby further improving the
value proposition for contractors and allowing greater access to solar and home improvement loans.
Sunlight-Facilitated Home Improvement Loans. Home improvement loans facilitated by Sunlight through Orange® are unsecured, closed-end term loans. The
structures applicable to loan products in the home improvement space tend to be more varied. Consumer demand includes payment structures that include
delays in the start of payment obligations, periods of interest only payments, periods of principal only payments as well as straight-line amortizing fixed rate
loans. Sunlight has developed a full range of loan products including different tenors that range from 2 to 15 years. Home improvement loans are often
significantly smaller than solar loans with a minimum loan balance of $500 but can also be as large as $100,000. During the year ended December 31, 2021,
interest rates on Sunlight-facilitated home improvement loan products ranged up to 22.50%. Similar to Sunlight-facilitated solar loans, Sunlight-facilitated home
improvement loans offered through Orange® are determined by consumer demand, terms requested by Sunlight’s contractors (which may also be driven by the
dealer fee charged to a contractor for a given loan product), availability of attractively-priced funding from Sunlight’s capital providers, the attractiveness of a
given loan product measured by the production of related loan volume, the interest rate environment and other market factors and the regulatory and risk
management concerns of Sunlight and its capital providers amongst other considerations. Sunlight home improvement loan products made up less than 10.0%
of Sunlight’s funded loans and less than 6.0% of its revenue in fiscal year 2021.
Seasonality
The residential solar and home improvement markets are subject to seasonality primarily related to weather and other industry factors, which typically causes
fluctuations in Sunlight’s operating results and can cause Sunlight’s future performance to be difficult to predict. Sunlight has experienced seasonal and
quarterly fluctuations in the past and expects to experience such fluctuations in the future. Sunlight’s contractors generally experience higher sales in the
second and third quarters of each year. Given the timeline between a solar system or home improvement sale and when a loan to finance such project is
funded, this generally results in higher funded volumes for Sunlight, on a relative basis, in the third and fourth quarters of each year, however, Sunlight believes
that the increasing impacts of climate change could make the seasonality in Sunlight’s business less predictable. Sunlight further believes that the seasonality
in credit applications and funded volume that it experiences in its business is consistent with others that compete in the same markets.
Competition
Competition for Sunlight occurs at two levels: (i) competition to acquire and maintain contractor relationships; and (ii) competition to acquire high quality capital
to fund loans, in each case on economic terms favorable to Sunlight.
Competition to obtain contractor relationships is significant. Contractors generally do not enter exclusive relationships with residential solar loan providers and
Sunlight’s agreements with its network of contractors generally do not provide for exclusive relationships. However, Sunlight believes that its large array of loan
products and flexibility in offering new and additional products, easy-to-use technology-enabled POS financing platform, which provides instant credit decisions
and continuing innovation in Orange® and services that support growth in the businesses of its existing network of contractors, attract new contractors and build
contractor loyalty.
In addition, the solar system and home improvement loan markets are relatively fragmented. Facilitating the aggregation of loan volume from these markets is a
highly competitive sector of these broader industries. Sunlight faces competition from a diverse landscape of consumer lenders, including traditional banks,
credit unions, and specialized solar system lenders and lease providers. Sunlight’s competitors source capital from a mix of alternative sources, including
depository capital and/or other alternatives that rely on the capital markets. Sunlight has successfully added capital providers and grown commitments from
existing capital providers since inception, and has consistently diversified its capital provider base to ensure that it has sufficient capital to fund the demand for
Sunlight-facilitated loans and to offer an evolving competitive mix of loan products to meet contractor and consumer demand.
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Intellectual Property
Sunlight seeks to protect its intellectual property by relying on a combination of federal, state, and common law rights in the United States, as well as on
contractual measures. Sunlight protects its trademarks throughout the United States by making applicable trademark filings and further protects is trademarks
and trade secrets via contractual provisions clearly establishing rights of use and Sunlight’s ability to terminate those rights, robust confidentiality provisions and
other similar agreements. Sunlight also places appropriate restrictions on its proprietary information to control access and prevent unauthorized disclosures, a
key part of its broader risk management strategy.
Sunlight currently maintains 11 trademarks and has five pending applications for registration with the United States Patent and Trademark Office including,
among others, registration of its name, “Sunlight Financial,” “Orange®,” Sunlight’s logo and other trade names for loan products or innovations developed and
offered by Sunlight. In addition, Sunlight has filed two provisional process method patent applications.
Regulation
Sunlight’s operations are subject to regulation and supervision in a number of jurisdictions. The level of regulation and supervision to which Sunlight is subject
varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and is based on the type of business activity involved. Sunlight, in conjunction with outside advisors and counsel, seeks to
manage its business and operations in compliance with such regulation and supervision. The regulatory and legal requirements that apply to Sunlight’s activities
are subject to change from time to time and may become more restrictive, which may make compliance with applicable requirements more difficult or expensive
or otherwise restrict Sunlight’s ability to conduct its business activities in the manner in which they are now conducted. Changes in applicable regulatory and
legal requirements, including changes in their enforcement, could materially and adversely affect Sunlight’s business and its financial condition and results of
operations.
Employees and Human Capital Management
Human Capital. At December 31, 2021, Sunlight employed 216 employees, including 214 full-time employees, in its Charlotte, North Carolina and New York,
New York offices as compared to 190 employees, including 188 full-time employees, at December 31, 2020.
Sunlight believes its employees are among its most important resources and are critical to its continued success. Sunlight focuses significant attention on
attracting and retaining talented and experienced individuals to manage and support its operations, and Sunlight’s management team routinely reviews
employee turnover rates at various levels of the organization. Sunlight pays its employees competitively and offers a broad range of company-paid benefits,
which Sunlight believes are competitive with others in our industry.
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. Sunlight is committed to hiring, developing and supporting a diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplace. Sunlight’s management
teams and all of its employees are expected to exhibit and promote honest, ethical, and respectful conduct in the workplace. All of Sunlight’s employees must
adhere to a code of business conduct and ethics that sets standards for appropriate behavior and includes required annual training on preventing, identifying,
reporting, and stopping any type of unlawful discrimination or other unlawful behavior. In addition, Sunlight recently adopted a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Policy (the “DEI Policy”) that seeks to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion in Sunlight’s culture by, among other things, challenging norms and ferreting out
any systemic inequities in its policies, procedures, and practices, and commits Sunlight to using quantitative assessments to measure progress, transparency,
and practices that attract and retain diverse leadership.
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Business Combination
On July 9, 2021 (the “Closing Date”), Sunlight consummated the transactions contemplated by that certain Business Combination Agreement (the “Business
Combination Agreement”), dated as of January 23, 2021, by and among Spartan Acquisition Corp. II (“Spartan”), Sunlight Financial LLC and the Spartan
Subsidiaries, FTV Blocker and Tiger Blocker (each as defined in the Business Combination Agreement). On the Closing Date, Spartan changed its name to
“Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.” and Sunlight Financial LLC became the operating subsidiary of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., organized in an “Up-C”
structure (the “Business Combination”).
For the periods prior to the Business Combination, Sunlight presents the results of operations for Sunlight Financial LLC and its consolidated subsidiary (the
“Predecessor”), which does not include the results of operations for Spartan. For the periods after the Business Combination, Sunlight presents the results of
operations for Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. and its consolidated subsidiaries, including Sunlight Financial LLC, (the “Successor”). The year ended
December 31, 2021 (the “Combined Annual Period”) includes the results of operations for the Successor during the period of July 10, 2021 through
December 31, 2021 (the “Successor Period”) and the results of operation for the Predecessor during the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021 (the
“Predecessor Annual Period”).
Corporate Governance and Internet Address; Where Readers Can Find Additional Information
Sunlight files annual, quarterly and current reports, proxy statements, and other information with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). These
filings are available over the internet at the SEC’s website at http://www.sec.gov.
Sunlight’s principal Internet address is https://sunlightfinancial.com. Sunlight makes its annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current
reports on Form 8-K, and any amendments to those reports filed or furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (the “Exchange Act”) available through its website under “Investors,” free of charge, as soon as reasonably practicable after Sunlight electronically
files such material with, or furnishes it to, the SEC.
Sunlight provides information about its business and financial performance, including an overview of the company, on its website. Additionally, Sunlight
webcasts its earnings calls and certain events in which it participates with members of the investment community on the Investors portion of its website. Further
corporate governance information, including our code of business conduct and ethics, corporate governance guidelines, and board committee charters, is also
available on Sunlight’s website. The content of Sunlight’s website is not incorporated by reference into this Annual Report on Form 10-K or in any other report or
document Sunlight files with the SEC, and any references to Sunlight’s website are intended to be inactive textual references only.
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ITEM 1A. RISK FACTORS
The following risk factors apply to our business and operations. These risk factors are not exhaustive and investors are encouraged to perform their own
investigation with respect to the business, financial condition and prospects of our business. You should carefully consider the following risk factors in addition to
the other information included in this Annual Report on Form 10-K, including matters addressed in the section entitled “Cautionary Statements and Risk Factor
Summary.” We may face additional risks and uncertainties that are not presently known to us, or that we currently deem immaterial, which may also impair our
business or financial condition. The following discussion should be read in conjunction with the “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition
and Results of Operations,” and our financial statements and notes to the financial statements included herein.
Summary of Principal Risks Associated with Sunlight’s Business
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunlight has incurred net losses in the past, and Sunlight may be unable to sustain profitability in the future.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and other health epidemics and outbreaks could adversely affect Sunlight’s business, results of operations and
financial condition.
Worsening economic conditions from the continued spread and impact of COVID-19, a rising rate of inflation, or other potential causes of economic
distress could materially and adversely impact Sunlight’s business, cash flows, financial condition and results of operations.
If Sunlight fails to manage its operations and growth effectively, Sunlight may be unable to execute its business plan, maintain high levels of customer
services and support or adequately address competitive challenges.
Sunlight may in the future expand to new industry verticals outside of the U.S. solar system and home improvement industries, and failure to comply with
applicable regulations, accurately predict demand or growth, or build a process valued in those new industries could have an adverse effect on Sunlight’s
business.
To the extent that Sunlight seeks to grow through future acquisitions, or other strategic investments or alliances, Sunlight may not be able to do so
effectively.
A material reduction in the retail price of electricity charged by electric utilities, other retail electricity providers or other energy sources as compared to
potential savings for purchasing and using a solar system or an increase in pricing for purchasing and using a solar system above the cost of other
energy sources could result in a lower demand for solar systems, which could have an adverse impact on Sunlight’s business, results of operations and
financial condition.
Sunlight’s inability to compete successfully or maintain or improve Sunlight’s market share and margins could adversely affect its business.
Disruptions in the operation of Sunlight’s computer systems and those of its critical third-party service providers and capital providers could have an
adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
Existing regulations and policies and changes to these regulations and policies may present technical, regulatory, and economic barriers to the purchase
and use of solar energy systems, which may significantly reduce demand for Sunlight’s loan products.
The reduction, modification or elimination of government incentives could cause our revenue to decline and harm our financial results.
Sunlight’s growth is dependent on its contractor network and in turn the quality of the service and products they provide to their customers, and Sunlight’s
failure to retain or replace existing contractors, to grow its contractor network or the number of Sunlight loans offered through its existing network, or
increases in loan delinquencies due to any deficiencies in Sunlight’s contractor underwriting practices, could adversely impact Sunlight’s business.
Sunlight’s revenue is impacted, to a significant extent, by the general economy, including supply chain disruptions, and the financial performance of its
capital providers and contractors.
Sunlight has never paid cash dividends on its capital stock, and does not anticipate paying dividends in the foreseeable future.
If assumptions or estimates Sunlight uses in preparing its financial statements are incorrect or are required to change, Sunlight’s reported results of
operations, liquidity and financial condition may be adversely affected.
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Risks Related to Sunlight
Sunlight has incurred net losses in the past, and Sunlight may be unable to sustain profitability in the future.
Sunlight commenced operations as a “start-up” in 2015 and incurred net losses while developing its business, and may incur net losses in the future. These
historical net losses were due to a number of factors, including incurring expenses to fund the development of Sunlight’s technology and the build out of its
operational capacities (including, in 2018, as associated with the start of Sunlight’s home improvement line of business), obtaining financing and taking other
actions associated with scaling a business generally, and lower revenues as Sunlight created its distribution channels through contractor relationships and
funding networks for a diverse set of loan products. Sunlight expects to continue to incur substantial expenses as Sunlight expands its loan product offerings
and operations and implements additional technology innovations and infrastructure to support its growth. In addition, as a public company, Sunlight will incur
significant additional legal, accounting and other expenses that it did not incur as a private company. Sunlight can provide no assurance that its revenue will
grow rapidly enough to absorb these expenses or other costs that it may incur. Sunlight’s ability to sustain profitability in both the short term and long term
depends on a number of factors, across both its residential energy solar systems (“solar systems”) line of business and its line of business related to home
improvements, such as roofing, siding, windows, doors, HVAC systems and insulation (collectively, referred to as “home improvements”), including:
• Sunlight’s ability to maintain its margins by stabilizing or lowering its cost of capital with its existing funding partners and/or by engaging new capital
providers on favorable economic terms to Sunlight;
• facilitating increased funded volumes through its existing contractor distribution channels and by adding additional contractors to the network of
contractors selling Sunlight’s loan products;
• expanding the funding commitments of existing capital providers and/or adding new capital providers to fund increasing volumes of credit applications;
• maintaining a low cost structure by optimizing its operational processes across increasing funded volume; and
• Sunlight’s continuing ability to remain apace with the point of sale market by continuing to innovate and update its product offerings, services and
technology.
Sunlight can provide no assurance that it will be able to sustain or increase its profitability in the future.
The ongoing novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) pandemic and other health epidemics and outbreaks, including the rise of variants of COVID-19, could
adversely affect Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic continues to be a rapidly evolving situation. The COVID-19 pandemic and efforts to respond to it have resulted in widespread
adverse impacts on the global economy and on Sunlight’s employees, capital providers, contractors, target consumer base, third-party vendors (“vendors”) and
other parties with whom Sunlight has business relations. Social distancing guidelines, stay-at-home orders and similar government measures associated with
the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as actions by individuals to reduce their potential exposure to the virus, contributed to a decline in credit applications and
funded volumes in the first and second quarters of 2020. For solar system loans, Sunlight attributes this decline to a significant disruption to solar systems
contractors’ sales model, which prior to such public health orders associated with the COVID-19 pandemic had been to sell solar systems primarily door to door,
resulting in a decrease in the number of solar system sales and installations and, consequently, a decrease in credit applications and funded loans. Credit
applications and funded loans for home improvements were similarly adversely affected. Sunlight believes that the decline in credit applications and funded
loans was primarily attributable to consumers’ efforts to avoid infection in the early periods of the COVID-19 pandemic, as sales for large portions of the market
tended to be conducted in person at potential consumers’ homes and at home sales conventions, which were canceled.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Sunlight and its contractors have modified certain business and workforce practices (including those related to solar
system sales, installation and servicing solar systems and employee work locations) to conform to government restrictions and best practices encouraged by
governmental and regulatory authorities in the markets in which Sunlight offers loan products. Such modifications on the solar systems side, including
converting to a technology-based sales model, have largely allowed contractors offering Sunlight loan products to continue to sell and install solar systems and,
accordingly, for Sunlight to continue to offer related loans. However, in 2021, the residential solar and home improvement industries saw a slow-down in
installations and project completions associated, Sunlight believes, with supply chain issues whereby needed components or other goods required by
contractors to complete projects were either unavailable or took longer to obtain than originally anticipated. Additionally, in the second half of 2021, access to
trained workers became more limited and further slowed the installation and build processes and, in the residential solar industry, the ability to connect
residential solar systems to local power grids on a timely basis. These challenges have caused a slow-down in Sunlight contractor partners’ ability to install
systems and, in some instances, the cancellation of installations by their homeowner customers. The slow-down of installations of solar
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systems or other home improvements or the cancellations of projects translates to a delay in funded loans and Sunlight’s ability to earn an associated platform
fee. If the COVID-19 pandemic or other health epidemic or outbreaks are significantly prolonged, or more stringent health and safety guidelines are adopted,
Sunlight and its solar systems contractors’ ability to continue selling and installing solar systems and home improvements may be adversely impacted, which
could have a corresponding adverse impact on solar system and home improvement credit applications for Sunlight loans and Sunlight funded loans and could
have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business, cash flows, liquidity, financial condition and results of operations.
Sunlight is currently unable to predict the full impact that the COVID-19 pandemic will have, directly or indirectly, on its partners, supply channels, the capital
markets generally or otherwise, or on Sunlight’s business, cash flows, liquidity, financial condition and results of operations. The ultimate impact will depend on
future developments, including, among other things, the efficacy of full administration of the COVID-19 vaccines, the spread of vaccine resistant strains of the
virus, ultimate duration of the COVID-19 pandemic, the depth and duration of the economic downturn and other economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the consequences of governmental and other measures designed to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, actions taken by governmental authorities,
capital providers, contractors, vendors and other parties with whom Sunlight has business relations, Sunlight’s ability and the ability of its capital providers,
contractors, target consumer base, vendors and other parties with whom Sunlight has business relations to adapt to operating in a changed environment, and
the timing and extent to which normal economic and operating conditions resume.
Worsening economic conditions from the continued spread and impact of COVID-19, a rising rate of inflation, or other potential causes of economic
distress could materially and adversely impact Sunlight’s business, cash flows, financial condition and results of operations.
The effects of the economic downturn associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, and other economic factors, has resulted in a significant increase in the rate of
inflation, rising interest rates, and may increase unemployment, all of which could reduce consumer credit ratings and credit availability, which may adversely
affect Sunlight’s ability to facilitate new loans as forecasted and/or that are of the credit quality desired by Sunlight’s capital providers. Such an outcome could
cause Sunlight’s capital providers to adjust pricing to account for an increasing cost of funds to such capital provider and increased credit risk in a down
economy and thereby erode Sunlight’s margins and negatively impact Sunlight’s future financial performance and the price of the Sunlight’s Class A Common
Stock. Increased pricing by Sunlight’s capital providers may also mean that Sunlight must raise the interest rate paid by homeowners who elect to finance their
residential solar system with a loan offered by Sunlight. Increased interest rates on residential solar loans may mean reduced savings to homeowners on their
utility bills and over the life of the system, which could negatively impact demand for residential solar systems and therefor Sunlight solar loans. As well, in the
event unemployment increases, this potential reduction in demand could be exacerbated. Both margin compression and/or reduction in demand for residential
solar systems could have a material and adverse impact on the financial results of the Company.
If market demand for residential solar systems generally does not continue to develop as anticipated by Sunlight or takes longer to develop than
Sunlight anticipates, Sunlight may not be able to originate loans for the purchase and installation of solar systems at the rate anticipated, which
may have an adverse impact on the financial results of the Company.
The solar systems market is at a relatively early stage of development. If market demand for solar systems fails to continue to develop sufficiently or takes
longer to develop than Sunlight anticipates, Sunlight may be unable to facilitate the origination of loans for the purchase and installation of solar systems to grow
its business at the rate Sunlight anticipates.
Many factors may affect the demand for solar systems, including the following:
•
•
•
•

monthly and/or lifetime savings potential of purchasing and using a solar system, which is associated with the availability of (i) residential solar support
programs, including government targets, subsidies, incentives in the form of tax credits, grants or similar programs, renewable portfolio standards and
residential net metering rules and (ii) cost efficient equipment and solar loans on terms favorable to the consumers;
the relative pricing of other conventional and non-renewable energy sources, such as natural gas, coal, oil and other fossil fuels, wind, utility-scale solar,
nuclear, geothermal and biomass;
performance, reliability and availability of energy generated by solar systems compared to conventional and other non-solar renewable energy sources;
availability and performance of energy storage technology, the ability to implement such technology for use in conjunction with solar systems and the cost
competitiveness such technology provides to consumers as compared to costs for those consumers reliant on the conventional electrical grid or other
sources of energy;
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•
•

general economic conditions and the level of interest rates available to consumers to finance the purchase of solar systems and home improvements; and
the desirability of relying principally on renewable energy resources.

Sunlight cannot be certain if historical growth rates reflect future opportunities in the solar industry or whether growth anticipated by Sunlight will be fully
realized. The failure or delay of solar systems to continue on a path towards increasing adoption could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business,
results of operations and financial condition.
If Sunlight fails to manage its operations and growth effectively, Sunlight may be unable to execute its business plan, maintain high levels of
customer service and support or adequately address competitive challenges.
Sunlight has experienced significant growth in recent periods measured by, among others, funded volumes, and Sunlight intends to continue the efforts to
expand its business. This growth has placed, and any future growth may place, a strain on Sunlight’s management, operational and financial infrastructure.
Sunlight’s growth requires its management to devote a significant amount of time and effort to maintain and expand its relationships with contractors, capital
providers and other third parties, creating innovative new lending products that offer attractive financing options to consumers, improving its credit analysis and
decisioning processes, arranging financing for Sunlight’s growth and managing its expansion into new markets.
In addition, Sunlight’s current and planned operations, information technology and other systems and procedures might be inadequate to support its future
growth and may require Sunlight to make additional unanticipated investments in its infrastructure. Sunlight’s success and ability to further scale its business will
depend, in part, on its ability to manage these changes in a cost-effective and efficient manner. As well, Sunlight’s success is dependent upon its ability to
attract and retain qualified employees in a difficult employment market. If Sunlight is not able to attract and retain appropriately qualified talent, Sunlight’s ability
to further scale its business in conformity with its business plan could be adversely impacted.
If Sunlight cannot manage its operations to meet the demands of its growth, Sunlight may be unable to meet market expectations regarding growth, opportunity
and financial targets, take advantage of market opportunities, execute its business strategies successfully or respond to competitive pressures. This could also
result in declines in the attractiveness or quality of the lending options that Sunlight provides, declines in consumer satisfaction, weakening of Sunlight’s
relationships with its network of contractors, increased operational costs or lower margins on loans Sunlight facilitates or other operational difficulties. Any
failure to effectively manage Sunlight’s operations and growth could adversely impact its reputation, business, financial condition, cash flows and results of
operations.
During the period from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021, Sunlight funded approximately 15.0% of its total solar system loan volume and,
during the period from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021, 98.2% of its home improvement loan volume through a bank partnership
arrangement. Pursuant to the terms of that arrangement, Sunlight must arrange for the sale of the loans to a third party within 180 days from
origination for solar system loans and, beginning on August 1, 2021, for certain home improvement loans that have been on its bank partner’s
balance sheet for greater than 12 months, subject to certain exceptions. If Sunlight is not able to arrange these sales, Sunlight may be required to
purchase all or a portion of these loans, which could have a material adverse impact on Sunlight’s liquidity and financial condition and Sunlight’s
stock price. Sunlight is also required to purchase solar system loans funded through its bank partnership arrangement if those loans are charged
off and home improvement loans funded through its bank partner if those loans are more than 60 days delinquent. A significant downturn in the
performance of Sunlight-facilitated loans that are originated by Sunlight’s bank partner could have a material adverse impact on Sunlight’s liquidity
and financial condition.
Currently a portion of solar system loans originated through Sunlight’s Platform and all home improvement loans originated through Sunlight’s Platform are
funded by Sunlight’s bank partnership arrangement whereby loans are originated by Sunlight’s bank partner but held for sale to a third party. The terms of
Sunlight’s bank partnership arrangement provide that such sales must occur within a certain period of time, subject to certain exceptions (180 days from
origination for solar system loans and, with respect to certain home improvement loans that have been on its bank partner’s balance sheet for greater than 12
months, beginning on August 1, 2021). While Sunlight has not been required to date to purchase solar system loans from its bank partner due to the expiration
of Sunlight’s bank partner’s agreed hold period, Sunlight cannot be certain that fluctuations in the credit markets or other market, regulatory or business factors
will not impede Sunlight’s ability to source such third-party purchasers in the future, which could result in Sunlight being required to purchase all or part of
unsold solar system loans. Sunlight’s arrangements with its bank partner also require that Sunlight purchase solar loans when subject to charge-off by
Sunlight’s bank partner, and with respect to home improvement, any loan that becomes 60 days delinquent. For the year ended December 31, 2020, Sunlight
repurchased,
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and wrote off, 49 loans from its bank partner, totaling $1.1 million, associated with the repurchase obligation concerning charge-offs and delinquencies. For the
year ended December 31, 2021, Sunlight repurchased, and wrote off, 60 loans from its bank partner, totaling $1.3 million associated with the repurchase
obligation concerning charge-offs and delinquencies. Sunlight acts as the administrator for its bank partner’s portfolio of Sunlight-facilitated loans, and Sunlight
has access to comprehensive daily reporting regarding those loans, which allows it to track the status of loans, including days from origination, and monitors the
performance of those loans on a loan-level basis.
Sunlight has entered into committed indirect funding program agreements with capital providers for the purchase of solar system and home improvement loans
from Sunlight’s bank partner; however, these agreements require periodic extension and, based on market changes and shifts in credit appetite, Sunlight cannot
predict whether these capital providers will elect to continue their commitment in the future. In addition, Sunlight’s indirect funding program agreements contain
covenants and agreements relating to the origination of such loans and Sunlight’s financial condition. If Sunlight materially breaches these conditions and fails to
cure them in the time allotted, the relevant capital provider may terminate its relationship with Sunlight. Such covenants and agreements generally include,
among others, obligations related to funding volumes, concentration limits on certain loan products, Fair Isaac Corporation (“FICO”) score requirements,
agreements related to Sunlight’s legal compliance in the origination process, underwriting requirements and milestone or other payment requirements. If an
existing indirect capital provider terminates its relationship with Sunlight and Sunlight is unable to procure alternative agreements with new purchaser(s) of solar
system and home improvement loans or increase commitments from other existing indirect capital providers in a timely manner and on acceptable terms, or at
all, Sunlight’s business and results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
Sunlight initiated its home improvement business in 2019 and its bank partner has originated approximately $278.5 million in home improvement loans through
December 31, 2021. In February 2021, Sunlight entered into an indirect funding program agreement with a capital provider for the purchase of up to
$400 million in home improvement loans from Sunlight’s bank partnership arrangement over an 18-month period. The foregoing agreement currently represents
the sole commitment for the purchase of home improvement loans from Sunlight’s bank partnership arrangement and will require periodic extension.
Additionally, in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2021, Sunlight entered into a direct funding agreement with a capital provider for the purchase of home
improvement loans. Based on market changes and shifts in credit appetite, Sunlight cannot predict whether its indirect capital provider for home improvement
loans will elect to continue its commitment in the future or whether Sunlight will be able to establish alternative direct funding relationships. In addition,
Sunlight’s indirect home improvement loan funding program agreement contains covenants and agreements related to the origination of such loans and
Sunlight’s financial condition similar to those described in the above paragraph with respect to program agreements for the purchase of solar system loans. If
Sunlight’s existing indirect home improvement loan capital provider terminates its relationship with Sunlight and Sunlight is unable to procure alternative
agreements with new third-party purchaser(s) of home improvement loans in a timely manner and on acceptable terms, or at all, or Sunlight is unable to procure
alternative direct funding sources for its home improvement loans, then, Sunlight may be required to purchase any home improvement loans (with certain
exceptions) that have been on its bank partner’s balance sheet for greater than 12 months, which could materially and adversely affect Sunlight’s liquidity and
financial condition.
Restrictive covenants in certain of Sunlight’s debt agreements could limit its growth and its ability to finance its operations, fund its capital needs,
respond to changing conditions and engage in other business activities that may be in Sunlight’s best interests.
Sunlight’s debt agreements impose operating and financial restrictions on Sunlight. These restrictions limit Sunlight’s ability to, among other things:
• incur additional indebtedness;
• make investments or loans;
• create liens;
• consummate mergers and similar fundamental changes;
• make restricted payments;
• make investments in unrestricted subsidiaries;
• enter into transactions with affiliates; and
• use the proceeds of asset sales.
Sunlight may be prevented from taking advantage of business opportunities that arise because of the limitations imposed by the restrictive covenants under its
corporate debt agreement. The restrictions contained in the covenants could, among other things:
• limit Sunlight’s ability to plan for, or react to, market conditions or meet capital needs or otherwise restrict Sunlight’s activities or business plan; and
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•

adversely affect Sunlight’s ability to finance its operations, enter into acquisitions or divestitures or engage in other business activities that would be in
Sunlight’s best interest.

A breach of any of these covenants or Sunlight’s inability to comply with the required financial ratios or financial condition tests could result in a default under
Sunlight’s debt agreement that, if not timely cured or waived, could result in acceleration of all indebtedness outstanding thereunder and cross-default rights
under other debt arrangements of Sunlight. In addition, in the event of an event of default under Sunlight’s debt facility, the affected lenders could accelerate
such indebtedness and require repayment of all borrowings outstanding thereunder. Sunlight cannot be certain that it will have cash available in the future to
repay its debt facility in the event that it becomes necessary to do so. If the amounts outstanding under Sunlight’s outstanding indebtedness or any of its other
indebtedness, whether now or in the future, were to be accelerated and Sunlight did not have sufficient assets to repay in full the amounts owed to the lenders
or to other debt holders, such parties could foreclose on the collateral granted by Sunlight to such debt holders, which could materially adversely affect
Sunlight’s liquidity and financial condition or its ability to qualify as a going concern.
Additionally, Sunlight’s current corporate debt facility expires in April 2023. As of December 31, 2021, Sunlight’s corporate debt facility had outstanding
borrowings of $20.6 million. Sunlight will have to negotiate an extension of its facility or establish a facility with another lender prior to that date. Sunlight cannot
be certain that its current debt provider will extend the facility or that it will extend the facility on the same terms, or that Sunlight can obtain a new facility on the
same or better terms. Sunlight may need to extend the facility or obtain a new facility on terms that contain additional covenants or requirements that further
restrict Sunlight’s ability to take advantage of business opportunities, address market changes, make acquisitions or otherwise grow Sunlight’s business.
Fraudulent activity has become more sophisticated in the financial services industry and, if experienced at a material level by Sunlight or its capital
providers in connection with loans originated through Sunlight’s Platform, it could negatively impact Sunlight’s reputation and business. Further,
Sunlight could be subject to fraud by internal actors, which could also negatively impact its reputation and business.
Fraud occurs in the financial services industry and has increased as perpetrators become more sophisticated. Sunlight is subject to the risk of fraudulent activity
generally perpetrated on participants in the financial markets and with respect to the policies and business practices of contractors, vendors and other third
parties handling consumer information. Sunlight has experienced some immaterial fraud where fraudulent actors have obtained consumer personal identifying
information in order to obtain fraudulent project payments from Sunlight. Sunlight has adopted increased fraud detection processes in both its commercial risk
management and consumer underwriting processes in response to these events and the reported increase of fraud in the financial market. However, Sunlight’s
resources, technologies and fraud prevention tools may be insufficient to accurately detect and prevent fraud in the future. The level of Sunlight’s fraud chargeoffs could increase, and results of operations could be materially adversely affected if fraudulent activity were to significantly increase. High profile fraudulent
activity also could negatively impact Sunlight’s brand and reputation, and negatively impact its business, results of operations and financial condition.
Further, Sunlight cannot be certain that it will not be subject to fraud from internal actors in the future. Any such fraud conducted could have a material negative
impact on Sunlight’s reputation or business.
If the consumer underwriting and loan origination processes Sunlight uses contain errors or incorrect inputs from consumers or third parties (e.g.,
credit bureaus), Sunlight’s reputation and relationships with capital providers and contractors could be harmed. Further, economic changes
resulting in increases in default rates could increase Sunlight’s cost of capital.
Sunlight’s ability to attract capital providers on economic terms consistent with its current capital provider funding facilities in part is dependent on Sunlight’s
ability to effectively evaluate a consumer’s credit profile and likelihood of default and potential loss in accordance with Sunlight’s capital provider’s origination
policies. To conduct this evaluation, Sunlight uses FICO scores and various credit bureau attributes. If any of the credit decisioning attributes Sunlight uses
contain errors or the data provided by consumers or third parties (such as credit bureaus) is incorrect or stale, Sunlight’s approvals or denials may be
determined inappropriately. Additionally, following the date of the credit report that Sunlight obtains and reviews, a consumer may default on, or become
delinquent in the payment of, a pre-existing debt obligation, take on additional debt, lose his or her job or other sources of income, or experience other adverse
financial events. If such inaccuracies or events are not detected prior to loan funding, the loan may have a greater risk of default than expected. Greater
defaults could damage Sunlight’s reputation and relationships with contractors and capital providers, causing a decrease in Sunlight’s ability to originate loans,
or result in an increase to Sunlight’s cost of capital causing a decrease in Sunlight margins.
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Further, Sunlight’s cost of capital is also determined in part based on the default averages in Sunlight’s consumer loan borrower portfolio. If general economic
conditions worsen significantly, or other events occur, resulting in an increase in delinquencies and defaults by Sunlight’s consumer loan borrowers and Sunlight
is not able to adjust its underwriting processes to address the change in credit environment, Sunlight’s cost of capital may increase. Increases in Sunlight’s cost
of capital may cause a decrease in Sunlight’s margins and have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Sunlight may in the future expand to new industry verticals outside of the U.S. residential solar system and home improvement industries, and
failure to comply with applicable regulations, accurately predict demand or growth, or build a process valued in those new industries could have an
adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
Sunlight may in the future further expand into other industry verticals. There is no assurance that Sunlight will be able to successfully develop consumer
financing products and services that are valued for these new industries. Sunlight’s investment of resources to develop consumer financing products and
services for the new industries it enters may either be insufficient or result in expenses that are excessive as compared to the fees or other revenue that
Sunlight may earn in launching such vertical. Additionally, Sunlight’s experience is in the U.S. solar system and home improvement industries and, therefore,
industry participants in new industry verticals may not be receptive to its financing solutions and Sunlight may face competitors with more experience and
resources. The borrower profile of consumers in new verticals may not be as attractive, in terms of average FICO scores or other attributes, as in current
verticals, which may make it more difficult for Sunlight to find funding partners for these new verticals. As Sunlight explores additional opportunities, Sunlight
can make no assurance that it will be able to accurately forecast demand (or the lack thereof) for a solution or that those industries will be receptive to Sunlight’s
loan products or changes in loan products from time to time. Failure to predict demand or growth accurately in new industries could have a materially adverse
impact on Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Sunlight’s risk management processes and procedures may not be effective.
Sunlight’s risk management processes and procedures seek to appropriately balance risk and return and mitigate risks, and intend to identify, measure, monitor
and control the types of risk to which Sunlight, its contractors and its capital providers are subject, including credit risk, market risk, liquidity risk, strategic risk
and operational risk. Credit risk is the risk of loss that arises when an obligor fails to meet the terms of an obligation. Market risk is the risk of loss due to
changes in external market factors such as interest rates. Liquidity risk is the risk that financial conditions are adversely affected by an inability, or perceived
inability, to meet obligations and support business growth. Strategic risk is the risk from changes in the business environment, improper implementation of
decisions or inadequate responsiveness to changes in the business environment. Operational risk is the risk of loss arising from inadequate or failed processes,
people or systems, external events (e.g., natural disasters), compliance, reputational or legal matters and includes those risks as they relate directly to Sunlight
as well as to third parties with whom Sunlight contracts or otherwise does business.
Management of Sunlight’s risks depends, in part, upon the use of analytical and forecasting models. If these models are ineffective at predicting future losses or
are otherwise inadequate, Sunlight may incur unexpected losses or otherwise be adversely affected. In addition, the information Sunlight uses in managing its
credit and other risks may be inaccurate or incomplete as a result of error or fraud, both of which may be difficult to detect and avoid. There also may be risks
that exist, or that develop in the future, that Sunlight has not appropriately anticipated, identified or mitigated, including when processes are changed or new
products and services are introduced. If Sunlight’s risk management framework does not effectively identify and control its risks, Sunlight could suffer
unexpected losses or be adversely affected, which could have a material adverse effect on its business, results of operations and financial condition.
To the extent that Sunlight seeks to grow through future acquisitions, or other strategic investments or alliances, Sunlight may not be able to do so
effectively.
Sunlight may in the future seek to grow its business by exploring potential acquisitions or other strategic investments or alliances. Sunlight may not be
successful in identifying businesses or opportunities that meet its acquisition or expansion criteria. In addition, even if a potential acquisition target or other
strategic investment is identified, Sunlight may not be successful in completing such acquisition or integrating such new business or other investment in a way
that allows Sunlight to realize the full benefits from such acquisition. Sunlight may face significant competition for acquisition and other strategic investment
opportunities from other well-capitalized companies, many of which have greater financial resources and greater access to debt and equity capital to secure and
complete acquisitions or other strategic investments. As a result of such competition, Sunlight may be unable to acquire certain assets or businesses, or take
advantage of other strategic investment opportunities that Sunlight deems attractive; the purchase price for a given strategic opportunity may be significantly
elevated; or certain other terms or circumstances may be substantially more
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onerous. Any delay or failure on Sunlight’s part to identify, negotiate, finance on favorable terms, consummate and integrate any such acquisition, or other
strategic investment, opportunity could impede Sunlight’s growth.
Even if Sunlight completes future acquisitions, it may not ultimately strengthen its competitive position or achieve its goals and business strategy; Sunlight may
be subject to claims or liabilities assumed from an acquired company, product, or technology; acquisitions Sunlight completes could be viewed negatively by its
customers, investors, and securities analysts; and Sunlight may incur costs and expenses necessary to address an acquired company’s failure to comply with
laws and governmental rules and regulations. Additionally, Sunlight may be subject to litigation or other claims in connection with the acquired company,
including claims from terminated employees, former stockholders or other third parties, which may differ from or be more significant than the risks Sunlight’s
business faces. If Sunlight is unsuccessful at integrating future acquisitions in a timely manner, or the technologies and operations associated with such
acquisitions, the revenue and operating results of the combined company could be adversely affected. Any integration process may require significant time and
resources, which may disrupt Sunlight’s ongoing business and divert management’s attention, and Sunlight may not be able to manage the integration process
successfully or in a timely manner. Sunlight may not successfully evaluate or utilize the acquired technology or personnel, realize anticipated synergies from the
acquisition, or accurately forecast the financial impact of an acquisition transaction and integration of such acquisition, including accounting charges and any
potential impairment of goodwill and intangible assets recognized in connection with such acquisitions. Sunlight may have to pay cash, incur debt, or issue
equity or equity-linked securities to pay for any future acquisitions, each of which could adversely affect its financial condition or the market price of its Class A
Common Stock. Furthermore, the sale of equity or issuance of equity-linked debt to finance any future acquisitions could result in dilution to Sunlight’s
stockholders. The occurrence of any of these risks could harm Sunlight’s business, operating results, and financial condition.
Risks Related to the Solar Energy Generation Industry
A material reduction in the retail price of electricity charged by electric utilities, other retail electricity providers or other energy sources as
compared to potential savings for purchasing and using a solar system or an increase in pricing for purchasing and using a solar system above the
cost of other energy sources could result in a lower demand for solar systems, which could have an adverse impact on Sunlight’s business, results
of operations and financial condition.
Decreases in the retail price of electricity from electric utilities, from other retail electricity providers or other sources of energy, currently existing or as may be
developed, including other renewable energy sources, as compared to the potential price of purchasing a solar system using solar system loan financing, could
make solar systems less economically attractive to consumers. Reductions in consumer costs associated with traditional or other sources of power may stem
from an increase in availability due to an increase in generation of such power sources, a legislated reduction in rates or special programs offered to consumers
among other potential industry shifts.
Similarly, an increase in pricing associated with purchasing a solar system financed with a loan as compared to the cost to consumers of other power sources,
or the cost to consumers of using a solar system pursuant to solar power purchase agreements or leases, could reduce demand for solar systems. Sunlight’s
business has benefited from the declining cost of solar system components, which has been a key driver in consumer adoption of solar systems. To the extent
such costs stabilize, decline at a slower rate or increase, Sunlight’s future growth may be negatively impacted. An increase in cost to the consumer purchasing a
solar system financed by a loan could be as a result of, among others:
• a decline or delay in raw materials available to manufacture the various components of solar systems;
• an increase in tariff penalties or duties on components of solar systems imported from other countries, which could also increase the pricing of
components produced domestically associated with an increase in demand for such components;
• the expiration or unavailability of, or adverse changes in, economic or governmental incentives, including those in the form of tax credits, grants or similar
programs, which may expire on a particular date, end when the allocated funding is exhausted, or be reduced or terminated as a matter of regulatory or
legislative policy, or other factors that have the impact of decreasing the ultimate price of purchasing or using a solar system to the consumer;
• adverse changes in the rules related to net metering by which residential solar systems are paid (via a reduction in the homeowner/consumer’s utility bill)
for power returned by the homeowner to the local power grid from operation of the homeowner’s residential solar system;
• a shortage of skilled labor to install solar systems, which could have the impact of increasing demand on existing skilled labor and increasing the cost of
installation of solar systems;
• an increase in costs associated with contractor infrastructure, including as related to the potential for additional regulation, lawsuits or other unforeseen
developments; and
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•

an increase in interest rates that Sunlight’s capital providers charge consumers on loan products offered through Sunlight for financing residential solar
systems.

A decrease in the price of traditional power sources or other renewable energy sources that make such sources cost less to the consumer than the purchase of
a solar system with loan financing or an increase in prices to purchase a solar system with loan financing could decrease the attractiveness of the purchase and
installation of such systems by consumers, which in turn may slow Sunlight’s growth and have an adverse impact on its business and results of operations.
The residential solar system loan industry and the home improvement industry are subject to seasonality and other industry factors that may cause
Sunlight’s operating results and its ability to grow to fluctuate from quarter to quarter and year to year. These fluctuations may cause Sunlight’s
future performance to be difficult to predict and cause its operating results for a particular period to fall below expectations.
Sunlight’s quarterly and annual operating results are subject to seasonality and other factors that make them difficult to predict and may fluctuate significantly in
the future. Sunlight has experienced seasonal and quarterly fluctuations in the past and expects to experience such fluctuations in the future. In addition,
Sunlight believes that the impacts of climate change will result in further unpredictability as related to the seasonality of the residential solar system and home
improvement-related industries, including the related financing industry. Credit applications generally peak for a given year during the summer and are at their
lowest point toward the end of the year. Because of the lag between credit applications and installation, fundings generally peak toward the end of the year and
are at their lowest point during the spring. In addition to the other risks described herein, the following factors could cause Sunlight’s operating results to
fluctuate:
• expiration or initiation of any governmental rebates or incentives;
• significant fluctuations in consumer demand for solar systems and/or home improvements;
• Sunlight’s contractors’ ability to complete installations of solar systems and/or home improvements in a timely manner;
• financial market fluctuations that may impact the availability of desirable solar system and/or home improvement loan products for consumers or increase
the cost of capital to Sunlight, thereby decreasing Sunlight’s margins;
• actual or anticipated developments in Sunlight’s competitors’ businesses, technology, loan products, pricing or other initiatives relevant to the solar
system or home improvement lending competitive landscape;
• natural disasters or other weather or meteorological conditions impacting solar system or home improvement industries; and
• general economic downturns, which could negatively impact the availability of, or cost of, capital, including in response to rising delinquencies and
defaults in the market, thereby making it more difficult for Sunlight to originate loans or to do so on economic terms that are favorable to Sunlight.
For these or other reasons, the results of any prior quarterly or annual periods should not be relied upon as indications of Sunlight’s future performance.
The reduction, modification or elimination of government incentives could cause our revenue to decline and harm our financial results.
The market for on-grid applications, where solar power is used to supplement a customer’s electricity purchased from the utility network or sold to a utility under
tariff, depends in large part on the availability and size of government mandates and economic incentives because, at present, the cost of solar power generally
exceeds retail electric rates in many locations and wholesale peak power rates in some locations. Incentives and mandates vary by geographic market. Various
government bodies in most of the countries where we do business have provided incentives in the form of feed-in tariffs, rebates, and tax credits and other
incentives and mandates, such as renewable portfolio standards and net metering, to end-users, distributors, system integrators, and manufacturers of solar
power products to promote the use of solar energy in on-grid applications and to reduce dependency on other forms of energy. These various forms of support
for solar power are subject to change (as, for example, occurred in 2015 with Nevada’s decision to change net energy metering; in 2017 with California's
adoption of new time-of-use rates that reduced the price paid to solar system owners for mid-day electricity production; in 2020 with California's adoption of
building standards requiring the installation of solar systems on new homes; and though not currently enacted, in 2021 the states of California and Florida
proposed net metering policy changes designed to materially reduce the benefit available under net metering), and are expected in the longer term to decline.
Even changes that may be viewed as positive (such as extensions of U.S. tax credits related to solar power) can have negative effects if they result, for
example, in delaying purchases that otherwise might have been made before expiration or scheduled reductions in such credits. Governmental decisions
regarding the provision of economic incentives often depend on political and economic factors that we cannot predict and that are beyond our control. The
reduction, modification, or elimination of grid access, government mandates, or economic incentives in one or more of our customer markets would materially
and adversely affect the growth of such markets or result in increased
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price competition, either of which could cause our revenue to decline and materially adversely affect our business and financial results.
Existing regulations and policies and changes to these regulations and policies may present technical, regulatory, and economic barriers to the
purchase and use of solar power products, which may significantly reduce demand for our loan products and services.
The market for electric generation products is heavily influenced by federal, state, and local government laws, regulations, and policies concerning the electric
utility industry in the United States and abroad, as well as policies promulgated by electric utilities. These regulations and policies often relate to electricity
pricing and technical interconnection of customer-owned electricity generation, and changes that make solar power less competitive with other power sources
could deter investment in the research and development of alternative energy sources as well as customer purchases of solar power technology, which could in
turn result in a significant reduction in the demand for our loan products and services. The market for electric generation equipment is also influenced by trade
and local content laws, regulations, and policies that can discourage growth and competition in the solar industry and create economic barriers to the purchase
of solar power products, thus reducing demand for our loan products. In addition, on-grid applications depend on access to the grid, which is also regulated by
government entities. We anticipate that solar power products and their installation will continue to be subject to oversight and regulation in accordance with
federal, state, local, and foreign regulations relating to construction, safety, environmental protection, utility interconnection and metering, trade, and related
matters. Any new regulations or policies pertaining to solar power products may result in significant additional expenses to our business partners and our
customers, which could cause a significant reduction in demand for our loan products.
Because Sunlight’s business is heavily concentrated on consumer lending in the U.S. solar system and home improvement industries, Sunlight’s
results are more susceptible to fluctuations in those markets than a more diversified company would be.
Sunlight’s business is currently concentrated on supporting consumer lending in the U.S. solar system and home improvement industries. As a result, Sunlight
is more susceptible to fluctuations and risks particular to U.S. consumer credit than a more diversified company would be, and more specifically as to factors that
may drive the demand for solar systems and home improvements. Sunlight’s business concentration could have an adverse effect on its business, results of
operations and financial condition.
The industries that Sunlight operates in are highly competitive and are likely to become more competitive. Additionally, if new entrants join these
markets who have ready access to cheaper capital, competing successfully would become more difficult for Sunlight. Sunlight’s inability to compete
successfully or maintain or improve Sunlight’s market share and margins could adversely affect its business.
The consumer lending industry is highly competitive and increasingly dynamic as emerging technologies continue to enter the marketplace. Technological
advances and heightened e-commerce activities have increased consumers’ accessibility to products and services, which has intensified the desirability of
offering loans to consumers through digital-based solutions. Sunlight faces competition in areas such as financing terms, promotional offerings, fees, approval
rates, speed and simplicity of loan origination, ease-of-use, marketing expertise, service levels, products and services, technological capabilities and integration,
customer service and support, compliance capabilities, brand and reputation. Sunlight’s existing and potential competitors may decide to modify their pricing
and business models to compete more directly with Sunlight’s model or offer similar promotions and ancillary services. If Sunlight is unable to compete
effectively to attract contractors to sell Sunlight loans to their consumer customers, Sunlight’s results of operations and financial condition could be materially
adversely affected.
Sunlight’s success in the residential solar systems point of sale lending industry is in part due to Sunlight’s low cost of capital. While the barriers to entry in this
business are high, if new entrants with access to cheaper capital enter the market, such as a depository institution whether organically or through acquisition of
Sunlight competitors (thereby giving Sunlight competitors access to lower cost capital), competing could become more difficult for Sunlight. A new market
entrant with a lower cost of capital could discount pricing to a level below which Sunlight would be able to match and maintain its margins or such entrant could
maintain pricing but make more revenue on each loan. Sunlight’s inability to compete successfully with these tactics by lowering its own cost of capital or
competing on other terms that are valuable to solar systems contractors such as user-friendly, best-in-market technology or by providing valuable ancillary
services, could materially negatively impact Sunlight’s business.
Risks Related to Sunlight’s Technology and Intellectual Property
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Developments in technology or improvements in the solar energy generation industry, including energy storage and distributed solar power, may
adversely affect demand for Sunlight’s loans.
Significant developments in technology, such as advances in distributed solar power generation, energy storage solutions such as batteries, energy storage
management systems, the widespread use or adoption of fuel cells for residential properties or improvements in other forms of distributed or centralized power
production may materially and adversely affect demand for solar systems and, in turn, the demand for loans originated through Sunlight’s Platform, which may
negatively impact Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Additionally, recent technological advancements may impact Sunlight’s business in ways Sunlight does not currently anticipate. Any failure by Sunlight to adopt
or have access to assist consumers to finance new or enhanced technologies or processes, or to react to changes in existing technologies, could have a
material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Cyber-attacks and other security breaches could have an adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
In the normal course of Sunlight’s business, Sunlight collects, processes and retains sensitive and nonpublic personal consumer information. Although Sunlight
devotes significant resources and management focus to ensuring the integrity of its systems through information security and business continuity programs,
Sunlight’s facilities and information technology systems, and those of capital providers, contractors and third-party service providers, may be subjected to
external or internal security breaches and cyber-attacks, acts of vandalism, computer viruses, misplaced or lost data, programming or human errors and other
similar events that result in the disclosure of sensitive and confidential information. Sunlight also faces security threats from malicious third parties that could
attempt to obtain unauthorized access to Sunlight systems and networks, which threats have increased significantly in recent years and which Sunlight
anticipates will continue to grow in scope and complexity over time. These events could interrupt Sunlight’s business and/or operations, result in significant legal
and financial exposure, supervisory liability, other government or regulatory fines and penalties, damage to its reputation and a loss of confidence in the security
of Sunlight’s systems and ability to facilitate the origination of loans. Although Sunlight has not experienced such adverse events to date, no assurance can be
given that these events will not have a material adverse effect on Sunlight in the future.
Information security risks in the financial services industry have increased recently, in part because of new technologies, the use of the internet and
telecommunications technologies (including mobile devices) to conduct financial and other business transactions and the increased sophistication and activities
of organized criminals, perpetrators of fraud, hackers, terrorists and others. In addition to cyber-attacks and other security breaches involving the theft of
sensitive and confidential information, hackers recently have engaged in attacks that are designed to disrupt key business services, such as consumer-facing
websites. Sunlight, contractors, capital providers and vendors may not be able to anticipate or implement effective preventive measures against all security
breaches of these types, especially because the techniques used change frequently and because attacks can originate from a wide variety of sources. Sunlight
employs detection and response mechanisms designed to contain and mitigate security incidents. Nonetheless, early detection efforts may be thwarted by
sophisticated attacks and malware designed to avoid detection. Sunlight also may fail to detect the existence of a security breach related to the information of
capital providers, contractors and consumers that Sunlight retains as part of its business and may be unable to prevent unauthorized access to that information.
Sunlight also faces risks related to cyber-attacks and other security breaches that typically involve the transmission of sensitive information regarding borrowers
through various third parties, including Sunlight’s various service providers engaged to support Sunlight’s underwriting and other technological and operational
processes. Because Sunlight does not control these third parties or oversee the security of their systems, future security breaches or cyber-attacks affecting
any of these third parties could impact Sunlight through no fault of its own, and in some cases Sunlight may have exposure and suffer losses for breaches or
attacks relating to them. While Sunlight regularly conducts security assessments of significant third-party service providers, no assurance is given that Sunlight’s
third-party information security protocols are sufficient to prevent a service provider from experiencing a cyber-attack or other security breach.
Disruptions in the operation of Sunlight’s computer systems and those of its critical third-party service providers and capital providers could have
an adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
Sunlight’s ability to facilitate the origination of loans and otherwise operate Sunlight’s business and comply with applicable laws depends on the efficient and
uninterrupted operation of Sunlight’s computer systems and critical third-party service providers that support these processes. These Sunlight or third-party
computer systems may encounter service interruptions at any time due to system or software failure, natural disasters, severe weather conditions, health
pandemics, terrorist attacks, cyber-attacks or other events. Any of such catastrophes could have a negative effect on
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Sunlight’s business and technology infrastructure (including its computer network systems). Catastrophic events could also impact public agencies that provide
permitting or other related services and prevent or make it more difficult for contractors to install solar systems, and could interrupt or disable local or national
communications networks, including payment networks and capital provider’s ability to fund loans. All of these adverse effects of catastrophic events could
result in an inability for Sunlight to meet its funding obligations with respect to existing loan applications or for Sunlight to originate new loans, which could have
a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
In addition, the implementation of technology changes and upgrades to maintain current and integrate new systems may cause service interruptions, transaction
processing errors or system conversion delays and may cause Sunlight to fail to comply in a timely manner with its agreements with applicable laws, all of
which could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business. Sunlight expects that new technologies and business processes applicable to the point of
sale consumer loan industry will continue to emerge. There can be no assurance that Sunlight will be able to successfully adopt new technology as critical
systems and applications become obsolete and better systems, applications and processes become available. A failure to maintain or improve current
technology and business processes could cause disruptions in Sunlight’s operations or cause its solution to be less competitive, all of which could have a
material adverse effect on its business, results of operations and financial condition.
Existing regulations and policies and changes to these regulations and policies may present technical, regulatory, and economic barriers to the
purchase and use of solar energy systems, which may significantly reduce demand for Sunlight’s loan products.
The market for electric generation products is heavily influenced by federal, state, and local government laws, regulations, and policies concerning the electric
utility industry in the United States and abroad, as well as policies promulgated by electric utilities. These regulations and policies often relate to electricity
pricing and technical interconnection of customer-owned electricity generation, and changes that make solar power less competitive with other power sources
could deter investment in the research and development of alternative energy sources as well as customer purchases of solar power technology from Sunlight’s
network of contractors, which could in turn result in a significant reduction in the demand for Sunlight’s solar power loan products. The market for electric
generation equipment is also influenced by trade and local content laws, regulations, and policies that can discourage growth and competition in the solar
industry and create economic barriers to the purchase of solar power products, thus reducing demand for solar products sold by our contractor partners, and in
turn our solar power loan products. In addition, on-grid applications depend on access to the grid, which is also regulated by government entities. We anticipate
that solar power products and their installation will continue to be subject to oversight and regulation in accordance with federal, state, local, and foreign
regulations relating to construction, safety, environmental protection, utility interconnection and metering, trade, and related matters. It is difficult to track the
requirements of individual states or local jurisdictions and design equipment to comply with the varying standards. Any new regulations or policies pertaining to
solar power products may result in significant additional expenses to contractor partners and their customers, which could cause a significant reduction in
demand for Sunlight’s loan products. See also under this section, “Risks Related to Legal Matters and Sunlight’s Regulatory Environment - The highly regulated
environment in which Sunlight’s capital providers operate could have an adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.”
Sunlight may be unable to sufficiently protect its proprietary rights, trade secrets and intellectual property, and may encounter disputes from time to
time relating to its use of the intellectual property of third parties.
Sunlight relies on a combination of patents, trademarks, service marks, copyrights, trade secrets, domain names and agreements with employees and third
parties to protect its proprietary rights. Unauthorized individuals may attempt to duplicate or copy the proprietary aspects of its technology and processes.
Sunlight’s competitors and other third parties independently may design around or develop similar technology or otherwise duplicate Sunlight’s services or
products. In addition, though Sunlight has restrictive covenant agreements in place that are intended to protect its intellectual property, trade secrets and
confidential and proprietary information (“Proprietary Information”) or provide a remedy in the event of an unauthorized disclosure, these agreements may not
prevent misappropriation of Sunlight’s Proprietary Information or infringement of Sunlight’s intellectual property and the resulting loss of competitive advantage,
and Sunlight may be required to litigate to protect its intellectual property and Proprietary Information from misappropriation or infringement by others, which
may be expensive, could cause a diversion of resources and may not be successful.
Sunlight also may encounter disputes from time to time concerning intellectual property rights of others, and it may not prevail in these disputes. Third parties
may raise claims against Sunlight alleging that Sunlight, or consultants or other third parties retained or indemnified by Sunlight, infringe on their intellectual
property rights. Some third-party intellectual property rights may be extremely broad, and it may not be possible for Sunlight to conduct its operations in such a
way as to avoid all alleged violations of such intellectual property rights. Given the complex, rapidly changing and competitive technological and business
environment in which Sunlight operates, and the potential risks and uncertainties of intellectual
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property-related litigation, an assertion of an infringement claim against Sunlight may cause Sunlight to spend significant amounts to defend the claim, even if
Sunlight ultimately prevails. If Sunlight does not prevail, Sunlight may be required to pay significant money damages, suffer losses of significant revenues, be
prohibited from using the relevant systems, processes, technologies or other intellectual property (temporarily or permanently), be required to cease offering
certain products or services, or incur significant license, royalty or technology development expenses.
In addition, although in some cases a third party may have agreed to indemnify Sunlight for such costs, such indemnifying party may refuse or be unable to
uphold its contractual obligations. In other cases, insurance may not cover potential claims of this type adequately or at all, and Sunlight may be required to pay
monetary damages, which may be significant.
Some aspects of the Sunlight Platform and processes include open source software, and any failure to comply with the terms of one or more of
these open source licenses could negatively affect its business.
Aspects of the Sunlight Platform include software covered by open source licenses. The terms of various open source licenses have not been interpreted by
United States courts, and such licenses could be construed in a manner that imposes unanticipated conditions or restrictions on Sunlight’s Platform. If portions
of Sunlight’s proprietary software are determined to be subject to an open source license, Sunlight could be required to publicly release the affected portions of
source code, re-engineer all or a portion of its technologies or otherwise be limited in the licensing of technologies, each of which could reduce or eliminate the
value of Sunlight’s technologies. In addition to risks related to license requirements, usage of open source software can lead to greater risks than use of thirdparty commercial software because open source licensors generally do not provide warranties or controls on the origin of the software. Many of the risks
associated with the use of open source software cannot be eliminated and could adversely affect Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial
condition.
Contractor and Capital Provider-Related Risks
Sunlight’s growth is dependent on its contractor network and in turn the quality of the products and services they provide to their customers, and
Sunlight’s failure to retain or replace existing contractors, to grow its contractor network or the number of Sunlight loans offered through its
existing network, or increases in loan delinquencies due to any deficiencies in Sunlight’s contractor underwriting practices, could adversely impact
Sunlight’s business.
Solar system and home improvement loans are offered through Sunlight to Sunlight’s contractor networks to such contractors’ consumer customers who buy
solar systems or home improvements. In order to continue to grow, Sunlight will need to further expand its contractor networks. Sunlight is subject to significant
competition for the recruitment and retention of contractors from its current competitors and new entrants to the solar system loan and home improvement loan
markets, and Sunlight may not be able to recruit new or replacement contractors in the future, or expand its loan volume with existing contractors, at a rate
required to produce projected growth.
Sunlight competes for contractors with solar system and home improvement lenders primarily based on scope of loan product offerings that respond to
consumer demand, pricing to the contractors (“OID”), user friendliness of Sunlight’s technology (Orange®) and other processes to make the loan sale process
efficient and individualized in service and responsiveness. Sunlight does not have any exclusivity agreements with its contractors. Accordingly, there can be no
assurance that Sunlight will be able to maintain its current contractor relationships. Sunlight may lose existing contractors that represent a significant portion of
Sunlight’s business, and there is no guarantee that Sunlight would be able to engage replacement contractors on terms similar to its existing contractors, or at
all.
Additionally, dependence on any one contractor or small group of contractors creates concentration risk, particularly in the event that any such contractor elects
to terminate its relationship with Sunlight, experiences business disruption, a business failure or bankruptcy, or fails to supply, or perform the installation of, the
solar system or home improvement product to the satisfaction of the customer, which may result in potential loan defaults which could have a material adverse
impact on Sunlight’s results of operations. For example, in May 2021, Sunlight was advised by a significant contractor that it will discontinue use of Sunlight’s
platform to source solar loans effective immediately. This contractor accounted for approximately 6.7% and, due to continuing pull-through after the
discontinuation date, 9.5% of Sunlight’s total funded loan volumes during the years ended December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2021, respectively.
For the fiscal years ended December 31, 2019, December 31, 2020, and December 31, 2021, Sunlight’s top ten contractors accounted for approximately 46%,
42%, and 45% of the total funded loan volumes for such periods, respectively.
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Sunlight’s capital advance program exposes it to potential losses in the event that a contractor fails to fully perform under its agreements with
Sunlight or becomes insolvent prior to completion of the underlying installation or construction, which losses could have an adverse impact on
Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Sunlight maintains a primarily short-term capital advance program with certain contractors that provides such contractors with up-front working capital to pay for
certain expenses for installation or the construction of solar systems and home improvements. Such capital advances may be paid to contractors prior to the
commencement of such installation or construction, or at specified periods during the installation or construction process. The aggregate amount of advances
available to a given contractor is based on a risk evaluation and tiering conducted by Sunlight’s commercial risk team that performs contractor underwriting
generally, as well as additional oversight and periodic monitoring requirements, which may not be able to fully address all risks which could result in insufficient
underwriting thereby resulting in an adverse impact to Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition. In addition, at any time prior to
completion of installation or construction of solar systems or home improvements, Sunlight is at risk for defaults if a contractor to whom such advances have
been made fails to fully perform under its agreements with Sunlight or becomes insolvent prior to the completion of installation or construction. The ability of, or
failure of, contractors to fully perform or maintain their solvency depends on a number of factors, including, but not limited to, changes in economic conditions,
adverse trends or events affecting the solar system and home improvement industries, lack of availability of, and/or access to, as well as increases in the cost
of, materials or labor for the installation or construction of solar systems or home improvements, due to global supply chain shortages and the increase in
competition for skilled labor, permitting delays, natural disasters and management and cash flow levels. As of December 31, 2020, Sunlight had an aggregate of
$35.4 million of outstanding advances to 141 contractors. Approximately 60.1% of those advances were made to four of Sunlight’s largest contractor
relationships in terms of funded loan volume. As of December 31, 2021, Sunlight had an aggregate of $67.1 million of outstanding advances to 170 contractors.
Approximately 71.6% of those advances were made to five of Sunlight’s largest contractor relationships in terms of funded loan volume. In the event that one or
more contractors who receive such capital advances are unable to fully perform under their agreements with Sunlight or maintain their solvency, Sunlight may
lose a portion or all of the funds advanced to such contractor, may need to modify the provisions of the capital advance program with such contractor on
materially less favorable terms to Sunlight, or may incur additional operational and maintenance expenses, any of which may have an adverse impact on
Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Further, Sunlight advances funding payments to contractors in order to ensure payment to its contractors within 24 hours. If a capital provider fails to reimburse
Sunlight for such advances as anticipated, Sunlight may need to write-off such advances, subjecting Sunlight to consumer credit risk. Alternatively, if the
contractor funded by Sunlight declares bankruptcy prior to Sunlight being reimbursed, the capital provider is not likely to fund the loan and reimburse Sunlight.
Sunlight could be subject to losses if the consumers borrowing funds from Sunlight under these loans do not pay as and when required.
Sunlight’s rebate program with certain of its contractors may be utilized by such contractors to a greater degree in certain periods, resulting in
decreased fee income from its contractor partners, which could have a material adverse impact on Sunlight’s revenues during those periods.
Sunlight offers rebates to certain of its contractor partners in exchange for volume commitments. In general, the contractors with these rebate arrangements
realize a rebate on funded loans originated over an agreed period of time (for example, one year) provided that the agreed volume of funded loan origination
was achieved by that contractor. Sunlight accrues for such rebates on a quarterly basis based on the estimated amount of the rebate, but the accrual may be
less than the actual rebate earned by a contractor or contractors when the rebate is required to be paid if volume is higher than anticipated in certain periods. If
that occurs, Sunlight may be required to record a charge for rebates that is larger than would be the case if its accrual matched the rebates actually earned. If
such a charge occurs, Sunlight’s revenues for the applicable quarterly period may be adversely impacted.
Loans originated through Sunlight’s technology platform (Orange®) are originated by third-party capital providers. As Sunlight continues to grow,
Sunlight will need to either expand the commitments of its existing capital providers or find additional capital providers to fund additional volume.
Sunlight’s inability to identify capital provider sources for new loan volume or to replace loan volume funding capacity should a capital provider
elect to terminate its relationship with Sunlight could have a material adverse impact on Sunlight’s growth.
Sunlight relies on third-party capital providers to originate solar system and home improvement loans through Sunlight’s Platform to third party borrowers. As
Sunlight’s business grows, Sunlight will need additional funding sources for those
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loans to third party borrowers, either from its existing capital providers or by entering into program funding agreements with new capital providers. Sunlight’s
failure to obtain additional funding commitments in an amount needed to fund its projected loan volume, or Sunlight’s failure to extend its existing commitments
or identify new capital providers on economic terms similar to or better than what Sunlight currently has with its existing capital providers, could have a material
adverse impact on Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Additionally, Sunlight’s funding program agreements generally have automatic renewal provisions, but Sunlight cannot predict whether a capital provider will
elect to terminate their commitment in the future. Many factors may influence the ability or willingness of Sunlight’s existing capital providers to renew their
annual capital commitments and the terms on which such renewals are made, including, but not limited to, changes in economic conditions, including credit
markets and interest rates, adverse trends or events affecting the lending industry or industries that Sunlight serves, changes in strategy by capital providers,
the overall attractiveness of the returns that may be realized from solar system or home improvement loans by capital providers from their relationship with
Sunlight, Sunlight’s performance and the performance of loans originated through Sunlight’s Platform and changes in legislation and regulations that affect
Sunlight or capital providers. Sunlight cannot predict its third-party capital providers’ appetite to continue originating solar system or home improvement loans or
other risks to such parties businesses that could cause any such party to not renew their loan funding program with Sunlight.
In addition, Sunlight’s funding program agreements contain covenants and agreements relating to the origination of loans on such providers’ balance sheets. If
Sunlight materially breaches these conditions and fails to cure them in the time allotted, the relevant capital provider may terminate its relationship with Sunlight.
Such covenants and agreements generally include, among others, obligations related to funding volumes, concentration limits on certain loan products, FICO
score requirements, agreements related to Sunlight’s legal compliance in the origination process, underwriting requirements, milestone payment requirements
and data privacy requirements. If Sunlight were to breach one or more of the covenants and the relevant existing capital provider elects to terminate its
relationship with Sunlight and Sunlight is unable to procure alternative agreements with new capital providers or increase commitments from other existing
capital providers in a timely manner and on acceptable terms, or at all, Sunlight’s results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
Dependence by Sunlight on one capital provider or a group of similarly situated capital providers that would be impacted similarly by market factors subjects
Sunlight to concentration risk. In 2019, 2020, and 2021, respectively, one capital provider, Technology Credit Union, funded 48.9%, 47.4%, and 29.4% of
Sunlight’s funded solar system loan volume. Also, although in separate geographical jurisdictions, in those same years, 73.9%, 84.3%, and 74.4%, respectively,
of Sunlight’s total solar system loan volume was funded by credit unions, which could have similar market, regulatory or other risks that could simultaneously
impact their ability to continue to originate solar system loans through Sunlight. Sunlight’s continued growth could be materially and adversely affected if this or
any other of its capital providers or a group of them were not able to or determined not to continue to fund solar loans facilitated by Sunlight, and Sunlight was
not able to attract additional capital providers to replace that funding capacity. Capital providers could determine to stop funding solar loans for different reasons
that are outside of Sunlight’s control such as a desire to diversify their own asset bases, changes in the market or regulatory requirements or other
circumstances.
Sunlight is subject to regular audits by its capital providers and their regulators, as well as certain other parties closely involved in Sunlight’s
processes, such as credit bureaus. If Sunlight does not “pass” these audits, Sunlight could suffer reputational damage that will make it more
difficult to engage capital providers or extend its current relationships on positive economic terms to Sunlight, which could negatively impact
Sunlight’s business and financial condition.
Sunlight is subject to regular audits by its capital providers and their regulators, as well as certain other parties closely involved in Sunlight’s processes, such as
credit bureaus. These audits are broad and include reviews of Sunlight’s consumer protection law policies and procedures, privacy practices, information
technology security measures, human resources practices and other areas of operation. If Sunlight does not “pass” these audits or Sunlight’s performance is
deemed weak or significant deficiencies are identified, Sunlight could suffer reputational damage. Sunlight’s existing capital providers may be less willing to
extend the terms of their existing agreements or may elect to increase the cost of capital to Sunlight if it perceives these issues as increasing their risk. These
issues may also make it more difficult for Sunlight to engage new capital providers on positive economic terms to Sunlight. Further, if third parties critical to
Sunlight’s operations should find Sunlight’s audit results concerning, they may not be willing to continue to partner with Sunlight. If these critical parties are not
willing to continue to partner with Sunlight, Sunlight may need to alter its operations in a manner that has a negative impact on its business or Sunlight may
experience business disruption while it seeks to find a replacement vendor (which, if identified, may not be available to Sunlight on positive economic terms)
that could negatively impact Sunlight’s business and financial condition.
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Contractor and marketplace confidence in Sunlight’s liquidity and long-term business prospects is important for building and maintaining Sunlight’s
business. Additionally, if Sunlight experiences negative publicity, it may lose the confidence of its funding providers, capital providers and
contractors and Sunlight’s business may suffer.
Sunlight’s financial condition, operating results and business prospects may suffer materially if it is unable to establish and maintain confidence about its liquidity
and long-term business prospects among contractors, consumers and within Sunlight’s industry. Sunlight’s contractor network is Sunlight’s distribution channel
for the loans originated through Orange® and therefore serves as the means by which Sunlight is able to rapidly and successfully expand within existing and
prospective markets. Contractors and other third parties will be less likely to enter into agreements with Sunlight if they are uncertain if Sunlight will be able to
make payments on time, its business will succeed or its operations will continue for many years. Sunlight may not succeed in its efforts to build this confidence.
Sunlight relies on a number of third-party service providers and vendors, and if certain of those vendors are unable or unwilling to provide their
services or products, Sunlight may experience meaningful harm to its business, results of operations and financial condition.
Sunlight has established a process whereby it evaluates each vendor to determine if such vendor is “critical” to Sunlight’s business. Sunlight defines “critical” as
a vendor that, if unwilling or unable to provide its services or products to Sunlight for seven days, would potentially cause Sunlight to experience material harm
to its business. Sunlight currently has 18 vendors qualified as critical. Most of these critical vendors relate to services provided to support Orange® and other
related technology. No assurance can be given that any vendor critical to Sunlight’s business will not experience a prolonged business or system disruption,
financial difficulties, including potential bankruptcy, or other circumstances that could cause such vendor to be unable to perform under its contract with
Sunlight. Further, Sunlight cannot predict whether any critical vendor would choose to breach an agreement or not renew a contract in an effort to increase
pricing or otherwise that a dispute will not occur between Sunlight and a critical vendor. If any of these events do occur, Sunlight will need to find a replacement
and integrate such replacement vendor quickly. If Sunlight cannot locate an adequate replacement or cannot integrate the replacement vendor services quickly,
Sunlight may have to alter its operations or experience business disruption itself, which would likely have a material adverse impact on Sunlight’s business,
results of operations and financial condition.
Financial and Accounting-Related Risks
Sunlight’s projections are subject to significant risks, assumptions, estimates and uncertainties. As a result, Sunlight’s projected revenues, market
share, expenses, profitability and any guidance it may publish from time to time may differ materially from its expectations.
Sunlight operates in a rapidly changing and competitive industries and Sunlight’s projections will be subject to the risks and assumptions made by management
with respect to its industry. Operating results are difficult to forecast because they generally depend on a number of factors, including competition, Sunlight’s
ability to attract and retain capital providers and contractors, general industry trends and financial market considerations. Additionally, as described under “—
Sunlight’s revenue is impacted, to a significant extent, by the general economy, including supply chain disruptions, and the financial performance of its capital
providers and contractors,” Sunlight’s business may be affected by reductions in consumer spending from time to time as a result of a number of factors that
may be difficult to predict, rising interest rates and a reduction of the general availability of capital to consumers. This may result in decreased revenue and
Sunlight may be unable to adopt measures in a timely manner to compensate for any unexpected decline. This inability could cause Sunlight’s operating results
in a given quarter to be higher or lower than expected. If actual results differ from Sunlight’s estimates, analysts may negatively react and Sunlight’s stock price
could be materially adversely impacted.
Additionally, Sunlight may, from time to time, provide guidance regarding its future performance that represents management’s estimates as of the date such
guidance is provided. Guidance is necessarily speculative in nature, and it can be expected that some or all of the assumptions that inform such guidance will
not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. Sunlight’s ability to meet funded volume, cost, Adjusted EBITDA, free cash flow or any other forwardlooking guidance is impacted by a number of factors including, but not limited to, changes in domestic and foreign business, market, financial, political and legal
conditions; risks related to Sunlight’s business and the timing of expected business milestones or results; the effects of competition and regulatory risks, and the
impacts of changes in legislation or regulations on Sunlight’s future business; the expiration, renewal, modification or replacement of the federal solar
investment tax credit; the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on Sunlight’s business or future results; and Sunlight’s ability to issue equity or equity-linked
securities. Accordingly, Sunlight’s guidance is only an estimate of what management
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believes is realizable as of the date such guidance is provided. Actual results may vary from such guidance and the variations may be material.
Sunlight’s revenue is impacted, to a significant extent, by the general economy, including supply chain disruptions, and the financial performance of
its capital providers and contractors.
Sunlight’s business, the consumer financial services industry, its contractors’ and its capital providers’ businesses are sensitive to macroeconomic conditions.
Economic factors such as interest rates, changes in monetary and related policies, inflation, market volatility, increased labor costs and labor shortages, delays
in the supply chain and supply chain shortages, consumer confidence and unemployment rates are among the most significant factors that impact consumer
spending behavior. Weak economic conditions or a significant deterioration in economic conditions reduce the amount of disposable income consumers have,
which in turn reduces consumer spending and the willingness of qualified borrowers to take out loans. Such conditions are also likely to affect the ability and
willingness of borrowers to pay amounts owed to Sunlight or its capital providers, each of which would have a material adverse effect on its business, results of
operations and financial condition.
General economic conditions and the willingness of its capital providers to deploy capital in the consumer industries within which Sunlight operates also impact
Sunlight’s performance. The origination of new loans through Orange®, and the platform fees and other fee income to Sunlight associated with such loans, is
dependent upon sales and installations of solar systems and home improvements. Contractors’ sales may decrease or fail to increase as a result of factors
outside of their control, such as the macroeconomic conditions referenced above, business conditions affecting an industry vertical or region, changing
regulatory environments, delays in permitting and/or permission to operate of residential solar. Weak economic conditions including increased labor costs and
labor shortages, delays in the supply chain and supply chain shortages, and delays in permitting and/or permission to operate of residential solar also could
extend the length of contractors’ sales cycle and cause prospective borrowers to delay making (or not make) purchases of solar systems or home
improvements. The decline in and delay of sales by contractors for any reason will generally result in reduced loan volume and associated fee income for
Sunlight and its capital providers, particularly from platform fees on Direct Channel Loans, for which revenue is not recognized until the Direct Channel Partner
funds the Loans, which may reduce loan volume and materially adversely affect Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
In addition, if a contractor or capital provider becomes subject to a voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy proceeding (or if there is a perception that it may become
subject to a bankruptcy proceeding), borrowers may have less incentive to pay their outstanding balances to Sunlight or its capital providers, which could result
in higher charge-off rates than anticipated. Any consistent or system failures of Sunlight’s contractors or capital providers could materially adversely affect
Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Risks Related to Legal Matters and Sunlight’s Regulatory Environment
Litigation, regulatory actions and compliance issues could subject Sunlight to significant fines, penalties, judgments, remediation costs,
indemnification obligations and/or other requirements resulting in increased expenses and negatively impacting Sunlight’s liquidity and financial
condition.
Sunlight’s business is subject to increased risks of litigation and regulatory actions as a result of a number of factors and from various sources, including as a
result of the highly regulated nature of the consumer financial services industry and the focus of state and federal enforcement agencies on the financial
services industry.
Federal and state agencies have broad enforcement powers over Sunlight, including powers to investigate Sunlight’s business practices and broad discretion to
deem particular practices unfair, deceptive, abusive or otherwise not in accordance with the law. The continued focus of regulators on the consumer financial
services industry has resulted, and could continue to result, in new enforcement actions that could, directly or indirectly, affect the manner in which Sunlight
conducts its business and increase the costs of defending and settling any such matters, which could negatively impact its business. In some cases, regardless
of fault, it may be less time-consuming or costly to settle these matters, which may require Sunlight to implement certain changes to its business practices,
provide remediation to certain individuals or make a settlement payment to a given party or regulatory body. There is no assurance that any future settlements
will not have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
From time to time, Sunlight may be involved in, or the subject of, reviews, requests for information, examinations, investigations and proceedings (both formal
and informal) by state and federal governmental agencies regarding Sunlight’s business activities and Sunlight’s qualifications to conduct its business in certain
jurisdictions, which could subject Sunlight to significant fines, penalties, obligations to change its business practices, capital provider, contractor and
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consumer remediations, increased compliance costs and other requirements resulting in increased expenses and diminished earnings. Sunlight’s involvement
in any such matter also could cause significant harm to its reputation and divert management attention from the operation of its business, even if the matters are
ultimately determined in Sunlight’s favor. Moreover, any settlement, or any consent order or adverse judgment in connection with any formal or informal
proceeding or investigation by a government agency, may prompt litigation or additional investigations or proceedings as other litigants or other government
agencies begin independent reviews of the same activities.
In addition, a number of participants in the consumer finance industry have been the subject of putative class action lawsuits; state attorney general actions and
other state regulatory actions; federal regulatory enforcement actions, including actions relating to alleged unfair, deceptive or abusive acts or practices;
violations of state licensing and lending laws, including state usury laws; actions alleging discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, gender or other prohibited
bases; and allegations of noncompliance with various state and federal laws and regulations relating to originating and servicing consumer finance loans. The
current regulatory environment, increased regulatory compliance requirements and enhanced regulatory enforcement could result in significant operational and
compliance costs and may prevent Sunlight from offering certain products and services. There is no assurance that these regulatory matters or other factors will
not, in the future, affect how Sunlight conducts its business and, in turn, could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business or results of operations. In
particular, legal proceedings brought under state consumer protection statutes or under several of the various federal consumer financial services statutes may
result in a separate fine for each violation of the statute, which, particularly in the case of class action lawsuits, could result in damages substantially in excess of
the amounts Sunlight earned from the underlying activities.
In addition, from time to time, through Sunlight’s operational and compliance controls, Sunlight identifies compliance issues that require it to make operational
changes and, depending on the nature of the issue and contractual obligations to its various capital providers, result in financial remediation to impacted capital
providers or consumers. These self-identified issues and voluntary remediation payments could be significant, depending on the issue and the number of capital
providers, contractors or consumers impacted, and also could generate litigation or regulatory investigations that subject Sunlight to additional risk.
Sunlight is subject to federal and state consumer protection laws.
In connection with the origination of loans, Sunlight must comply with various state and federal regulatory regimes, including those applicable to consumer credit
transactions, various aspects of which are untested as applied to Sunlight’s business model. The complex regulatory environment of the consumer credit
industry are subject to constant change and modification. While changes to statutes and promulgating new regulations may take a substantial amount of time,
issuing regulatory guidance with the force of law in the form of opinions, bulletins and notices can occur quickly. Also, consumer credit regulators often initiate
inquiries into market participants, which can lead to investigations and, ultimately, enforcement actions. In addition, the laws and regulations applicable to
Sunlight are subject to administrative or judicial interpretation. Some of these laws and regulations have been enacted only recently and may not yet have been
interpreted or may be interpreted infrequently. As a result of infrequent or sparse interpretations, ambiguities in these laws and regulations may create
uncertainty with respect to what type of conduct is permitted or restricted under such laws and regulations. Any ambiguity under a law or regulation to which
Sunlight is subject may lead to regulatory investigations, governmental enforcement actions and private causes of action, such as class action lawsuits, with
respect to Sunlight’s compliance with such laws or regulations. As a result, Sunlight is subject to a constantly evolving consumer finance regulatory environment
that is difficult to predict and which may affect Sunlight’s business. The laws to which Sunlight directly or its services by contract are or may be subject to
include, among others:
• state laws and regulations that impose requirements related to loan disclosures and terms, credit discrimination and unfair, deceptive or abusive business
acts or practices;
• the Truth-in-Lending Act, and its implementing Regulation Z, and similar state laws, which require certain disclosures to borrowers regarding the terms
and conditions of their loans and credit transactions;
• Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce, and Section 1031 of the
Dodd-Frank Act, which prohibits unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices (“UDAAP”), in connection with any consumer financial product or service;
• the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and its implementing Regulation B, which prohibit creditors from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of
race, color, sex, age, religion, national origin, marital status, the fact that all or part of the applicant’s income derives from any public assistance program
or the fact that the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the Federal Consumer Credit Protection Act or any applicable state law;
• the Fair Credit Reporting Act (the “FCRA”), and its implementing Regulation V, as amended by the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act, which
promotes the accuracy, fairness and privacy of information in the files of consumer reporting agencies;
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the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, and its implementing Regulation F, the Telephone Consumer Protection Act, as well as state debt collection laws,
all of which provide guidelines and limitations concerning the conduct of debt collectors in connection with the collection of consumer debts;
the Bankruptcy Code, which limits the extent to which creditors may seek to enforce debts against parties who have filed for bankruptcy protection;
the California Consumer Privacy Act, which includes certain limitations on the disclosure of nonpublic personal information by financial institutions about a
consumer to nonaffiliated third parties, in certain circumstances requires financial institutions to limit the use and further disclosure of nonpublic personal
information by nonaffiliated third parties to whom they disclose such information and requires financial institutions to disclose certain privacy policies and
practices with respect to information sharing with affiliated and nonaffiliated entities as well as to safeguard personal consumer information, and other
privacy laws and regulations;
the Gramm Leach Bliley Act, and its implementing Regulation P, which requires financial institutions to disclose certain information to consumers about
the privacy and use of their data and which imposes certain data security requirements on financial institutions;
the rules and regulations promulgated by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the National Credit Union Administration, as well as state banking
regulators;
the Office of Foreign Assets Control, which publishes a list of individuals and companies owned or controlled by, or acting for or on behalf of, targeted or
sanctioned countries, whose assets are blocked and Sunlight is generally prohibited from dealing with;
the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, which allows active duty military members to suspend or postpone certain civil obligations, and prohibits certain
creditor self-help remedies, including repossession, so that the military member can devote his or her full attention to military duties;
the Military Lending Act, enacted in 2006 and implemented by the Department of Defense, which imposes a 36% cap on the “all-in” annual percentage
rates charged on certain loans to active-duty members of the U.S. military, reserves and National Guard and their dependents;
the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, and Regulation E promulgated thereunder, which provide disclosure requirements, guidelines and restrictions on the
electronic transfer of funds from consumers’ bank accounts;
the Telephone Consumer Protection Act, which restricts telephone solicitations and the use of automated phone equipment;
the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act, and similar state laws, particularly the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, which
authorize the creation of legally binding and enforceable agreements utilizing electronic records and signatures; and
the Bank Secrecy Act, which relates to compliance with anti-money laundering, due diligence and record-keeping policies and procedures.

While Sunlight has developed policies and procedures designed to assist in compliance with these laws and regulations, no assurance is given that its
compliance policies and procedures will be effective. Failure to comply with these laws and with regulatory requirements applicable to Sunlight’s business could
subject it to damages, revocation of licenses, class action lawsuits, administrative enforcement actions, civil and criminal liability, indemnification obligations to
its capital providers, loan repurchase obligations and reputational damage which may harm Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
The consumer finance industry is highly regulated and subject to regular changes or evolution in those regulatory requirements. Changing federal,
state and local laws, as well as changing regulatory enforcement policies and priorities, may negatively impact Sunlight’s business.
In connection with Sunlight’s financial services operations, Sunlight is subject to extensive regulation, supervision and examination under United States federal
and state laws and regulations. Sunlight is required to comply with numerous federal, state and local laws and regulations that regulate, among other things, the
manner in which Sunlight administers loans, the terms of the loans that its capital providers originate and the fees that Sunlight may charge. Any failure to
comply with any of these laws or regulations could subject Sunlight to lawsuits or governmental actions or damage Sunlight’s reputation, which could materially
and adversely affect Sunlight’s business. Regulators have broad discretion with respect to the interpretation, implementation and enforcement of these laws and
regulations, including through enforcement actions that could subject Sunlight to civil money penalties, capital provider and consumer remediations, increased
compliance costs and limits or prohibitions on Sunlight’s ability to offer certain products or services or to engage in certain activities. In addition, to the extent
that Sunlight undertakes actions requiring regulatory approval or non-objection, regulators may make their approval or non-objection subject to conditions or
restrictions that could have a material adverse effect on its business. Moreover, any competitors subject to different, or in some cases less restrictive, legislative
or regulatory regimes may have or obtain a competitive advantage over Sunlight.
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Proposals to change the statutes affecting financial services companies are frequently introduced in Congress and state legislatures that, if enacted, may affect
its operating environment in substantial and unpredictable ways. In addition, numerous federal and state regulators have the authority to promulgate or change
regulations that could have a similar effect on Sunlight’s operating environment. Sunlight cannot determine with any degree of certainty whether any such
legislative or regulatory proposals will be enacted and, if enacted, the ultimate impact that any such potential legislation or implementing regulations, or any
such potential regulatory actions by federal or state regulators, would have upon Sunlight’s business, results of operations or financial condition.
Sunlight is also subject to potential enforcement and other actions that may be brought by state attorneys general or other state enforcement authorities and
other governmental agencies. Any such actions could subject Sunlight to civil money penalties and fines, capital provider, contractor and consumer remediation,
and increased compliance costs, damage its reputation and brand and limit or prohibit Sunlight’s ability to offer certain products and services or engage in
certain business practices.
New laws, regulations, policy or changes in enforcement of existing laws or regulations applicable to Sunlight’s business, or reexamination of current practices,
could adversely impact Sunlight’s profitability, limit its ability to continue existing or pursue new business activities, require it to change certain of its business
practices or alter its relationships with contractors or capital providers, affect retention of key personnel, including management, or expose Sunlight to additional
costs (including increased compliance costs and/or capital provider, contractor or consumer remediation). These changes also may require Sunlight to invest
significant resources, and devote significant management attention, to make any necessary changes and could adversely affect its business, results of
operations and financial condition.
Sunlight’s “business to business to consumer” business model subjects Sunlight and its capital providers to potential regulatory risk and litigation
based on the sales practices employed by the various contractors in Sunlight’s networks.
Loan products offered by Sunlight through Orange® are offered to the consumer customers of the various contractors in Sunlight’s contractor networks by sales
people employed by or engaged as third-party service providers of such contractors. Sales of consumer loans are regulated by various federal, state and local
regulators. From time to time, Sunlight and its capital providers have been included in lawsuits brought by the consumer customers of certain contractors in
Sunlight’s networks citing claims based on the sales practices of these contractors. Sunlight does not view contractors in its networks as its agents for whose
actions Sunlight would potentially have vicarious liability. Sunlight has processes to provide educational support to these contractors and a robust process to
detect any contractor sales practices that may violate applicable law and Sunlight obtains indemnities for such claims in the program agreements between
Sunlight and the contractors with whom Sunlight partners. While Sunlight has paid only minimal damages to date, Sunlight cannot be sure that a court of law
would not determine that Sunlight is liable for the actions of the contractors in Sunlight’s networks or that a regulator or state attorney general’s office may hold
Sunlight accountable for violations of consumer protection or other applicable laws by the contractors in selling Sunlight loans. Sunlight’s risk mitigation
processes may not be sufficient to mitigate financial harm to Sunlight or its capital providers associated with violations of applicable law by its contractors or that
any such contractor would or is able to make good on its indemnification obligations to Sunlight or its capital providers. Any significant finding making Sunlight
liable for damages in such claims could expose Sunlight to broader liabilities, a need to adjust its distribution channels for its loan products or otherwise change
its business model, and could have a material and adverse impact on Sunlight’s business prospects.
The highly regulated environment in which Sunlight’s capital providers operate could have an adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
Sunlight and its capital providers are subject to federal and state supervision and regulation. Federal and state regulation of the banking industry, credit unions
and other types of capital providers, along with tax and accounting laws, regulations, rules and standards, may limit their operations significantly and control the
methods by which they conduct business and when and how they are able to deploy their capital. These requirements may constrain Sunlight’s ability to enter
funding program agreements with new capital providers or the ability of its existing capital providers to continue originating loans through Sunlight’s Platform. In
choosing whether and how to conduct business with Sunlight, current and prospective capital providers can be expected to take into account the legal,
regulatory and supervisory regimes that apply to them, including potential changes in the application or interpretation of regulatory standards, licensing
requirements or supervisory expectations. Regulators may elect to alter standards or the interpretation of the standards used to measure regulatory compliance
or to determine the adequacy of liquidity, certain risk management or other operational practices for financial services companies in a manner that impacts
capital providers’ ability to originate loans through Sunlight’s
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Platform. An inability for an individual or type of capital provider to originate loans through Sunlight’s Platform could materially and adversely affect Sunlight’s
ability to grow its business.
The contours of the Dodd-Frank UDAAP standard remain uncertain, and there is a risk that certain features of Sunlight’s business could be deemed
to be a UDAAP.
The Dodd-Frank Act prohibits UDAAP and authorizes the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (the “CFPB”) to enforce that prohibition. The CFPB has filed a
large number of UDAAP enforcement actions against consumer lenders for practices that do not appear to violate other consumer finance statutes. There is a
risk that the CFPB could determine that certain features of loans for the purchase and installation of solar systems or home improvements or the process by
which Sunlight originates such loans are unfair, deceptive or abusive, which could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business, financial condition and
results of operations. Most states also have their own statutes designed to protect consumers from UDAAP. In addition, to federal UDAAP claims, Sunlight could
also be subject to consumer litigation arising out of state UDAAP laws or state regulatory investigations alleging that Sunlight’s business practices are unfair,
deceptive or abusive, which could in turn have similar material adverse effects on Sunlight’s business and financial condition.
Regulations relating to privacy, information security and data protection could increase Sunlight’s costs, affect or limit how Sunlight collects and
uses personal information, and adversely affect its business opportunities.
Sunlight is subject to various privacy, information security and data protection laws, including, without limitation, requirements concerning security breach
notification, and it could be negatively impacted by them. Furthermore, legislators and/or regulators are increasingly adopting or revising privacy, information
security and data protection laws that potentially could have a significant impact on Sunlight’s current and planned privacy, data protection and information
security-related practices; Sunlight’s collection, use, sharing, retention and safeguarding of consumer or employee information; and some of Sunlight’s current or
planned business activities. This also could increase Sunlight’s costs of compliance and business operations and could reduce income from certain business
initiatives.
Compliance with current or future privacy, information security and data protection laws (including those regarding security breach notification) affecting
consumer or employee data to which Sunlight is subject could result in higher compliance and technology costs and could restrict Sunlight’s ability to provide
certain products and services (such as products or services that involve sharing information with third parties), which could materially and adversely affect
Sunlight’s profitability. Additionally, regulators may attempt to assert authority over Sunlight’s business in the area of privacy, information security and data
protection or disagree with our interpretation of laws and regulations related to the foregoing areas apply to us. If Sunlight’s vendors also become subject to laws
and regulations in the more stringent and expansive jurisdictions, this could result in increasing costs on Sunlight’s business.
Privacy requirements, including notice and opt-out requirements under the FCRA, are enforced by the Federal Trade Commission and by the CFPB (through
UDAAP). State entities also may initiate actions for alleged violations of privacy or security requirements under state law. Sunlight’s failure to comply with
privacy, information security and data protection laws could result in potentially significant regulatory investigations and government actions, litigation, fines or
sanctions, consumer, capital providers or contractor actions and damage to Sunlight’s reputation and brand, all of which could have a material adverse effect on
Sunlight’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
If Sunlight is found to be operating without having obtained necessary state or local licenses, it could adversely affect Sunlight’s business.
Certain states have adopted laws regulating and requiring licensing by parties that engage in certain activity regarding consumer finance transactions, including,
in certain circumstances facilitating and assisting such transactions. While Sunlight believes it has obtained all necessary licenses, the application of some
consumer finance licensing laws to Sunlight’s loans is unclear. Further, if a governmental or enforcement agency determines that Sunlight is the “true lender” of
loans originated under its bank partnership arrangement, Sunlight could be found to have violated licensing requirements of several states and other consumer
protection statutes. If Sunlight is found to be in violation of applicable state licensing requirements by a court or a state, federal, or local enforcement agency, it
could be subject to fines, damages, injunctive relief (including required modification or discontinuation of Sunlight’s business in certain areas), criminal penalties
and other penalties or consequences, including indemnification obligations to its capital providers, and the loans originated through Orange® could be rendered
void or unenforceable, in whole or in part, any of which could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business, financial condition and results of
operations.
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Sunlight may in the future be subject to federal or state regulatory inquiries regarding its business.
From time to time, in the normal course of its business, Sunlight may receive or be subject to, inquiries or investigations by state and federal regulatory agencies
and bodies, such as the CFPB, state attorneys general, state financial regulatory agencies and other state or federal agencies or bodies regarding its loans,
including the origination and servicing of consumer loans, practices by contractors or other third parties and licensing and registration requirements. Any such
inquiries or investigations could involve substantial time and expense to analyze and respond to, could divert management’s attention and other resources from
running Sunlight’s business and could lead to public enforcement actions or lawsuits and fines, penalties, injunctive relief and the need to obtain additional
licenses that it does not currently possess. Sunlight’s involvement in any such matters, whether tangential or otherwise and even if the matters are ultimately
determined in Sunlight’s favor, could also cause significant harm to its reputation, lead to additional investigations and enforcement actions from other agencies
or litigants, and further divert management attention and resources from the operation of Sunlight’s business. As a result, the outcome of legal and regulatory
actions arising out of any state or federal inquiries Sunlight receives could be material to its business, results of operations, financial condition and cash flows
and could have a material adverse effect on its business, financial condition or results of operations.
Risks Related to Ownership of Our Securities
Sunlight qualifies as an emerging growth company within the meaning of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) and takes
advantage of certain exemptions from disclosure requirements available to emerging growth companies, which may make Sunlight’s securities less
attractive to investors and may make it more difficult to compare its performance to the performance of other public companies.
Sunlight qualifies as an “emerging growth company” as defined in Section 2(a)(19) of the Securities Act, as modified by the Jumpstart Our Business Startups
Act of 2012 (“JOBS Act”). As such, Sunlight is eligible for and takes advantage of certain exemptions from various reporting requirements applicable to other
public companies that are not emerging growth companies for as long as it continues to be an emerging growth company, including (i) the exemption from the
auditor attestation requirements with respect to internal control over financial reporting under Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, (ii) the exemptions from
say-on-pay, say-on-frequency and say-on-golden parachute voting requirements and (iii) reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation in its
periodic reports and proxy statements. Sunlight will remain an emerging growth company until the earliest of (i) the last day of the fiscal year in which the market
value of the shares of its Class A Common Stock that are held by non-affiliates exceeds $700 million as of June 30 of that fiscal year, (ii) the last day of the fiscal
year in which it has total annual gross revenue of $1.07 billion (as adjusted for inflation pursuant to SEC rules from time to time) or more during such fiscal year,
(iii) the date on which it has issued more than $1 billion in non-convertible debt in the prior three-year period and (iv) the last day of the fiscal year following
November 30, 2025, the fifth anniversary of the initial public offering. In addition, Section 107 of the JOBS Act also provides that an emerging growth company
can take advantage of the exemption from complying with new or revised accounting standards provided in Section 7(a)(2)(B) of the Securities Act so long as
Sunlight remains an emerging growth company. An emerging growth company can therefore delay the adoption of certain accounting standards until those
standards would otherwise apply to private companies. Sunlight may elect not to avail itself of this exemption from new or revised accounting standards and,
therefore, it may not be subject to the same new or revised accounting standards as other public companies that are not emerging growth companies. Investors
may find Class A Common Stock of Sunlight less attractive because it will rely on these exemptions, which may result in a less active trading market for such
Class A Common Stock and its stock price may be more volatile. Additionally, this may make comparison of Sunlight’s financial statements with another public
company that is neither an emerging growth company nor an emerging growth company that has opted out of using the extended transition period difficult or
impossible because of the potential differences in accounting standards used.
Anti-takeover provisions contained in Sunlight’s governing documents and applicable laws could impair a takeover attempt.
Sunlight’s Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation (the “Second A&R Charter”) and Sunlight’s Amended and Restated Bylaws (the “Bylaws”)
afford certain rights and powers to the Sunlight board of directors that could contribute to the delay or prevention of an acquisition that it deems undesirable.
Sunlight is also subject to Section 203 of the Delaware General Corporation Law (the “DGCL”) and other provisions of Delaware law that limit the ability of
stockholders in certain situations to effect certain business combinations. Any of the foregoing provisions and terms that has the effect of delaying or deterring a
change in control could limit the opportunity for stockholders to receive a premium for their shares of Class A Common Stock, and could also affect the price
that some investors are willing to pay for the Class A Common Stock.
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The Second A&R Charter designates the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware as the sole and exclusive forum for certain types of actions and
proceedings that may be initiated by our stockholders, which could limit our stockholders’ ability to obtain a favorable judicial forum for disputes
with us or our directors, officers or employees.
The Second A&R Charter provides that, unless Sunlight consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the Court of Chancery of the State of
Delaware (“Court of Chancery”) will, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law and subject to applicable jurisdictional requirements, be the sole and
exclusive forum for (i) any derivative action or proceeding as to which the DGCL confers jurisdiction upon the Court of Chancery, (ii) any action asserting a claim
of breach of a fiduciary duty owed by any director, officer or other employee of Sunlight to Sunlight or its stockholders, (iii) any action asserting a claim against
Sunlight, its directors, officers or employees arising pursuant to any provision of the DGCL, the Second A&R Charter or the Bylaws or (iv) any action asserting a
claim against Sunlight, its directors, officers or employees that is governed by the internal affairs doctrine, in each case except for such claims as to which (a)
the Court of Chancery determines that it does not have personal jurisdiction over an indispensable party, (b) exclusive jurisdiction is vested in a court or forum
other than the Court of Chancery or (c) the Court of Chancery does not have subject matter jurisdiction. Further, the forum selection provision is not intended to
apply to claims arising under the Securities Act or the Exchange Act. The Second A&R Charter provides that, unless Sunlight consents in writing to the
selection of an alternative forum, the federal district courts of the United States will be the exclusive forum for resolving any complaint asserting a cause of
action arising under the federal securities laws of the United States.
If any action, the subject matter of which is within the scope of the forum selection provision described in the preceding paragraph, is filed in a court other than
the Court of Chancery (or, if the Court of Chancery does not have jurisdiction, another state court or a federal court located within the State of Delaware) (a
“Foreign Action”) in the name of any stockholder, such stockholder shall be deemed to have consented to (i) the personal jurisdiction of the state and federal
courts located within the State of Delaware in connection with any action brought in any such court to enforce the forum selection provision (an “Foreign
Enforcement Action”) and (ii) having service of process made upon such stockholder in any such Foreign Enforcement Action by service upon such
stockholder’s counsel in the Foreign Action as agent for such stockholder.
Sunlight is a holding company and its sole material asset is its indirect equity interest in Sunlight Financial LLC. As a result, Sunlight is dependent
upon distributions from Sunlight Financial LLC to pay taxes, make payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement, cover its corporate and other
overhead expenses and pay dividends, if any, on its Common Stock.
Sunlight is a holding company, and has no material assets other than its indirect equity interest in Sunlight Financial LLC. Sunlight has no independent means
of generating revenue or cash flow. To the extent Sunlight Financial LLC has available cash, taking into account available borrowings, and subject to the terms
of any current or future debt instruments, the Fifth Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of Sunlight LLC (the “Sunlight A&R LLC
Agreement”) requires Sunlight Financial LLC to make pro rata cash distributions to all holders of Sunlight Units, including Sunlight in an amount generally
intended to allow the holders of Sunlight Units (as defined therein), including Sunlight, to satisfy their respective income tax liabilities with respect to their
allocable share of the income of Sunlight Financial LLC, based on certain assumptions, provided that tax distributions, except in limited circumstances, will be
made sufficient to allow Sunlight to satisfy its actual tax liabilities and obligations under the Tax Receivable Agreement. Sunlight expects Sunlight Financial LLC
to fund such distributions out of available cash, taking into account available borrowings, and in the event that payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement
are accelerated, where applicable, Sunlight generally expects to fund such accelerated payment out of the proceeds of the Change of Control (as defined in the
Tax Receivable Agreement) giving rise to such acceleration. In addition, the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement allows SL Financial Holdings Inc., as the sole
managing member of Sunlight Financial LLC, to cause Sunlight Financial LLC to make non-pro rata payments to Sunlight to reimburse it for its corporate and
other overhead expenses, which payments are not treated as distributions under the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement. To the extent that Sunlight needs funds and
Sunlight Financial LLC fails to generate sufficient cash flow to distribute funds to it or is restricted from making such distributions or payments under applicable
law or regulation or under the terms of its financing arrangements, or is otherwise unable to provide such funds, Sunlight’s liquidity and financial condition could
be materially adversely affected.
Moreover, because Sunlight has no independent means of generating revenue, Sunlight’s ability to make tax payments and payments under the Tax
Receivable Agreement are dependent on the ability of Sunlight Financial LLC to make distributions to Sunlight in an amount sufficient to cover Sunlight’s tax
obligations and payment obligations under the Tax Receivable Agreement. This ability, in turn, may depend on the ability of any subsidiaries Sunlight Financial
LLC may have in the future to make distributions to it. The ability of Sunlight Financial LLC, any subsidiaries and any other entity in which it may own an
interest, to make such distributions is subject to, among other things, (i) the applicable provisions of
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Delaware law (or other applicable jurisdiction) that may limit the amount of funds available for distribution and (ii) restrictions in relevant debt instruments of
Sunlight Financial LLC and its subsidiaries, if any. To the extent that Sunlight is unable to make payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement for any reason,
such payments will be deferred and will accrue interest until paid.
Sunlight has never paid cash dividends on its capital stock, and does not anticipate paying dividends in the foreseeable future.
Sunlight has not paid any cash dividends on its capital stock to date. Sunlight may retain future earnings, if any, for future operations, expansion and debt
repayment and has no current plans to pay cash dividends for the foreseeable future. Any decision to declare and pay dividends in the future will be made at the
discretion of the Sunlight board of directors and will depend on, among other things, Sunlight’s results of operations, financial condition, cash requirements,
contractual restrictions and other factors that the Sunlight board of directors may deem relevant. In addition, Sunlight’s ability to pay dividends is limited by
covenants regarding its existing outstanding indebtedness.
In certain cases, payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement may be accelerated and/or significantly exceed the actual benefits, if any, Sunlight
realizes in respect of the tax attributes subject to the Tax Receivable Agreement.
If Sunlight experiences a Change of Control (as defined in the Tax Receivable Agreement) or the Tax Receivable Agreement terminates early (at Sunlight’s
election or as a result of Sunlight’s material breach thereunder), Sunlight will be required to make a payment equal to the deemed present value of the
anticipated future payments to be made by it under the Tax Receivable Agreement, and such early termination payment could be substantial, depending,
among other things, on the timing of such early termination. The calculation of anticipated future payments would be based upon certain assumptions and
deemed events set forth in the Tax Receivable Agreement, including (i) that Sunlight has sufficient taxable income to fully utilize the tax benefits covered by the
Tax Receivable Agreement, and (ii) that any Sunlight Class EX Units outstanding on the termination date or Change of Control date, as applicable, are deemed
to be redeemed on such date. In the case of termination at Sunlight’s election or as a result of Sunlight’s material breach, the termination payment would be due
immediately. In the case of a Change of Control of Sunlight, Sunlight will have the option to make such early termination payment immediately upon such
Change of Control or ratably over a two-year period following the Change of Control. In such situations, payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement may be
made significantly in advance of, and may materially exceed, the actual realization, if any, of the future tax benefits to which the early termination payment
relates.
If Sunlight experiences a Change of Control or the Tax Receivable Agreement terminates early (at Sunlight’s election or as a result of Sunlight’s material breach
thereunder), Sunlight’s obligations under the Tax Receivable Agreement could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s liquidity and could have the effect of
delaying, deferring or preventing certain mergers, asset sales, or other forms of business combinations or changes of control, or reduce the consideration
payable to holders of shares of Class A Common Stock. In the event that Sunlight’s obligation to make payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement is
accelerated as a result of a Change of Control, where applicable, we generally expect the accelerated payments due under the Tax Receivable Agreement to be
funded out of the proceeds of the Change of Control giving rise to such acceleration. However, Sunlight may be required to fund such payment from other
sources, and as a result, any early termination of Sunlight’s obligations under the Tax Receivable Agreement could have a substantial negative impact on our
liquidity and may substantially reduce the consideration payable to holders of Sunlight’s Class A Common Stock in connection with a Change of Control.
Sunlight does not currently expect to cause an acceleration due to breach, and does not currently expect that Sunlight would elect to terminate the Tax
Receivable Agreement early, except in cases where the early termination payment would not be material. There can be no assurance that Sunlight will be able
to meet its obligations under the Tax Receivable Agreement.
Sunlight will not be reimbursed for any payments made under the Tax Receivable Agreement in the event that any tax benefits are subsequently
disallowed.
Payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement will be based on the tax reporting positions that Sunlight will determine, and the IRS or another tax authority
may challenge all or part of the tax basis increases upon which the payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement are based, as well as other related tax
positions Sunlight takes, and a court could sustain such challenge. The TRA Holders (as defined therein) will not reimburse Sunlight for any payments
previously made under the Tax Receivable Agreement if any tax benefits that have given rise to payments under the Tax Receivable Agreement are
subsequently disallowed, except that excess payments made to any such TRA Holders will be netted against future payments that would otherwise be made to
such TRA Holders, if any, after Sunlight’s determination of such excess (which determination may be made a number of years following the initial payment and
after future payments have
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been made). As a result, in such circumstances, Sunlight could make payments that are greater than its actual cash tax savings, if any, and may not be able to
recoup those payments, which could materially adversely affect its liquidity.
In certain circumstances, Sunlight Financial LLC will be required to make tax distributions to holders of Sunlight Units, including Sunlight, and such
tax distributions may be substantial. To the extent Sunlight receives tax distributions in excess of its actual tax liabilities and retains such excess
cash, holders of Sunlight Class EX Units would benefit from such accumulated cash balances if they exercise their redemption right.
Pursuant to the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement, to the extent Sunlight Financial LLC has available cash (taking into account Sunlight Financial LLC’s borrowing
capacity), Sunlight Financial LLC will generally be required to make pro rata distributions (which we refer to as “tax distributions”), to all holders of Sunlight Units,
including Sunlight, in an amount generally intended to allow holders of Sunlight Units, including Sunlight, to satisfy their respective income tax liabilities with
respect to their allocable share of the income of Sunlight Financial LLC, based on certain assumptions and conventions, provided that tax distributions will be
made, except in limited circumstances, sufficient to allow Sunlight to satisfy its actual tax liabilities and obligations under the Tax Receivable Agreement. The
amount of such tax distributions will be determined based on certain assumptions, including an assumed individual income tax rate (unless the corporate tax
rate is higher), and will be calculated after taking into account other distributions (including prior tax distributions) made by Sunlight Financial LLC. Because tax
distributions will be made pro rata based on ownership and due to, among other items, differences between the tax rates applicable to Sunlight and the
assumed individual income tax rate used in the calculation and requirements under the applicable tax rules that Sunlight Financial LLC’s net taxable income be
allocated disproportionately to its unitholders in certain circumstances, tax distributions may significantly exceed the actual tax liability for many of the holders of
Sunlight Units, including Sunlight. If Sunlight retains the excess cash it receives, the holders of Sunlight Class EX Units would benefit from any value
attributable to such accumulated cash balances as a result of their exercise of the Redemption Right (as defined in the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement).
However, Sunlight expects to take other steps to eliminate any material cash balances. In addition, the tax distributions Sunlight Financial LLC will be required
to make may be substantial and may exceed the tax liabilities that would be owed by a similarly situated corporate taxpayer. Funds used by Sunlight Financial
LLC to satisfy its tax distribution obligations will not be available for reinvestment in our business, except to the extent Sunlight uses the excess cash it receives
to reinvest in Sunlight Financial LLC for additional Sunlight Units. In addition, because cash available for additional tax distributions is determined by taking into
account the ability of Sunlight Financial LLC and any subsidiaries to incur additional borrowing, Sunlight Financial LLC may be required to increase its
indebtedness in order to fund additional tax distributions. Such additional borrowing may adversely affect Sunlight Financial LLC’s financial condition and
business operations by, without limitation, limiting Sunlight Financial LLC’s ability to borrow in the future for other purposes, such as capital expenditures, and
increasing Sunlight Financial LLC’s interest expense and leverage ratios.
General Risk Factors
The loss of one or more members of Sunlight’s senior management or key employees, or failure or inability to hire additional highly qualified
employees, may adversely affect its ability to implement its business strategy.
Sunlight depends on its experienced management team to formulate and execute its business strategy. Further, Sunlight relies on other key employees and
broader team to maintain operations to current standards and support business growth. The loss of one or more key executives, including Sunlight’s Chief
Executive Officer or Chief Financial Officer, or other key employees, could have a negative impact on its ability to execute on its business growth strategy or,
potentially, to maintain operations as now conducted.
Current job markets are extremely competitive making it more difficult for Sunlight to hire qualified employees at the same rate as Sunlight has been able to in
the past and making it more difficult for Sunlight to retain talent. If Sunlight is unable to attract and retain qualified leaders and sufficient personnel with industry
experience and relationships, execution on Sunlight’s strategic business plans could be limited or delayed and maintenance of operations to current standards
could be negatively impacted, which could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business, results of operations and financial condition.
Sunlight’s insurance for certain indemnity obligations to its officers and directors may be inadequate, and potential claims could materially and
negatively impact Sunlight’s financial condition and results of operations.
Pursuant to Sunlight’s Certificate of Formation, the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement and certain indemnification agreements, among various other agreements,
Sunlight indemnifies its officers and directors for certain liabilities that may arise in the course of their service to Sunlight. Although Sunlight currently maintains
director and officer liability insurance for certain potential third-party claims for which it is legally or financially unable to indemnify them, such insurance may be
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inadequate to cover certain claims, or may prove prohibitively costly to maintain in the future. If Sunlight were required to pay a significant amount on account of
such liabilities, its business, financial condition and results of operations could be materially harmed.
If assumptions or estimates Sunlight uses in preparing its financial statements are incorrect or are required to change, Sunlight’s reported results of
operations, liquidity and financial condition may be adversely affected.
Sunlight is required to make various assumptions and estimates in preparing its financial statements under generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”),
including for purposes of determining finance charge reversals, share-based compensation, asset impairment, reserves related to litigation and other legal
matters, and other regulatory exposures and the amounts recorded for certain contractual payments to be paid to, or received from, Sunlight’s counterparties
and others under contractual arrangements. In addition, significant assumptions and estimates are involved in determining certain disclosures required under
GAAP, including those involving fair value measurements. If the assumptions or estimates underlying Sunlight’s financial statements are incorrect, the actual
amounts realized on transactions and balances subject to those estimates will be different, which could have a material adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
Future changes in financial accounting standards may significantly change Sunlight’s reported results of operations.
GAAP is subject to standard setting or interpretation by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, the PCAOB, the SEC and various bodies formed to
promulgate and interpret appropriate accounting principles. A change in these principles or interpretations could have a significant effect on Sunlight’s reported
financial results and could affect the reporting of transactions completed before the announcement of a change.
Additionally, Sunlight’s assumptions, estimates and judgments related to complex accounting matters could significantly affect its financial results. GAAP and
related accounting pronouncements, implementation guidelines and interpretations with regard to a wide range of matters that are relevant to its business,
including, without limitation, revenue recognition, finance charge reversals and share-based compensation, are highly complex and involve subjective
assumptions, estimates and judgments by Sunlight. Changes in these rules or their interpretation or changes in underlying assumptions, estimates or
judgments by Sunlight could require Sunlight to make changes to its accounting systems that could increase its operating costs and significantly change its
reported or expected financial performance.
ITEM 1B. UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS
None.
ITEM 2. PROPERTIES
Sunlight's principal executive offices are located in leased office space at 101 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte, North Carolina 28246. As of December 31, 2021,
Sunlight leases office space in locations including New York and North Carolina. Sunlight does not own any real property. Sunlight uses each facility for its
single operating segment and considers them to be suitable and adequate for the management and operations of its business.
ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
As previously disclosed in the Company's Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2021 filed with the SEC on August 16 2021, two
lawsuits were filed by purported Spartan stockholders in connection with the Business Combination entitled Boiron v. Spartan Acquisition Corp. II et. al. , Index
No. 652310/2021 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty.), filed in the Supreme Court of the State of New York on April 7, 2021 (the “Boiron complaint”) and Gonzalez v. Spartan
Acquisition Corp. II et al., Case No. 1:21-cv-02896 (S.D.N.Y.), filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York on April 15, 2021 (the
“Gonzalez complaint” and, together with the Boiron complaint, the “complaints”), alleging, among other things, that the Registration Rights Agreement entered
into in connection with the Business Combination was misleading and/or omitted material information concerning the Business Combination and that, as a
result, the members of the Spartan Board of Directors breached their fiduciary duties. The Gonzalez complaint also alleged that all defendants violated Section
14(e) of the Exchange Act, and that the members of the Spartan Board of Directors violated Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act. The complaints were dismissed
in July 2021, and on November 3, 2021, the Company and the plaintiffs agreed upon terms of a settlement.
Sunlight is, from time to time, subject to inquiries by government entities and is party to various other legal proceedings arising in the ordinary course of its
business, but it is not currently a party to any legal proceeding that management
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believes would have a material adverse effect on the consolidated financial position or results of operations of the Company.
ITEM 4. MINE SAFETY DISCLOSURES
Not applicable.
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PART II
ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES
Market Information
Sunlight's Class A Common Stock has been listed and is traded on the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE") under the symbol "SUNL" since the closing of the
Business Combination. Prior to the Business Combination, Class A shares of Spartan Acquisition Corp. II traded on the NYSE under the symbol "SPRQ." There
is no established public trading market for Sunlight’s Class B shares, as there are no Class B shares currently outstanding, or Class C Common Stock.
Holders of Record
Based on information made available to Sunlight by Sunlight’s transfer agent, as of March 22, 2022, there were approximately 68 record holders of Sunlight’s
Class A Common Stock, one of which was Cede & Co., a nominee for The Depository Trust Company, no record holders of Sunlight’s Class B shares as there
are no Class B shares currently outstanding, and 22 record holders of Sunlight’s Class C Common Stock.
All of our Class A Common Stock held by brokerage firms, banks and other financial institutions as nominees for beneficial owners are considered to be held of
record by Cede & Co., who is considered to be one stockholder of record. A substantially greater number of holders of our Class A Common Stock are “street
name” or beneficial holders, whose Class A Common Stock is held of record by banks, brokers and other financial institutions.
Dividends on Common Stock
Sunlight has not paid any cash dividends on its Class A Common Stock to date. The payment of cash dividends is subject to the discretion of Sunlight’s Board of
Directors and may be affected by various factors, including our future earnings, financial condition, capital requirements, share repurchase activity, current and
future planned strategic growth initiatives, levels of indebtedness, and other considerations Sunlight’s Board of Directors deem relevant. Sunlight currently does
not intend to pay cash dividends in the foreseeable future.
Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities
None.
Issuer Purchases of Common Stock
The table below sets forth the information with respect to repurchases made by or on behalf of Sunlight or any "affiliated purchaser" (as defined in Rule 10b18(a)(3) under the Exchange Act) of its Class A Common Stock during the three months ended December 31, 2021.
Total Number of
Average Price Paid
Shares Purchased(a)
per Share
October 1, 2021 to October 31, 2021
5,892 $
5.91
November 1, 2021 to November 30, 2021
5,710
4.37
December 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021
5,900
4.78
17,502
Total for Quarter Ended December 31, 2021
5.03
a.

Represents shares withheld by Sunlight to pay taxes due upon the vesting of RSUs. The Company does not currently have a publicly announced share repurchase plan or program.

Equity Incentive Plan and Employee Stock Purchase Plan
On June 17, 2021, Sunlight’s Board of Directors approved the Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. 2021 Equity Incentive Plan (the “Equity Plan”) and Sunlight
Financial Holdings Inc. Employee Stock Purchase Plan (the “ESPP” and together with the Equity Plan, the “Plans”). Stockholders of the Company approved the
Plans on July 8, 2021, under which 28,050,000 shares of Class A Common Stock, par value $0.0001 per share, are issuable under the Equity Plan and
3,400,000 shares of Class A Common Stock are reserved for issuance under the ESPP.
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ITEM 6. [RESERVED]
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ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following discussion and analysis provides information which management believes is relevant to an assessment and understanding of Sunlight Financial
Holdings Inc.’s (the “Company,” “Sunlight,” “Successor,” “we,” “our” and “us”) consolidated results of operations and financial condition. The discussion should
be read in conjunction with Sunlight’s consolidated financial statements and notes thereto included elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K. This
discussion contains forward-looking statements and involves numerous risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, those described under the heading
“Risk Factors.” Actual results may differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. Unless the context otherwise requires, references in
this “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” to “Sunlight” is intended to mean the business and operations of
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. and its consolidated subsidiaries.
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS AND RISK FACTORS SUMMARY
This report contains certain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which statements involve
substantial risks and uncertainties. Such forward-looking statements relate to, among other things, the operating performance of our investments, the stability of
our earnings, our financing needs, and the size and attractiveness of market opportunities. Forward-looking statements are generally identifiable by the use of
forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “potential,” “intend,” “expect,” “endeavor,” “seek,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “overestimate,”
“underestimate,” “believe,” “could,” “project,” “predict,” “continue” or other similar words or expressions. Forward-looking statements are based on certain
assumptions; discuss future expectations; describe future plans and strategies; contain projections of results of operations, cash flows, or financial condition; or
state other forward-looking information. Our ability to predict results or the actual outcome of future plans or strategies is inherently limited. Although we believe
that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, our actual results and performance could differ
materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements involve risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may
cause our actual results in future periods to differ materially from forecasted results.
Our ability to implement our business strategy is subject to numerous risks, as more fully described under Item 1A. “Risk Factors” in this Annual Report on Form
10-K. These risks include, among others:
• Sunlight has incurred net losses in the past, and Sunlight may be unable to sustain profitability in the future.
• The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and other health epidemics and outbreaks could adversely affect Sunlight’s business, results of operations and
financial condition.
• If Sunlight fails to manage its operations and growth effectively, Sunlight may be unable to execute its business plan, maintain high levels of customer
services and support or adequately address competitive challenges.
• Sunlight may in the future expand to new industry verticals outside of the U.S. solar system and home improvement industries, and failure to comply with
applicable regulations, accurately predict demand or growth, or build a process valued in those new industries could have an adverse effect on Sunlight’s
business.
• To the extent that Sunlight seeks to grow through future acquisitions, or other strategic investments or alliances, Sunlight may not be able to do so
effectively.
• A material reduction in the retail price of electricity charged by electric utilities, other retail electricity providers, or other energy sources as compared to
potential savings for purchasing and using a solar system or an increase in pricing for purchasing and using a solar system above the cost of other
energy sources could result in a lower demand for solar systems, which could have an adverse impact on Sunlight’s business, results of operations and
financial condition.
• Sunlight’s inability to compete successfully or maintain or improve Sunlight’s market share and margins could adversely affect its business.
• Disruptions in the operation of Sunlight’s computer systems and those of its critical third-party service providers and capital providers could have an
adverse effect on Sunlight’s business.
• Existing regulations and policies and changes to these regulations and policies may present technical, regulatory, and economic barriers to the purchase
and use of solar energy systems, which may significantly reduce demand for our loan products.
• Sunlight’s growth is dependent on its contractor network and in turn the quality of the service and products they provide to their customers, and Sunlight’s
failure to retain or replace existing contractors, to grow its contractor network or the number of Sunlight loans offered through its existing network, or
increases in loan delinquencies due to any deficiencies in Sunlight’s contractor underwriting practices, could adversely impact Sunlight’s business.
• Sunlight’s revenue is impacted, to a significant extent, by the general economy, including supply chain disruptions, and the financial performance of its
capital providers and contractors.
• Sunlight has never paid cash dividends on its capital stock, and does not anticipate paying dividends in the foreseeable future.
• If assumptions or estimates Sunlight uses in preparing its financial statements are incorrect or are required to change, Sunlight’s reported results of
operations, liquidity, and financial condition may be adversely affected.
• A significant portion of Sunlight’s total outstanding shares are restricted from immediate resale but may be sold into the market in the near future. This
could cause the market price of our Class A Common Stock to drop significantly, even if its business is doing well.
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Executive Overview
Sunlight’s revenue is primarily attributable to platform fees earned by Sunlight for facilitating the origination of solar and home improvement loans by its capital
providers. Sunlight believes that revenue, and resulting Adjusted EBITDA, will increase over time as the solar and home improvement markets grow organically,
as Sunlight adds solar and home improvement contractors to its network, and as Sunlight continues to expand its relationship with its existing contractor
partners.
Sunlight has prepared the discussion of its results of operations for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021 by combining the Predecessor and Successor
results of operations and cash flows during the year ended December 31, 2021 and comparing the combined data to the results of operations and cash flows for
the year ended December 31, 2020. Sunlight believes that the discussion of Sunlight’s combined operational results, while on different bases of accounting
related to the application of purchase accounting, is appropriate as Sunlight highlights operational changes as well as purchase accounting related items.

The Combined Annual Period Compared to the Predecessor’s Year Ended December 31, 2020
•
•
•

•
•

Sunlight facilitated the origination of $2.5 billion of loans during the Combined Annual Period, representing an increase of 71.9% from $1.5 billion of loans
during the year ended December 31, 2020.
Revenue was $114.7 million for the Combined Annual Period, representing an increase of 64.9% from $69.6 million for the year ended December 31,
2020.
Net income (loss) was $(241.0) million for the Combined Annual Period, representing a decrease from $10.6 million for the year ended December 31,
2020.
Adjusted Net Income (Loss) was $40.5 million for the Combined Annual Period, representing an increase from $16.2 million for the year ended
December 31, 2020.
Adjusted EBITDA was $52.9 million for the Combined Annual Period, representing an increase of 120.8% from $24.0 million for the year ended
December 31, 2020.

As discussed more fully in “—Results of Operations,” Sunlight’s net income (loss), Adjusted Net Income (Loss), and Adjusted EBITDA for the Combined Annual
Period includes the effects from the Business Combination and presented on a basis different than those measures for the Predecessor’s Year Ended
December 31, 2020.
Adjusted EBITDA
Information regarding use of Adjusted EBITDA, a non-GAAP measure, and a reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA to net income, the most comparable GAAP
measure, is included in “—Non-GAAP Financial Measures.” The following charts depict adjusted EBITDA and other key performance measures for the
Combined Annual Period, and the year ended December 31, 2020 (in thousands):

a.

Includes the results of operations for the Predecessor during the period of January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021 and for the Successor during the period of July 10, 2021 through
December 31, 2021. Refer to “—Key Performance Measures” and “—Results of Operations” for amounts related to that period.
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Highlights
In the fourth quarter of 2021, Sunlight continued to experience strong growth including:
• The number of borrowers increased to 18,225, up 1.9% from 17,882 borrowers in the prior-year period.
• Contractor relationships grew 40.2% relative to the prior-year period, with 25 new solar and home improvement contractors joining the Sunlight Platform
in the fourth quarter of 2021.
• Battery attachment rate grew to 17.8%, compared with 16.6% in the prior-year period.
• Average loan balance decreased 2.5% year-over-year to 34,774, with a record-high average solar loan balance of $41,983 in the fourth quarter of 2021.
•
As of December 31, 2021, Sunlight had a cumulative funded loan total of $6.1 billion.
Key Performance Measures
Sunlight reviews several key performance measures, discussed below, to evaluate its business and results, measure performance, identify trends, formulate
plans and make strategic decisions. Sunlight believes that the presentation of such metrics is useful to its investors and counterparties because they are used to
measure and model the performance of companies such as Sunlight using similar metrics.
The following table sets forth key performance measures for the Successor Period, the Predecessor Annual Period, the Combined Annual Period, and the year
ended December 31, 2020 (in thousands, except percentages):

Funded Loans
Direct Channel Funded Loans
Indirect Channel Funded Loans
Platform Fee Loans
Direct Channel Platform Fee Loans
Indirect Channel Platform Fee Loans
Revenue
Net Income (Loss)
Adjusted Net Income (Loss)
Adjusted EBITDA
a.
b.

Successor
For the Period
July 10, 2021 to
December 31,
2021
$
1,214,754
923,848
290,906
1,228,022
923,848
304,174
61,674
(247,084)
21,789
29,644

Predecessor

Predecessor

For the Period
For the Year
January 1, 2021 to Combined Annual Ended December
(a)
July 9, 2021
Period
31, 2020
$
1,309,504 $
2,524,258 $
1,468,647
1,048,232
1,972,080
1,205,392
261,272
552,178
263,255
1,318,644
2,546,666
1,432,661
1,048,232
1,972,080
1,205,392
270,412
574,586
227,269
53,064
114,738
69,564
6,131
(240,953)
10,624
18,689
40,478
16,211
23,260
52,904
23,958

Percentage
Change(b)
71.9 %
63.6
109.8
77.8
63.6
152.8
64.9
n.m.
149.7
120.8

The Combined Annual Period represents the combined results of the Successor Period and the Predecessor Annual Period. Funded Loans, Platform Fee Loans, and Revenues were not
materially impacted by the Business Combination for the year ended December 31, 2021. Refer to “—Results of Operations” for a discussion of the effects of the Business Combination
on Net Income (Loss), Adjusted Net Income (Loss), and Adjusted EBITDA.
Change represents the Combined Annual Period compared to the year ended December 31, 2020.

Funded Loans. Sunlight refers to the aggregate principal balance of the loans facilitated through Orange®, and funded by Sunlight’s capital providers, during a
given period, as “funded loans.” Direct channel capital providers fund Sunlight-facilitated solar or home improvement loans one-by-one directly onto their
balance sheet via Orange®. Sunlight’s direct channel capital providers are depository institutions with the power and authority to originate loans such as banks
and credit unions. In the indirect channel, Sunlight’s intermediary bank partner originates solar and home improvement loans, as directed by Sunlight’s
allocation engine, onto its balance sheet. These loans are aggregated, pooled, and sold to indirect channel capital providers that cannot, or do not wish to,
directly originate solar or home improvement loans. The indirect channel capital provider relationship allows Sunlight to access a broader range of capital, which
may include, among others, credit funds, insurance companies, and pension funds. The home improvement line of business represents an immaterial portion of
the funded loans.
Platform Fee Loans. Indicates loans facilitated by Sunlight on which it earns platform fees in a given period (as described further under “Revenue” below).
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Revenue. Sunlight earns revenue in two primary streams: platform fees earned on funded loans, as described above, and fees for loan portfolio management
and administration services. For loans originated through Sunlight’s direct channel, Sunlight earns platform fees when the direct channel capital provider funds
a particular loan and, for loans originated through Sunlight’s indirect channel, Sunlight earns platform fees when the indirect channel capital provider purchases
a particular loan from Sunlight’s intermediary bank partner. Fees earned by Sunlight for loan portfolio management and administration services are paid to
Sunlight by the capital providers for which such services are performed on a monthly basis or such other period as the parties agree.
The contracts under which Sunlight (a) arranges loans for the purchase and installation of home improvements other than residential solar energy systems and
(b) earns income from the prepayment of certain of those Loans sold to an Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser are considered derivatives under GAAP. As such,
Sunlight’s revenues exclude the platform fees that Sunlight earns in connection with these contracts. Instead, Sunlight records realized gains on the derivatives
within “Realized Gains on Contract Derivative, Net.”
Net Income. Net income is a financial measure used to measure Sunlight’s performance from period-to-period on a consistent basis.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures. Adjusted Net Income and Adjusted EBITDA are non-GAAP financial measures used by Sunlight’s management to evaluate
operating performance, generate future operating plans, and make strategic decisions, including those relating to operating expenses and the allocation of
internal resources. Please see “—Non-GAAP Financial Measures” for a further description of the calculation of Adjusted Net Income, Adjusted EBITDA, and
reconciliations to net income.
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Loan Characteristics
The following table sets forth the average characteristics of loans Sunlight facilitated for the Successor Period, the Predecessor Annual Period, and the year
ended December 31, 2020 (USD in thousands):

Average Loan Characteristic
Solar
Loan Term (in months)
Customer Interest Rate
Customer FICO Score
Loan Balance
Solar Maxx®(a)
Loan Term (in months)
Customer Interest Rate
Customer FICO Score
Loan Balance
Home Improvement
Loan Term (in months)
Customer Interest Rate
Customer FICO Score
Loan Balance
Home Improvement Maxx® (b)
Loan Term (in months)
Customer Interest Rate
Customer FICO Score
Loan Balance
a.
b.

Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021

$

234
2.3 %
752
41

$

292
6.9 %
641
46

$

111
10.7 %
747
16

$

107
17.9 %
634
10

Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021 to
July 9, 2021

$

231
2.5
752
40

Predecessor
Combined Annual
Period

%
$
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a. $

$

107
10.2
754
16

%
$
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a. $

232
2.4 %
752
41
$

For the Year Ended
December 31, 2020
224
3.8
746
35

292
6.9 %
641
46
109
10.5 %
750
16
$
107
17.9 %
634
10

%

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
105
10.1
753
15

%

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Solar Maxx® loans represented less than 1.0% of loans facilitated by Sunlight during the year ended December 31, 2021.
Home Improvement Maxx® loans represented less than 1.0% of loans facilitated by Sunlight during the year ended December 31, 2021.

Recent Developments
Coronavirus Outbreak. During the first quarter of 2020, Sunlight experienced strong continued growth in funded loan volume, which was a continuation of the
rapid growth experienced in the fiscal year ended December 31, 2019. The onset of the novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) pandemic beginning in March 2020 led
to a 3% decline in the number of credit approvals and a 15% decline in volume of loans funded during the second quarter of 2020 compared to the second
quarter of 2019. However, the number of credit approvals and funded loan volumes largely recovered in the third quarter of 2020 to exceed the levels
experienced during the third quarter of 2019. At December 31, 2021, Sunlight facilitated cumulative funded loan volume since inception of approximately $6.1
billion.
Key Factors Affecting Operating Results
Sunlight’s future operating results and cash flows are dependent upon a number of opportunities, challenges, and other factors, including (i) growth in the
number of loans funded to the customers of each contractor; (ii) the availability of capital to fund the loan products offered by Sunlight and desired by the
markets in which Sunlight participates and on economic terms favorable to Sunlight; (iii) funded loan volume; (iv) competition in the markets in which Sunlight
operates; (v) the cost of traditional and other alternative sources of power to consumers and industry trends and general economic conditions; (vi) growth in the
number of contractors included in Sunlight’s network; and (vii) concentration among Sunlight’s contractor partners and capital provider partners.
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Growth in the Number of Contractors and in the Number of Loans Funded for the Customers of Each Contractor
Sunlight’s expansive network of residential solar and other home improvement contractors, supported by a differentiated set of tools and services offered
through Orange® and by Sunlight more generally, constitutes the distribution channel through which Sunlight builds funded loan volume and earns fee income.
Sunlight believes that continued growth in the number of contractors in Sunlight’s network and growth in the number of loans funded to the customers of each
such contractor through deepening relationships with, as well as first-look exclusivity arrangements and volume commitments from, those contractors, have
been and will continue to be key components of Sunlight’s increased market penetration, growth in funded loan volume, and Sunlight’s operating results.
Availability of Capital to Fund Loans; Funded Loan Volume
Sunlight’s business model is heavily dependent on connecting its capital providers, who wish to build a portfolio of residential solar or home improvement loans,
to the homeowner customers of the contractors in Sunlight’s distribution network, who wish to finance the purchase of residential solar systems or other home
improvements. Sunlight earns a platform fee on each solar and home improvement loan facilitated through Orange®. Sunlight’s ability to continue to increase
its funding capacity either by adding additional capital providers or by increasing the commitments of its existing capital providers to fund loans on terms desired
by the solar and/or home improvement markets and on terms that are economically favorable to Sunlight is an important factor in Sunlight’s ability to increase
funded loan volume, which is in turn a critical factor in Sunlight’s operating results.
Competition
Competition for Sunlight occurs at two levels: (i) competition to acquire and maintain contractor relationships; and (ii) competition to acquire high quality capital
to fund loans, in each case on economic terms favorable to Sunlight.
Competition to Acquire and Maintain Contractor Relationships
Competition to obtain and maintain contractor relationships is significant. Although Sunlight has negotiated first-look exclusivity arrangements with, and volume
commitments from, certain contractors, the contractors in the residential solar market generally do not enter, contractors generally do not enter exclusive
relationships with residential solar loan providers and Sunlight’s agreements with its network of contractors generally do not provide for exclusive relationships.
Contractors may offer loan products from Sunlight, as well as from Sunlight’s competitors, and generally select between loan providers based on pricing (ie. the
dealer fee or original issue discount charged to the contractor), consumer credit approval rates, variety of loan products to address shifting consumer demands
and market conditions, ease of loan application and completion process (platform) and other services to facilitate the contractor’s business.
Sunlight believes that the following factors, among others, are key to Sunlight’s success in acquiring and maintaining contractor relationships:
•
Superior value proposition for contractors . Sunlight’s large array of loan products and flexibility in offering new and additional products stem from the
depth, diversity and attractively-priced funding of Sunlight’s capital providers. Sunlight’s loan products allow contractors to capture additional purchase
opportunities from consumers that do not want to or are not able to pay cash for solar system installation or do not want to lease a system from a third
party and forego the benefits of ownership. Sunlight’s attractive loan products and competitive contractor fees allow contractors to choose products that fit
their business needs and the financing needs of their customers. The broad range of products offered by Sunlight improves the contractor’s chances of
meeting its customers’ financing needs and completing a sale.
•
Easy-to-use technology-enabled POS financing platform, instant credit decisioning . Orange® is easy to use and provides instant credit decisions for
homeowners interested in financing the purchase of a residential solar system or home improvement. Access to prompt credit decisions and the ability to
close financing transactions through an intuitive and easy process through the execution of loan agreements in one encounter with a potential customer
provides significant additional sale opportunities for contractors. Orange® may be accessed via the Orange® web address, directly from certain
contractor’s own website via a flexible application programming interface, or API, and via Sunlight’s mobile application. Besides instant credit decisioning,
Orange® includes automated loan stipulation, secure document upload, e-sign capacity and other features that facilitate efficient loan transactions and
provide contractors with the ability to grow their businesses.
•
Additional features and services offered by Sunlight further support the growth of contractor businesses, attract new contractors to Sunlight’s network and
build contractor loyalty. Sunlight prioritizes innovation in Orange® and services that support growth in the businesses of its existing network of
contractors, attract new contractors and build contractor loyalty. Examples of such innovations include Sunlight’s advance program, Sunlight’s launch of
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Spanish-language loan products and Sunlight Rewards™. Sunlight believes that it has innovated more quickly than its competitors and offers contractors
a greater array of valuable services that drive their determination to offer their customers Sunlight-offered loan products over those of Sunlight’s
competitors and that Sunlight will continue to be able to innovate quickly to meet the needs of its contractor network.
Competition to Acquire Capital to Fund Loans
The residential solar system and home improvement loan markets are relatively fragmented. Facilitating the aggregation of loan volume from these markets is a
highly competitive sector of these broader industries. Sunlight faces competition from a diverse landscape of consumer lenders, including traditional banks,
credit unions, specialized residential solar system lenders, and lease providers. Sunlight’s competitors source capital from a mix of alternative sources,
including depository capital and/or other alternatives that rely on the capital markets.
Sunlight believes that it offers capital providers an attractive value proposition due to its industry-leading consumer credit underwriting, attractive risk-adjusted
returns earned by its capital providers relative to other asset classes, the access that Sunlight’s Platform provides to a unique and growing asset class that may
reduce volatility in the ability to deploy capital, and the ability to access new customers for very little cost. Sunlight has successfully added capital providers and
grown commitments from existing capital providers since inception. As its contractor network has grown, Sunlight has consistently diversified its capital provider
base to ensure that it has sufficient capital to fund the demand for Sunlight facilitated loans and that it is able to offer an evolving and competitive mix of loan
products to meet contractor and consumer demand. Capital providers have actively participated in this success and Sunlight has not experienced any capital
provider attrition since inception, although one capital provider provided notice to Sunlight that it had exceeded its internal asset concentration levels for solar
loans and, accordingly, such capital provider terminated their program agreement with Sunlight in April 2021. This capital provider purchased an immaterial
portion (less than 2.2%) of Sunlight’s total facilitated solar loans in 2020. Sunlight believes that there are many institutions seeking to deploy capital into solar
and home improvement loan assets, but Sunlight intends to continue to be selective about adding capital provider partners. Sunlight values diversification but
will specifically focus on partnering with potential capital providers that can enable Sunlight to meet strategic goals, including access to the most attractive
pricing and access to capacity for a growing suite of loan products, among others.
Industry Trends and General Economic Conditions; Cost of Power
Sunlight’s results of operations in the past have been fairly resilient to economic downturns but in the future may be impacted by the relative strength of the
overall economy and its effect on unemployment, consumer spending. and consumer demand for solar systems and home improvements. As general economic
conditions improve or deteriorate, the amount of disposable income consumers have access to tends to fluctuate, which in turn impacts consumer spending
levels and the willingness of consumers to take out loans to finance purchases. Specific economic factors such as interest rate levels, changes in monetary,
fiscal and related policies, market volatility, consumer confidence, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and, particularly, the unemployment rate also influence
consumer spending and borrowing patterns.
Sunlight’s results of operations are also dependent upon continued growth in the residential solar market and the continued penetration of residential solar
across the country. Growth in the solar market is attributable to several factors including, among others, savings available to consumers as compared with the
cost of traditional sources of power or other forms of clean or alternative power and the opportunity to participate in the world-wide effort of reducing carbons in
the atmosphere, or “going green.” The cost to homeowners to install solar is impacted by many factors, including the cost of materials, the cost of labor, the
availability of federal, state and local incentives, and, to the extent financed, prevailing interest rates.
Specifically, future results of operations may be impacted by the potential discontinuation or material reduction or other change in the federal solar tax credit (the
“ITC”). The ITC currently allows a qualifying homeowner to deduct 26% of the cost of installing residential solar systems from their U.S. federal income taxes,
thereby returning a material portion of the purchase price of the residential solar system to homeowners. Congress has extended the ITC expiration date
multiple times including, most recently, in December 2020. Under the terms of the current extension, the ITC will remain at 26% through the end of 2022,
reduce to 22% for 2023, and further reduce to 0.0% after the end of 2023 for residential solar systems, unless it is extended before that time. Although the ITC
has been extended several times, there is no guarantee that it will be extended beyond 2023.
Though the residential solar market has grown steadily over the last several years, Sunlight cannot guarantee that such growth will continue. In addition,
although the home improvement business is not currently a material part of Sunlight’s business, Sunlight believes that it is well-positioned to grow that business
significantly over time. The home improvement
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industry is, however, subject to many of the same industry trends and challenges associated with a changing economy as the solar industry and Sunlight cannot
guarantee that it will be successful in growing that business as planned.
Concentration
Sunlight’s expansive network of residential solar system and other home improvement contractors, supported by a differentiated set of tools and services offered
through Orange®, constitutes the distribution channel through which the Sunlight-facilitated loans made available by Sunlight’s capital providers are sold to the
consumer customers of such contractors. Sunlight partners with some of the largest contractors in the United States, which in the aggregate generate a
material portion of Sunlight’s funded loan volume through Sunlight’s network of capital providers. However, Sunlight’s contractor network is considerably
diversified. In the period from December 31, 2019 to December 31, 2020, the top ten contractors in Sunlight’s network were responsible for selling 42.0% of
Sunlight’s funded loan volume, and in the period from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021 that percentage increased to 45.4%. In both of these periods,
only one contractor sold loans aggregating more than 10% of Sunlight’s revenue. That contractor was responsible for selling more than 15.4% and 13.3% of
Sunlight’s funded loan volume in the period from December 31, 2019 to December 31, 2020 and in the period from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021,
respectively. While the percentage of Sunlight’s funded loan volume sold by any contractor in Sunlight’s network varies from period to period, there is one
contractor, Marc Jones Construction, L.L.C. d/b/a Sunpro Solar (“Sunpro”), that sold 11.3% and 15.2% of Sunlight’s funded loan volume during the Successor
Period and the Predecessor Annual Period, respectively, and 15.4% during the year ended December 31, 2020. Sunlight believes that its contractor network is
sufficiently diversified to continue to grow with the residential solar market, and increase share given market dynamics, but intends to continue adding
contractors to the network in order to further diversify and broaden the opportunity to grow the business.
Sunlight has multiple capital providers in both its direct and indirect funding channels, all of which have increased their commitments since partnering with
Sunlight. Sunlight's largest capital provider in the period from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021 has materially increased its commitment since the
relationship began in 2015. Though Sunlight believes that the relationship with this capital provider is healthy and will continue without disruption, the significant
portion of funded loan volume attributable to this capital provider results in concentration risk. This capital provider funded 45.3% and 29.4% of Sunlight’s funded
loans during the period from December 31, 2019 to December 31, 2020 and during the period from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021, respectively.
Sunlight cannot guarantee that this capital provider will continue to fund loans facilitated by Sunlight in the same volume or at all beyond its current contractual
commitment. This capital provider may reduce the volume commitment in whole or in part upon no less than 90 days’ prior written notice. Sunlight added new
capital providers in 2021 to reduce its capital provider concentration risk and will continue to do so selectively. Further, Sunlight is in continuous discussions
with multiple capital providers on an ongoing basis and, if Sunlight were to receive an advance notice of termination from the capital provider, Sunlight will use
the advance notification to develop alternate funding sources to replace this capital provider. While Sunlight believes that it would be able to identify and
implement alternative arrangements during this period, Sunlight cannot guarantee that it would be able to do so at all or on equivalent or favorable terms.
Sunlight believes that a failure to arrange alternative loan funding on equivalent terms would have little impact on Sunlight’s funded loan volume, as capital for
the solar loan industry has historically been readily available. Rather, Sunlight believes that such failure would be more likely to have a greater negative impact
on the amount of platform fees that Sunlight earns, and therefore could impact revenue.
Basis of Presentation
Sunlight conducts business through one operating segment, and Sunlight operates in one geographic region, the United States. See Notes 1 and 2 of the
accompanying consolidated financial statements of Sunlight for more information.
Components of Results of Operations
Revenues
Revenue. Sunlight earns revenue in two primary streams: platform fees earned on each loan facilitated via Orange® and fees earned for loan portfolio
management and administration services.
Platform fees. Platform fee revenue for each loan facilitated via Orange® is generally the difference between the contractor fee that Sunlight charges to the
contractors in its network for access to Orange® and the ability to offer financing options to their customers and the capital provider discount charged to
Sunlight (cost of capital to Sunlight) for such loan. The platform fee percentage is equal to the dollar amount of such fee divided by the principal balance at
origination of such loan. Platform fees are generally earned by Sunlight in the direct channel when the direct channel capital provider funds a particular loan and
in the indirect channel when an indirect channel capital provider purchases a
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particular loan from Sunlight’s intermediary bank partner. The contract between Sunlight and its intermediary bank partner for home improvement loans is
considered a derivative for GAAP purposes, whereas the contract between Sunlight and its intermediary bank partner for solar loans is not. For indirect channel
home improvement loans, Sunlight records a “realized gain on contract derivative (net)” in lieu of a platform fee generally when the loans are purchased by
Sunlight’s indirect capital provider from Sunlight’s bank partner, and Sunlight is paid. As such, Sunlight excludes from its revenue any platform fee associated
with an indirect channel home improvement loan under Sunlight’s related home improvement agreement. Sunlight estimates the fair value of the derivative
components of the bank partnership arrangement based on the present value of the net cash flows that Sunlight expects to collect under the agreement. Under
this home improvement bank partnership arrangement, with respect to a given home improvement loan, Sunlight will expect to collect (x) the amount paid by
Sunlight’s indirect capital provider to purchase the loan from Sunlight’s bank partner (the outstanding principal balance of the loan less the amount of the capital
provider discount applied to that loan plus any accrued and unpaid interest) minus (y) the total of amounts funded to the relevant contractor in respect of the
related home improvement project (total cost of the project to the consumer customer of the relevant contractor less the applicable contractor fee) and any
amounts that Sunlight owes to its bank partner in the form of minimum guaranteed returns to the bank partner on the origination of such loan. The aggregate
estimated fair value of this agreement is marked to market by Sunlight on a monthly basis. When a loan sale occurs, the estimated fair value associated with
the loans included in the sold portfolio is reversed and Sunlight recognizes the related realized net cash as a realized gain as noted above.
Loan portfolio management and administration revenue . Sunlight also earns revenue from fees charged by Sunlight for providing loan portfolio management,
servicing, and administration services for certain of its capital providers. These services include the reporting of loan performance information, administration of
servicing performed by third parties, and addressing customer concerns or complaints through Sunlight’s call center on behalf of the relevant capital provider.
Costs and Expenses
Cost of revenues. Sunlight’s cost of revenues includes the aggregate costs that Sunlight incurs to satisfy its obligations in facilitating the origination of a loan.
The cost of revenues includes variable consideration that Sunlight pays for its platform fees which do not otherwise meet the criteria necessary for netting
against gross revenues, including items such as credit bureau fees, the cost to check homeowners’ title in connection with the homeowner credit underwriting,
the cost of certain sales incentives, and certain information technology costs directly associated with loan origination activities, among others.
Compensation and benefits. Compensation and benefits expenses represent costs related to our employees, such as salaries, bonuses, benefits and equitybased compensation expenses. Also included are any recruiting costs incurred by Sunlight in attracting talent and professional and consulting fees related to
certain services that Sunlight outsources to third parties.
Selling, general, and administrative . Selling, general and administrative expenses include legal, audit and other professional services fees, travel and
entertainment expenses, and insurance premiums as incurred. Sunlight recognizes expenses associated with co-marketing agreements when earned by the
counterparty.
Property and technology . Property and technology expenses comprise rent, information technology services to support the Orange® infrastructure and
operation, as well as other Sunlight technology requirements, and noncapitalizable costs to internally develop software as incurred.
Depreciation and amortization . Depreciation and amortization expenses relate primarily to the amortization of definite-lived intangible assets acquired in the
Business Combination that include contractor and capital provider relationships, developed technology, and trademarks/ tradenames. Other amortization
includes internally developed software to support Orange® or otherwise developed by or on behalf of Sunlight after the Business Combination and leasehold
improvements. Depreciation expense includes the depreciation of computer hardware as well as furniture, fixtures, and equipment.
Goodwill Impairment. To the extent Sunlight determines the carrying value of its goodwill resulting from the Business Combination exceeds its implied fair
value, Sunlight recognizes an impairment loss for that difference on the date of such determination.
Provision for losses. Provision for losses expenses relate primarily to certain receivables that are held-for-investment by Sunlight that are not performing or
Sunlight estimates will not perform based upon historical experience. The term relates to Sunlight’s advances program, its prefunding program, and to certain
solar and home improvement loans and loan
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participations that Sunlight purchased from Sunlight’s capital providers pursuant to the terms of its contract with those capital providers.
Management fees to affiliate . These expenses relate to fees paid pursuant to management agreements entered into between Sunlight and certain of Sunlight’s
affiliates. These management agreements terminated upon closing of the Business Combination.
Other Income (Expense), Net
Interest income. Sunlight recognizes income on certain receivables that are held-for-investment by Sunlight, including certain solar or home improvement loans,
or participations in solar loans, held on the Sunlight balance sheet, in each case to the extent such receivables are performing. Sunlight accrues interest income
based on the unpaid principal balance and contractual terms of such receivables, and recognizes income related to the discounts associated with such
receivables as a yield adjustment using the interest method, or on a straight-line basis when it approximates the interest method, over the loan term.
Interest expense. Interest expenses represent interest payable by Sunlight on its borrowings under its Loan and Security Agreement (as defined below). Interest
expense also includes the amortization of associated deferred financing costs prior to the Business Combination.
Change in fair value of warrant liabilities . The change in fair value of warrant liabilities relates to certain warrants issued by Sunlight to certain third parties to
purchase Sunlight’s Class A Common Stock. Such warrants are marked to market periodically and any change in value is reflected in this line item.
Change in fair value of, and realized gains on, contract derivative, net . The arrangement with Sunlight’s intermediary bank partner to originate indirect channel
home improvement loans is considered a derivative under GAAP. As such, Sunlight’s revenues exclude the platform fees that Sunlight earns from the sale of
home improvement loans from the bank partner’s balance sheet. Instead, Sunlight records a derivative that is marked to market on a monthly basis, with
realized gains recognized on the derivative on the sale of the loan from the bank partner to an indirect channel capital provider and accounting for the impact of
any changes to the applicable interest rates on the amounts payable to the bank partner in connection with any such sale.
Other realized losses, net. Other realized losses primarily relate to losses Sunlight incurred in connection with certain indirect channel loans.
Other income (expense). Other income or expense primarily relate to the changes in a liability for certain guarantees of performance provided by Sunlight to
Sunlight’s bank partner relating to the loans held on the balance sheet of Sunlight’s bank partner and certain other guarantees of performance made by Sunlight
to certain of its capital providers with respect to specified solar loans.
Business Combination expenses . The expenses Sunlight incurs that are not considered operating expenses. For the Combined Annual Period, these costs
primarily represent legal and other professional costs Sunlight incurred in connection with the Business Combination.
Income tax benefit (expense) . The income taxes Sunlight incurs on the taxable income, or income tax benefit in periods of taxable loss, not allocable to
noncontrolling interests in Sunlight Financial LLC.
Noncontrolling interests in income (loss) of consolidated subsidiaries . The net income (loss) of Sunlight’s consolidated subsidiaries allocable to third parties and
to which Sunlight is not entitled.
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Results of Operations
This section includes a summary of our results of operations, followed by detailed comparisons of our results for the Combined Annual Period, and the year
ended December 31, 2020 (in thousands, except percentages):

Revenue
Costs and Expenses
Cost of revenues (exclusive of items shown separately below)
Compensation and benefits
Selling, general, and administrative
Property and technology
Depreciation and amortization
Provision for losses
Goodwill impairment
Management fees to affiliate

Successor
For the Period
July 10, 2021 to
December 31,
2021
$
61,674

For the Period
January 1, 2021
to July 9, 2021
$
53,064

Combined
Annual Period
$
114,738

Predecessor
For the Year
Ended
December 31,
2020
$
69,564

9,873
44,996
7,419
3,088
43,389
1,217
224,701
—
334,683
(273,009)

10,556
17,162
3,450
2,790
1,688
1,172
—
204
37,022
16,042

20,429
62,158
10,869
5,878
45,077
2,389
224,701
204
371,705
(256,967)

13,711
26,174
3,806
4,304
3,231
1,350
—
400
52,976
16,588

6,718
35,984
7,063
1,574
41,846
1,039
224,701
(196)
318,729
(273,555)

49.0
137.5
185.6
36.6
1,295.1
77.0
n.m.
(49.0)
601.6
n.m.

149
(554)
22,583
638
2,866
—
(181)
(3,080)
22,421
(250,588)
3,504
(247,084)
87,528
(159,556)

262
(604)
(5,504)
(662)
2,992
—
616
(7,011)
(9,911)
6,131
—
6,131
—
6,131

411
(1,158)
17,079
(24)
5,858
—
435
(10,091)
12,510
(244,457)
3,504
(240,953)
87,528
(153,425) $

520
(829)
(5,510)
1,435
103
(171)
(634)
(878)
(5,964)
10,624
—
10,624
—
10,624

(109)
(329)
22,589
(1,459)
5,755
171
1,069
(9,213)
18,474
(255,081)
3,504
(251,577)
87,528
(164,049)

(21.0)
39.7
n.m.
n.m.
5,587.4
(100.0)
n.m.
1,049.3
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.

Operating income (loss)
Other Income (Expense), Net
Interest income
Interest expense
Change in fair value of warrant liabilities
Change in fair value of contract derivatives, net
Realized gains on contract derivatives, net
Other realized losses, net
Other income (expense)
Business combination expenses
Net Income (Loss) Before Income Taxes
Income tax benefit (expense)
Net Income (Loss)
Noncontrolling interests in loss of consolidated subsidiaries
Net Income (Loss) Attributable to Class A Shareholders
a.

$

Predecessor

$

$

$

$

Increase (Decrease)(a)
45,174
64.9 %

n.m.

Change represents the Combined Annual Period compared to the year ended December 31, 2020.

The Combined Annual Period Compared to the Year Ended December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
Revenue
The following table provides the components of Sunlight’s revenue for the Successor Period, the Predecessor Annual Period, the Combined Annual Period, and
the year ended December 31, 2020 (in thousands, except percentages):

Direct Channel Platform Fees, net
Indirect Channel Platform Fees, net
Other revenues
Total
a.

Successor
For the Period
July 10, 2021 to
December 31,
2021
$
49,937
6,846
4,891
$
61,674

Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021
to July 9, 2021
$
45,703
5,054
2,307
$
53,064

Change represents the Combined Annual Period compared to the year ended December 31, 2020.
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Predecessor
Combined
Annual Period
$
95,640
11,900
7,198
$
114,738

For the Year
Ended December
31, 2020
$
64,120 $
2,733
2,711
$
69,564 $

Increase (Decrease)(a)

$
31,520
9,167
4,487
45,174

%
49.2 %
335.4
165.5
64.9

Revenue increased by $45.2 million or 64.9% for the year ended December 31, 2021 as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020 due to an increase of
77.8% in platform fee loans, as well as an overall 0.1% increase in the average platform fee percentage earned on loans funded by direct channel capital
providers or purchased by indirect channel capital providers. Sunlight’s revenue excludes amounts earned through its facilitation of indirect channel home
improvement loan originations, which Sunlight presents as realized gains on contract derivatives.
Funded loans increased from $1.5 billion for the year ended December 31, 2020 to $2.5 billion for the year ended December 31, 2021, an increase of 71.9%.
Sunlight believes that the increase in funded loans year-over-year is attributable primarily to growth in the residential solar market, deepening relationships with
existing contractors, and an increase in the number of contractors in Sunlight’s contractor network.
The average platform fee percentage earned on loans funded by direct channel capital providers or purchased by indirect channel capital providers increased
0.1% from the year ended December 31, 2020 to the year ended December 31, 2021. The platform fee percentage earned by Sunlight is dependent on several
factors, including (i) the contractor fees charged by Sunlight to contractors (which is impacted by competitive pressure that varies from period to period, by loan
product based on consumer and contractor preferences, and by the mix of contractors in a particular period as certain contractors may generally have higher or
lower contractor fees than others), (ii) the capital provider discounts charged to Sunlight by Sunlight’s capital providers (which may fluctuate based on, among
other things, market conditions impacting cost of capital, opportunities in other asset classes, and the mix of capital providers funding or purchasing loans in a
particular period as certain capital providers may generally have higher or lower capital provider discounts than others), (iii) the mix of Sunlight loan products
funded in a particular period (as certain products in that period, for reasons relating to competitive pressure for certain loan products or otherwise, may generally
carry a higher or lower capital provider discount or contractor fee than others) and (iv) other factors. Sunlight earns revenues from platform fees, which are
determined by the margin between capital provider discounts charged to Sunlight and contractor fees charged by Sunlight to the contractors that sell the
Sunlight facilitated loan products. Both components in the calculation of platform fees are influenced by a variety of factors, including but not limited to those
described above. For example, capital providers wishing to obtain greater volume may reduce capital provider discounts charged across all products to make
funding with this capital provider an attractive option to Sunlight. As well, competitive pressures or volume discounts negotiated with certain contractors may
reduce the contractor fees that Sunlight charges to such contractors on certain loan products or across loan products.
Sunlight believes that the difference in platform fee percentage from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021 is primarily attributable to competition in the
market with regard to contractor fees, the mix of Sunlight loan products funded in the two periods (based on the recent trend towards contractor preference to
offer certain longer term, lower interest rate loan products facing significant competitive pressure from other participants offering loan financing in the market
and driving attractive contractor fee pricing in those periods) and an increase in capital provider discounts charged to Sunlight by capital providers in Sunlight’s
indirect channel during the second quarter of 2020. Sunlight’s indirect channel capital providers are generally more reactive than direct channel capital providers
to market uncertainty and interest rate market volatility as presented at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Unlike Sunlight’s direct channel capital providers,
Sunlight’s indirect channel capital providers are generally not depository institutions and therefore their own cost of capital is subject to market uncertainty.
Consequently, the capital provider discounts charged to Sunlight by such indirect channel capital providers are also likely to be more reactive. Deposits, which
are generally used by Sunlight’s direct channel capital providers to fund loans, are generally more stable, less reactive to market variance, and the least
expensive cost of capital.
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The following table presents averages weighted by original loan balance of capital provider discounts, contractor fees and platform fees.
Successor

Solar Total - Capital Provider Discount
Solar Total - Contractor Fee
Solar Total - Platform Fee

For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
16.8 %
21.8
5.0

Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021 to
July 9, 2021
16.7 %
20.8
4.1

Predecessor
Combined Annual
Period
16.7 %
21.5
4.8

For the Year Ended
December 31, 2020
13.0 %
17.7
4.7

Change in
Average(a)
3.7 %
3.8
0.1

Solar Direct Channel - Capital Provider Discount
Solar Direct Channel - Contractor Fee
Solar Direct Channel - Platform Fee

16.5
21.9
5.4

16.6
20.9
4.3

16.5
21.6
5.1

12.5
17.8
5.3

4.0
3.8
(0.2)

Solar Indirect Channel - Capital Provider Discount
Solar Indirect Channel - Contractor Fee
Solar Indirect Channel - Platform Fee

17.9
21.5
3.6

17.2
20.2
3.0

17.6
20.8
3.2

15.4
16.9
1.5

2.2
3.9
1.7

a.

Change represents the Combined Annual Period compared to the year ended December 31, 2020.

Costs and Expenses
Cost of revenues increased by 49.0% for the year ended December 31, 2021, which is less than the 64.9% increase in revenues when compared to the year
ended December 31, 2020. The $6.7 million increase in cost of revenues resulted from $2.2 million of increased costs of consumer credit underwriting arising
from increased credit approval volumes, $1.5 million from rewards earned by salespeople under Sunlight Rewards™, $2.5 million from costs incurred in
connection with the increase of funded loan volume and Sunlight’s role in facilitating those loans, and increased costs of $0.4 million from broker fees paid to
financial institutions for arranging certain loan origination or purchase arrangements with capital providers. The broker fees are calculated as a percentage of
the funded loan volume originating from an applicable loan origination or purchase arrangement with a capital provider. Sunlight’s obligation to pay these broker
fees generally terminates between three and five years after the date that the initial loan is originated or purchased pursuant to an arrangement facilitated by the
broker.
Compensation and benefits expense increased by $36.0 million, or 137.5% for the year ended December 31, 2021 when compared to the year ended
December 31, 2020. Of the $36.0 million increase, $29.6 million of compensation expense recognized in the Successor period resulted from Business
Combination, including $21.0 million from the immediate vesting of equity-based compensation awards granted to employees of Sunlight’s Predecessor that
satisfied vesting conditions upon completion of the Business Combination, $5.7 million from such awards that did not immediately vest (provisionally-vested
replacement awards were granted upon completion of the Business Combination and vest in future periods), and $2.9 million from restriction stock units granted
on or after the Business Combination to Sunlight employees. The remaining $6.4 million of increased compensation expense resulted from an increase in
employees from 190 at December 31, 2020 to 216 at December 31, 2021. The increase in employees is consistent with the growth in Sunlight’s business and
Sunlight expects to continue hiring as its business grows in order to continue to expand its contractor network, develop its home improvement business and
meet the demands of its contractors and capital providers.
Selling, general, and administrative expense increased by $7.1 million, or 185.6% for the year ended December 31, 2021 when compared to the year ended
December 31, 2020. Of the $7.1 million increase, Sunlight incurred $2.7 million of expense related to Sunlight’s operations as a public company, including $2.0
million of insurance expenses and $0.6 million of incremental professional fees during the Successor Period. The remaining $4.4 million increased costs for
additional professional and administrative fees associated with Sunlight’s continuing growth.
Property and technology expense increased by $1.6 million, or 36.6% for the year ended December 31, 2021 when compared to the year ended December 31,
2020, primarily due to an increase in licensing fees charged by certain of Sunlight’s third-party service providers that support the infrastructure and operation of
Orange® associated with the growth in Sunlight’s network of contractors.
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Depreciation and amortization expense increased by $41.8 million, or 1,295.1% for the year ended December 31, 2021 when compared to the year ended
December 31, 2020, primarily due to the amortization of intangible assets acquired in the Business Combination during the Successor Period amounting to
$43.1 million and the amortization of investments made in Orange® to support ongoing innovation and to automate certain other corporate processes.
Sunlight recorded goodwill of $670.0 million upon closing of the Business Combination, of which Sunlight considered $224.7 million impaired as part of Sunlight’s
annual goodwill impairment test during the Successor Period. Market activities adversely impacting the valuation of public companies similar to Sunlight
indicated that the $670.0 million carrying value of goodwill, after taking into account price adjustments, exceeded its fair value by the $224.7 million impairment
amount.
Provision for loss expense increased by $1.0 million, or 77.0% for the year ended December 31, 2021 when compared to the year ended December 31, 2020.
Such increase was due primarily to an increased level of funded loan volume with Sunlight’s bank partner. The ratio of provision for loss expense over
aggregate funded bank partner loan volume in the year ended December 31, 2020 was 0.5% as compared to 0.4% during the year ended December 31, 2021,
indicating an decrease in loss experience as compared to funded bank partner loan volume.
Operating margin decreased materially from the year ended December 31, 2020 to the year ended December 31, 2021 due to the factors described above,
primarily related to non-cash charges in connection with the Business Combination. Generally, operating margin benefits from the fixed nature of a material level
of Sunlight expense and revenue generally growing materially faster than operating expenses when excluding the amortization effects of identified intangible
assets and equity-based compensation expense.
Other Income (Expense), Net
Total other income (expense) increased $18.5 million for the year ended December 31, 2021 when compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily
resulting from a $22.6 million decrease in the fair value of public and private warrants, originally issued by Spartan and assumed by Sunlight upon closing of the
Business Combination, during the Successor Period and a $5.8 million realized gain from the sale of indirect channel home improvement loans under an
agreement with Sunlight’s bank partner, accounted as a derivative under U.S. GAAP. These increases were partially offset by a $9.2 million increase in costs
incurred in connection with the Business Combination and $1.5 million reversal of the fair value in connection with the realized gains from the aforementioned
sale of indirect channel home improvement loans.
Income Tax Benefit
Sunlight's Predecessor was a limited liability company not subject to income taxes. During the Successor Period, the $3.5 million income tax benefit reflects an
effective tax rate of 1.4%.
Noncontrolling Interests in Consolidated Subsidiaries
Sunlight's Predecessor did not consolidate any entities in which third parties owned a noncontrolling interest. During the Successor Period, income (loss) of
consolidated subsidiaries allocated to noncontrolling interests represents $250.6 million of Sunlight Financial LLC consolidated net loss during the Successor
Period allocated to such noncontrolling interests at a weighted-average ownership of 35.0%.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
As of December 31, 2021, Sunlight had $91.9 million of unrestricted cash on hand and had drawn $20.6 million available to it under its $30.0 million credit
facility.
On April 26, 2021, Sunlight entered into a Loan and Security Agreement, as amended (the “Loan and Security Agreement”) with Silicon Valley Bank (“SVB”).
The Loan and Security Agreement, which replaced Sunlight’s prior $15.0 million credit facility, has a borrowing capacity of up to $30.0 million and matures on
April 26, 2023. To secure the payment and performance of Sunlight’s obligations under the Loan and Security Agreement, Sunlight granted a continuing
security interest in certain collateral, which generally includes all of Sunlight’s assets, whether currently owned or thereafter acquired, and all proceeds and
products thereof. Borrowings under the Loan and Security Agreement accrue interest at a rate equal to the greater of (i) 5.0% and (ii) the prime rate plus 1.75%
per annum. The Loan and Security Agreement contains certain financial covenants, including maintenance of (i) Liquidity (as defined therein) at all times in an
amount equal to or greater than the greater of (a) 35% of all outstanding principal amounts of any advances and (b) $10.0 million; (ii) at all times Available
Takeout Commitment Amount (as defined therein) in an amount equal to or greater than $200.0
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million; and (iii) EBITDA (as defined therein) of at least $5.0 million for the six-month period ending on the last day of each month. The Loan and Security
Agreement contains customary events of default. SVB can elect to accelerate the maturity of the loans and/or terminate the commitments under the Loan and
Security Agreement upon the occurrence and during the continuation of an event of default, and Sunlight can be required to repay all amounts outstanding
under the Loan and Security Agreement. In connection with the transition of accounts to SVB, Sunlight experienced a technical default that was waived by SVB.
Otherwise, no defaults or events of default have occurred as of the date of this filing.
Sunlight’s cash requirements relate primarily to funding Sunlight advances and prefunding programs, to invest in continued innovations in Orange® and to pay
Sunlight’s operating expenses, repayment of borrowings (and interest thereon), outstanding commitments and guarantees (including Sunlight’s purchase of
loans pursuant to the terms of certain of its capital provider agreements and loan participations), other operating expenses, income taxes, and tax distributions
to noncontrolling interests. Sunlight may be required to purchase loans from its bank partner after an agreed period of time if Sunlight has not arranged the sale
of such loans. To date, Sunlight has not been required to purchase loans from its bank partner due to an inability to sell such loans to an indirect channel capital
provider. Additionally, Sunlight assumes the risk of compliance errors and the risk of borrower or contractor fraud in the origination of the loans, and as such,
Sunlight is obligated to purchase the applicable loan from its bank partner should these events occur. Sunlight has also entered into a program agreement with
its bank partner to fund its home improvement loans that contains similar provisions related to risks accepted by Sunlight.
Historically, Sunlight has met its cash requirements from cash flow generated by operations, collection of advances under its contractor advance funding
program and in prefunding payments under its prefunding program, and draws on Sunlight’s credit facility. Sunlight believes that it will continue to generate cash
flow from its operations which, together with funds available under its new credit facility and cash on hand, will be sufficient to meet its current and future liquidity
needs.
Relationships with Contractors and Capital Providers
Relationships with Contractors
Sunlight’s expansive network of residential solar system installers and other home improvement contractors, supported by a differentiated set of tools and
services offered through Orange®, constitutes the distribution channel through which Sunlight builds funded loan volume and earns platform fees. The ability to
finance residential solar systems on terms that typically translate to immediate saving for homeowners on their utility bills and significant amounts in lifetime
savings has materially contributed to the strong growth in the number of residential solar systems installed in the United States over the last five years. Sunlight
attracts and builds strong relationships with residential solar system contractors of all sizes in key solar markets by prioritizing innovations in Orange® and
providing services that assist the contractors in growing their own businesses. Sunlight’s team of business development and relationship management
professionals provides hands-on support to these contractors. Sunlight believes that innovations such as prequalification capabilities, easy and secure
document upload features, reliable next day funding and Sunlight’s capital advance program (as described more fully below), amongst other innovations, both
attract new contractors to Sunlight’s network and build loyalty and deepen Sunlight’s existing contractor relationships. In addition, Sunlight’s diverse set of capital
providers enables Sunlight to offer its network of contractors a wide array of loan products that vary as to structure, interest rate and tenor, and thereby permits
Sunlight’s network of contractors to offer competitively-priced products that best serve their markets. These benefits to Sunlight’s existing network of contractors
translate to deeper penetration of the contractors’ sales, which is an important contributor to the growth of Sunlight’s market share and revenue. There can be
no assurance that Sunlight will be able to maintain its current contractor relationships. Sunlight may lose existing contractors that represent a significant portion
of Sunlight’s business, and there is no guarantee that Sunlight would be able to engage replacement contractors on terms similar to its existing contractors.
Sunlight started its business in 2014 and developed a key anchor partnership with a large residential solar contractor in 2016. Beginning in 2017 and through
2018, Sunlight focused on building and diversifying its contractor relationships and continues that process today. In 2020, as compared with 2019, Sunlight grew
its solar contractor base by more than 60%. In 2021, as compared with 2020, Sunlight grew its solar contractor base by more than 32.3%. However,
dependence on any one contractor or small group of contractors creates concentration risk, particularly in the event that any such contractor elects to terminate
its relationship with Sunlight or experiences business disruption or a business failure or bankruptcy. For example, during May 2021, Sunlight was advised by a
significant contractor that it would discontinue use of the Sunlight platform to finance its consumer customers effective immediately. This contractor accounted
for approximately 6.7% and 9.5% of Sunlight’s total funded loan volumes during the year ended December 31, 2020 and for the year ended December 31, 2021,
respectively. Sunlight believes that its strong relationships with the existing contractors in Sunlight’s network, the continued growth in the number of contractor
relationships, and the various
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competitive loan products and sales tools in Orange® have been and will continue to be key components of Sunlight’s increased market penetration, growth in
funded loan volume and revenue.
Relationships with Capital Providers
Sunlight’s business model is dependent on its ability to connect its capital providers, who wish to build a portfolio of residential solar system loans, to the
homeowner customers of the contractors in Sunlight’s distribution network, who wish to finance the purchase of a residential solar system. Sunlight earns a
platform fee on each solar and home improvement loan facilitated through Orange®. The platform fee is generally equal to the difference, or the margin,
between (i) the contractor fee that Sunlight charges to contractors for access to Orange® and for making the various Sunlight-offered loan products available to
such contractors and (ii) the capital provider discount charged by the relevant capital provider either funding or purchasing the loan in the direct and indirect
channels, respectively (as described below). Sunlight’s business is therefore heavily dependent upon the availability of capital on attractive economic terms.
Sunlight believes that it offers capital providers an attractive value proposition due to its industry-leading consumer credit underwriting, the attractive riskadjusted returns that Sunlight’s capital providers earn relative to other asset classes, the access that our Platform provides to a unique and growing asset class
that may reduce volatility in the ability to deploy capital, and the ability to access new customers for very little cost.
Sunlight engages with its capital providers not just as funding sources but as funding partners. As with Sunlight’s network of contractors, Sunlight works closely
with its capital providers to understand and address their business needs as related to the residential solar loan industry. Matters related to loan product, credit
strategy, contractor commercial underwriting and consumer protection practices are considered and designed in tandem with the goal of creating a robust and
growing channel for funded loan volume. Additionally, through Orange®, Sunlight’s capital providers operating within Sunlight’s direct channel can track and
manage the pipeline of solar loan volume allocated to that capital provider. Sunlight’s relationships with its diverse and growing network of capital providers
provides significant flexibility to source competitively priced capital. Since the acquisition of Sunlight’s initial flow capital funding source in 2016, the number of
capital providers funding Sunlight-facilitated solar loans has increased materially and, more importantly, all of Sunlight’s direct channel capital providers have
significantly increased their commitments to fund solar loan volume.
Sunlight categorizes its capital providers as being either in Sunlight’s direct or indirect channel. Sunlight maintains both channels to provide diversification of
funding sources, access to funding for different types of loan products and for other strategic purposes. The ability of Sunlight to allocate loans to various capital
providers, as well as the availability of the two different funding channels, creates flexibility and allows Sunlight to respond nimbly to shifting market conditions.
Direct channel capital providers fund Sunlight-facilitated solar or home improvement loans one-by-one directly onto their balance sheet via Orange®. Sunlight’s
direct channel capital providers are depository institutions with the power and authority to originate loans such as banks and credit unions. Generally, direct
channel capital providers choose to service the loans they originate.
In the indirect channel, Sunlight’s allocation engine directs that certain solar and home improvement loans be funded on the balance sheet of Sunlight’s
intermediary bank partner. These loans are aggregated, pooled and sold to indirect channel capital providers that cannot, or do not wish to, directly originate
solar loans. The indirect channel capital provider relationship allows Sunlight to access a broader range of capital, which may include, among others, credit
funds, insurance companies and pension funds. Indirect channel capital providers present a unique opportunity for Sunlight to access high quality and significant
sources of funding that are diverse from traditional depository sources.
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Cash Flow and Liquidity Analysis
Sunlight assesses liquidity primarily in terms of its ability to generate cash to fund operating and financing activities. Sunlight has historically generated
increasing amounts of cash from operating activities, and management believes that Sunlight is in a strong financial and liquidity position. Sunlight’s cash from
operating activities are generally derived from platform fees which are fully earned at the funding of a loan by direct channel capital providers and the purchase
of a loan from our bank partner’s balance sheet by an indirect channel capital provider. Refer to “Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates” and Item 1A. “Risk
Factors” in this Annual Report on Form 10-K for a full description of the related estimates, assumptions, and judgments.
The Combined Annual Period Compared to the Year Ended December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
The following provides a summary of cash flow data for the year ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 (in thousands):

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
$
(18,565)
(308,012)
203,958

Predecessor
Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021 to Combined Annual For the Year Ended
July 9, 2021
Period
December 31, 2020
$
14,356 $
(4,209) $
5,025
(1,404)
(309,416)
(4,803)
(2,025)
201,933
827

Cash Flow from Operating Activities
For the year ended December 31, 2021, net cash used in operating activities was $4.2 million. Operating cash inflows for the year ended December 31, 2021
primarily consisted of proceeds from Sunlight’s direct channel capital providers to fund, and indirect channel capital provider to purchase, without duplication,
loans of $2.1 billion, of which Sunlight paid $2.0 billion to contractors; repayment of advances and prefunds of $1.7 billion (conversely, Sunlight advanced or
prefunded $1.8 billion); and net interest expense paid of $1.0 million. Operating cash outflows primarily consisted of compensation and benefits of $58.3 million,
information technology expenses of $3.9 million, and management fees paid to affiliates of $0.2 million.
For the year ended December 31, 2020, net cash provided by operating activities was $5.0 million. Operating cash inflows for the year ended December 31,
2020 primarily consisted of proceeds from Sunlight’s direct channel capital providers to fund, and indirect channel capital providers to purchase without
duplication, loans of $1.3 billion, of which Sunlight paid $1.2 billion to contractors; repayment of advances and prefunds of $1.1 billion (conversely, Sunlight
advanced or prefunded $1.1 billion); and net interest expense paid of $0.3 million. Operating cash outflows primarily consisted of compensation and benefits of
$21.0 million, information technology expenses of $3.6 million, professional fees of $1.1 million, and management fees paid to affiliates of $0.4 million.
Cash Flow from Investing Activities
For the year ended December 31, 2021, net cash used in investing activities was $309.4 million, of which $304.6 million represents cash paid for the acquisition
of Sunlight Financial LLC as part of the Business Combination and the remaining activities involved recurring business activities consisting of cash paid to
acquire loans and loan participations of $1.9 million, net of $1.5 million in cash received as return of capital thereon, and $4.5 million paid to internally develop
software and acquire property and equipment. For the year ended December 31, 2020, net cash used in investing activities was $4.8 million, consisting of cash
paid to acquire loans and loan participations of $2.8 million, net of $1.3 million in cash received as return of capital thereon, and $3.3 million paid to internally
develop software and acquire property and equipment.
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Cash Flow from Financing Activities
For the year ended December 31, 2021, net cash provided by financing activities was $201.9 million, which included a $250.0 million in proceeds from and
equity raise, net of $19.6 million of related costs, and $26.4 million in tax payments made on share-based payments in connection with the Business
Combination. The remaining uses of cash consisted of ongoing operations consisting of repayments of borrowings under Sunlight’s prior credit facilities of $14.8
million, net of borrowings of $20.7 million, distributions of $7.5 million, and $0.5 million payment of debt issuance costs. For the year ended December 31, 2020,
net cash provided by financing activities was $0.8 million, consisting of borrowings of $8.7 million, net of repayments of borrowings under Sunlight’s prior credit
facilities of $5.9 million, and distributions of $2.0 million.
Long-Term Debt
On April 26, 2021, Sunlight entered into the Loan and Security Agreement with SVB. The Loan and Security Agreement, which replaces Sunlight’s prior $15.0
million credit facility, has a borrowing capacity of up to $30.0 million and matures on April 26, 2023. Borrowings under the Loan and Security Agreement accrue
interest at a rate equal to the greater of (i) 5.0% and (ii) the prime rate plus 1.75% per annum. The Loan and Security Agreement contains certain financial
covenants, including (i) liquidity in an amount equal to or greater than (a) 35% of all outstanding principal amounts of any advances and (b) $10.0 million; (ii)
Available Takeout Commitment Amount (as defined therein) in an amount equal to or greater than $200.0 million; and (iii) EBITDA (as defined therein) of at
least $5.0 million for the six-month period ending on the last day of each month. The Loan and Security Agreement contains customary events of default. SVB
could elect to accelerate the maturity of the loans and/or terminate the commitments under the Loan and Security Agreement upon the occurrence and during
the continuation of an event of default, and Sunlight could be required to repay all amounts outstanding under the Loan and Security Agreement. In connection
with the transition of accounts to SVB, Sunlight experienced a technical default that was waived by SVB. Otherwise, no defaults or events of default have
occurred as of the date of this filing.
Other Changes in Financial Position
Year Ended December 31, 2021
In addition to the changes in Sunlight’s financial position from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021 described in “—Results of Operations” and “—Cash
Flow and Liquidity Analysis,” the following activities also occurred:
• Restricted cash. The cash Sunlight holds subject to contractual restrictions decreased by $1.1 million resulting from a $0.6 million decrease in cash
temporarily held by Sunlight in connection with Sunlight’s administration of loan participations on behalf of a third party.
• Goodwill. As result of the Business Combination, Sunlight recorded $670.5 million of goodwill, net of purchase price adjustments, representing the excess
of the purchase price over the estimated fair values of the identifiable net assets acquired. As of December 31, 2021, as result of Sunlight’s annual
goodwill impairment analysis, Sunlight recorded an impairment charge of $224.7 million.
• Intangible Assets. As result of the Business Combination and the related purchase price allocation, Sunlight identified the intangible assets in related to
contractor relationships, capital provider relationships, trademarks, and developed technology, recorded at a total fair value of $407.6 million at the
Closing Date of the Business Combination, and carried at a value net of amortization over their estimated useful lives on a straight-line basis.
• Noncontrolling Interest. As result of the Business Combination and the revised organizational structure, certain unitholders of Sunlight Financial LLC
received a new class of common units in Sunlight, the Class EX units (“Class EX Units”), as well as one share of Class C Common Stock of the
Company, to replace their current holding of Class C units in Sunlight Financial LLC. The Class EX Units represent noncontrolling interests in Sunlight
Financial LLC, valued at $427.2 million at the Closing Date.
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Other Factors Affecting Liquidity and Capital Resources
Unitholders’ Distribution
Predecessor
Pursuant to the Fourth Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of Sunlight Financial LLC, dated as of May 25, 2018, as amended or
otherwise modified (the “Prior Sunlight LLC Agreement”), holders of Class A-1 Units, Class A-2 Units or Class A-3 Units (collectively, the “Class A Units”) were
generally entitled to receive, with respect to each such Class A Unit, a preferred return on a quarterly basis. Sunlight Financial LLC’s board of directors could
have elected to pay this return in cash or by issuing additional Class A Units to each such holder. If the board of directors elected to pay this return in cash,
Sunlight Financial LLC would have paid such in an amount equal to $12.50, $15.22, and $24.06 per unit per annum to the Class A-1, Class A-2, and Class A-3
Units. If the board of directors elected to pay this return in additional units, Sunlight Financial LLC would have issued a number of units equal to 14.5% of each
such holders outstanding units, on an annualized basis. Sunlight Financial LLC’s board of directors elected to pay this return in the form of additional Class A
Units for all periods through the date of the Business Combination. In addition, the Prior Sunlight LLC Agreement also provided that members of Sunlight
Financial LLC were entitled to be paid certain tax distributions on a pro rata basis in accordance with their relative tax obligation from available cash and subject
to certain customary limitations on distributions.
Successor
Sunlight Financial LLC replaced the Prior Sunlight LLC Agreement with the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement, which was entered into concurrently with the closing
of the Business Combination. Under the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement, SL Financial Holdings Inc., as the sole managing member of Sunlight Financial LLC,
has the right to determine when distributions will be made to the holders of Sunlight Units (as defined therein) and the amount of any such distributions, except
that Sunlight Financial LLC is required to make distributions to the extent and in an amount such that the Sunlight Unitholders, including Sunlight Financial
Holdings Inc., receive certain tax-related distributions and to make distributions in the event of dissolution. If a distribution is paid to the members of Sunlight
Financial LLC, such distribution will be made to the holders of Sunlight Units on a pro rata basis in accordance with their respective percentage ownership of
Sunlight Units. Funds used by Sunlight to satisfy its tax distribution obligations will not be available for reinvestment in its business, except to the extent Sunlight
Financial Holdings Inc. uses any excess cash it receives to reinvest in Sunlight Financial LLC for additional Sunlight Units.
The holders of Sunlight Class X Units and Sunlight Class EX Units, including SL Financial Holdings Inc., will generally incur U.S. federal, state and local income
taxes on their share of any net taxable income of Sunlight Financial LLC. Net income and losses of Sunlight Financial LLC generally will be allocated to the
holders of Sunlight Class X Units and Sunlight Class EX Units on a pro rata basis in accordance with their respective percentage ownership of Sunlight Class X
Units and Sunlight Class EX Units, subject to requirements under U.S. federal income tax law that certain items of income, gain, loss or deduction be allocated
disproportionately in certain circumstances. To the extent that Sunlight has legally available cash (including borrowings available under the new credit facility or
other debt arrangements) and subject to the terms of any current or future debt instruments, the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement requires Sunlight Financial LLC
to make pro rata cash distributions to all holders of Sunlight Units, including Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., (1) first, in an amount sufficient to allow Sunlight
Financial Holdings Inc. and its wholly-owned subsidiaries to satisfy their actual tax liabilities and obligations under the Tax Receivable Agreement except to the
extent (i) based on the written advice of legal counsel, the distribution may reasonably constitute a fraudulent conveyance, or (ii) the terms of any financing
necessary to make such tax distribution could reasonably, in the good faith judgment of SL Financial Holdings Inc., cause Sunlight Financial LLC to become
insolvent within the twelve (12) month period following the date of such distribution, and (2) thereafter to the extent necessary, in an amount generally intended
to allow Sunlight Unitholders, including Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., to satisfy their respective income tax liabilities with respect to their allocable share of
income of Sunlight Financial LLC, based on certain assumptions and conventions (including an assumed income tax rate) and after taking into account other
distributions (including prior tax distributions) made by Sunlight Financial LLC.
Tax Receivable Agreement (Successor)
On the Closing Date, Sunlight entered into the Tax Receivable Agreement with the TRA Holders and the Agent (as defined therein). The Tax Receivable
Agreement generally provides for the payment by Sunlight to the Agent, for disbursement to the TRA Holders on a pro rata basis, of 85% of the net cash
savings, if any, in U.S. federal, state and local income tax and franchise tax that Sunlight actually realizes (or is deemed to realize in certain circumstances) in
periods after the Closing Date as a result of (i) certain increases in tax basis that occur as a result of Sunlight’s acquisition (or deemed acquisition
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for U.S. federal income tax purposes) of all or a portion of a TRA Holder’s Sunlight Class EX Units upon the exercise of the redemption or call rights set forth in
the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement and (ii) imputed interest deemed to be paid by Sunlight as a result of, and additional tax basis arising from, any payments
Sunlight makes under the Tax Receivable Agreement. Sunlight will retain the benefit of the remainder of the actual net cash savings, if any.
If Sunlight elects to terminate the Tax Receivable Agreement early or if it is terminated early due to Sunlight’s failure to honor a material obligation thereunder or
due to a Change of Control (as defined in the Tax Receivable Agreement), Sunlight will be required to make a payment equal to the deemed present value of
the anticipated future payments to be made by it under the Tax Receivable Agreement (based upon certain assumptions and deemed events set forth in the
Tax Receivable Agreement), which amount may substantially exceed the actual cash tax savings realized by Sunlight. In the case of an early termination upon a
Change of Control, such early termination payment may, at Sunlight election, be paid ratably over the two-year period following the Change of Control.
Operating Lease Obligations
Sunlight’s operating lease obligations consist of its lease of real property from third parties under noncancellable operating leases, including the lease of its
current office spaces. Sunlight leases office space at two locations: (i) 101 N. Tryon Street, Suite 1000, Charlotte, North Carolina 28246 (the “North Carolina
Office Space”) and (ii) 234 West 39th Street, 7th Floor, New York, New York 10018 (the “New York Office Space”). The operating lease rent expense for the
North Carolina Office Space was $0.4 million and $0.3 million for the Successor Period and Predecessor Annual Period, respectively, and $0.6 million for the
year ended December 31, 2020. The lease for the North Carolina Office Space will expire in June 2029. The operating lease rent expense for the New York
Office Space was $0.2 million and $0.2 million for the Successor Period and Predecessor Annual Period, respectively, and $0.4 million for the year ended
December 31, 2020. The lease for the New York Office Space is scheduled to expire in October 2022.
Available Liquidity and Capital Resources
As of December 31, 2021, Sunlight’s cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash was $93.9 million. The restricted cash held by Sunlight primarily relates to a
cash reserve that Sunlight’s bank partner requires to secure Sunlight’s short-term guarantee obligations of certain loans temporarily held by Sunlight’s bank
partner. The contractual cash reserve is the difference between (a) the average original issue discount percentage of loans originated and held by Sunlight’s
bank partner and (b) a contractual minimum original issue discount percentage, multiplied by the balance of the loans on the bank partner’s balance sheet at a
given time. Sunlight guarantees the loans between the time the bank partner originates such loans and the time Sunlight arranges the sale of such loans to a
Sunlight indirect channel capital provider.
Sunlight’s liquidity and its ability to fund its capital requirements is dependent on its future financial performance, which is subject to general economic, financial
and other factors that are beyond its control and many of which are described under Item 1A. “Risk Factors” in this Annual Report on Form 10-K. If those factors
significantly change or other unexpected factors adversely affect Sunlight, Sunlight’s business may not generate sufficient cash flow from operations or it may
not be able to obtain future financings to meet its liquidity needs.
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Non-GAAP Financial Measures
Adjusted EBITDA
Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP financial measure used by Sunlight’s management to evaluate operating performance, generate future operating plans, and
make strategic decisions, including those relating to operating expenses and the allocation of internal resources. Accordingly, Sunlight believes this measure
provides useful information to investors and others in understanding and evaluating Sunlight’s operating results in the same manner as Sunlight’s management
and board of directors. In addition, Adjusted EBITDA provides a useful measure for period-to-period comparisons of Sunlight’s business, as it removes the effect
of certain non-cash items, variable charges, non-recurring items, unrealized gains or losses or other similar non-cash items that are included in net income or
expenses associated with the early stages of the business that are expected to ultimately terminate, pursuant to the terms of certain existing contractual
arrangements or expected to continue at levels materially below the historical level, or that otherwise do not contribute directly to management’s evaluation of its
operating results. Adjusted EBITDA is defined as net income excluding interest expense incurred in connection with Sunlight’s debt obligations, income taxes,
amortization and depreciation expense, stock-based compensation expense, non-cash changes in certain financial instruments, fees paid to brokers related to
the funding of loans by certain of Sunlight’s capital providers that will terminate pursuant to existing contractual arrangements, certain transaction bonuses and
other expenses resulting from the Business Combination, and other items that management has determined are not reflective of Sunlight’s operating
performance.
Adjusted Net Income
Adjusted Net Income is a non-GAAP financial measure used by Sunlight’s management to evaluate operating performance. Accordingly, Sunlight believes this
measure provides useful information to investors and others in understanding and evaluating Sunlight’s operating results in the same manner as Sunlight’s
management and board of directors. In addition, Adjusted Net Income provides a useful measure for period-to-period comparisons of Sunlight’s business, as it
removes the effect of certain non-cash items, variable charges, non-recurring items, unrealized gains or losses or other similar non-cash items that are included
in net income. Adjusted Net Income is defined as net income excluding non-cash changes in certain financial instruments, certain transaction bonuses and other
expenses resulting from the Business Combination, and other items that management has determined are not reflective of Sunlight’s operating performance.
Free Cash Flow
Free Cash Flow is a non-GAAP financial measure that Sunlight uses to indicate cash flow generated by Sunlight’s operations. Sunlight believes that Free Cash
Flow is a supplemental financial measure useful as an indicator of Sunlight’s ability to generate cash. Sunlight’s calculation of Free Cash Flow, however, may
not necessarily be comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. Specifically, Sunlight defines Free Cash Flow as cash from operating
activities adjusted for changes in working capital (including changes in advances and funding commitments), capital expenditures, certain restricted cash items,
business combination costs, and other items that management has determined are not reflective of cash generation in Sunlight’s business.
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The following table presents a reconciliation of net income to Adjusted Net Income, Adjusted EBITDA and Free Cash Flow as well as cash from operating
activities to free cash flow for the Successor Period, Predecessor Annual Period, the Combined Annual Period, and year ended December 31, 2020 (in
thousands):

Net Income (Loss)
Adjustments for adjusted net income (loss)
Amortization of Business Combination intangibles
Non-cash change in financial instruments
Intangible impairment
Accelerated postcombination compensation expense
Expenses from the Business Combination
Adjusted Net Income (Loss)
Adjustments for adjusted EBITDA
Depreciation and amortization
Interest expense
Income tax expense (benefit)
Equity-based compensation
Fees paid to brokers
Adjusted EBITDA
Adjustments for net cash provided by (used in) operating activities
Interest expense
Income tax benefit (expense)
Fees paid to brokers
Expenses from the Business Combination
Provision for losses
Changes in operating capital and other
Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Operating Activities
Adjustments for free cash flow(a)
Capital expenditures
Changes in advances, net of funding commitments
Changes in restricted cash
Payments of Business Combination costs
Other changes in working capital

Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021 to
July 9, 2021
$
6,131

43,152
(23,039)
224,701
20,979
3,080
21,789

—
5,547
—
—
7,011
18,689

43,152
(17,492)
224,701
20,979
10,091
40,478

—
4,709
—
—
878
16,211

237
554
(3,504)
8,667
1,901
29,644

1,688
604
—
18
2,261
23,260

1,925
1,158
(3,504)
8,685
4,162
52,904

3,231
829
—
126
3,561
23,958

(554)
3,504
(1,901)
(3,080)
1,217
(47,395)
(18,565)

(604)
—
(2,261)
(7,011)
1,172
(200)
14,356

(1,158)
3,504
(4,162)
(10,091)
2,389
(47,595)
(4,209)

(829)
—
(3,561)
(878)
1,350
(15,015)
5,025

(1,873)
22,956
1,826
1,770
13,310
19,424

(1,295)
6,013
(108)
6,549
(590)
24,925

$

Free Cash Flow
a.

Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
$
(247,084)

$

Predecessor
Combined Annual
For the Year Ended
Period
December 31, 2020
$
(240,953) $
10,624

$

(3,168)
28,969
1,718
8,319
12,720
44,349 $

(3,280)
19,000
(1,193)
—
(10,552)
9,000

Sunlight updated adjustments to net cash provided by operating activities for the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021 to reflect certain excluded items.

The following table presents a calculation of Adjusted Net Income per diluted Class A share (USD in thousands, except per share amounts):

Adjusted Net Income (Loss)

Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
$
21,789

Adjusted Net Income (Loss) per Class A Share, Diluted

$

Weighted-average Class A Shares
Class A Shares
Class EX Units
Restricted Stock Units
Warrants

0.13

86,373,596
47,595,455
2,085,501
27,777,780
163,832,332
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Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
The preparation of Sunlight’s financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates, assumptions and judgments that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of
revenue and expenses during the reporting period. Management makes subjective estimates and assumptions about future events that affect the amounts
reported in Sunlight’s financial statements and accompanying notes. These estimates significantly impact revenues, determinations of fair value and the
recognition of interest income on financing receivables and loss allowances thereon.
In accordance with Sunlight’s policies, Sunlight regularly evaluates its estimates, assumptions and judgments, and bases its estimates, assumptions and
judgments on its historical experience and on factors Sunlight believes reasonable under the circumstances. The results involve judgments about the carrying
values of assets and liabilities not readily apparent from other sources. If Sunlight’s assumptions or conditions change, the actual results Sunlight reports may
significantly differ from these estimates.
Sunlight believes the estimates and assumptions underlying its consolidated financial statements are reasonable and supportable based on the information
available as of December 31, 2021; however, uncertainty over the ultimate impact COVID-19 will have on the global economy generally, and on Sunlight’s
business, makes any estimates and assumptions as of December 31, 2021 inherently less certain than they would be absent the current and potential impacts
of COVID-19.
See Note 2 “—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies ” in the notes accompanying Sunlight’s financial statements included elsewhere herein for a summary
of Sunlight’s significant accounting policies, and discussion of recent accounting pronouncements. Sunlight believes that the following discussion addresses
Sunlight’s most critical accounting policies, which are those that are most important to the portrayal of Sunlight’s financial condition and results of operations and
require management’s most difficult, subjective and complex judgments.
Platform Fees
Sunlight is a business-to-business-to-consumer, technology-enabled POS financing platform that provides residential solar and home improvement contractors
the ability to offer seamless POS financing to their customers when purchasing residential solar systems or other home improvements. The resulting loans are
funded by Sunlight’s network of capital providers who, by partnering with Sunlight, gain access to a difficult-to-reach loan market, best-in-class consumer credit
underwriting and attractive risk adjusted returns. These loans are facilitated by Orange®, through which Sunlight offers instant credit decisions to homeowners
nationwide at the POS on behalf of Sunlight’s various capital providers. Sunlight recognizes platform fees as revenues at the time that direct channel partners or
indirect channel loan purchasers obtain control of the service provided to facilitate their origination or purchase of a loan, which is no earlier than when Sunlight
delivers loan documentation to the customer. Sunlight wholly satisfies its performance obligation to direct channel partners, bank partner and indirect channel
loan purchasers upon origination or purchase of a loan. Sunlight considers rebates offered by Sunlight to certain contractors in exchange for volume
commitments as variable components to transaction prices; such variability resolves upon the contractor’s satisfaction of their volume commitment. For
outstanding volume commitments that require the contractor to deliver future loan volume, Sunlight reduces platform fee revenues it recognizes based on its
estimates of the contractor’s delivery of future loan volume, which require significant judgment and are based, in part, upon the contractor’s historical volume
delivery and Sunlight’s estimates of the contractor’s ability and likelihood to deliver future volume.
Sunlight’s contract pursuant to which its intermediary bank partner originates home improvement loans is considered a derivative under GAAP. As such,
Sunlight’s revenues exclude the platform fees that Sunlight earns in connection with this contract. Instead, Sunlight estimates the fair value of the contract
derivative based upon the present value of net cash flows Sunlight expects to collect under the contract, which predominately consist of the difference of the
proceeds Sunlight expects to collect from an indirect channel capital provider at purchase of the loans by such capital provider (the principal balance of loans
purchased less the relevant capital provider discount plus unpaid accrued interest on the loans to the date of purchase) and any amounts Sunlight owes to its
bank partner in connection with such loans. Upon sale, Sunlight reverses the unrealized estimated fair value of the contract derivative for the loans sold and
recognizes the net cash Sunlight receives from the sale within “Realized Gains on Contract Derivative, Net” in Sunlight’s consolidated statement of operations.
Sunlight is obligated to repurchase non-performing loans originated by its bank partner from the date of origination to the date the loans are purchased from
Sunlight’s bank partner by a Sunlight indirect channel capital provider. Sunlight does not record loans originated by its bank partner on its consolidated balance
sheets (as Sunlight is not the originator of the
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loans), but Sunlight does record a liability for the losses Sunlight reasonably expects to incur in connection with Sunlight’s guarantee of its bank partner.
Sunlight’s measurement of this liability is subject to significant judgement using historical loss experiences to estimate the likelihood that the guaranteed loans
will default prior to sale and the severity of the loss Sunlight expects to incur. At December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, the unpaid principal balance of
loans, net of applicable discounts, for guaranteed loans held by Sunlight’s bank partner and delinquent more than 90 days was $0.1 million and $0.6 million,
respectively.
Financing Receivables
Sunlight records financing receivables for (a) advances that Sunlight remits to contractors to facilitate the installation of residential solar systems and (b) loans
purchased by Sunlight pursuant to the terms of its contracts with its various capital providers and certain five percent (5%) loan participations purchased by
Sunlight. Sunlight uses significant judgement in its recognition of interest income and impairment of financing receivables.
Interest Income
Loans (including Sunlight’s participation interests in such loans) with respect to which Sunlight expects to collect the unpaid principal balance and interest
payments as they become due are considered performing loans. Sunlight accrues interest income on performing loans based on the unpaid principal balance
and contractual terms of the loan. Interest income also includes discounts associated with the loans purchased as a yield adjustment using the interest method,
or on a straight-line basis when it approximates the interest method, over the loan term. Sunlight expenses loan origination costs for loans acquired by Sunlight
(including its participation interests in loans) as incurred. Sunlight does not accrue interest on loans placed on non-accrual status or on loans where the
collectability of the principal or interest of the loan are deemed uncertain.
Loans are considered past due or delinquent if the required principal and interest payments have not been received as of the date such payments are due.
Generally, loans, including impaired loans, are placed on non-accrual status (i) when either principal or interest payments are 90 days or more past due based
on contractual terms or (ii) when an individual analysis of a borrower’s creditworthiness indicates a loan should be placed on non-accrual status. When a loan
owned by Sunlight is placed on non-accrual status, Sunlight ceases to recognize interest income on the loans and reverses previously accrued and unpaid
interest, if any. Subsequent receipts on non-accrual loans are recorded as a reduction of principal, and interest income may only be recorded on a cash basis
after recovery of principal is reasonably assured. Sunlight may return a loan to accrual status when repayment of principal and interest is reasonably assured
under the terms of the loan or the restructured loan, as the case may be.
Advances made to contractors under Sunlight’s contractor advances program or prefunding program are created at par and do not bear, and therefore do not
accrue, interest income.
Allowance for Losses
The allowance for financing receivable losses represents Sunlight’s best estimate of probable credit losses arising from financing receivables. Sunlight’s
allowance for financing receivable losses is evaluated at least quarterly, and based upon management’s assessment of several factors including historical
losses, changes in the nature and volume of financing receivables, overall portfolio quality, and existing economic conditions that may affect the customer’s
ability to pay. Although management uses the best information available, the evaluation of these indicators of impairment requires significant judgment by
Sunlight’s management to determine whether failure to collect contractual amounts is probable as well as in estimating the resulting loss allowance. Future
adjustments to the allowance for financing receivable losses may be necessary due to economic, operating, regulatory and other conditions beyond Sunlight’s
control. Sunlight believes that its allowance for financing receivable losses is adequate to cover probable loan losses. However, actual losses, if any, could
materially differ from management’s estimates.
Provision for Income Taxes
Sunlight accounts for income taxes under the asset and liability method. Under this method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are determined based on
differences between the consolidated financial statement carrying amounts and tax bases of assets and liabilities and operating loss and tax credit
carryforwards and are measured using the enacted tax rates that are expected to be in effect when the differences reverse. The effect on deferred tax assets
and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Operations in the period that includes the enactment date.
Valuation allowances are established when necessary to reduce deferred tax assets to an amount that, in the opinion of management, is more likely than not to
be realized.
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Sunlight accounts for uncertain tax positions by reporting a liability for unrecognizable tax benefits resulting from uncertain tax positions taken or expected to be
taken in a tax return. Sunlight recognizes interest and penalties, if any, related to unrecognized tax benefits in income tax expense.
Judgment is required in assessing the future tax consequences of events that have been recognized in Sunlight’s consolidated financial statements or tax
returns. Variations in the actual outcome of these future tax consequences could materially impact Sunlight’s consolidated financial statements.
Derivative Asset
Sunlight’s contract under which Sunlight arranges loans for the purchase and installation of home improvements other than residential solar energy systems
contain features determined to be embedded derivatives from its host. Embedded derivatives are separated from the host contract and carried at fair value
when the embedded derivative possesses economic characteristics that are not clearly and closely related to the economic characteristics of the host contract
and a separate, standalone instrument with the same terms would qualify as a derivative instrument. The derivative is measured both initially and in subsequent
periods at fair value, with changes in fair value recognized on the statement of operations.
Sunlight uses a discounted cash flow model to value its derivative asset using various key assumptions, such as estimation of the timing and probability of
expected future cash flows and selection of a discount rate applied to future cash flows using Sunlight’s implied credit risk.
Sunlight Rewards™ Program
The Sunlight Rewards™ Program is a proprietary loyalty program that Sunlight offers to salespeople selling residential solar systems for Sunlight’s network of
contractors. Sunlight records a contingent liability under Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) Topic 45020, Loss Contingencies using the estimated incremental cost of each point based upon the points earned, the point redemption value, and an estimated
probability of point redemption consistent with Sunlight’s historical redemption experience under the program. When a salesperson redeems points from
Sunlight’s third-party loyalty program vendor, Sunlight pays the stated redemption value of the points redeemed to the vendor. If all points earned under the
Sunlight Rewards™ Program were redeemed at December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, Sunlight would pay $3.0 million and $1.3 million, respectively, of
which Sunlight recorded liabilities of $1.8 million and $0.8 million.
Business Combination
Sunlight evaluates its acquisition of assets and other similar transactions to assess whether or not the transaction should be accounted for as a business
combination or asset acquisition by first applying a test to determine if substantially all of the fair value of the gross assets acquired is concentrated in a single
identifiable asset or group of similar identifiable assets. If the test is met, the transaction is accounted for as an asset acquisition. If the test is not met, further
determination is required as to whether or not Sunlight acquired inputs and processes that have the ability to create outputs which would meet the definition of a
business. Significant judgment is required in the application of the test to determine whether an acquisition is a business combination or an acquisition of
assets.
Sunlight uses the acquisition method in accounting for acquired businesses. Under the acquisition method, Sunlight’s financial statements reflect the operations
of an acquired business starting from the completion of the acquisition. The assets acquired and liabilities assumed are recorded at their respective estimated
fair values at the date of the acquisition. Any excess of the purchase price over the estimated fair values of the identifiable net assets acquired is recorded as
goodwill.
Determining estimated fair value requires a significant amount of judgment and estimates. If Sunlight’s assumptions change or errors are determined in its
calculations, the fair value could materially change resulting in a change in our goodwill or identifiable net assets acquired, including identified intangible assets.
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Emerging Growth Company
As an “emerging growth company,” as defined in Section 2(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), as modified by the JOBS Act,
Sunlight is eligible to take advantage of certain exemptions from various reporting requirements that are applicable to other public companies that are not
“emerging growth companies.” Section 107 of the JOBS Act provides that an “emerging growth company” can take advantage of the extended transition period
provided in Section 7(a)(2)(B) of the Securities Act for complying with new or revised accounting standards. In other words, an “emerging growth company” can
delay the adoption of certain accounting standards until those standards would otherwise apply to private companies. Unless otherwise stated, Sunlight elects
to adopt recent accounting pronouncements using the extended transition period applicable to private companies. Accordingly, the information contained herein
may be different than the information you receive from other public companies.
Sunlight also intends to take advantage of some of the reduced regulatory and reporting requirements of emerging growth companies pursuant to the JOBS Act
so long as Sunlight qualifies as an emerging growth company, including, but not limited to, not being required to comply with the auditor attestation
requirements of Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation and exemptions from the
requirements of holding non-binding advisory votes on executive compensation and golden parachute payments.
Recent Accounting Pronouncements Issued, But Not Yet Adopted
See Note 2 “—Summary of Significant Accounting Policies ” in the notes accompanying Sunlight’s consolidated financial statements.
Related Party Transactions
See Note 9 “—Transactions with Affiliates and Affiliated Entities ” in the notes accompanying Sunlight’s consolidated financial statements.
ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK
Sunlight is a smaller reporting company as defined by Rule 12b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”) and not required to
provide the information otherwise required under this item.
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Report of RSM US LLP (PCAOB ID 49), Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
Board of Directors
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.
Opinion on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. and its subsidiaries (the Company) as of December 31,
2021 (Successor) and Sunlight Financial LLC and subsidiary as of December 31, 2020 (Predecessor), the related consolidated statements of operations,
changes in equity and cash flows for the period from July 10, 2021 to December 31, 2021 (Successor), the period from January 1, 2021 to July 9, 2021
(Predecessor), and the year ended December 31, 2020 (Predecessor), and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements (collectively, the financial
statements). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2021
(Successor) and December 31, 2020 (Predecessor), and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the period from July 10, 2021 to December 31, 2021
(Successor), the period from January 1, 2021 to July 9, 2021 (Predecessor), and the year ended December 31, 2020 (Predecessor), in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Basis for Opinion
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s financial
statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB) and
are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. The Company is not required to have, nor
were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over financial reporting. As part of our audits we are required to obtain an understanding of internal
control over financial reporting but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting.
Accordingly, we express no such opinion.
Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and
performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
/s/ RSM US LLP
We have served as the Company's auditor since 2018.
New York, New York
March 29, 2022
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SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL HOLDINGS INC.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(dollars in thousands)

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Advances (net of allowance for credit losses of $238 and $121)
Financing receivables (net of allowance for credit losses of $148 and $125)
Goodwill
Intangible assets, net
Property and equipment, net
Other assets

Successor
December 31, 2021

Predecessor
December 31, 2020

$

91,882
2,018
66,839
4,313
445,756
365,839
4,069
21,531
1,002,247

$

23,386
22,749
20,613
—
36,686
19,007
843
123,284

$

$

Total assets
Liabilities, Temporary Equity, and Members' Equity
Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Funding commitments
Debt
Distributions payable
Deferred tax liabilities
Warrants, at fair value
Other liabilities
Total liabilities

$

$

49,583
3,122
35,280
5,333
—
4,533
1,192
7,030
106,073

15,782
18,386
14,625
7,522
—
5,643
1,502
63,460

Commitments and Contingencies (Note 10)
Temporary Equity (Predecessor)
Preferred class A-3 unit members' capital; 376,395 units authorized, issued, and outstanding as of December 31, 2020
Preferred class A-2 unit members' capital; 225,972 units authorized, issued, and outstanding as of December 31, 2020
Preferred class A-1 unit members' capital; 296,302 units authorized, issued, and outstanding as of December 31, 2020
Common unit members' capital; 78,717 units authorized, issued, and outstanding as of December 31, 2020
Stockholders' Equity
Other ownership interests' capital (Predecessor)
Preferred stock (Successor); $0.0001 par value; 35,000,000 shares authorized; none issued and outstanding as of December 31, 2021
Class A common stock (Successor); $0.0001 par value; 420,000,000 shares authorized; 86,373,596 issued; and 84,803,687 outstanding
as of December 31, 2021
Class B common stock (Successor); $0.0001 par value; 20,000,000 shares authorized; none issued and outstanding as of December 31,
2021
Class C common stock (Successor); $0.0001 par value; 65,000,000 shares authorized; 47,595,455 issued and outstanding as of
December 31, 2021
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated deficit
Total capital
Treasury stock, at cost; 1,569,909 Class A shares as of December 31, 2021
Total stockholders' equity
Noncontrolling interests in consolidated subsidiaries
Total equity
$

Total liabilities, temporary equity, and stockholders' equity
See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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—
—
—
—

260,428
154,286
202,045
47,757

—
—

1,439
—

9

—

—

—

—
764,366
(186,022)
578,353
(15,535)
562,818
316,145
878,963
1,002,247

—
—
(623,342)
(621,903)
—
(621,903)
—
(621,903)
106,073

$

SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL HOLDINGS INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(dollars in thousands except per share amounts)
Successor
For the Period
July 10, 2021 to
December 31,
2021
$
61,674

Revenue
Costs and Expenses
Cost of revenues (exclusive of items shown separately below)
Compensation and benefits
Selling, general, and administrative
Property and technology
Depreciation and amortization
Provision for losses
Goodwill impairment
Management fees to affiliate
Operating income (loss)
Other Income (Expense), Net
Interest income
Interest expense
Change in fair value of warrant liabilities
Change in fair value of contract derivatives, net
Realized gains on contract derivatives, net
Other realized losses, net
Other income (expense)
Business combination expenses

9,873
44,996
7,419
3,088
43,389
1,217
224,701
—
334,683
(273,009)

10,556
17,162
3,450
2,790
1,688
1,172
—
204
37,022
16,042

13,711
26,174
3,806
4,304
3,231
1,350
—
400
52,976
16,588

262
(604)
(5,504)
(662)
2,992
—
616
(7,011)
(9,911)
6,131
—
6,131
—
6,131 $

520
(829)
(5,510)
1,435
103
(171)
(634)
(878)
(5,964)
10,624
—
10,624
—
10,624

Net Income (Loss) Attributable to Class A Shareholders

$

149
(554)
22,583
638
2,866
—
(181)
(3,080)
22,421
(250,588)
3,504
(247,084)
87,528
(159,556)

Loss Per Class A Share
Net loss per Class A share
Basic

$

(1.87)

$

(1.87)

Net Income (Loss) Before Income Taxes
Income tax benefit (expense)
Net Income (Loss)
Noncontrolling interests in loss of consolidated subsidiaries

Diluted
Weighted average number of Class A shares outstanding
Basic

84,824,109

Diluted

84,824,109

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Predecessor
For the Year
For the Period
Ended
January 1, 2021
December 31,
to July 9, 2021
2020
$
53,064 $
69,564

$

SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL HOLDINGS INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
(dollars in thousands)
Successor
Shares

July 10, 2021
Equity-based compensation
Shares withheld related to
net share settlement of
equity awards
Dilution
Net loss
December 31, 2021

Class A
86,373,596
—

Class C
47,595,455
—

—
—
—
86,373,596

—
—
—
47,595,455

Retained
Additional
Earnings
Total
Class Class Class
Paid-in
(Accumulated Treasury Stockholders' Noncontrolling
Total
A
B
C
Capital
Deficit)
Stock
Equity
Interests
Equity
$ 9 $ — $ — $ 720,840 $
(26,466) $
— $
694,383 $
427,010 $1,121,393
—
—
—
13,147
—
—
13,147
7,042
20,189
Common Stock

Preferred
Stock
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
$ 9

—
—
—
$ —

—
—
—
$ —
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—
30,379
—
$ 764,366

$

—
(15,535)
—
—
(159,556)
—
(186,022) $(15,535) $

(15,535)
30,379
(159,556)
562,818 $

—
(30,379)
(87,528)
316,145

(15,535)
—
(247,084)
$ 878,963

SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL HOLDINGS INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY (CONTINUED)
(dollars in thousands)
Units

December 31, 2020
Preferred distributions, paid
in-kind
Change in temporary equity
redemption value
Equity-based compensation
Net income
July 9, 2021
December 31, 2019
Preferred distributions, paid
in-kind
Change in temporary equity
redemption value
Distributions
Equity-based compensation
Net income
December 31, 2020

Predecessor
Temporary Equity
Class
Class
A-2
A-1
Units
Units
$ 154,286 $ 202,045

Common
Units
$ 47,757

Units
Other
Ownership
Interests
53,105

19,654

—

—

—

48,989
—
—
$ 218,269

64,502
—
—
$ 286,201

22,839
—
—
$ 70,596

—
3,356
—
56,461

$

—
18
—
1,457

$

(195,665)
(195,665)
—
18
6,131
6,131
(871,585) $ (870,128)

$ 76,519

$ 21,867

$ 27,042

$

3,362

43,765

$

1,313

$

(90,718) $ (89,405)

—

16,810

7,350

9,490

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
78,717

167,099
—
—
—
$ 260,428

125,069
—
—
—
$ 154,286

165,513
—
—
—
$ 202,045

44,395
—
—
—
$ 47,757

—
—
9,340
—
53,105

—
—
126
—
1,439

Class
A-3 Units
376,395

Class
A-2 Units
225,972

Class
A-1 Units
296,302

Common
Units
78,717

Class
A-3
Units
$ 260,428

28,995

17,407

22,824

—

24,061

14,994

—
—
—
405,390

—
—
—
243,379

—
—
—
319,126

—
—
—
78,717

59,335
—
—
$ 343,824

326,428

195,973

256,966

78,717

49,967

29,999

39,336

—
—
—
—
376,395

—
—
—
—
225,972

—
—
—
—
296,302

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Members' Equity
Other
Total
Ownership Accumulated Members'
Interests
Deficit
Equity
$
1,439 $ (623,342) $ (621,903)

$

(58,709)

(33,650)

$

(58,709)

(33,650)

(502,076)
(502,076)
(7,522)
(7,522)
—
126
10,624
10,624
(623,342) $ (621,903)

SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL HOLDINGS INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(dollars in thousands)
Successor
For the Period
July 10, 2021 to
December 31,
2021
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Net income (loss)
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash used in operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Goodwill impairment
Provision for losses
Change in fair value of warrant liabilities
Change in fair value of contract derivatives, net
Other expense (income)
Share-based payment arrangements
Deferred income tax expense (benefit)
Increase (decrease) in operating capital:
Increase in advances
Decrease (increase) in due from affiliates
Decrease (increase) in other assets
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable and accrued expenses
Increase (decrease) in funding commitments
Increase (decrease) in due to affiliates
Increase (decrease) in other liabilities
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

$

Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Return of investments in loan pool participation and loan principal repayments
Payments to acquire loans and participations in loan pools
Payments to acquire property and equipment
Payments to acquire Sunlight Financial LLC, net of cash acquired
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash Flows From Financing Activities
Proceeds from borrowings under line of credit
Repayments of borrowings under line of credit
Proceeds from issuance of private placement
Payments of stock issuance costs
Payments for share-based payment tax withholding
Payment of capital distributions
Payment of debt issuance costs
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Restricted Cash
Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Restricted Cash, Beginning of Period

(247,084)

Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021 to
July 9, 2021

For the Year
Ended December
31, 2020

$

$

6,131

10,624

43,389
224,701
1,217
(22,583)
(638)
181
29,646
(5,524)

1,782
—
1,172
5,504
662
(616)
18
—

3,338
—
1,350
5,510
(1,435)
634
126
—

(24,219)
1,839
(16,367)
(3,476)
1,263
(761)
(149)
(18,565)

(7,314)
(1,839)
2,129
2,327
3,100
761
539
14,356

(17,877)
—
(3,000)
6,918
(1,123)
—
(40)
5,025

710
(716)
(3,436)
(304,570)
(308,012)

832
(1,170)
(1,066)
—
(1,404)

1,316
(2,839)
(3,280)
—
(4,803)

—
—
250,000
(19,618)
(26,424)
—
—
203,958

20,746
(14,758)
—
—
—
(7,522)
(491)
(2,025)

8,713
(5,899)
—
—
—
(1,987)
—
827

(122,619)

10,927

1,049

216,519

52,705

51,656

Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Restricted Cash, End of Period

$

93,900

$

63,632

$

52,705

Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flow Information
Cash paid during the period for interest

$

527

$

537

$

713

$

—
—
—
1,156

$

—
58,709
195,665
—

$

7,522
33,650
502,076
—

Noncash Investing and Financing Activities
Distributions declared, but not paid
Preferred dividends, paid in-kind
Change in temporary equity redemption value
Capital expenditures incurred but not yet paid
See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(dollars in tables in thousands, except unit and per unit data)

Note 1. Organization and Business
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. (together with its consolidated subsidiaries, the “Company” or “Sunlight”) is a premier, technology-enabled point-of-sale finance
company. Sunlight Financial LLC, its accounting predecessor and wholly-owned subsidiary, was organized as a Delaware limited liability company on January
23, 2014.
On July 9, 2021 (the “Closing Date”), the Company consummated the transactions contemplated by that certain Business Combination Agreement (the
“Business Combination Agreement”), dated as of January 23, 2021, by and among Spartan Acquisition Corp. II, a Delaware corporation incorporated on August
17, 2020 as a publicly-traded special purpose acquisition company sponsored by funds managed by an affiliate of Apollo Global Management, Inc. (the
“Sponsor”) and formed for the purpose of effecting a merger, capital stock exchange, asset acquisition, stock purchase, reorganization or similar business
combination with one or more businesses (“Spartan”), Sunlight Financial LLC and the Spartan Subsidiaries, FTV Blocker and Tiger Blocker (each as defined in
the Business Combination Agreement). On the Closing Date, Spartan changed its name to “Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.” and Sunlight Financial LLC
became the operating subsidiary of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., organized in an “Up-C” structure (the “Business Combination”). As a result of the Business
Combination, the Company’s trading symbol on the New York Stock Exchange (the “NYSE”) was changed from “SPRQ” to “SUNL.”
All activity for the period from August 17, 2020 (Spartan’s inception) to the Closing Date relates to the Company's formation, initial public offering and private
placement of equity (Note 6), and search for a prospective business combination. The Company did not generate any operating revenues until after completion
of the Business Combination. Upon completion of the Business Combination, the Company assumed the operations of, and began to consolidate, Sunlight
Financial LLC. Refer to “Note 2 — Basis of Presentation” regarding the presentation of the Company’s financial statements before and after the Business
Combination.
Business — Sunlight operates a technology-enabled financial services platform within the United States of America, using a nationwide network of contractors
at the point-of-sale, to offer homeowners secured and unsecured loans (“Loans”), originated by third-party lenders, for the purchase and installation of
residential solar energy systems and other home improvements. Sunlight arranges for the origination of Loans by third-party lenders in two distinct ways:
Direct Channel Loans — Sunlight arranges for certain Loans (“Direct Channel Loans”) to be originated and retained by third parties (“Direct Channel Partners”).
The Direct Channel Partners originate the Direct Channel Loans directly, using their own credit criteria. These Direct Channel Partners pay for Direct Channel
Loans by remitting funds to Sunlight, and Sunlight is thereafter responsible for making the appropriate payments to the relevant contractor. Sunlight earns
income from the difference between the cash amount paid by a Direct Channel Partner to Sunlight for a given Direct Channel Loan and the dollar amount due
to the contractor for such Direct Channel Loan. Sunlight does not participate in the ongoing economics of the Direct Channel Loans and, generally, does not
retain any obligations with respect thereto except for certain ongoing fee-based administrative services performed by Sunlight.
Indirect Channel Loans — Sunlight arranges for other Loans (“Indirect Channel Loans”) to be originated by Sunlight’s issuing bank partner (“Bank Partner”).
Sunlight has entered into program agreements with its Bank Partner that govern the terms and conditions with respect to originating and servicing the Indirect
Channel Loans and Sunlight pays its Bank Partner a fee based on the principal balance of Loans originated by Bank Partner. Sunlight’s Bank Partner funds
these Loans by remitting funds to Sunlight, and Sunlight is thereafter responsible for making the appropriate payments to the relevant contractor. Sunlight
arranges for the sale of certain Indirect Channel Loans, or participations therein, to third parties (“Indirect Channel Loan Purchasers”).

Note 2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Basis of Presentation — As a result of the Business Combination, for accounting purposes, Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. is the acquirer and Sunlight
Financial LLC is the acquiree and accounting predecessor. The financial statement presentation includes the financial statements of Sunlight Financial LLC as
“Predecessor” for periods prior to the Closing Date and of the Company as “Successor” for the periods after the Closing Date, including the consolidation of
Sunlight Financial LLC.
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The accompanying consolidated financial statements and related notes, prepared in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”),
include the accounts of Sunlight and its consolidated subsidiaries. In the opinion of management, all adjustments considered necessary for a fair presentation of
Sunlight’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows have been included and are of a normal and recurring nature. All intercompany balances and
transactions have been eliminated.
Certain prior period amounts have been reclassified to conform to the current period's presentation.
Emerging Growth Company — The Company is an “emerging growth company,” as defined in Section 2(a) of the Securities Act, as modified by the JOBS
Act, and it may take advantage of certain exemptions from various reporting requirements that are applicable to other public companies that are not emerging
growth companies, including, but not limited to, not being required to comply with the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002, reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation in its periodic reports and proxy statements, and exemptions from the requirements
of holding a nonbinding advisory vote on executive compensation and stockholder approval of any golden parachute payments not previously approved.
Further, Section 102(b)(1) of the JOBS Act exempts emerging growth companies from being required to comply with new or revised financial accounting
standards until private companies (that is, those that have not had a Securities Act registration statement declared effective or do not have a class of securities
registered under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) are required to comply with the new or revised financial accounting standards. The JOBS
Act provides that an emerging growth company can elect to opt out of the extended transition period and comply with the requirements that apply to nonemerging growth companies but any such an election to opt out is irrevocable. The Company has elected not to opt out of such extended transition period,
which means that when a standard is issued or revised and it has different application dates for public or private companies, the Company, as an emerging
growth company, can adopt the new or revised standard at the time private companies adopt the new or revised standard. This may make comparison of the
Company’s consolidated financial statements with another public company that is neither an emerging growth company nor an emerging growth company that
has opted out of using the extended transition period difficult or impossible because of the potential differences in accounting standards used.
Consolidation — Sunlight consolidates those entities over which it controls significant operating, financial, and investing decisions of the entity as well as those
entities deemed to be variable interest entities (“VIEs”) in which the Company is determined to be the primary beneficiary.
The analysis as to whether to consolidate an entity is subject to a significant amount of judgment. Some of the criteria considered are the determination as to the
degree of control over an entity by its various equity holders, the design of the entity, how closely related the entity is to each of its equity holders, the relation of
the equity holders to each other and a determination of the primary beneficiary in entities in which Sunlight has a variable interest. These analyses involve
estimates, based on the assumptions of management, as well as judgments regarding significance and the design of entities.
VIEs are defined as entities in which equity investors do not have the characteristics of a controlling financial interest or do not have sufficient equity at risk for
the entity to finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support from other parties. A VIE is required to be consolidated by its primary
beneficiary, and only by its primary beneficiary, which is defined as the party who has the power to direct the activities of a VIE that most significantly impact its
economic performance and who has the obligation to absorb losses or the right to receive benefits from the VIE that could potentially be significant to the VIE.
Sunlight monitors investments in VIEs and analyzes the potential need to consolidate the related entities pursuant to the VIE consolidation requirements. These
analyses require considerable judgment in determining whether an entity is a VIE and determining the primary beneficiary of a VIE since they involve subjective
determinations of significance, with respect to both power and economics. The result could be the consolidation of an entity that otherwise would not have been
consolidated or the deconsolidation of an entity that otherwise would have been consolidated.
As a result of the Business Combination, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. is the managing member of Sunlight Financial LLC, in
which existing unitholders hold a 35.0% noncontrolling interest at December 31, 2021, net of unvested Class EX Units (Note 6).
Through its indirect managing member interest, Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. directs substantially all of the day-to-day activities of Sunlight Financial LLC.
The third-party investors in Sunlight Financial LLC do not possess substantive participating rights or the power to direct the day-to-day activities that most
directly affect the operations of Sunlight
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Financial LLC. However, these third-party investors hold both voting, noneconomic Class C shares in Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. on a one-for-one basis
along with nonvoting, economic Class EX Units issued by Sunlight Financial LLC. No single third-party investor, or group of third-party investors, possesses the
substantive ability to remove the managing member of Sunlight Financial LLC. Sunlight considers Sunlight Financial LLC a VIE for consolidation purposes and
its managing members holds the controlling interest and is the primary beneficiary. Therefore, Sunlight consolidates Sunlight Financial LLC and reflects Class
EX unitholder interests in Sunlight Financial LLC held by third parties as noncontrolling interests.
Sunlight conducts substantially all operations through Sunlight Financial LLC and its consolidated subsidiary.
Segments — Sunlight operates through one operating and reportable segment, which reflects how the chief operating decision maker allocates resources and
assesses performance. Sunlight arranges for the origination of Loans by third-party lenders using a predominately single expense pool.
Risks and Uncertainties — In the normal course of business, Sunlight primarily encounters credit risk, which is the risk of default on Sunlight’s investments
that results from a borrower’s or counterparty’s inability or unwillingness to make contractually required payments.
Use of Estimates — The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of
revenue and expenses during the reporting period. Management makes subjective estimates of pending loan originations and sales, which significantly impacts
revenues; determinations of fair value, including goodwill; estimates regarding loan performance, which impacts impairments and allowances for loan losses; the
useful lives of intangible assets; and the forfeiture of equity-based awards affecting expenses recognized. Actual results may differ from those estimates.
Fair Value — GAAP requires the categorization of the fair value of financial instruments into three broad levels that form a hierarchy based on the transparency
of inputs to the valuation.
Level
1
2
3

Measurement
Inputs are unadjusted, quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities at the measurement date.
Inputs are other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly. Level 2 inputs include quoted
prices for similar instruments in active markets, and inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability.
Inputs are unobservable for the asset or liability, and include situations where there is little, if any, market activity for the asset or liability.

Sunlight follows this hierarchy for its financial instruments, with classifications based on the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement.
The following summarizes Sunlight’s financial instruments hierarchy at December 31, 2021:
Level
1

3

Financial Instrument
Cash and cash equivalents and
restricted cash
Public Warrants
Loans and loan participations, held-forinvestment
Contract derivative
Private Placement Warrants

Measurement
Estimates of fair value are measured using observable, quoted market prices, or Level 1 inputs
Estimates of fair value are measured using observable, quoted market prices of Sunlight’s
warrants.
Estimated fair value is generally determined by discounting the expected future cash flows
using inputs such as discount rates.
Estimated fair value based upon discounted expected future cash flows arising from the
contract.
Estimated fair value based upon quarterly valuation estimates of warrant instruments, based
upon quoted prices of Sunlight’s Class A shares and warrants thereon as well as fair value
inputs provided by an independent valuation firm.
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Valuation Process — On a quarterly basis, with assistance from an independent valuation firm, management estimates the fair value of Sunlight’s Level 3
financial instruments. Sunlight’s determination of fair value is based upon the best information available for a given circumstance and may incorporate
assumptions that are management’s best estimates after consideration of a variety of internal and external factors. When an independent valuation firm
expresses an opinion on the fair value of a financial instrument in the form of a range, management selects a value within the range provided by the
independent valuation firm to assess the reasonableness of management’s estimated fair value for that financial instrument. At December 31, 2021, Sunlight’s
valuation process for Level 3 measurements, as described below, were conducted internally or by an independent valuation firm and reviewed by management.
Valuation of Loans and Loan Participations — Management generally considers Sunlight's loans and loan participations Level 3 assets in the fair value
hierarchy as such assets are illiquid investments that are specific to the loan product, for which there is limited market activity. On a quarterly basis,
management engages an independent valuation firm to estimate the fair value of each loan or loan participation categorized as a Level 3 asset.
Valuation of Contract Derivative — Management considers Sunlight's contracts under which Sunlight (a) arranges Loans for the purchase and installation of
home improvements other than residential solar energy systems (“Contract Derivative 1”) and (b) earns income from the prepayment of certain of those Loans
sold to an Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser (“Contract Derivative 2”), both considered derivatives under GAAP, as a Level 3 assets in the fair value hierarchy as
such assets represent bilateral, nontraded agreements for which there is limited market activity. On a quarterly basis, management engages an independent
valuation firm to estimate the fair value of the contracts.
Valuation of Warrants — Management considers the Private Placement Warrants (Note 6) redeemable for Sunlight’s equity as Level 3 liabilities in the fair value
hierarchy as liquid markets do not exist for such liabilities. On a quarterly basis, management engages an independent valuation firm to estimate the fair value
of Sunlight’s warrants, which includes models that include estimates of volatility, contractual terms, discount rates, dividend rates, expiration dates, and risk-free
rates.
Other Valuation Matters — For Level 3 financial assets acquired and financial liabilities assumed during the calendar month immediately preceding a quarter
end that were conducted in an orderly transaction with an unrelated party, management generally believes that the transaction price provides the most
observable indication of fair value given the illiquid nature of these financial instruments, unless management is aware of any circumstances that may cause a
material change in the fair value through the remainder of the reporting period. For instance, significant changes in a counterparty’s intent or ability to make
payments on a financial asset may cause material changes in the fair value of that financial asset.
See Note 7 for additional information regarding the valuation of Sunlight's financial assets and liabilities.
Sales of Financial Assets and Financing Agreements — Sunlight will, from time to time, facilitate the sale of Indirect Channel Loans. In each case, the
transferred loans are legally isolated from Sunlight and control of the transferred loans passes to the transferee, who may pledge or exchange the transferred
asset without constraint of Sunlight. Sunlight neither recognizes any financial assets nor incurs any liabilities as a result of the sale, but does recognize revenue
based upon the difference between proceeds received from the transferee and the proceeds paid to the transferor.
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Balance Sheet Measurement
Cash and Cash Equivalents and Restricted Cash — Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank checking accounts and money market accounts. Sunlight
considers all highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less at the time of purchase to be cash equivalents. Sunlight maintains cash in
restricted accounts pursuant to various lending agreements and considers other cash amounts restricted under certain agreements with other counterparties.
Substantially all amounts on deposit with major financial institutions exceed insured limits. Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash are carried at cost,
which approximates fair value. Sunlight reported cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash in the following line items of its Consolidated Balance Sheets,
which totals the aggregate amount presented in Sunlight’s Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows:
Successor
Predecessor
December 31, 2021
December 31, 2020
Cash and cash equivalents
$
91,882
$
49,583
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
2,018
3,122
$
93,900
$
52,705
Total cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash shown in the Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
Financing Receivables — Sunlight records financing receivables for (a) advances that Sunlight remits to contractors to facilitate the installation of residential
solar systems and the construction or installation of other home improvement projects and (b) loans and loan participations.
Advances — In certain circumstances, Sunlight will provide a contractually agreed upon percentage of cash to a contractor related to a Loan that has not yet
been funded by either a Direct Channel Partner or its Bank Partner as well as amounts funded to contractors in anticipation of loan funding. Such advances are
generally repaid upon the earlier of (a) a specified number of days from the date of the advance outlined within the respective contractor contract or (b) the
substantial installation of the residential solar system or the construction or installation of other home improvement projects. In either case, Sunlight will net
such amounts advanced from payments otherwise due to the related contractor. Sunlight carries advances at the amount advanced, net of allowances for
losses and charge-offs.
Loans and Loan Participations — Sunlight recognizes Indirect Channel Loans purchased from Sunlight’s Bank Partner as well as its 5.0% participation interests
in Indirect Channel Loans as financing receivables held-for-investment based on management's intent, and Sunlight's ability, to hold those investments through
the foreseeable future or contractual maturity. Financing receivables that are held‑for‑investment are carried at their aggregate outstanding face amount, net of
applicable (a) unamortized acquisition premiums and discounts, (b) allowance for losses and (c) charge-offs or write-downs of impaired receivables. Upon
consummation of the Business Combination, Sunlight adjusted the carrying value of loans and loan participations to their fair values at the Closing Date.If
management determines a loan or loan participation is impaired, management writes down the loan or loan participation through a charge to the provision for
losses. See “— Impairment” for additional discussion regarding management’s determination for loan losses. Sunlight applies the interest method to amortize
acquisition premiums and discounts or on a straight-line basis when it approximates the interest method. Sunlight has not acquired any material loans with
deteriorated credit quality that were not charged-off upon purchase.
Impairment — Sunlight holds financing receivables that management evaluates for impairment indicators at least quarterly using information obtained at least
annually. In conjunction with this review, management assesses such factors as historical losses, changes in the nature and volume of financing receivables,
overall portfolio quality, and existing economic conditions that may affect the customer’s ability to pay. In certain cases, management assigns a risk rating based
on certain aforementioned factors.
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The evaluation of these indicators of impairment requires significant judgment by management to determine whether failure to collect contractual amounts is
probable as well as in estimating the resulting loss allowance. While management uses the best information available to make its evaluation, future adjustments
to the allowance may be necessary if there are significant changes in economic conditions. These evaluations are inherently subjective, as they require material
estimates and may be susceptible to significant change. Actual losses, if any, could materially differ from these estimates.
If management deems that it is probable that Sunlight will be unable to collect all amounts owed according to the contractual terms of a receivable, impairment
of that receivable is indicated. Consistent with this definition, all receivables for which the accrual of interest has been discontinued (nonaccrual loans) are
considered impaired. If management considers a receivable to be impaired, management establishes an allowance for losses through a valuation provision in
earnings, which reduces the carrying value of the receivable to (a) the amounts management expect to collect, for receivables due within 90 days, or (b) the
present value of expected future cash flows discounted at the receivable’s contractual effective rate. Impaired financing receivables are charged off against the
allowance for losses when a financing receivable is more than 120 days past due or when management believes that collectability of the principal is remote, if
earlier. Sunlight credits subsequent recoveries, if any, to the allowance when received.
At December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, Sunlight evaluated financing receivables collectively, based upon those financing receivables with similar
characteristics. Sunlight individually evaluates nonaccrual loans with contractual balances of $50,000 or more and receivables whose terms have been modified
in a troubled debt restructuring with contractual balances of $50,000 or more to establish specific allowances for such receivables, if required. Those financing
receivables where impairment is indicated were evaluated individually for impairment, though such amounts were not material.
Advances — For advances made by Sunlight, management performs an evaluation of impairment indicators using financial information obtained from its
counterparties and third parties as well as historical experience. Such indicators may include the borrower’s financial wherewithal and recent operating
performance as well as macroeconomic trends. Management rates the potential for advance receivables by reviewing the counterparty. The counterparty is
rated by overall risk tier on a scale of “1” through “5,” from least to greatest risk, which management reviews and updates on at least an annual basis.
Counterparties may be granted advance approval within any overall risk tier, however tier “5” advance approvals are approved on an exception basis. A subset
category of the overall risk tier is the financial risk of the counterparty. As with the overall risk tier, counterparties may be granted advance approval within any
financial risk tier; however financial risk tier “5” advance approvals are approved on an exception basis. As part of that approval, management will set an
individual counterparty advance dollar limit, which cannot be exceeded prior to additional review and approval. The overall risk tiers are defined as follows:
1
Low Risk
The counterparty has demonstrated low risk characteristics. The counterparty is a well-established company within the
applicable industry, with low commercial credit risk, excellent reputational risk (e.g. online ratings, low complaint levels), and
an excellent financial risk assessment.
2
Low-toThe counterparty has demonstrated low to medium risk characteristics. The counterparty is a well-established company within
Medium Risk
the applicable industry, with low to medium commercial credit risk, excellent to above average reputational risk (e.g. online
ratings, lower complaint levels), and/or an excellent to above average financial risk assessment.
3
Medium Risk
The counterparty has demonstrated medium risk characteristics. The counterparty may be a less established company within
the applicable industry than risk tier "1" or "2", with medium commercial credit risk, excellent to average reputational risk (e.g.,
online ratings, average complaint levels), and/or an excellent to average financial risk assessment.
4
Medium-toThe counterparty has demonstrated medium to high risk characteristics. The counterparty is likely to be a less established
High Risk
company within the applicable industry than risk tiers "1" through "3," with medium to high commercial credit risk, excellent to
below average reputational risk (e.g. online ratings, higher complaint levels), and/or an excellent to below average financial
risk assessment.
5
Higher Risk
The counterparty has demonstrated higher risk characteristics. The counterparty is a less established company within the
applicable industry, with higher commercial credit risk, and/or below average reputational risk (e.g. online ratings, higher
complaint levels), and/or below average financial risk assessment. Tier "5" advance approvals will be approved on an
exception basis.
Loans and Loan Participations, Held-For-Investment — Sunlight aggregates performing loans and loan participations into pools for the evaluation of impairment
based on like characteristics, such as loan type and acquisition date. Pools of loans are evaluated based on criteria such as an analysis of borrower
performance, credit ratings of borrowers, and historical trends in defaults and loss severities for the type and seasoning of loans and loan participations under
evaluation.
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Goodwill — Goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price over the estimated fair values of the net tangible and intangible assets of acquired entities.
Sunlight performs a goodwill impairment test annually during the fourth quarter of the fiscal year and more frequently if an event or circumstance indicates that
impairment may have occurred. Triggering events that may indicate a potential impairment include, but are not limited to, significant adverse changes in
customer demand or business climate and related competitive considerations. Sunlight first performs a qualitative assessment to determine whether it is more
likely than not that the fair value of a reporting unit is less than its carrying amount. If so, Sunlight performs a two-step goodwill impairment test to identify
potential goodwill impairment and measure the amount of goodwill impairment loss to be recognized by the applicable reporting unit(s). If Sunlight determines
that the implied fair value of a reporting unit is greater than its carrying amount, the two-step goodwill impairment test is not required. Sunlight has one
reporting unit and, as part of its annual impairment test, determined that it was more likely than not that the implied fair value of the reporting unit in which
Sunlight recorded goodwill was less than its carrying value primarily based upon market activities impacting public companies similar to Sunlight. As a result,
Sunlight recorded a $224.7 million goodwill impairment charge for the period from July 9, 2021, the closing date of the Business Combination, through
December 31, 2021. The carrying value of Sunlight’s goodwill changed by the following amounts:
July 9, 2021 (Successor)
Goodwill
Accumulated impairment losses

$

Impairment losses
Other(a)
December 31, 2021 (Successor)
Goodwill
Accumulated impairment losses
$
a.

670,014
—
670,014
(224,701)
443
670,457
(224,701)
445,756

Reflects purchase price adjustments related to deferred tax liabilities created at the Closing Date of the Business Combination.

Intangible Assets, Net — Sunlight identified the following intangible assets, recorded at fair value at the Closing Date of the Business Combination, and carried
at a value net of amortization over their estimated useful lives on a straight-line basis. Sunlight’s intangible assets are evaluated for impairment on at least a
quarterly basis:
Estimated Useful Life
(in Years)
Asset
Contractor relationships (a)
Capital provider relationships (b)
Trademarks/ trade names (c)
Developed technology (d)

Successor
11.5
0.8
10.0
3.0 — 5.0

Accumulated amortization (e)(f)(g)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Predecessor
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
1.0 — 3.0

Carrying Value
Successor
Predecessor
December 31,
2021
December 31, 2020
$
350,000 $
—
43,000
—
7,900
—
8,193
11,775
409,093
11,775
(43,254)
(7,242)
$
365,839 $
4,533

Represents the value of existing contractor relationships of Sunlight estimated using a multi-period excess earnings methodology.
Represents the value of existing relationships with the banks that may be estimated by applying a with-and-without methodology.
Represents the trade names that Sunlight originated or acquired and valued using a relief-from-royalty method.
Represents technology developed by Sunlight for the purpose of generating income for Sunlight, and valued using a replacement cost method.
Amounts include $8.2 million and $11.8 million of capitalized internally developed software costs at December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
Includes amortization expense of $43.3 million for the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021, $1.4 million, for the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021, and $2.9
million for the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively.
At December 31, 2021, the approximate aggregate annual amortization expense for definite-lived intangible assets, including capitalized internally developed software costs as a
component of capitalized developed technology are as follows:
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Other Identified
Developed Technology
Intangible Assets
$
1,838 $
46,648
1,838
31,199
1,739
31,285
1,340
31,199
694
31,199
—
186,860
$
7,449 $
358,390

2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
Thereafter

Total
$

$

48,486
33,037
33,024
32,539
31,893
186,860
365,839

Property and Equipment, Net — Property and equipment are recorded at cost, less accumulated depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization
are calculated using the straight-line method over the following estimated useful lives:
Carrying Value
Estimated Useful Life
(in Years)
Successor
Predecessor
Asset Category
Successor
Predecessor
December 31, 2021 December 31, 2020
Furniture, fixtures, and equipment
5
7
$
1,020 $
555
Computer hardware
5
5
1,108
868
Computer software
1 — 3
1 — 3
250
197
Leasehold improvements
Shorter of life of improvement or lease term
2,829
421
5,207
2,041
Accumulated amortization and depreciation (a)
(1,138)
(849)
$
4,069 $
1,192
a.

Includes depreciation expense of $0.2 million for the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021, $0.2 million, for the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021, and
$0.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively.

Funding Commitments — Pursuant to Sunlight’s contractual arrangements with its Bank Partner, Direct Channel Partners, and contractors, each of Sunlight’s
Direct Channel Partners and its Bank Partner periodically remits to Sunlight the cash related to loans the funding source has originated. Sunlight has committed
to funding such amounts, less any amounts Sunlight is entitled to retain, to the relevant contractor when certain milestones relating to the installation of
residential solar systems or the construction of installation of other home improvement projects underlying the consumer receivable have been reached.
Sunlight presents any amounts that Sunlight retains in anticipation of a contractor completing an installation milestone as “Funding Commitments” on the
accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets, which totaled $22.7 million and $ 18.4 million at December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
Guarantees — Sunlight records a liability for the guarantees it makes for certain Loans if it determines that it is probable that it will have to repurchase those
loans, in an amount based on the likelihood of such repurchase and the loss, if any, Sunlight expects to incur in connection with its repurchase of Loans that
may have experienced credit deterioration since the time of the loan’s origination.
Warrants — The Company has public and private placement warrants classified as liabilities as well as warrants issued to a capital provider classified as equity.
The Company classifies as equity any equity-linked contracts that (1) require physical settlement or net-share settlement or (ii) give the Company a choice of
net-cash settlement or settlement in the Company’s own shares (physical settlement or net-share settlement). Warrants classified as equity are initially
measured at fair value. Subsequent changes in fair value are not recognized as long as the warrants continue to be classified as equity.
The Company classifies as assets or liabilities any equity-linked contracts that (1) require net-cash settlement (including a requirement to net-cash settle the
contract if an event occurs and if that event is outside the Company’s control) or (2) give the counterparty a choice of net-cash settlement or settlement in
shares (physical settlement or net-share settlement). For equity-linked contracts that are classified as liabilities, the Company records the fair value of the
equity-linked contracts at each balance sheet date and records the change in the statements of operations as a gain (loss) from change in fair value of warrant
liability. The Company’s public warrant liability is valued using observable market prices for those public warrants. The Company’s private placement warrants
are valued using a binomial lattice pricing model when the warrants are subject to the make-whole table, or otherwise are valued using a Black-Scholes pricing
model. The
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Company’s warrants issued to a capital provider are valued using a Black-Scholes pricing model based on observable market prices for public shares and
warrants. The assumptions used in preparing these models include estimates such as volatility, contractual terms, discount rates, dividend yield, expiration
dates and risk-free rates.
Distributions Payable — Prior to the Closing Date, Sunlight accrued estimated tax payments to holders of its temporary and members’ equity when earned in
accordance with Sunlight Financial LLC’s organizational agreements. In December 2020, Sunlight accrued $1.3 million, $1.2 million, and $5.0 million, or $4.38,
$5.33, and $ 13.34 per unit, payable to Class A-1, A-2, and A-3 Units, respectively. Sunlight recorded such estimated tax payments in “Distributions Payable” on
the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheet at December 31, 2020, which Sunlight paid during the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021.
Other Assets and Accounts Payable, Accrued Expenses, and Other Liabilities — At each of December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, (a) other assets
included Sunlight’s contract derivatives, prepaid expenses, accounts receivable, and interest receivable, and (b) accounts payable, accrued expenses, and
other liabilities included Sunlight’s guarantee liability, accrued compensation, deferred rent, and other payables. At December 31, 2020, other assets also
included deferred financing costs.
Noncontrolling Interests in Consolidated Subsidiaries — Noncontrolling interests represents the portion of Sunlight Financial LLC that the Company controls and
consolidates but does not own. The Company recognizes each noncontrolling holder’s respective share of the estimated fair value of the net assets at the date
of formation or acquisition. Noncontrolling interests are subsequently adjusted for the noncontrolling holder’s share of additional contributions, distributions and
their share of the net earnings or losses of each respective consolidated entity. The Company allocates net income or loss to noncontrolling interests based on
the weighted average ownership interest during the period. The net income or loss that is not attributable to the Company is reflected in net income (loss)
attributable to noncontrolling interests in the Consolidated Statements of Operations. The Company does not recognize a gain or loss on transactions with a
consolidated entity in which it does not own 100% of the equity, but the Company reflects the difference in cash received or paid from the noncontrolling
interests carrying amount as additional paid-in-capital.
Class EX Units issued by Sunlight Financial LLC are exchangeable into the Company’s Class A common stock. Class A common stock issued upon exchange
of a holder’s noncontrolling interest is accounted for at the carrying value of the surrendered limited partnership interest and the difference between the carrying
value and the fair value of the Class A common stock issued is recorded to additional paid-in-capital.
Treasury Stock — Sunlight accounts for treasury stock under the cost method. When treasury stock is re-issued at a price higher than its cost, the difference is
recorded as a component of additional paid-in-capital. When treasury stock is re-issued at a price lower than its cost, the difference is recorded as a component
of additional paid-in-capital to the extent that there are previously recorded gains to offset the losses. If there are no treasury stock gains in additional paid-incapital, the losses upon re-issuance of treasury stock are recorded as a reduction of retained earnings.
Income Recognition
Revenue Recognition — Sunlight recognizes revenue from (a) platform fees on the Direct Channel Loans when the Direct Channel Partner funds the Loans
and on the Indirect Channel Loans when the Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser buys the Loans from the balance sheet of Sunlight’s Bank Partner and (b) loan
portfolio management, servicing, and administration services on a monthly basis as Sunlight provides such services for that month. Sunlight’s contracts include
the following groups of similar services, which do not include any significant financing components:
Successor
Predecessor
For the Period July
For the Period
10, 2021 to
January 1, 2021 to For the Year Ended
December 31, 2021
July 9, 2021
December 31, 2020
Platform fees, net(a)
$
56,783
$
50,757 $
66,853
Other revenues(b)
4,891
2,307
2,711
$
61,674
$
53,064 $
69,564
a.

Amounts presented net of variable consideration in the form of rebates to certain contractors. Includes platform fees from affiliates of $0.2 million and $0.3 million for the period
January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021, and the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively. (Note 9).
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b.

Includes loan portfolio management, administration, and other ancillary fees Sunlight earns that are incidental to its primary operations. Sunlight earned $0.1 million for the period
July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021, $0.1 million for the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021, and $0.2 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively, in
administrative fees from an affiliate. (Note 9).

Platform Fees, Net — Sunlight arranges Loans for the purchase and installation of residential solar energy systems on behalf of its Direct Channel Partners,
Bank Partner, and Indirect Channel Loan Purchasers. As agent, Sunlight presents platform fees on a net basis at the time that Direct Channel Partners or
Indirect Channel Loan Purchasers obtain control of the service provided to facilitate their origination or purchase of a Loan, which is no earlier than when
Sunlight delivers loan documentation to the customer. Sunlight wholly satisfies its performance obligation to Direct Channel Partners, Bank Partner, and Indirect
Channel Loan Purchasers, as it relates to such platform fees, upon origination or purchase of a Loan. Sunlight considers rebates offered by Sunlight to certain
contractors in exchange for volume commitments as variable components to transaction prices; such variability resolves upon the contractor’s satisfaction of
their volume commitment.
The contracts under which Sunlight (a) arranges Indirect Channel Loans for the purchase and installation of home improvements other than residential solar
energy systems and (b) earns income from the prepayment of certain of those Indirect Channel Loans sold to an Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser are
considered derivatives under GAAP. As such, Sunlight’s revenues exclude the platform fees that Sunlight earns in connection with these contracts. Instead,
Sunlight records realized gains on the derivatives within “Realized Gains on Contract Derivative, Net” in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of
Operations. Sunlight realized gains of $2.9 million and $3.0 million for the periods July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021 and January 1, 2021 through
July 9, 2021 and $0.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively, in connection with these contracts (Note 4). However, Sunlight recognized
platform fee revenue of $0.2 million for its facilitation of direct channel home improvement loans.
Other Revenues — Sunlight provides monthly services in connection with the portfolio management, servicing, and administration of Loans originated by certain
Direct Channel Partners, Sunlight’s Bank Partner, and an Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser. Such services may include the reporting of loan performance
information, administration of servicing performed by third parties, and portfolio management services.
Interest Income — Loans where management expects to collect all contractually required principal and interest payments are considered performing loans.
Sunlight accrues interest income on performing loans based on the unpaid principal balance (“UPB”) and contractual terms of the loan. Interest income also
includes discounts associated with the loans purchased as a yield adjustment using the effective interest method over the loan term. Sunlight expenses direct
loan acquisition costs for loans acquired by Sunlight as incurred. Sunlight does not accrue interest on loans placed on non-accrual status or on loans where the
collectability of the principal or interest of the loan are deemed uncertain.
Loans are considered past due or delinquent if the required principal and interest payments have not been received as of the date such payments are due.
Generally, loans, including impaired loans, are placed on non-accrual status when (i) either principal or interest payments are 90 days or more past due based
on contractual terms or (ii) an individual analysis of a borrower’s creditworthiness indicates a loan should be placed on non-accrual status. When a loan owned
by Sunlight (each, a “Balance Sheet Loan”) is placed on non-accrual status, Sunlight ceases to recognize interest income on the loans and reverses previously
accrued and unpaid interest, if any. Subsequent receipts on non-accrual loans are recorded as a reduction of principal, and interest income may only be
recorded on a cash basis after recovery of principal is reasonably assured. Sunlight may return a loan to accrual status when repayment of principal and interest
is reasonably assured under the terms of the restructured loan. Advances are created at par and do not bear, and therefore do not accrue, interest income.
Expense Recognition
Cost of Revenues — Sunlight’s cost of revenues includes the aggregate costs of the services that Sunlight performs to satisfy its contractual performance
obligations to customers as well as variable consideration that Sunlight pays for its fee revenue, which do not meet the criteria necessary for netting against
gross revenues.
Sunlight Rewards™ Program — The Sunlight Rewards™ Program is a proprietary loyalty program that Sunlight offers to salespeople selling residential solar
systems for Sunlight’s network of contractors. Sunlight records a contingent liability using the estimated incremental cost of each point based upon the points
earned, the redemption value, and an estimate of probability of redemption consistent with Sunlight’s historical redemption experience under the program.
When a salesperson redeems points from Sunlight’s third-party loyalty program vendor, Sunlight pays the stated redemption value of the points redeemed to
the vendor.
Compensation and Benefits — Management expenses salaries, benefits, and equity-based compensation as services are provided. “Compensation and
Benefits” in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Operations includes expenses
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not otherwise included in Sunlight’s cost of revenues, such as compensation costs associated with information technology, sales and marketing, product
management, and overhead.
Equity-Based Compensation — Sunlight granted awards of restricted stock units (“RSUs”) to employees and directors under Sunlight’s 2021 Equity Incentive
Plan. RSUs are Class A restricted share units which entitle the holder to receive Class A shares on various future dates if the applicable service conditions, if
any, are met. Sunlight expenses the grant-date fair value of awards on a straight-line basis over the requisite service period. Sunlight does not estimate
forfeitures, and records actual forfeitures as they occur.
Predecessor — Prior to the Business Combination, Sunlight Financial LLC granted equity-based compensation awards that vested contingent upon one or more
of the following conditions: (a) time-based service, (b) performance conditions based upon Sunlight Financial LLC’s equity value, as determined by Sunlight
Financial LLC’s board or directors or a qualifying sale of Sunlight Financial LLC’s equity, achieving certain contractual thresholds (“Threshold Equity Value”),
and (c) whether Sunlight Financial LLC issued Class A Units in-kind to satisfy the preferred return on Class A Units during the award’s vesting period until May
25, 2023 (“PIK Vesting Requirement”). Sunlight generally expensed the grant-date fair value of these equity-based compensation awards using the following
methods, recognizing forfeitures as they occur, based upon the following vesting contingencies
• Time-Based Service — Sunlight Financial LLC expensed awards that only requires time-based service conditions ratably over the required service
period, or immediately if there was no required service period.
• PIK Vesting Requirement — Sunlight Financial LLC awarded equity-based compensation in the form of anti-dilution units. Such awards vested in an
amount generally proportionate to the dilution of related Class C Units or LTIP Units that resulted from the issuance of additional Class A Units. Sunlight
Financial LLC expensed awards in the period in which (a) dilution of related Class C Units or LTIP Units would otherwise occur and (b) the award had
satisfied other vesting conditions.
• Performance-Based Conditions — Sunlight Financial LLC expensed awards in the period in which (a) it was probable that the performance-based
condition was satisfied and (b) the award had satisfied other vesting conditions. For equity-based compensation awards in the form of Class C Units or
long-term incentive plan units (“LTIP Units”) (Note 6), vesting would generally occur upon a qualifying sale of Sunlight’s equity.
Generally, Sunlight Financial LLC only expensed those awards that only required time-based service conditions since other awards only satisfied vesting
requirements upon closing of the Business Combination. Awards that represented services performed prior to the Business Combination reduced the purchase
consideration in Sunlight’s calculation of goodwill. Awards that were still subject to time-based service conditions upon closing of the Business Combination and
represented future service were replaced with awards of restricted Class A shares and restricted Class EX Units. Sunlight expensed the difference between the
value of the existing awards and the replacement awards upon closing of the Business Combination. Sunlight expenses the value of the replacement awards
over the remaining service period on a straight-line basis.
Selling, General, and Administrative — Management expenses selling, general, and administrative costs, including legal, audit, other professional service fees,
travel and entertainment, and insurance premiums as incurred. Sunlight recognizes expenses associated with co-marketing agreements when earned by the
counterparty.
Property and Technology — Management expenses rent, information technology and telecommunication services, and noncapitalizable costs to internally
develop software as incurred.
Income Taxes — The Company accounts for income taxes under the asset and liability method. Under this method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are
determined based on differences between the consolidated financial statement carrying amounts and tax bases of assets and liabilities and operating loss and
tax credit carryforwards and are measured using the enacted tax rates that are expected to be in effect when the differences reverse. The effect on deferred tax
assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in the Consolidated Statements of Operations in the period that includes the enactment date.
Valuation allowances are established when necessary to reduce deferred tax assets to an amount that, in the opinion of management, is more likely than not to
be realized.
The Company accounts for uncertain tax positions by reporting a liability for unrecognizable tax benefits resulting from uncertain tax positions taken or expected
to be taken in a tax return. The Company recognizes interest and penalties, if any, related to unrecognized tax benefits in income tax expense.
In accordance with the operating agreement of Sunlight Financial LLC, to the extent possible without impairing its ability to continue to conduct its business and
activities, and in order to permit its member to pay taxes on the taxable income allocated to those members, Sunlight Financial LLC is required to make
distributions to the member in the amount equal
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to the estimated tax liability of the member computed as if the member paid income tax at the highest marginal federal and state rate applicable to a corporate
entity or individual resident in New York, New York to the extent Sunlight’s operations generate taxable income for the applicable member. Sunlight did not
declare any distributions for the year ended December 31, 2021. During the year ended December 31, 2020, Sunlight Financial LLC declared $7.5 million in
distributions to its unitholders.
Business Combination
The Business Combination among the parties to the Business Combination Agreement was completed on July 9, 2021. Sunlight accounted for the Business
Combination as a business combination under ASC 805, Business Combinations. The acquisition of Sunlight Financial LLC constitutes the acquisition of a
business for purposes of ASC 805, and due to the change in control, has been accounted for using the acquisition method with Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.
as the accounting acquirer and Sunlight Financial LLC as the accounting acquiree based on evaluation of the following factors:
• Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. is the sole managing member of Sunlight Financial LLC having full and complete authority over of all the affairs of
Sunlight Financial LLC while the non-managing member equity holders do not have substantive participating or kick out rights;
• The predecessor controlling unitholders of Sunlight Financial LLC does not have a controlling interest in the Company as it held less than 50% of the
voting interests after the Business Combination.
These factors support the conclusion that Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. acquired a controlling interest in Sunlight Financial LLC and is the accounting
acquirer. Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. is the primary beneficiary of Sunlight Financial LLC, which is a variable interest entity, since it has the power to direct
the activities of Sunlight Financial LLC that most significantly impact Sunlight Financial LLC's economic performance through its role as the managing member.
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.’s variable interest in Sunlight Financial LLC includes ownership of Sunlight Financial LLC, which results in the right and
obligation to receive benefits and absorb losses of Sunlight Financial LLC that could potentially be significant to Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. Therefore, the
Business Combination represented a change in control and is accounted for using the acquisition method. Under the acquisition method of accounting, the
purchase price is allocated to the tangible and intangible assets acquired and the liabilities assumed from Sunlight Financial LLC based on their estimated
acquisition-date fair values.
The cash consideration in the Business Combination included cash from (a) a trust account held by Spartan in the amount of $ 345.0 million which Spartan
received in its initial public offering of 34,500,000 shares of Class A common stock, less $ 192.3 million withdrawal of funds from that account to fund the
redemption of 19,227,063 shares of Class A common stock at approximately $ 10.00 per share, and (b) $ 250.0 million in proceeds from the investors purchasing
an aggregate of 25,000,000 Class A common stock in connection with the Business Combination ("PIPE Investment"). The Company received $ 55.1 million,
which includes $5.6 million used to pay tax withholding related to cash compensation paid to the Company's employees at the closing of the Business
Combination.
The following is an estimate of the fair value of consideration transferred and a preliminary purchase price allocation in connection with the Business
Combination:
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Amount
Purchase Consideration
Equity consideration paid to existing Sunlight Financial LLC ownership in Class A Common Stock, net
Rollover of Sunlight Financial LLC historical warrants
Cash consideration to existing Sunlight Financial LLC interests, net (b)
Cash paid for seller transaction costs

(a)

$

$
Fair Value of Net Assets Acquired
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Advances
Financing receivables
Goodwill(c)
Intangible assets (d)
Property and equipment
Due from affiliates
Other assets
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Funding commitments
Debt
Due to affiliates
Warrants, at fair value
Deferred tax liability
Other liabilities
Fair value of noncontrolling interests (e)

$

$
a.

357,800
2,499
296,281
8,289
664,869
59,786
3,844
42,622
5,117
670,457
407,600
1,047
1,839
4,561
(19,210)
(21,485)
(20,613)
(761)
—
(42,212)
(512)
(427,211)
664,869

Equity consideration paid to Blocker Holders consisted of the following:
38,151,192

Common Class A shares
Fair value per share

$

9.46

Equity consideration paid to existing Blocker Holders
Acceleration of post business combination expense

$

Equity consideration paid to Sellers, net

$

360,910
(3,110)
357,800

b.
c.
d.

Net of $0.0 million acceleration of post business combination expense.
Goodwill, as a component of the step-up in tax basis from the Business Combination, is tax deductible for the Company in the estimated amount $149.7 million.
The fair value of the definite-lived intangible assets is as follows:
Weighted Average Useful
Lives
(in Years)
Fair Value
Contractor relationships
11.5 $
350,000
Capital provider relationships
0.8
43,000
Trademarks/ trade names
10.0
7,900
Developed technology
5.0
6,700
$
407,600

e.

Noncontrolling interests represent the 34.9% ownership in Sunlight Financial LLC not owned by the Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. as of the Closing Date. The fair value of the
noncontrolling interests follows:
46,216,054
Common Class EX units
Fair value per unit

$

9.46

Fair value of Class EX units
Less: Postcombination compensation expenses

$

Noncontrolling interests

$

437,204
(9,993)
427,211
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The preliminary allocation of the purchase price is based on preliminary valuations performed to determine the fair value of the net assets as of the Closing
Date. This allocation is subject to revision as the assessment is based on preliminary information subject to refinement.
The Company incurred $7.0 million of expenses directly related to the Business Combination from January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021 which were included in
acquisition-related expense in the Consolidated Statements of Operations. On the Closing Date, the Company paid $12.1 million of deferred underwriting costs
related to Spartan's initial public offering. At the closing of the Business Combination, $7.5 million of fees related to the PIPE Investment were paid by the
Company. Additionally, Sunlight paid $ 7.9 million of acquisition-related advisory fees related to the Business Combination at the closing of the Business
Combination, which success fees were contingent upon the consummation of the Business Combination and not recognized in the Consolidated Statements of
Operations of the Predecessor or Successor. The nature of these fees relate to advisory and investment banker fees that were incurred dependent on the
success of the Business Combination. The deferred underwriting commissions and costs pertaining to the cost of raising equity were treated as a reduction of
equity while Business Combination costs were expensed in the period incurred.
Unaudited Pro Forma Operating Results — The following unaudited pro forma combined financial information presents the results of operations for each
Predecessor period as if the Business Combination on July 9, 2021 had occurred as of January 1, 2020. The unaudited pro forma results may not necessarily
reflect actual results of operations that would have been achieved, nor are they necessarily indicative of future results of operations. The unaudited pro forma
results reflect the step-up amortization adjustments for the fair value of intangible assets acquired, transaction expenses, nonrecurring post-combination
compensation expense and the related adjustment to the income tax provision.
For the Year Ended December 31,
2021
2020
$
114,738 $
69,564
(217,023)
(99,905)
3,038
15,138
75,646
34,824
(138,338)
(49,944)

Total revenues
Net income (loss) before income taxes
Income tax benefit
Noncontrolling interests
Net income (loss) attributable to Common Class A shareholders
Recent Accounting Pronouncements Issued, But Not Yet Adopted

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) has issued the following Accounting Standard Updates (“ASUs”) that may materially impact Sunlight’s
financial position and results of operations, or may impact the preparation of, but not materially affect, Sunlight’s consolidated financial statements.
As an “emerging growth company,” as defined in Section 2(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended ( “Securities Act”), as modified by the Jumpstart Our
Business Startups Act of 2012 (“JOBS Act”), Sunlight is eligible to take advantage of certain exemptions from various reporting requirements that are applicable
to other public companies that are not “emerging growth companies.” Section 107 of the JOBS Act provides that an “emerging growth company” can take
advantage of the extended transition period provided in Section 7(a)(2)(B) of the Securities Act for complying with new or revised accounting standards. In other
words, an “emerging growth company” can delay the adoption of certain accounting standards until those standards would otherwise apply to private
companies. Unless otherwise stated, Sunlight elected to adopt recent accounting pronouncements using the extended transition period applicable to private
companies.
ASU No. 2020-06 Debt — Debt with Conversion and Other Options (Subtopic 470-20) and Derivatives and Hedging—Contracts in Entity’s Own Equity (Subtopic
815-40): Accounting for Convertible Instruments and Contracts in an Entity’s Own Equity — In August 2020, the FASB issued ASU No. 2020-06, which
simplifies accounting for convertible instruments by removing major separation models required under current GAAP, removes certain settlement conditions that
are required for equity contracts to qualify for the derivative scope exception, and simplifies the diluted earnings per share calculations. This guidance is
effective for fiscal years, and interim periods within those fiscal years, beginning after December 15, 2021, with early adoption permitted. Sunlight is currently
evaluating the impact of the adoption of ASU 2020-06 on its consolidated financial statements.
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ASU No. 2020-04 Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848): Facilitation of the Effects of Reference Rate Reform on Financial Reporting — In March 2020, the FASB
issued ASU No. 2020-04, which provides optional expedients for a limited period of time to ease the potential burden in accounting for, or recognizing the
effects of, reference rate reform on financial reporting. ASU 2020-04 provides optional expedients and exceptions for applying GAAP to contracts, hedging
relationships, and other transactions affected by reference rate reform if certain criteria are met. The standard is effective for all entities as of March 12, 2020
through December 31, 2022. An entity can elect to apply the amendments as of any date from the beginning of an interim period that includes or is subsequent
to March 12, 2020, or prospectively from a date within an interim period that includes or is subsequent to March 12, 2020, up to that date that the financial
statements are available to be issued. Sunlight is currently evaluating the impact of the adoption of ASU 2020-04, as updated by ASU 2021-01 Reference Rate
Reform (Topic 848): Scope, on its consolidated financial statements.
ASU No. 2018-15 Customer’s Accounting for Implementation Costs Incurred in a Cloud Computing Arrangement That Is a Service Contract — In August 2018,
the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-15 to align the requirements for capitalizing implementation costs incurred in a hosting arrangement that is a service contract
with the requirements for capitalizing implementation costs incurred to develop or obtain internal-use software. ASU No. 2018-15 can be applied either
retrospectively or prospectively, and it is effective for Sunlight for annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2020, and interim periods within
annual periods beginning after December 15, 2021. Sunlight adopted this guidance effective January 1, 2021 for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021,
which did not have a significant effect on the Company’s consolidated financial statements given changes under ASU 2018-15 generally align with our existing
accounting treatment of implementation costs incurred in a hosting arrangement that is a service contract.
ASU No. 2016-13 Financial Instruments — Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial Instruments — The FASB issued ASU No.
2016-13 in June 2016. The standard amends the existing credit loss model to reflect a reporting entity’s current estimate of all expected credit losses and
requires a financial asset (or a group of financial assets) measured at amortized cost basis to be presented at a net amount expected to be collected through
deduction of an allowance for credit losses from the amortized cost basis of the financial asset(s). ASU No. 2016-13, as amended, is effective for Sunlight in the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2023. Early adoption was permitted beginning in the first quarter of 2018. With limited exceptions, an entity should apply ASU
No. 2016-13 by means of a cumulative-effect adjustment to the balance sheet as of the beginning of the fiscal year of adoption. Sunlight is currently evaluating
the new guidance to determine the impact it may have on its consolidated financial statements.
ASU No. 2016-02 Leases — In February 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02. The standard requires that lessees recognize a right-of-use asset and
corresponding lease liability on the balance sheet for most leases. The guidance applied by a lessor under ASU No. 2016-02 is substantially similar to existing
GAAP. ASU No. 2016-02, as amended, is effective for Sunlight for the quarter ended March 31, 2022. Early adoption is permitted. An entity should apply ASU
No. 2016-02 by means of a modified retrospective transition method for all leases existing at, or entered into after, the date of initial application. Sunlight has
identified the leases that it believes fall within the scope of ASU No. 2016-02 and is evaluating their impact on its consolidated financial statements. Sunlight has
evaluated the leases it holds and does not expect ASU 2016-02 to have a material impact to its consolidated financial statements.
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Note 3. Financing Receivables
Sunlight recognizes receivables primarily related to (a) advances that Sunlight remits to contractors to facilitate the installation of residential solar and home
improvement equipment and (b) loans and loan participations. Loans and loan participations primarily include Sunlight’s undivided 5.0% participation in certain
Indirect Channel Loans and Indirect Channel Loans purchased from its Bank Partner. The following tables summarize Sunlight’s financing receivables and
changes thereto:
Loans and Loan
Advances(a)
Participations(b)
Total
December 31, 2021 (Successor)
Amounts outstanding
$
67,077 $
4,875
$
71,952
Unamortized discount
—
(414)
(414)
Allowance for credit losses
(238)
(148)
(386)
$
66,839 $
4,313
$
71,152
Carrying value
December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
Amounts outstanding
$
35,401 $
6,351
$
41,752
Unamortized discount
—
(893)
(893)
Allowance for credit losses
(121)
(125)
(246)
$
35,280 $
5,333
$
40,613
Carrying value
a.
b.

Represents advance payments made by Sunlight to certain contractors, generally on a short-term basis, in anticipation of a project’s substantial completion, including a $9.0 million
advance to a Sunlight contractor not associated with specific installation projects at December 31, 2021.
Represents (i) Sunlight’s 5.0% participation interest in a pool of residential solar loans with an aggregate UPB of $4.6 million and $6.0 million at December 31, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively, and (ii) Indirect Channel Loans purchased by Sunlight with an aggregate UPB of $0.3 million and $0.4 million at December 31, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively. No loans or loan participations were individually evaluated for impairment at December 31, 2021 or December 31, 2020.

Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
Allowance for Credit Losses — Advances
Beginning Balance
Provision for credit losses
Realized losses

$

$

Ending Balance
Allowance for Credit Losses — Loans and Loan Participations
Beginning Balance
Provision for credit losses
Realized losses

$

$

Ending Balance
Changes in Carrying Value — Loans and Loan Participations
Beginning Balance
Purchases, net (a)
Proceeds from principal repayments, net
Accretion of loan discount
Provision for credit losses

$

$

Ending Balance
a.

Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021 to For the Year Ended
July 9, 2021
December 31, 2020

—
358
(120)
238

$

—
859
(711)
148

$

5,105
716
(710)
61
(859)
4,313

$

$

$

$

121
90
—
211

$

$

215
(94)
—
121

125 $
1,082
(1,096)
111 $

96
1,444
(1,415)
125

5,333 $
1,170
(832)
123
(1,082)
4,712 $

5,130
2,839
(1,316)
124
(1,444)
5,333

During the year ended December 31, 2020, Sunlight purchased (i) 5.0% participation interests in 1,007 loans with an aggregate UPB of $1.6 million as well as (ii) 49 Indirect Channel
Loans with an aggregate UPB $1.2 million. During the periods July 10, 2021 through December 31,
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2021 and January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021, Sunlight purchased (i) 5.0% participation interests in 0 and 54 loans with an aggregate UPB of $0.0 million and $0.1 million as well as
(ii) 20 and 51 Indirect Channel Loans with an aggregate UPB of $0.4 million and $1.1 million, respectively.

Advances — The following section presents certain characteristics of Sunlight’s advances.
Risk Ratings — As further described in Note 2, management evaluates Sunlight’s advances for impairment using risk ratings assigned on a scale of “1” (low
risk) through “5” (higher risk). The following table allocates the advance amount outstanding based on Sunlight’s internal risk ratings:

Risk Tier(a)
December 31, 2021 (Successor)
1 Low risk
2 Low-to-medium risk
3 Medium risk
4 Medium-to-high risk
5 Higher risk

Contractors

December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
1 Low risk
2 Low-to-medium risk
3 Medium risk
4 Medium-to-high risk
5 Higher risk
a.

Total
Amount
Outstanding
76
77
17
—
—
170

$

78
56
4
—
3
141

$

$

$

% of Amount
Outstanding

14,575
38,955
13,547
—
—
67,077

21.7 %
58.1
20.2
—
—
100.0 %

18,072
16,700
604
—
25
35,401

51.0 %
47.2
1.7
—
0.1
100.0 %

At December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, the average risk rating of Sunlight’s advances was 2.0 (“low-to-medium risk”) and 1.5 (“low-to-medium risk”), weighted by total
advance amounts outstanding.

Delinquencies — The following table presents the payment status of advances held by Sunlight:
Amount
Outstanding (a)

Payment Delinquency
December 31, 2021 (Successor)
Current
Less than 30 days
30 days
60 days
90+ days(b)

$

$
December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
Current
Less than 30 days
30 days
60 days
90+ days(b)

$

$
a.
b.

% of Amount
Outstanding

54,586
1,956
534
361
640
58,077

94.0 %
3.4
0.9
0.6
1.1
100.0 %

29,132
3,137
1,424
672
1,036
35,401

82.3 %
8.9
4.0
1.9
2.9
100.0 %

Excludes a $9.0 million advance to a Sunlight contractor not associated with specific installation projects and was not delinquent at December 31, 2021.
As further discussed in Note 2, Sunlight generally evaluates amounts delinquent for 90 days or more for impairment. Advances to contractors may remain outstanding as a result of
operational and various other factors that are unrelated to the contractor’s creditworthiness. Sunlight
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assessed advances 90 days or more, along with other factors that included the contractor’s risk tier and historical loss experience, and established loss allowances of $0.2 million and
$0.1 million at December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.

Concentrations — The following table presents the concentration of advances, by counterparty:

Contractor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Other(a)

Successor
December 31, 2021
Amount
Outstanding
% of Total
20,894
31.1 %
12,470
18.6
9,496
14.2
2,610
3.9
2,571
3.8
2,093
3.1
1,745
2.6
855
1.3
633
0.9
570
0.8
13,140
19.7
67,077
100.0 %

$

$
a.

$

$

Predecessor
December 31, 2020
Amount
Outstanding
% of Total
6,425
18.1 %
295
0.8
10,429
29.5
437
1.2
36
0.1
1,812
5.1
141
0.4
712
2.0
—
—
—
—
15,114
42.8
35,401
100.0 %

At December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, Sunlight recorded advances receivable from 160 and 131 counterparties not individually listed in the table above with average
balances of $0.1 million and $0.1 million, respectively. At December 31, 2020, Sunlight recorded advances receivable from individual counterparties of $2.6 million, $0.6 million, $0.6
million, $0.5 million, and $0.5 million that represent the largest advance concentrations included in “Other,” based on the amount outstanding.

Loans and Loan Participations — The following section presents certain characteristics of Sunlight’s investments in loans and loan participations. Unless
otherwise indicated, loan participation amounts are shown at Sunlight’s 5% interest in the underlying loan pool.
Delinquencies — The following table presents the payment status of loans and loan participations held by Sunlight:
Loan Participations
Payment Delinquency(a)
December 31, 2021 (Successor)
Current
Less than 30 days
30 days
60 days
90+ days
December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
Current
Less than 30 days
30 days
60 days
90+ days
a.

Loans

UPB

3,780
73
15
10
7
3,885

$

4,409
116
22
7
10
4,564

$

$

$

Bank Partner Loans
Loans

Total

UPB

4,442
96
23
14
9
4,584

14
1
—
—
1
16

$

5,760
174
38
11
14
5,997

16
—
1
—
1
18

$

$

$

Loans

UPB

268
11
—
—
12
291

3,794
74
15
10
8
3,901

$

319
—
23
—
12
354

4,425
116
23
7
11
4,582

$

$

$

% of UPB

4,710
107
23
14
21
4,875

96.6 %
2.2
0.5
0.3
0.4
100.0 %

6,079
174
61
11
26
6,351

95.7 %
2.7
1.0
0.2
0.4
100.0 %

As further described in Note 2, Sunlight places loans delinquent greater than 90 days on nonaccrual status. Such Loans had carrying values of $0.0 million and $0.0 million at
December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively. Sunlight does not consider the average carrying values and interest income recognized (including interest income
recognized using a cash-basis method) material.
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Loan Collateral Concentrations — The following table presents the UPB of Balance Sheet Loans, including Sunlight’s relevant participation percentage of the
Indirect Channel Loans underlying the participation interests held by Sunlight, based upon the state in which the borrower lived at the time of loan origination:

State
Texas
California
Florida
New York
New Jersey
Arizona
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
South Carolina
Missouri
Other(a)

$

$
a.

Successor
December 31, 2021
UPB
% of Total
930
19.1 %
867
17.8
423
8.7
325
6.7
302
6.2
220
4.5
202
4.1
201
4.1
178
3.7
135
2.8
1,092
22.3
4,875
100.0 %

$

$

Predecessor
December 31, 2020
UPB
% of Total
1,203
18.9 %
1,111
17.5
555
8.7
403
6.3
376
5.9
312
4.9
274
4.3
223
3.5
234
3.7
228
3.6
1,432
22.7
6,351
100.0 %

Sunlight only participates in residential solar loans originated within the United States, including 31 and 31 states not individually listed in the table above, none of which individually
amount to more than 2.6% and 2.7% of the UPB at December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.

Note 4. Derivatives
Sunlight has entered into two agreements considered derivatives under GAAP that are subject to interest rate, credit, and/ or prepayment risks. Interest rate risk
is sensitive to many factors, including governmental monetary and tax policies, domestic and international economic and political considerations, as well as
other factors. Credit risk include a borrower’s inability or unwillingness to make contractually required payments. Prepayment risk includes a borrower’s
payment, or lack of payment, of contractual Loan amounts prior to the date such amounts are contractually due.
In January 2019, Sunlight entered into an agreement with its Bank Partner to arrange Indirect Channel Loans for the purchase and installation of home
improvements other than residential solar energy systems. The agreement (a) entitles Sunlight to cash flows collected from the portfolio of Indirect Channel
Loans held by its Bank Partner in excess of a contractual rate, based upon one-month LIBOR plus a fixed spread, and (b) requires Sunlight to pay its Bank
Partner for portfolio cash flows below such contractual rate. This contractual arrangement incorporates interest rate and credit risks related to the risk of default
on Indirect Channel Loans held by its Bank Partner that results from a borrower’s inability or unwillingness to make contractually required payments.
In February 2021, Sunlight entered into an agreement with an Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser to purchase Indirect Channel Loans for the installation of home
improvements other than residential solar energy systems. As part of that agreement, Sunlight is entitled to additional sale proceeds upon the prepayment of
certain Indirect Channel Loans sold. This contractual arrangement incorporates prepayment risk related to loan prepayment rates below Sunlight’s expectations.
Sunlight’s derivative asset is recorded at fair value in the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets as follows:

Contract derivative 1
Contract derivative 2

Balance Sheet Location
Other assets
Other assets
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Successor
December 31, 2021
$
1,076
335
$
1,411

Predecessor
December 31, 2020
$
1,435
—
$
1,435

The following table summarizes notional amounts related to derivatives:
Successor
December 31, 2021
$
38,879
37,891

Contract derivative 1 (a)
Contract derivative 2 (b)
a.
b.

Predecessor
December 31, 2020
$
59,770
n.a.

Represents the carrying value of Indirect Channel Loans for the purchase and installation of home improvements other than residential solar energy systems held by Sunlight’s Bank
Partner.
Represents the unpaid principal balance of the Loans at time of sale to the Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser for which Sunlight is entitled to income in the event of prepayment of the
Indirect Channel Loan.

The following table summarizes all income (loss) recorded in relation to derivatives:

Change in fair value of contract derivatives, net
Contract derivative 1
Contract derivative 2

Successor
For the Period July 10,
2021 to December 31,
2021

For the Period January
1, 2021 to July 9, 2021

$

573
65
638

$

2,789
77
2,866

$

$
Realized gains on contract derivatives, net
Contract derivative 1
Contract derivative 2

$
$

Predecessor

$

$

For the Year Ended
December 31, 2020

(932)
270
(662)

$

2,950
42
2,992

$

$

$

1,435
n.a.
1,435
103
n.a.
103

Note 5. Debt Obligations
Debt consists of the following:
Successor

Predecessor
December 31,
2020

December 31, 2021
Weighted Average

Revolving credit facility(a)
a.

Outstanding
Month Issued Face Amount
Apr 2021
$
20,613

Carrying
Value
$ 20,613

Maximum
Facility Size
$
30,000

Final Stated
Maturity
Apr 2023

Funding Cost Life (Years)
5.1 %
1.3

Carrying Value(a)
$
14,625

In March 2016, Sunlight entered into a Loan and Security Agreement with a lender (“Prior Lender”). In May 2019, Sunlight and Prior Lender amended and restated the agreement to
provide Sunlight a $15.0 million revolving credit facility (“Prior Facility”). In April 2021, Sunlight paid the Prior Facility in full using proceeds from a Loan and Security Agreement into
which Sunlight entered with a Lender and replaced the associated standby letter of credit. Borrowings under the current $30.0 million revolving credit facility, secured by the net
assets of Sunlight, bear interest at a per annum rate equal to the sum of (i) a floating rate index and (ii) a fixed margin. The facility includes unused facility costs, and amounts
borrowed under this facility are nonrecourse to Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.. The carrying value at December 31, 2020 reflects Sunlight’s borrowings under the Prior Facility.

Sunlight’s debt obligations are subject to customary loan covenants and event of default provisions, including event of default provisions triggered by a failure to
maintain minimum liquidity and earnings as well as maintaining capacity to fund Loans.
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Activities — Activities related to the carrying value of Sunlight’s debt obligations were as follows:
Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
$
20,613
—
—
—
$
20,613

Beginning Balance
Borrowings
Repayments
Amortization of deferred financing costs (a)
Ending Balance

Predecessor
For the Period
January 1, 2021 to For the Year Ended
July 9, 2021
December 31, 2020
$
14,625 $
11,811
20,746
8,713
(14,758)
(5,899)
—
—
$
20,613 $
14,625

a. Excludes $0.0 million amortization of deferred financing costs included in “Other Assets” in the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets for the periods July 10, 2021 through
December 31, 2021 as well as $0.0 million and $0.0 million amortization for the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021 and the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively.
Sunlight includes amortization of these costs within “Depreciation and Amortization” in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Operations. Unamortized deferred financing
costs upon closing of the Business Combination did not qualify as acquired assets; therefore, Sunlight did not have any such unamortized costs at December 31, 2021 and did not
amortize any such costs for the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021.

Maturities — At December 31, 2021, all of Sunlight’s debt obligations contractually mature in 2023.
Note 6. Equity and Earnings per Share
The registration statement for the Company’s initial public offering (“IPO”) was declared effective on November 24, 2020. On November 30, 2020, the Company
consummated its IPO of 34,500,000 units (“IPO Units”), including the issuance of 4,500,000 units as a result of the underwriters’ exercise in full of its overallotment option, at $10.00 per unit, generating gross proceeds of approximately $ 345.0 million, and incurring offering costs of approximately $ 19.7 million,
inclusive of approximately $12.1 million in deferred underwriting commissions. Each IPO Unit consisted of one share of the Company’s Class A common stock
and one-half of one warrant (“Public Warrant”). Simultaneously with the closing of the IPO, the Company consummated the private placement (the “Private
Placement”) of 9,900,000 warrants (“Private Placement Warrant”), at a price of $ 1.00 per Private Placement Warrant to Sponsor, generating proceeds of $ 9.9
million.
On July 9, 2021, in connection with the closing of the Business Combination, a number of investors (collectively, the “Subscribers”) purchased an aggregate of
25,000,000 shares of Class A common stock, par value $ 0.0001 per share (“Class A common stock” and such shares purchased by the Subscribers, the “PIPE
Shares”), at a purchase price of $10.00 per share for an aggregate purchase price of $ 250.0 million in a private placement, pursuant to separate subscription
agreements, dated as of January 23, 2021 (collectively, the “Subscription Agreements”). Pursuant to the Subscription Agreements, Sunlight gave certain
registration rights to the Subscribers with respect to the PIPE Shares.
Successor Equity
Sunlight has three classes of common stock and no classes of preferred stock. Holders of each of the Class A, Class B, and Class C common stock vote
together as a single class on all matters submitted to a vote of the stockholders, except as required by law. Each share of common stock has one vote on all
such matters.
Class A Common Stock — The Company is authorized to issue 420,000,000 shares of Class A common stock with a par value of $ 0.0001 per share (“Class A
Share”). At December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, there were 84,803,687 and 34,500,000 shares of Class A common stock issued and outstanding.
Class B Common Stock — The Company is authorized to issue 20,000,000 shares of Class B common stock with a par value of $ 0.0001 per share (“Class B
Share” or “Founder Share”).
In August 2020, 11,500,000 Founder Shares were issued to Sponsor in exchange for the payment of $ 25,000 of certain offering costs on behalf of the
Company, or approximately $ 0.002 per share. In October 2020, the Sponsor transferred 50,000 Founder Shares to each of the two independent director
nominees at their original purchase price. In November 2020, the Sponsor returned to the Company at no cost an aggregate of 4,312,500 Founder Shares,
which the Company cancelled. Also in November 2020, the Company effected a stock dividend on the Class B common stock (which receipt of such dividends
was waived by the independent director nominees), resulting in an aggregate of 8,625,000 shares of Class
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B common stock outstanding. At December 31, 2020, there were 8,625,000 shares of Class B common stock issued and outstanding.
There were no shares of Class B common stock issued and outstanding at December 31, 2021. The Company cancelled 1,187,759 shares of Class B common
stock upon Closing of the Business Combination in connection with the redemption of 19,227,063 shares of Class A common stock issued in the Initial Public
Offering, and the remaining 7,437,241 shares of Class B common stock were automatically converted into Class A common stock at the Business Combination
on a one-for-one basis.
The holders of the Founders Shares agreed, subject to limited exceptions, not to transfer, assign or sell any of their Founder Shares until the earlier to occur of
(a) one year after the completion of the Business Combination, (b) the reported last sale price of the Company’s Class A common stock equals or exceeds
$12.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and similar activity) for any 20 trading days within any 30trading day period commencing at least 150 days after the Business Combination, or (c) the date on which the Company completes a liquidation, merger,
capital stock exchange, reorganization or other similar transaction that results in all of the Company’s stockholders having the right to exchange their shares of
common stock for cash, securities or other property.
Class C Common Stock — The Company is authorized to issue 65,000,000 shares of Class C common stock with a par value of $ 0.0001 per share (“Class C
Common Stock”). At December 31, 2021, there were 47,595,455 shares of Class C common stock issued and outstanding. There were no shares of Class C
common stock issued and outstanding at December 31, 2020. Each Class C Share, along with one Class EX Unit, can be exchanged for one Class A Share,
subject to certain limitations. Upon exchange, Sunlight redeems and cancels the Class C common stock and Sunlight Financial LLC redeems and cancels the
Class EX Unit. Class C Shares have no dividend or liquidation rights, but do have voting rights on a pari passu basis with the Class A Shares.
Preferred Stock — The Company is authorized to issue 35,000,000 shares of preferred stock, par value $ 0.0001 per share, with such designations, voting and
other rights and preferences as may be determined from time to time by the Sunlight’s board of directors. Sunlight’s Board is able, without stockholder approval,
to issue Preferred Stock with voting and other rights that could adversely affect the voting power and other rights of the holders of the common stock and could
have anti-takeover effects. The Company has not issued any shares of preferred stock.
Warrants — At December 31, 2021, Sunlight has authorized Class A Shares to cover the exercise of the following outstanding warrants on its equity:
Exercise Price per
Type
Date of Issuance
Share
Shares
Public Warrants
Nov-20
$
11.50
17,250,000
Private Placement Warrants
Nov-20
11.50
9,900,000
Other
Feb-21
7.72
627,780
Refer to Notes 2 and 7 regarding the accounting treatment for warrants and the valuation thereof, respectively.
Public Warrants — Public Warrants may only be exercised for a whole number of shares of common stock. No fractional Public Warrants are issued upon
separation of the Units and only whole Public Warrants trade. The Public Warrants have an exercise price of $11.50 per share, subject to adjustments, and will
expire upon the earlier of redemption or five years after the completion of the Business Combination. The warrants will become exercisable on November 30,
2021, provided the Company has an effective registration statement under the Securities Act covering the shares of Class A common stock issuable upon
exercise of the Public Warrants and a current prospectus relating to them is available (or the Company permits holders to exercise their Public Warrants on a
cashless basis and such cashless exercise is exempt from registration under the Securities Act). Notwithstanding the above, if the Company’s shares of Class
A common stock are at the time of any exercise of a warrant not listed on a national securities exchange such that they satisfy the definition of a “covered
security” under Section 18(b)(1) of the Securities Act, the Company may, at its option, require holders of Public Warrants who exercise their warrants to do so
on a “cashless basis” in accordance with Section 3(a)(9) of the Securities Act and, in the event the Company so elect, it will not be required to file or maintain in
effect a registration statement, and in the event the Company does not so elect, it will use its best efforts to register or qualify the shares under applicable blue
sky laws to the extent an exemption is not available.
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Private Placement Warrants — The Private Placement Warrants are not redeemable by the Company, subject to certain limited exceptions, so long as they are
held by the Sponsor or its permitted transferees. The Sponsor, or its permitted transferees, has the option to exercise the Private Placement Warrants for cash
or on a cashless basis. Except as described in “— Company Redemption of Public Warrants and Private Placement Warrants,” the Private Placement Warrants
have terms and provisions that are identical to those of the Public Warrants, including as to exercise price, exercisability, and exercise period. If the Private
Placement Warrants are held by holders other than the Sponsor or its permitted transferees, the Private Placement Warrants will be redeemable by the
Company in all redemption scenarios and exercisable by the holders on the same basis as the Public Warrants. The Private Placement Warrants will be nonredeemable and exercisable on a cashless basis so long as they are held by the Sponsor or its permitted transferees.
Other Warrants — In February 2021, Sunlight Financial LLC issued a warrant exercisable for 7,000 of its Class A-3 Units at an exercise price of $ 691.90 per
unit. In connection with the Business Combination, Sunlight and the holder of that warrant amended the warrant to permit the holder to exercise its warrant for
627,700 Class A common stock at an exercise price of $ 7.715 per share. Sunlight reclassified the warrant, historically classified as a liability but no longer
exercisable for redeemable equity, as equity at a fair value of $2.5 million just prior to reclassification. Upon Closing of the Business Combination, holders of
warrants exercisable in Sunlight Financial LLC’s Class A-1 and A-2 Units exercised their warrants for an aggregate of $ 2.3 million in cash and 635,641 Class A
common shares..
Company Redemption of Public Warrants and Private Placement Warrants — Sunlight may redeem Public Warrants and Private Placement Warrants on terms
that vary according to the trading price of its Class A shares.
Redemption of Warrants When the Price per Share of Class A Common Stock Equals or Exceeds $ 18.00 — Once the warrants become exercisable, the
Company may redeem the outstanding warrants:
• in whole and not in part;
• at a price of $ 0.01 per warrant;
• upon a minimum of 30 days’ prior written notice of redemption, or the 30-day redemption period, to each warrant holder; and
• if, and only if, the reported last sale price of the Class A common stock equals or exceeds $ 18.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends,
reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) for any 20 trading days within a 30-trading day period ending on the third trading day prior to the date on
which the Company sends the notice of redemption to the warrant holders.
The Company will not redeem the warrants as described above unless a registration statement under the Securities Act covering the shares of Class A
common stock issuable upon exercise of the warrants is effective and a current prospectus relating to those shares of Class A common stock is available
throughout the 30-day redemption period. If and when the warrants become redeemable by the Company, it may exercise its redemption right even if it is
unable to register or qualify the underlying securities for sale under all applicable state securities laws.
The Company has established the last of the redemption criterion discussed above to prevent a redemption call unless there is at the time of the call a
significant premium to the warrant exercise price. If the foregoing conditions are satisfied and the Company issues a notice of redemption of the warrants, each
warrant holder will be entitled to exercise its warrant prior to the scheduled redemption date. However, the price of the Class A common stock may fall below the
$18.00 redemption trigger price (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) as well as the $ 11.50 (for whole
shares) warrant exercise price after the redemption notice is issued.
Redemption of Warrants When the Price per Share of Class A Common Stock Equals or Exceeds $ 10.00 — Once the warrants become exercisable, the
Company may redeem the outstanding warrants:
• in whole and not in part;
• at a price of $ 0.10 per warrant, provided that holders will be able to exercise their warrants on a cashless basis prior to redemption and receive that
number of shares of Class A common stock determined in part by the redemption date and the “fair market value” of the Class A common stock except as
otherwise described below;
• upon a minimum of 30 days’ prior written notice to each warrant holder; and
• if, and only if, the reported last sale price of the Class A common stock equals or exceeds $ 10.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends,
reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) on the trading day prior to the date on which the Company sends notice of redemption to the warrant
holders.
The “fair market value” of the Class A common stock for the purpose of the redemption terms above is the average reported last sale price of the Class A
common stock for the 10 trading days immediately following the date on which the notice of redemption is sent to the holders of warrants. In no event will the
warrants be exercisable on a cashless basis in
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connection with this redemption feature for more than 0.361 shares of Class A common stock per whole warrant (subject to adjustment). This redemption
feature differs from the typical warrant redemption features.
Predecessor Equity
Prior to the Business Combination, interests in Sunlight Financial LLC’s partnership equity consists of members’ preferred and subordinated units. Sunlight
Financial LLC did not have a specific number of preferred or subordinated units authorized at December 31, 2020, but retained the corporate authority to issue
sufficient units to meet its obligations. In addition to its partnership equity, Sunlight Financial LLC issued warrants, profits interests, and other economic interests
as part of its long-term incentive plan. Upon the closing of the Business Combination, Sunlight became the managing member of Sunlight Financial LLC, which
replaced its equity with common equity in the form of Class X units issued to Sunlight and Class EX Units issued to certain selling unitholders according to the
Business Combination Agreement.
Temporary Equity Activities — Activities related to interests in Sunlight Financial LLC’s partnership equity units considered temporary equity were as follows:
Month of Issuance
Units at December 31, 2019 (Predecessor)
March 2020
June 2020
September 2020
December 2020

Class A-3 Units
326,428
11,768
12,193
12,771
13,235
49,967
376,395
13,457
14,094
1,444
28,995
405,390

Units at December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
March 2021
June 2021
July 2021
Units at July 9, 2021 (Predecessor)

Class A-2 Units
195,973
7,065
7,320
7,667
7,947
29,999
225,972
8,079
8,461
867
17,407
243,379

Class A-1 Units
256,966
9,264
9,598
10,053
10,421
39,336
296,302
10,593
11,094
1,137
22,824
319,126

Preferred Units — Prior to the Business Combination, the Class A-1, A-2 and A-3 Units (collectively, the “Class A Units”) were the most senior classes of equity
units of Sunlight Financial LLC and represented convertible preferred securities that earn a preferred return. Sunlight Financial LLC’s board of directors elected
to pay the preferred return by issuing additional Class A Units equal to 14.5%, on an annualized basis, of the members’ outstanding Class A Units (“Class A PIK
Units”). At the Closing of the Business Combination, holders of Preferred Units sold certain Class A-2 Units and Class A-3 Units to wholly-owned subsidiaries of
Sunlight in exchange for cash and Class A Shares while remaining Class A Unitholders received cash and Class EX Units.
Subordinated Units — Prior to the Business Combination, the Class B Units were a class of equity units subordinate to Class A Units with regard to liquidation,
and Sunlight’s payment of the preferred return to the Class A Units, in Class A PIK Units, diluted Class B Units’ interests in Sunlight’s equity. No Class B Units
were issued, redeemed, or cancelled during the period January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021 or the year ended December 31, 2020. At the Closing of the
Business Combination, holders of Class B Units exchanged their Class B Units for cash and Class EX Units.
Other Interests — Prior to the Business Combination, Sunlight had issued the following subordinated interests upon conversion of equity-based compensation
awards upon vesting.
Class C Units — Sunlight Financial LLC had issued Class C Units that did not have voting rights or certain other equity-like features, were subordinate to the
Class A Units and Class B Units, and only received distributions from Sunlight Financial LLC’s profits, based on the total number of outstanding units at such
time, after Sunlight Financial LLC distributed the liquidation preference of Class A Units. At the Closing of the Business Combination, which occurred at a price
above the Threshold Equity Value of each equity award, holders of vested Class C Units received cash and Class EX Units. Holders of unvested Class C Units
received awards of Class C Shares, Class EX Units, and cash subject to time vesting.
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LTIP Units — In February 2016, Sunlight Financial LLC established a program pursuant to which it granted units to certain employees in a long-term incentive
plan. In December 2017, Sunlight Financial LLC, at the direction of its board of directors, amended and restated its long-term incentive plan to provide clarity
around certain items and to allow for the issuance of various classes of LTIP Units. All LTIP units issued between February 2018 and the Closing Date of the
Business Combination were economically equivalent to corresponding classes of Class C units. At the Closing of the Business Combination, holders of vested
LTIP Units received cash and Class A Shares. Holders of unvested LTIP Units received awards of Class A Shares and cash subject to time vesting.
Non-Controlling Interests in Consolidated Subsidiaries — These amounts relate to equity interests in Sunlight's consolidated, but not wholly-owned
subsidiaries, which are held by the Class EX unitholders.
The Sunlight Financial LLC portion of non-controlling interests is computed as follows:
Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to December
31, 2021
$
(249,993)
35.0 %
$
(87,528)

Sunlight Financial LLC net income (loss) before income taxes
Sunlight Financial LLC as a percent of total (a)
Sunlight Financial LLC net income (loss) attributable to the Class EX unitholders
a.

Represents the weighted average percentage of total Sunlight shareholders' net income (loss) in Sunlight Financial LLC attributable to the Class EX unitholders.

The following discloses the effects of changes in Sunlight's ownership interest in Sunlight Financial LLC on Sunlight's equity:
Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
Transfers (to) from non-controlling interests:
Increase in Sunlight's shareholders' equity for the delivery of Class EX Units primarily in connection with vested provisionallyvested Class EX Units
Dilution impact of equity transactions
Net income (loss) attributable to Class A shareholders

$

Change from transfers (to) from non-controlling interests and from net income (loss) attributable to Class A shareholders

$

30,379
30,379
(159,556)
(129,177)

Equity-Based Compensation — On June 17, 2021, the board of directors of the Company adopted the Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. 2021 Equity Incentive
Plan (the "Equity Plan") and the Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. Employee Stock Purchase Plan (the “ESPP” and together with the Equity Plan, the “Plans”),
which the Company's stockholders approved on July 8, 2021. Refer to Note 11 for recent activities concerning the Plans.
Sunlight has granted the following outstanding awards (“Compensation Awards”) to certain employees and members of Sunlight’s Board at December 31, 2021:
Service (in Years) (b)
Minimum
Maximum
1.9
3.6
1.9
1.9
1.0
1.0
3.0
4.0

Award Class (a)
Provisionally-Vested Class A Shares
Provisionally-Vested Class EX Units
Director RSUs
Employee RSUs
a.
b.
c.

All awards subject solely to time-based vesting.
At time of grant.
Net of fully vested awards.
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Awards(c)
337,193
974,447
75,000
2,136,129
3,522,769

Compensation Unit Activities — Activities related to Sunlight’s equity-based compensation were as follows:
Successor

July 9, 2021 (Successor)
Issued
Vested
Forfeited or Cancelled
December 31, 2021 (Successor)

Provisionally-Vested
RSUs
Class A Shares
Class EX Units
Directors
Employees
Per
Share
Shares
Per Unit
Units
Per Unit
Units
Per Unit
Units
$
—
— $
—
— $
—
— $
—
—
9.46
512,227
9.46
1,379,401
9.46
75,000
9.00
2,285,417
9.46
(78,296)
9.46
(355,596)
—
—
—
—
9.46
(96,738)
9.46
(49,358)
—
—
9.46
(149,288)
337,193
974,447
75,000
2,136,129
9.46
9.46
9.46
8.97

Predecessor
Class C
LTIP
Units
Per Unit
Units
237,318 $ 19.54
64,046
1,205
23.62
14,678
(1,095)
40.19
(1,607)
(3,025)
17.36
(3,613)
—
18.61
(2,444)
234,403
71,060
14.51
20.06

Per Unit
$ 14.45
23.62
20.11
11.12
—

December 31, 2019 (Predecessor)
Issued
Converted to Class C-1 Units
Converted to Class C-2 Units
Forfeited
December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
Converted to Class C-1 Units
Converted to Class C-2 Units

$

July 9, 2021 (Predecessor)

14.51
16.19
11.12
14.53

234,403 $
(181)
(1,513)
232,709

20.06
18.96
15.64
20.14

71,060
(377)
(1,285)
69,398

Unrecognized Compensation Expense — At December 31, 2021, Sunlight has not yet recognized compensation expense for the following awards, all of which
are subject solely to time-based service vesting conditions:
Type
Provisionally-Vested Class A Shares
Provisionally-Vested Class EX Units
Director RSUs
Employee RSUs

Weighted Average Recognition
Period
1.2 years
0.7 years
0.3 years
1.6 years

Awards
337,193
974,447
75,000
2,136,129
3,522,769

Amount
$

$

3,101
9,218
367
16,641
29,327

Refer to Notes 2 and 7 regarding the accounting treatment for compensation units and the valuation thereof.
Earnings (Loss) Per Share — Sunlight is required to present both basic and diluted earnings per share (“EPS”). Basic EPS is calculated by dividing net
income by the weighted average number of shares of common stock outstanding. Diluted EPS is computed by dividing net income by the weighted average
number of shares of common stock outstanding plus the additional dilutive effect, if any, of common stock equivalents during each period. Sunlight does not
present earnings per unit of Sunlight Financial LLC, Sunlight’s accounting predecessor, for periods prior to the Business Combination.
Sunlight’s potentially dilutive equity instruments fall primarily into two general categories: (i) instruments that Sunlight has issued as part of its compensation
plan, and (ii) ownership interests in Sunlight’s subsidiary, Sunlight Financial LLC, that are owned by the Class EX unitholders (except the RSUs) and are
convertible into Class A shares. Based on the rules for calculating earnings per share, there are two general ways to measure dilution for a given instrument: (a)
calculate the net number of shares that would be issued assuming any related proceeds are used to buy back outstanding shares (the treasury stock method),
or (b) assume the gross number of shares are issued and calculate any related effects on net income available for shareholders (the if-converted and two-class
methods). Sunlight has applied these methods as prescribed by the rules to each of its outstanding equity instruments as shown below.
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The following table summarizes the basic and diluted earnings per share calculations:
Successor
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
Net Income (Loss) Per Class A Shareholders, Basic
Net income (loss) available to Class A shareholders

$
$

Net Income (Loss) Per Class A Shareholders, Basic
Net Income (Loss) Per Class A Shareholders, Diluted
Net income (loss) available to Class A shareholders

$

Net Income (Loss) Per Class A Shareholders, Diluted
Net income (loss) available to Class A shareholders
Net Income (Loss)
Noncontrolling interests in loss of consolidated subsidiaries
Other weighting adjustments
Net Income (Loss) Attributable to Class A Shareholders
Noncontrolling interests in income (loss) of Sunlight Financial LLC, net of assumed corporate income taxes at enacted rates,
attributable to Class EX units exchangeable into Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. Class A shares(a)

(158,573)

$

(1.87)

$

(247,084)
87,528
983
(158,573)

$

Net income (loss) available to Class A shareholders, diluted
Weighted Average Units Outstanding
Class A shares outstanding
Class EX units exchangeable into Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. Class A shares
Incremental Class A Shares attributable to dilutive effect of warrants (b)
Total weighted average shares outstanding, diluted

b.

(1.87)

84,824,109

Total weighted average shares outstanding

a.

(158,573)
84,824,109

Total weighted average shares outstanding

(a)

—
(158,573)

84,824,109
—
—
84,824,109

The Class EX Units not held by Sunlight (that is, those held by noncontrolling interests) are exchangeable into Class A Shares on a one-to-one basis. These units are not included in
the computation of basic earnings per share. These units enter into the computation of diluted net income (loss) per Class A share when the effect is dilutive using the if-converted
method. To the extent charges, particularly tax related charges, are incurred by Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., the effect may be anti-dilutive.
Sunlight uses the treasury stock method to determine the dilutive effect, if any, of warrants exercisable in Sunlight’s Class A Shares. Such warrants were out-of-the-money during the
Successor period.

The Class C Shares have no net income (loss) per share as they do not participate in Sunlight’s earnings (losses) or distributions. Sunlight determined the
presentation of earnings per unit during the predecessor periods is not meaningful. Therefore, the earnings per unit information has not been presented for the
predecessor periods.
The following table summarizes the weighted-average potential common shares excluded from diluted loss per common share as their effect would be antidilutive:
Successor
For the Period July 10,
2021 to December 31,
Common Shares From
2021
Class EX Units
46,354,679
Warrants(a)
27,150,000
Other warrants
627,780
Unvested Class EX Units
1,240,776
RSUs(b)
2,085,501
77,458,736
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a.
b.

Includes Public Warrants and Private Placement Warrants.
Includes RSUs awards to directors and employees.

There were no dividends declared for Sunlight’s Class A common stock during the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021.

Note 7. Fair Value Measurement
The carrying values and fair values of Sunlight’s assets and liabilities recorded at fair value on a recurring or non-recurring basis, as well as other financial
instruments for which fair value is disclosed, at December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020 were as follows:
Principal
Balance or
Notional
Amount
December 31, 2021 (Successor)
Assets:
Financing Receivables:
Loan participations, held-for-investment
Loans, held-for-investment
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Contract derivatives
Liabilities:
Debt
Warrants
Guarantee obligation

$

4,584
291
91,882
2,018
76,770

Carrying
Value

$

4,051
262
91,882
2,018
1,411

Fair Value
Level 2
Level 3

Level 1

$

—
—
91,882
2,018
—

$

—
—
—
—
—

$

4,260
250
—
—
1,411

Total

$

4,260
250
91,882
2,018
1,411

20,613
312,225
n.a.

20,613
19,007
418

—
—
—

—
—
—

20,613
19,007
418

20,613
19,007
418

December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
Assets:
Financing Receivables:
Loan participations, held-for-investment
Loans, held-for-investment
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Contract derivatives

5,997
354
49,583
3,122
59,770

5,029
304
49,583
3,122
1,435

—
—
49,583
3,122
—

—
—
—
—
—

5,140
310
—
—
1,435

5,140
310
49,583
3,122
1,435

Liabilities:
Debt
Warrants
Guarantee obligation

14,625
4,700
n.a.

14,625
5,643
839

—
—
—

—
—
—

14,625
5,643
839

14,625
5,643
839

Fair value measurements categorized within Level 3 are sensitive to changes in the assumptions or methodology used to determine fair value and such
changes could result in a significant increase or decrease in the fair value.
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Sunlight’s assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis using Level 3 inputs changed as follows:
Assets
Contract
Derivatives
1,435

Liabilities

December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)
Transfers(a)
Transfers to Level 3
Transfers from Level 3
Gains (losses) included in net income (b)
Included in change in fair value of warrant liabilities
Included in change in fair value of contract derivatives, net
Included in realized gains on contract derivatives, net
Payments, net
July 9, 2021 (Predecessor)
Transfers(a)
Transfers to Level 3
Transfers from Level 3
Gains (losses) included in net income (b)
Included in change in fair value of warrant liabilities
Included in change in fair value of contract derivatives, net
Included in realized gains on contract derivatives, net
Payments, net

$

$

December 31, 2021 (Successor)

$

—
638
2,866
(2,866)
1,411 $

December 31, 2019 (Predecessor)
Transfers(a)
Transfers to Level 3
Transfers from Level 3
Gains (losses) included in net income (b)
Included in change in fair value of warrant liabilities
Included in change in fair value of contract derivatives, net
Included in realized gains on contract derivatives, net
Payments, net

$

—

December 31, 2020 (Predecessor)

$

—
—

Warrants
5,643
41,591
(11,148)

—
(662)
2,992
(2,992)
773

5,504
—
—
—
41,590

—
—

—
—

$

—
—
—
1,435
103
(103)
1,435 $

(22,583)
—
—
—
19,007
133
—
—
5,510
—
—
—
5,643

a. Transfers are assumed to occur at the beginning of the respective period, except transfers that occurred at the Closing Date of the Business Combination.
b.

Changes in the fair value of liabilities shown as losses included in net income.

Contract Derivative Valuation — Fair value estimates of Sunlight's contract derivatives are based on an internal pricing model that uses a discounted cash
flow valuation technique, incorporates significant unobservable inputs, and includes assumptions that are inherently subjective and imprecise. Significant inputs
used in the valuation of Sunlight’s contract derivatives include:
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Contract
Derivative
1
2

Significant Inputs
Inputs include expected cash flows from the financing and sale of applicable Indirect Channel Loans and discount rates that
market participants would expect for the Indirect Channel Loans. Significant increases (decreases) in the discount rates in
isolation would result in a significantly lower (higher) fair value measurement.
Inputs include expected prepayment rate of applicable Indirect Channel Loans sold to the Indirect Channel Loan Purchaser.
Significant increases (decreases) in the expected prepayment rate in isolation would result in a significantly higher (lower) fair
value measurement.

The following significant assumptions were used to value Sunlight’s contract derivative:
Successor
December 31, 2021
Contract Derivative 1
Discount rate
Weighted average life (in years)
Contract Derivative 2
Expected prepayment rate

10.0 %
0.2
75.0 %

Predecessor
December 31, 2020
8.1

%
0.3
n.a.

Compensation Unit and Warrant Valuation — Sunlight uses the observed market price of its publicly-traded Class A common shares and the warrants
thereon to measure the value of RSU awards on the grant date and the value of Public Warrants, respectively. For Private Placement Warrants, Sunlight uses
an independent third-party valuation firm to value those warrants using a Monte Carlo option pricing model, which includes the following estimates of underlying
asset value, volatility, dividend rates, expiration dates, and risk-free rates:
Successor
Assumption
December 31, 2021
Class A common share value per share (a)
$
4.78
Implied volatility (a)
48.0 %
Dividend yield (b)
— %
Time to expiry (in years) (a)
4.5
Risk free rate(a)
1.2 %
a.
b.

Significant increases in these assumptions in isolation would result in a higher fair value measurement.
Significant increases in these assumptions in isolation would result in a lower fair value measurement.

Predecessor
To determine the fair value of warrants at December 31, 2020 and the grant-date value of each Class C Unit and LTIP Unit granted prior to the Business
Combination during the periods January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021 and the year ended December 31, 2020, an independent third-party valuation firm (a)
used an income valuation approach to determine the fair value of Sunlight’s equity on a quarterly basis and (b) allocated that fair value to each class of interest
in Sunlight’s equity and warrants thereon on a per unit basis using an option pricing method. Sunlight determined the grant-date fair value of an award using the
value at the quarter-end closest to the grant date of the award. Significant increases (decreases) in the cost of equity, volatility, tax rate, and equity term in
isolation would result in a significantly lower (higher) fair value measurement. The following significant assumptions were used to value Sunlight’s equity and
warrants thereon, on a weighted-average basis:
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Predecessor
December 31, 2020
22.5 %
46.0 %
26.0 %
3.0

Assumption
Cost of equity
Volatility
Tax rate
Term (in years)

At December 31, 2020, Sunlight applied a hybrid probability-weighted expected return valuation method, which incorporated two scenarios: (a) a scenario using
a market valuation approach that assumed Sunlight completed the Business Combination and (b) a remain private scenario that used the aforementioned
income valuation approach.
Goodwill — As part of its annual goodwill impairment test, Sunlight valued its single reporting unit using an equal-weighted valuation methodology, which
incorporated (a) an income approach using a discounted cash flow analysis and (b) a market approach using publicly-traded companies similar to Sunlight.
Note 8. Taxes
During the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021, the significant components of income tax expense consisted of the following:
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
$
(250,588)

Net Income (Loss) Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expense (Benefit)
Current
Federal
State and local

$

Deferred
Federal
State and local

1,708
312
2,020
(4,603)
(921)
(5,524)

Total
Federal
State and local
$

(2,895)
(609)
(3,504)

Total loss before taxes is $ 250.6 million The total current federal and state income tax expense is $ 2.0 million with a total deferred federal and state income tax
benefit of $5.5 million, for a total tax benefit of $ 3.5 million.
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During the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021, Sunlight’s effective income tax rate varied from the U.S. statutory tax rate that was in effect during
the period as follows:

Net Income (Loss) Before Income Taxes

For the Period July 10, 2021 to December
31, 2021
$
(250,588)

Statutory U.S Income Tax Rate
Income tax expense (benefit), at statutory U.S. federal rate

$

(52,623)

$

(674)
30,658
(3,081)
18,390
3,662
164
(3,504)

21.0 %

State and local taxes
Goodwill impairment
Change in fair value of warrant liabilities
Noncontrolling interests in loss of consolidated subsidiaries
Business Combination compensation expense
Other
Income tax expense (benefit)

21.0 %
0.3
(12.2)
1.2
(7.3)
(1.5)
(0.1)
1.4

Sunlight’s effective income tax rate during the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021 is 1.4%. The difference between Sunlight’s statutory and
effective tax rate is primarily due to the permanent adjustments for goodwill impairment of $30.7 million, changes in the value of warrant liabilities of $ 3.1 million
and noncontrolling interest in subsidiaries of $18.4 million.
Deferred income taxes are recognized for the future tax consequences of temporary differences between the financial statement and tax basis of assets and
liabilities. The tax effect of temporary differences that give rise to a significant portion of the deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are as follows:
For the Period July
10, 2021 to
December 31, 2021
Deferred tax liabilities
Investment in Sunlight Financial LLC
(36,686)
$
(36,686)
Deferred tax asset (liability), net
At December 31, 2021, Sunlight had deferred tax liabilities of $ 36.7 million, of which the most significant deferred tax liability is depreciation and amortization of
$35.4 million.
Sunlight recognizes tax benefits for uncertain tax positions only if it is more likely than not that the position is sustainable based on its technical merits. Interest
and penalties on uncertain tax positions are included as a component of the provision for income taxes in Sunlight's Consolidated Statements of Operations. As
of December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, Sunlight did not have any material uncertain tax positions. Any uncertain tax position taken by any of the Class
EX unitholders is not an uncertain tax position of Sunlight Financial LLC.
Tax Receivable Agreement — Sunlight entered into a Tax Receivable Agreement (“TRA”) with selling equity holders of Sunlight Financial LLC that requires
Sunlight to pay 85.0% of the tax savings that are realized primarily as a result of increases in Sunlight Financial LLC managing member’s tax basis in the
partnership’s assets as a result of the sale and exchange of Sunlight Financial LLC’s Class EX units and Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.’s Class C shares for
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.’s Class A shares, as well as certain other tax benefits related to tax benefits attributable to payments under the TRA. Sunlight
retains the benefit of the remaining 15.0% of these tax savings.
The Business Combination did not create a TRA liability, and Sunlight has not recognized a TRA liability through December 31, 2021, as there were no
exchanges of Sunlight Financial LLC’s partnership equity held by members prior to the Business Combination for interests in Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.
subject to the TRA.
Note 9. Transactions with Affiliates and Affiliated Entities
Sunlight has entered into agreements with the following affiliates, including equity members and those serve on Sunlight’s board of directors.
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Founder Shares — In August 2020, 11,500,000 shares of the Spartan’s Class B common stock, par value $ 0.0001 per share (“Class B common stock” or
“Founder Shares”) were issued to the Sponsor in exchange for the payment of $25,000 of certain offering costs on behalf of the Company, or approximately
$0.002 per share. In October 2020, the Sponsor transferred 50,000 Founder Shares to each of the two independent director nominees at their original purchase
price. In November 2020, the Sponsor returned to the Company at no cost an aggregate of 4,312,500 Founder Shares, which the Company cancelled. Also in
November 2020, the Company effected a stock dividend on the Class B common stock (which receipt of such dividends was waived by the independent director
nominees), resulting in an aggregate of 8,625,000 shares of Class B common stock outstanding. All shares and associated amounts had been retroactively
restated to reflect the share surrender and the stock dividend. Of the 8,625,000 Founder Shares outstanding, up to 1,125,000 shares were subject to forfeiture
to the extent that the over-allotment option was not exercised by the underwriters, so that the Founder Shares would represent 20.0% of the Company’s issued
and outstanding shares after the Initial Public Offering. On November 30, 2020, the underwriters fully exercised the over-allotment option; thus, these
1,125,000 shares were no longer subject to forfeiture.
The holders of the Founders Shares agreed, subject to limited exceptions, not to transfer, assign or sell any of their Founder Shares until the earlier to occur of:
(A) one year after the completion of the Business Combination or (B) subsequent to the Business Combination, (x) if the reported last sale price of the
Company’s Class A common stock equals or exceeds $ 12.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the
like) for any 20 trading days within any 30-trading day period commencing at least 150 days after the Business Combination, or (y) the date on which the
Company completes a liquidation, merger, capital stock exchange, reorganization or other similar transaction that results in all of the Company’s stockholders
having the right to exchange their shares of common stock for cash, securities or other property.
Private Placement Warrants — Simultaneously with the closing of the Initial Public Offering, the Company consummated the Private Placement of 9,900,000
Private Placement Warrants, at a price of $1.00 per Private Placement Warrant to the Sponsor, generating proceeds of $ 9.9 million.
Each whole Private Placement Warrant is exercisable for one whole share of the Company’s Class A common stock at a price of $ 11.50 per share. A portion of
the purchase price of the Private Placement Warrants was added to the proceeds from the Initial Public Offering held in the Trust Account. The Private
Placement Warrants will be non-redeemable and exercisable on a cashless basis so long as they are held by the Sponsor or its permitted transferees.
Related Party Loans — On August 17, 2020, the Sponsor agreed to loan Spartan an aggregate of up to $ 300,000 to cover expenses related to the Initial Public
Offering pursuant to an unsecured promissory note (the “Note”). This Note was non-interest bearing and payable upon the closing date of the Initial Public
Offering. As of November 30, 2020, the Company borrowed approximately $235,000 under the Note. The Company fully repaid the Note on December 3, 2020.
Subsequent to the repayment, the facility was no longer available to the Company.
In addition, in order to finance transaction costs in connection with the Business Combination, the Sponsor or an affiliate of the Sponsor, or certain of the
Company’s officers and directors may, but are not obligated to, loan the Company funds as may be required. The Company had no such borrowings upon
closing of the Business Combination, at which time such loans from the Sponsor are no longer available to the Company.
Administrative Support Agreement — Commencing on the date the Units were first listed on the NYSE, the Company has agreed to pay the Sponsor a total
of $10,000 per month for office space, utilities and secretarial and administrative support. The Company paid the Sponsor $ 60,000 for such services during the
period of January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021. Upon closing of the Business Combination, the Administrative Support Agreement was terminated.
FTV Management V, LLC (“FTV”) — In May 2018, Sunlight entered into a management agreement with FTV. Under the terms of the agreement, FTV
provided strategic financial services to Sunlight in exchange for a management fee of $50,000 per calendar quarter. This management agreement terminated
upon closing of the Business Combination.
Hudson SL Portfolio Holdings LLC (“HSPH”) — In February 2018, Sunlight entered into an administrative services agreement with HSPH, indirectly owned
by members of Sunlight and SL Investor III LLC, where Sunlight agreed to provide certain services to Solar Loan Management LLC, an affiliate of Hudson
Sustainable Investment Management, LLC and HSPH. These services generally include special servicing administration, ongoing accounting work, all
calculations related to the purchase and financing of certain Loans under the forward flow agreement and the senior financing, and other services that would be
expected of the sponsor of a securitized pool of loans. During the year ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, Sunlight was paid $0.2 million and $ 0.2 million,
respectively, for such services. Upon
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departure of the former member of Sunlight’s board of directors upon closing of the Business Combination, Sunlight no longer considers HSPH a related party.
Tiger Infrastructure Partners (“Tiger”) — In September 2015, Sunlight entered into a management agreement with Tiger. Under the terms of the agreement,
Sunlight pays Tiger a management fee of $50,000 per calendar quarter for strategic financial services provided by Tiger to Sunlight. In addition to the
management fee, Sunlight reimbursed $0.4 million and $ 0.0 million during the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively.This management
agreement terminated upon closing of the Business Combination.
Financing Program Agreement — In May 2018, Sunlight entered into a financing program agreement with Lumina Solar, Inc. (“Lumina”), pursuant to which
Sunlight facilitates financing for consumers that purchase residential solar energy power systems from Lumina. A former member of Sunlight’s board of directors
and a former officer of Sunlight are stockholders of, and actively involved in the management of, Lumina. Sunlight received approximately $0.2 million and $ 0.3
million in revenue for the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021 and the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively. Upon departure of the former
member of Sunlight’s board of directors upon closing of the Business Combination, Sunlight no longer considers Lumina a related party.
Estimated Tax Distributions — Sunlight Financial LLC distributes cash to its unitholders using allocations of estimated taxable income it expects to generate.
As Sunlight revises its estimate of taxable income or loss, the allocation of taxable income to its unitholders may change, resulting in amounts due to, or from,
certain unitholders. At December 31, 2021 and 2020, Sunlight declared distributions of $ 0.0 million and $7.5 million, respectively, that it had not yet paid, shown
as “Distributions Payable” in the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets. Sunlight paid estimated tax distributions of $7.5 million and $2.0 million during
the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively.
Note 10. Commitments and Contingencies
Sunlight was subject to the following commitments and contingencies at December 31, 2021.
Litigation — From time to time, Sunlight may be involved in various claims and legal actions arising in the ordinary course of business. Sunlight establishes an
accrued liability for legal proceedings only when those matters present loss contingencies that are both probable and reasonably estimable.
At December 31, 2021, Sunlight was not involved in any material legal proceedings regarding claims or legal actions against Sunlight.
Indemnifications — In the normal course of business, Sunlight enters into contracts that contain a variety of representations and warranties and that provide
general indemnifications. Sunlight’s maximum exposure under these arrangements is unknown as this would involve future claims that may be made against
Sunlight that have not yet occurred. However, based on Sunlight’s experience, Sunlight expects the risk of material loss to be remote.
Advances — Sunlight provides a contractually agreed upon percentage of cash to a contractor related to a Loan that has not yet been funded by either a Direct
Channel Partner or its Bank Partner as well as amounts funded to contractors in anticipation of loan funding. At December 31, 2021, Sunlight has committed to
advance up to $230.6 million for unfunded, approved Loans submitted by eligible contractors and other contingently committed amounts, of which Sunlight
advanced $67.1 million included in “Advances” in the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets.
Funding Commitments — Pursuant to Sunlight’s contractual arrangements with contractors, Direct Channel Partners, and Bank Partner, the funding source
periodically remits to Sunlight the cash related to Loans it has originated. Sunlight has committed to funding such amounts to the relevant contractor when
certain milestones have been reached relating to the installation of residential solar system, or other home improvement equipment, underlying the consumer
receivable. Any amounts retained by Sunlight in anticipation of an installation milestone being reached are included in “Funding Commitments” in the
accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets, totaling $22.7 million at December 31, 2021.
Loan Guarantees — Sunlight is required to guarantee the performance of certain Indirect Channel Loans, which it is required to repurchase in the event
Sunlight is unable to facilitate the sale of such loans, and certain Direct Channel Loans. Upon repurchase, Sunlight may attempt to recover any contractual
amounts owed by the borrower or from the contractor (in the event of a contractor’s nonperformance). Sunlight repurchased and wrote off 20 loans, totaling $ 0.4
million, for the period July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021 as well as 60 and 49 loans, totaling $ 1.3 million and $ 1.1 million, for the period January 1, 2021
through July 9, 2021 and the year ended December 31, 2020, respectively, associated with these guarantees. At December 31, 2021, the maximum potential
amount of undiscounted future
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payments Sunlight could be required to make under these guarantees totaled $ 52.8 million, and Sunlight recorded a $ 0.4 million liability presented within “Other
Liabilities” in the accompanying Consolidated Balance Sheets. At December 31, 2021, the unpaid principal balance of loans, net of applicable discounts, for
guaranteed loans held by Sunlight’s Bank Partner and certain Direct Channel Partners that were delinquent more than 90 days was $0.1 million.
Tax Receivable Agreement — If Sunlight were to exercise its right to terminate the TRA or certain other acceleration events occur, Sunlight would be required
to make immediate cash payments. Such cash payments will be equal to the present value of the assumed future realized tax benefits based on a set of
assumptions and using an agreed upon discount rate, as defined in the TRA. The early termination payment may be made significantly in advance of the actual
realization, if any, of those future tax benefits. Such payments will be calculated based on certain assumptions, including that Sunlight expects to have sufficient
taxable income to utilize the full amount of any tax benefits subject to the TRA over the period specified therein. The payments that Sunlight would be required
to make will generally reduce the amount of the overall cash flow that might have otherwise been available, but Sunlight expects the cash tax savings it would
realize from the utilization of the related tax benefits will exceed the amount of any required payments.
Sunlight Rewards™ Program — Sunlight Rewards™ allows solar salespeople to earn points for selling Sunlight-facilitated loans. These individuals can gain
“status” for their own overall loyalty, track their points, and choose to redeem points for quality awards. If all points earned under the Sunlight Rewards™
Program were redeemed at December 31, 2021, Sunlight would pay $3.0 million, and Sunlight recorded a liability of $ 1.8 million.
Non-Cancelable Operating Leases — Sunlight's non-cancelable operating leases consist of office space leases. Certain lease agreements include rent
concessions and leasehold improvement incentives. In addition to base rentals, certain lease agreements are subject to escalation provisions and rent expense
is recognized on a straight‑line basis over the term of the lease agreement.
At December 31, 2021, the approximate aggregate annual minimum future lease payments required on the operating leases are as follows:
2022
$
2023
2024
2025
2026
Thereafter
$

1,348
1,510
1,553
1,746
1,790
4,856
12,803

During the periods July 10, 2021 through December 31, 2021 and January 1, 2021 through July 9, 2021, total lease expense was $ 0.7 million and $ 0.9 million,
respectively, of which Sunlight accrued $ 0.1 million not yet paid at December 31, 2021. During the year ended December 31, 2020, total lease expense was
$1.1 million, which Sunlight paid in full.
Note 11. Subsequent Events
The following events occurred subsequent to December 31, 2021 through the issuance date of these Consolidated Financial Statements. Events subsequent to
that date have not been considered in these financial statements.
Other
During the first quarter of 2020, the outbreak of a novel strain of coronavirus (COVID-19) has adversely impacted global commercial activity and contributed to
significant declines and volatility in financial markets. Depending on the severity and duration of the outbreak, the novel coronavirus could present material
uncertainty and risk with respect to the Company, its performance, and its financial results.
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ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
None.
ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
Disclosure Controls and Procedures
The Company’s management, with the participation of the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, has evaluated the effectiveness of
the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures (as such term is defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act) as of the end of the
period covered by this report. The Company’s disclosure controls and procedures are designed to provide reasonable assurance that information is recorded,
processed, summarized and reported accurately and on a timely basis. Based on such evaluation, the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial
Officer have concluded that, as of the end of such period, the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures were effective.
Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
The Company’s Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined by Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d15(f)) for the Company and has designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under their supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Internal control over financial reporting, no matter how well designed, has inherent
limitations. Therefore, even those systems determined to be effective can provide only reasonable assurance with respect to financial statement preparation and
presentation. Further, because of changes in conditions, the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting may vary over time.
As discussed elsewhere in this report, we completed the Business Combination on July 9, 2021. Prior to the Business Combination, Sunlight was a private
company and therefore its controls were not required to be designed or maintained in accordance with Rules 13a-15 and 15d-15 under the Exchange Act. The
design and implementation of internal control over financial reporting for the Company post-Business Combination has required and will continue to require
significant time and resources from management and other personnel. Because of this, the design and ongoing development of our framework for
implementation and evaluation of internal control over financial reporting is in its preliminary stages. As a result, management was unable, without incurring
unreasonable effort or expense to conduct an assessment of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2021. Accordingly, we are
excluding management’s report on internal control over financial reporting pursuant to Section 215.02 of the SEC Division of Corporation Finance’s Regulation
S-K Compliance & Disclosure Interpretations.
Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
Spartan Acquisition Corp. II, a non-operating public shell company and legal acquirer of Sunlight identified a material weakness in its internal control over
financial reporting prior to the Business Combination resulting from improper classification of its warrants. Since the issuance on November 30, 2020, its
warrants were accounted for as equity within its balance sheet. On April 12, 2021, the staff of the SEC (the “SEC Staff”) issued a public statement entitled “Staff
Statement on Accounting and Reporting Considerations for Warrants issued by Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (“SPACs”)” (the “SEC Staff Statement”).
In the SEC Staff Statement, the SEC Staff expressed its view that certain terms and conditions common to SPAC warrants may require the warrants to be
classified as liabilities on the SPAC’s balance sheet as opposed to equity. After discussion and evaluation, taking into consideration the SEC Staff Statement,
management of Spartan Acquisition Corp. II concluded that its warrants should be presented as liabilities with subsequent fair value remeasurement.
At the Company's internal control assessment date, the internal controls of Spartan Acquisition Corp. II no longer exist.
As discussed elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K, Sunlight completed the Business Combination on July 9, 2021 and its management is engaged in
the process of the design and implementation of our internal control over financial reporting in a manner commensurate with the scale of Sunlight's postBusiness Combination operations.
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ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION
None.
ITEM 9C. DISCLOSURE REGARDING FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS THAT PREVENT INSPECTIONS
None.
PART III
ITEM 10. DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Code of Ethics
The Sunlight Board of Directors has adopted a Code of Business Conduct & Ethics (the “Code of Conduct”), effective as of July 9, 2021. The Code of Conduct
applies to all of Sunlight’s employees, officers and directors, as well as all of Sunlight’s contractors, consultants, suppliers and agents in connection with their
work for Sunlight. The Code of Conduct clarifies (i) the types of permitted conduct under such code, including business activities and opportunities and (ii)
procedures for the reporting, oversight and investigation of alleged violations of the Code of Conduct. The full text of Sunlight’s Code of Conduct is posted on
Sunlight’s website at https://sunlightfinancial.com/investors under the Leadership & Governance section. Sunlight intends to disclose future amendments to, or
waivers of, Sunlight’s Code of Conduct, as and to the extent required by SEC regulations, at the same location on Sunlight’s website identified above or in
public filings with the SEC from time to time.
The additional information required by this Item 10 will be set forth in the definitive proxy statement for our 2022 Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the “Proxy
Statement”), including under the headings “Proposal 1 — Election of Directors”, “— Class I Nominees for Election for a Three-Year Term Expiring at the 2025
Annual Meeting”, “Board of Directors and Corporate Governance — Class II Directors Continuing in Office until the 2023 Annual Meeting”, “— Class III Directors
Continuing in Office until the 2024 Annual Meeting”, “— Audit Committee”, “— Corporate Governance]”, “Executive Officers”, and, “Executive Compensation —
Delinquent Section 16(a) Reports”, and is incorporated herein by reference. We intend to file the Proxy Statement with the SEC within 120 days after the fiscal
year end of December 31, 2021.
ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
We incorporate by reference the information responsive to this Item appearing in our Proxy Statement, including under the headings “Executive Compensation
— Fiscal Year 2021 Summary Compensation Table”, “— Narrative Disclosure to Summary Compensation Table”, “— Outstanding Equity Awards at Fiscal Year
2021 Year-End”, and “Board of Directors and Corporate Governance — 2021 Director Compensation Table”.
ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS
We incorporate by reference the information responsive to this Item appearing in our Proxy Statement, including under the heading “Beneficial Ownership of
Securities” and “Executive Compensation — Securities Authorized for Issuance under Equity Compensation Plans”.

ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE
We incorporate by reference the information responsive to this Item appearing in our Proxy Statement, including under the headings “Certain Relationships and
Related Party Transactions”, and “Board of Directors and Corporate Governance — Corporate Governance — Independence of Board of Directors”, “— Audit
Committee”, “— Compensation Committee” and “— Nominating, Governance & ESG Committee”.
ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTANT FEES AND SERVICES
We incorporate by reference the information responsive to this Item appearing in our Proxy Statement, including under the heading “Proposal 2 — Ratification of
Selection of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm — Principal Accountant Fees and Services”, “— Pre-Approval Policies and Procedures”.
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PART IV
ITEM 15. EXHIBITS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
(a) The following documents are filed as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
1. Financial Statements
See Item 8 above.
2. Financial Statement Schedules
Financial statement schedules have been omitted because they are either not required, not applicable, the amounts involved are not material, or the information
required to be presented is included in the Company’s financial statements and related notes.
3. Exhibits:
Exhibit
Number
2.1**

3.1**
3.2**
3.3**
4.1**
4.2**
4.3**
4.4*
10.1** †
10.2** †
10.3**
10.4**
10.5**
10.6**
10.7**
10.8**
10.9**
10.10**
10.11**
10.12**
10.13**
10.14**

Description
Business Combination Agreement, dated as of January 23, 2021, by and among Spartan, the Spartan Subsidiaries, FTV Blocker, Tiger Blocker
and Sunlight (incorporated by reference to Annex A to the Company’s proxy statement/prospectus on Form 424(b)(3) (File No. 333-254589) filed
with the SEC on June 21, 2021).
Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the Commission on July 15, 2021).
Amended and Restated Bylaws of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s Current Report on
Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the Commission on July 15, 2021).
Fifth Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of Sunlight Financial LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.3 to the
Company’s current report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on July 15, 2021).
Warrant Agreement, dated November 24, 2020, between Spartan and Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company, as warrant agent
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to Spartan’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on December 1, 2020).
Warrant to Purchase Units, dated February 27, 2021 between Sunlight Financial LLC and Tech Capital LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2
to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on July 15, 2021).
Amendment No. 1 to Warrant to Purchase Units, dated July 8, 2021 between Sunlight Financial and Tech Capital LLC (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 4.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on July 15, 2021).
Description of Securities.
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.’s 2021 Equity Incentive Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.3 to the Company’s Registration Statement on
Form S-8 (Reg. No. 333-259935), filed with the SEC on October 10, 2021).
Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.’s Employee Stock Purchase Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.4 to the Company’s Registration
Statement on Form S-8 (Reg. No. 333-259935), filed with the SEC on October 10, 2021).
Form of Subscription Agreement (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to Spartan’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with
the SEC on January 25. 2021).
Letter Agreement, dated November 24, 2020, among the Spartan, its officers and directors and the Sponsor (incorporated by reference to Exhibit
10.1 to Spartan’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on December 1, 2020).
Form of Indemnification Agreement (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.7 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333249430) filed with the SEC on October 9, 2020).
Securities Subscription Agreement, dated August 17, 2020 between Spartan and Sponsor (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.5 to Spartan’s
Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333-249430) filed with the SEC on October 9, 2020).
Private Placement Warrants Purchase Agreement, dated November 24, 2020, between Spartan and the Sponsor incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 10.5 to the Spartan’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on December 1, 2020).
Form of Lock-Up Agreement for large shareholders (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.12 to Amendment No. 2 to Spartan’s Registration
Statement on Form S-4 (Reg. No. 333-254589), filed with the SEC on June 1, 2021).
Form of Lock-Up Agreement for small shareholders (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.13 to Amendment No. 2 to Spartan’s Registration
Statement on Form S-4 (Reg. No. 333-254589), filed with the SEC on June 1, 2021).
Form of Lock-Up Agreement for Sunlight Executives (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.14 Amendment No. 2 to Spartan’s Registration
Statement on Form S-4 (Reg. No. 333-254589), filed with the SEC on June 1, 2021).
Founders Stock Agreement, dated January 23, 2021 by and between Spartan, the Sponsor and the initial stockholders (incorporated by reference
to Exhibit 10.1 to Spartan’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on December 1, 2020).
Letter Agreement Amendment, dated January 23, 2021 among Spartan, its officers and directors and the Sponsor (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 10.2 to the Spartan’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on December 1, 2020).
Tax Receivable Agreement by and among the Company, the TRA Holders and the Agent (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.13 to the
Company’s Current Report Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on July 15, 2021.
Indemnity Agreement, dated January 23, 2021, among Spartan, the Blockers, FTV Blocker Holder, the Spartan Subsidiaries and Sunlight
(incorporated by reference to as Exhibit 10.16 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on March
22, 2021).
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10.15**
10.16**
10.17**
10.18**
10.19**
10.20**

10.21**
10.22**
10.23**
10.24**
10.25**
10.26**
10.27**
10.28**
10.29**
10.30**
10.31**†
10.32**†
10.33**†
10.34**†
10.35**
10.36**
10.37**
10.38*
10.39*
10.40*

Company Support Agreement, dated January 23, 2021, among Spartan, the Spartan Subsidiaries, the Blockers and Sunlight (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.17 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589), filed with the SEC on March 22, 2021).
Investor Rights Agreement, dated July 9, 2021, by and among the Company, and certain stockholders and equityholders of the Company
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.16 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on July 15,
2021).
Amended and Restated Loan Sale Agreement, dated as of February 12, 2018, by and between Cross River Bank and Sunlight Financial LLC
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.19 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with
the SEC on May 12, 2021).
First Amendment to Amended and Restated Loan Sale Agreement, dated as of August 28, 2019, by and between Cross River Bank and Sunlight
Financial LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.20 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Seventh Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement and Second Amendment to Amended and Restated Loan Sale
Agreement, dated as of June 3, 2020, by and between Cross River Bank and Sunlight Financial LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.21 to
Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Omnibus Waiver and Tenth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement and Waiver and Third Amendment to Amended
and Restated Loan Sale Agreement, dated January 28, 2021, by and between Cross River Bank and Sunlight Financial LLC (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.22 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May
12, 2021).
First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated as of February 12, 2018, by and between Cross River Bank and Sunlight Financial
LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.23 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed
with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Third Amendment to Residential Solar Energy Loan Program Agreement, undated, by and between Cross River Bank and Sunlight Financial LLC
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.24 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with
the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Fee Letter to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, as amended, dated February 18, 2020 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit
10.25 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Fee Letter to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, as amended, dated June 18, 2018 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit
10.26 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Fourth Amendment to Loan Program Agreement, dated March 8, 2019, by and between Cross River Bank and Sunlight (incorporated by reference
to Exhibit 10.27 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Fifth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated December 1, 2019, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.28 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No.
333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Sixth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated March 31, 2020, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.29 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No.
333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Eighth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated January 5, 2021, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.31 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No.
333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Ninth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated February 17, 2021, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.32 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No.
333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Loan and Security Agreement, dated as of April 26, 2021, between Sunlight Financial LLC and Silicon Valley Bank (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 10.34 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Form of Employment Agreement (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.35 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4
(File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Employment Agreement, effective as of July 9, 2021, by and between Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. and Matthew Potere (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.10 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on November 15 ,2021).
Employment Agreement, effective as of July 9, 2021, by and between Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. and Barry Edinburg (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.11 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on November 15, 2021).
Employment Agreement, effective as of July 9, 2021, by and between Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. and Timothy Parsons (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.12 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on November 15 ,2021).
Form of Restrictive Covenants Agreement (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.36 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on
Form S-4 (File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Form of Indemnity Agreement for Sunlight Executives (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.14 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10Q (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on November 15, 2021).
Form of Day 1 RSU Agreement (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.37 to Amendment No. 1 to Spartan’s Registration Statement on Form S-4
(File No. 333-254589) filed with the SEC on May 12, 2021).
Eleventh Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated March 30, 2021, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC.
Twelfth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated June 14, 2021, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC.
Thirteenth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated August 3, 2021, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC.
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10.41*
10.42*
10.43*
16.1**
21.1*
23.1*
31.1*
31.2*
32.1*
32.2*
101

104

Fourteenth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement, dated September 3, 2021, by and between Cross River Bank and
Sunlight Financial LLC.
First Amendment to Loan and Security Agreement, dated August 27, 2021, by and between Sunlight Financial LLC and Silicon Valley Bank.
Second Amendment to Loan and Security Agreement, dated November 19, 2021, by and between Sunlight Financial LLC and Silicon Valley Bank.
Letter from WithumSmith+Brown, PC to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission dated July 15, 2021(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 16.1
to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K (File No. 001-39739) filed with the SEC on July 15, 2021).
List of Subsidiaries.
Consent of RSM US LLP.
Certification of Chief Executive Officer of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as adopted pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Certification of Chief Financial Officer of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as adopted pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Certification of Chief Executive Officer of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted pursuant to the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002.
Certification of Chief Financial Officer of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted pursuant to the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002.
The following materials from Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021, formatted in
XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language); (i) Consolidated Balance Sheets, (ii) Consolidated Statements of Operations, (iii) Consolidated
Statements of Changes in Equity, (iv) Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, and (v) Notes to Financial Statements.
Cover Page Interactive Data File (formatted as Inline XBRL and contained in Exhibit 101).

* Filed herewith.
** Incorporated by reference to prior filing.
† Indicates management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.

ITEM 16. FORM 10-K SUMMARY
Not applicable.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this Annual Report on Form 10-K to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized.
SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL HOLDINGS INC.
By:

/s/ Matthew Potere
Matthew Potere
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
March 29, 2022

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, this Annual Report on Form 10-K has been signed below by the following
persons on behalf of the Registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
Signature
/s/ Matthew Potere
Matthew Potere
/s/ Barry Edinburg
Barry Edinburg
/s/ William B. Miller
William B. Miller
/s/ Brad Bernstein
Brad Bernstein
/s/ Jeanette Gorgas
Jeanette Gorgas
/s/ Emil W. Henry, Jr.
Emil W. Henry, Jr.
/s/ Toan Huynh
Toan Huynh
/s/ Jennifer D. Nordquist
Jennifer D. Nordquist
/s/ Philip Ryan
Philip Ryan
/s/ Kenneth Shea
Kenneth Shea
/s/ Joshua Siegel
Joshua Siegel

Title

Date

Chief Executive Officer and Director
(Principal Executive Officer)

March 29, 2022

Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

March 29, 2022

Principal Accounting Officer
(Principal Accounting Officer)

March 29, 2022

Director

March 29, 2022

Director

March 29, 2022

Chairman of the Board

March 29, 2022

Director

March 29, 2022

Director

March 29, 2022

Director

March 29, 2022

Director

March 29, 2022

Director

March 29, 2022
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Exhibit 4.4 DESCRIPTION OF SECURITIES The following summary of the material terms of the capital stock of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. (“Sunlight”) is not intended to be a complete summary of the rights and preferences of such securities. We urgeyou to read our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation (“Second A&R Charter”) in itsentirety for a complete description of the rights and preferences of our capital stock and the warrant agreement dated November 24, 2020 (the “warrant agreement”) and form of warrant for a description of the terms of the public and private placement warrants, which are filed or incorporated by reference as exhibits to the AnnualReport on Form 10-K of which this exhibit is a part. Unless the context requires otherwise, all references to “we”, “us,” “our,” the “Company” and “Sunlight” in this section refer solely to Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. and not to our subsidiaries. GeneralOn July 9, 2021 (the “Closing Date”), the Company consummated the transactions contemplated by that certainBusiness Combination Agreement (the “Business Combination Agreement”), dated as of January 23, 2021, by and among Spartan Acquisition Corp. II, a Delaware corporation incorporated on August 17, 2020 as a publicly-traded special purpose acquisition company sponsored by funds managed by an affiliate of Apollo Global Management, Inc. (the “Sponsor”) and formed for the purpose of effecting a merger, capital stock exchange, asset acquisition, stock purchase, reorganization or similar business combination with one or more businesses (“Spartan”), Sunlight Financial LLC and the Spartan Subsidiaries, FTV Blocker and Tiger Blocker (each as defined in the Business Combination Agreement). On the Closing Date, Spartan changed its name to “Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.” and Sunlight Financial LLC became the operating subsidiary of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., organized in an “Up-C” structure (the “Business Combination”).Authorized and Outstanding Stock The Second A&R Charter provides for authorized shares of all classes of capital stock in the aggregate amount of 500,000,000 shares, consisting of 465,000,000 shares of common stock, including 420,000,000 shares of Class A Common Stock, par value $0.0001 per share (“Class A Common Stock”), 20,000,000 shares of Class B Common Stock, par value $0.0001 per share (“Class B Common Stock” or “Founder Shares”), and 65,000,000 shares of Class C Common Stock, par value $0.0001 per share (“Class C Common Stock” and together with the Class A Common
Stock, the “Common Stock”), and 35,000,000 shares of Preferred Stock, par value $0.0001per share (“Preferred Stock”); the Second A&R Charter specifies the rights of the Class C Common Stock in order to provide for our “Up-C” structure. As of March 22, 2022, there were 84,803,687 shares of Class ACommon Stock outstanding, 0 shares of Class B Common Stock outstanding and 47,595,455 shares of Class C Common Stock outstanding. Voting Power Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Second A&R Charter or required by applicable law, eachholder of Common Stock has the right to one vote per share of Common Stock held of record by such holder; provided, however, that, except as otherwise required by law, holders of Common Stock are not entitled to voteon any amendment to the Second A&R Charter (including any certificate of designation relating to any series of Preferred Stock) that relates solely to the terms of one or more outstanding series of Preferred Stock if the holders of such affected series are entitled, either separately or together as a class with the holders of one or more other such series, to vote thereon pursuant to the Second A&R Charter (including any certificate of designation relating to any series of Preferred Stock).DividendsSubject to applicable law and the rights, if any, of the holders of one or more outstanding series of Preferred Stock, holders of shares of Class A Common Stock are entitled to receive such dividends and distributions incash, stock or otherwise as may be declared thereon by the Board of Directors of Sunlight (the “Board”) in its discretion from time to time out of funds of Sunlight legally available therefor and shall share equally on a per share basis in all such dividends or other distributions.

No Preemptive or Similar RightsOur Common Stock is not entitled to preemptive rights and is not subject to conversion, redemption or sinking fund provisions. Liquidation, Dissolution and Winding Up Subject to the rights, if any, of the holders of one or more outstanding series of Preferred Stock and after payment or provision for payment of the debt and other liabilities of Sunlight, holders of shares of Class ACommon Stock are entitled to receive (ratably in proportion to the number of shares held by them) the assets and funds of Sunlight available for distribution in the event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of Sunlight, whether voluntary or involuntary. A liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of Sunlight, as such terms are used in subparagraph C(d) of the Second A&R Charter, shall not be deemed to beoccasioned by or to include any consolidation or merger of Sunlight with or into any other person or a sale, lease, exchange, conveyance or other disposition of all or any part of its assets. Class B Common Stock The Second A&R Charter authorizes 20,000,000 shares of Class B Common Stock. Under the Second A&R Charter, each share of Class B Common Stock automatically converted into shares of Class A Common Stock on a one-to-one basis upon the consummation of the Business Combination.Class C Common Stock Shares of Class C Common Stock shall be redeemable for shares of Class A Common Stock on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in the Fifth Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement ofSunlight Financial LLC (the “Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement”). Sunlight will at all times reserve and keepavailable out of its authorized but unissued shares of Class A Common Stock, solely for the purpose of issuanceupon redemption of the outstanding shares of Class C Common Stock for Class A Common Stock pursuant to the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement, such number of shares of Class A Common Stock that shall be issuable upon any such redemption pursuant to the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement; provided, however, that nothing contained herein shall be construed to preclude Sunlight from satisfying its obligations in respect of any such redemption of shares of Class C Common Stock pursuant to the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement by delivering to the holder of shares of Class C Common Stock upon such redemption, cash in lieu of shares of Class A Common Stock inthe amount permitted by and provided in the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement or shares of Class A Common Stockwhich are held
in the treasury of Sunlight. All shares of Class A Common Stock that shall be issued upon any such redemption will, upon issuance in accordance with the Sunlight A&R LLC Agreement, be validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable. All shares of Class C Common Stock redeemed shall be cancelled. Preferred StockThe Second A&R Charter provides that shares of Preferred Stock may be issued from time to time in one or more classes or series. The Board is authorized to fix the designation, voting powers, preferences and relative, participating, optional or other rights (and the qualifications, limitations or restrictions thereof) of the shares of each such series and to increase (but not above the total number of authorized shares of the class) or decrease(but not below the number of shares of such series then outstanding) the number of shares of any such series.The number of authorized shares of Preferred Stock may also be increased or decreased (but not below thenumber of shares thereof then outstanding) by the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the voting power of all the then-outstanding shares of capital stock of Sunlight entitled to vote generally, voting together as a single class, without a separate vote of the holders of the Preferred Stock or any classes or series thereof,unless a vote of any such holders is required pursuant to the terms of any certificate of designation designating a series of Preferred Stock. The Board is able to, without stockholder approval, issue Preferred Stock with voting and other rights that could adversely affect the voting power and other rights of the holders of the Common Stock and could have anti- takeover effects. The ability of the Board to issue Preferred Stock without stockholder approval could have the effect of delaying, deferring or preventing a change of control of Sunlight or the removal of Sunlight’s

management. As of the date of our Annual Report on Form 10-K, Sunlight had no outstanding shares of PreferredStock. Registration Rights Certain holders of Class A Common Stock are entitled to registration rights as described under “Registration Rights” below. Warrants Public Stockholders’ WarrantsEach whole warrant entitles the registered holder to purchase one whole share of our Class A Common Stock ata price of $11.50 per share, subject to adjustment as discussed below, at any time commencing on the later of 12 months from the Closing Date or 30 days after the completion of the Business Combination, provided in each case that we have an effective registration statement under the Securities Act covering the shares of Class A Common Stock issuable upon exercise of the warrants and a current prospectus relating to them is available (or we permit holders to exercise their warrants on a cashless basis under the circumstances specified in the warrantagreement) and such shares are registered, qualified or exempt from registration under the securities, or blue sky, laws of the state of residence of the holder. Pursuant to the warrant agreement, a warrantholder may exercise its warrants only for a whole number of shares of Class A Common Stock. This means that only a whole warrant may be exercised at any given time by a warrantholder. No fractional warrants will be issued upon separation of the units and only whole warrants can be traded. Accordingly, unless a warrantholder has purchased at least two units, they will not be able to receive or trade a whole warrant. The warrants will expire five years after the Closing Date, at 5:00 p.m., New York City time, or earlier upon redemption or liquidation, as applicable. We will not be obligated to deliver any shares of Class A Common Stock pursuant to the exercise of a warrant and will have no obligation to settle such warrant exercise unless a registration statement under the SecuritiesAct with respect to the shares of Class A Common Stock underlying the warrants is then effective and aprospectus relating thereto is current, subject to our satisfying our obligations described below with respect to registration. No warrant will be exercisable and we will not be obligated to issue shares of Class A Common Stock upon exercise of a warrant unless the Class A Common Stock issuable upon such warrant exercise has been registered, qualified or deemed to be exempt under the securities laws of the state of residence of the registered holder of the warrants. In the event that the conditions in the two immediately preceding sentencesare not satisfied
with respect to a warrant, the holder of such warrant will not be entitled to exercise such warrantand such warrant may have no value and expire worthless. In no event will we be required to net cash settle anywarrant. In the event that a registration statement is not effective for the exercised warrants, the purchaser of a unit containing such warrant will have paid the full purchase price for the unit solely for the share of Class ACommon Stock underlying such unit. On July 30, 2021, we have filed with the SEC a registration statement for the registration, under the Securities Act, of the shares of Class A Common Stock issuable upon exercise of the warrants, which was declared effectiveon September 7, 2021. We will use our best efforts to maintain the effectiveness of such registration statement, and a current prospectus relating thereto, until the expiration of the warrants in accordance with the provisions of the warrant agreement. Notwithstanding the above, if our Class A Common Stock is at the time of any exerciseof a warrant not listed on a national securities exchange such that it satisfies the definition of a “covered security” under Section 18(b)(1) of the Securities Act, we may, at our option, require holders of public warrants who exercise their warrants to do so on a “cashless basis” in accordance with Section 3(a)(9) of the Securities Actand, in the event we so elect, we will not be required to file or maintain in effect a registration statement, but we will be required to use our best efforts to register or qualify the shares under applicable blue sky laws to the extent an exemption is not available. In such event, each holder would pay the exercise price by surrenderingthe warrants for that number of shares of Class A Common Stock equal to the lesser of (A) the quotient obtained by dividing (x) the product of (i) the number of shares of our Class A Common Stock underlying the warrants, and (ii) the excess of the “fair market value” (defined below) over the exercise price of the warrants by (y) suchfair market value and (B) the product of the number of warrants surrendered and 0.361. The “fair market value” as used in this paragraph shall mean the average reported last sale price of our Class A Common Stock for the

10 trading days ending on the trading day prior to the date on which the notice of exercise is received by the warrant agent. Redemption of warrants when the price per share of Class A Common Stock equals or exceeds $18.00 Once the warrants become exercisable, we may redeem the outstanding warrants:• in whole and not in part; • at a price of $0.01 per warrant; • upon a minimum of 30 days’ prior written notice of redemption, or the 30-day redemption period, to each warrantholder; and • if, and only if, the reported last sale price of the Class A Common Stock equals or exceeds $18.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) for any 20 trading days within a 30-trading day period ending on the third trading day prior to the date on which we send the notice of redemption to the warrantholders. We will not redeem the warrants as described above unless a registration statement under the Securities Act covering the shares of Class A Common Stock issuable upon exercise of the warrants is effective and a current prospectus relating to those shares of Class A Common Stock is available throughout the 30-day redemption period. If and when the warrants become redeemable by us, we may exercise our redemption right even if we are unable to register or qualify the underlying securities for sale under all applicable state securities laws. We have established the last of the redemption criterion discussed above to prevent a redemption call unless there is at the time of the call a significant premium to the warrant exercise price. If the foregoing conditions are satisfied and we issue a notice of redemption of the warrants, each warrantholder will be entitled to exercise its warrant prior to the scheduled redemption date. However, the price of the Class A Common Stock may fall belowthe $18.00 redemption trigger price (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) as well as the $11.50 (for whole shares) warrant exercise price after the redemption notice is issued. Redemption of warrants when the price per share of Class A Common Stock equals or exceeds $10.00 Once the warrants become exercisable, we may redeem the outstanding warrants:• in whole and not in part; • at a price of $0.10 per warrant, provided that holders will be able to exercise their warrants on a cashless basis prior to redemption and receive that number of shares of Class A Common Stock determined byreference to the table below, based on the redemption date and the “fair market value” of our Class ACommon Stock except as otherwise described
below; • upon a minimum of 30 days’ prior written notice to each warrantholder;• if, and only if, the reported last sale price of our Class A Common Stock equals or exceeds $10.00 pershare (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) on the trading day prior to the date on which we send the notice of redemption to the warrantholders; and • if the reported last sale price of our Class A Common Stock on the trading day prior to the date on whichwe send the notice of redemption to the warrantholders is less than $18.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like), the private placement warrants must also be concurrently called for redemption on the same terms as the outstanding publicwarrants, as described above. Beginning on the date the notice of redemption is given until the warrants are redeemed or exercised, holdersmay elect to exercise their warrants on a cashless basis. The numbers in the table below represent the number ofshares of Class A Common Stock that a warrantholder will receive upon a cashless exercise in connection with a redemption by us pursuant to this redemption feature, based on the “fair market value” of our Class A Common

Stock on the corresponding redemption date (assuming holders elect to exercise their warrants and such warrants are not redeemed for $0.10 per warrant), and the number of months that the corresponding redemption date precedes the expiration date of the warrants, each as set forth in the table below. Redemption Date (period to expiration ofwarrants) Fair Market Value of Class A Common Stock≤$10.00 $11.00 $12.00 $13.00 $14.00 $15.00 $16.00 $17.00 ≥$18.00 60 months0.261 0.281 0.297 0.311 0.324 0.337 0.348 0.358 0.361 57 months0.257 0.277 0.294 0.310 0.324 0.337 0.348 0.358 0.361 54 months0.252 0.272 0.291 0.307 0.322 0.335 0.347 0.357 0.361 51 months0.246 0.268 0.287 0.304 0.320 0.333 0.346 0.357 0.361 48 months0.241 0.263 0.283 0.301 0.317 0.332 0.344 0.356 0.361 45 months0.235 0.258 0.279 0.298 0.315 0.330 0.343 0.356 0.361 42 months0.228 0.252 0.274 0.294 0.312 0.328 0.342 0.355 0.361 39 months0.221 0.246 0.269 0.290 0.309 0.325 0.340 0.354 0.361 36 months0.213 0.239 0.263 0.285 0.305 0.323 0.339 0.353 0.361 33 months0.205 0.232 0.257 0.280 0.301 0.320 0.337 0.352 0.361 30 months0.196 0.224 0.250 0.274 0.297 0.316 0.335 0.351 0.361 27 months0.185 0.214 0.242 0.268 0.291 0.313 0.332 0.350 0.361 24 months0.173 0.204 0.233 0.260 0.285 0.308 0.329 0.348 0.361 21 months0.161 0.193 0.223 0.252 0.279 0.304 0.326 0.347 0.361 18 months0.146 0.179 0.211 0.242 0.271 0.298 0.322 0.345 0.361 15 months0.130 0.164 0.197 0.230 0.262 0.291 0.317 0.342 0.361 12 months0.111 0.146 0.181 0.216 0.250 0.282 0.312 0.339 0.361 9 months 0.090 0.125 0.162 0.199 0.237 0.272 0.305 0.336 0.361 6 months 0.065 0.099 0.137 0.178 0.219 0.259 0.296 0.331 0.361 3 months 0.034 0.065 0.104 0.150 0.197 0.243 0.286 0.326 0.361 0 months - - 0.042 0.115 0.179 0.233 0.281 0.323 0.361 The “fair market value” of our Class A Common Stock shall mean the average reported last sale price of our Class A Common Stock for the 10 trading days immediately following the date on which the notice of redemptionis sent to the holders of warrants. We will provide our warrantholders with the final fair market value no laterthan one business day after the ten-trading day period described above ends.The exact fair market value and redemption date may not be set forth in the table above, in which case, if thefair market value is between two values in the table or the redemption date is between two redemption dates in

determined by a straight-line interpolation between the number of shares set forth for the higher and lower fair market values and the earlier and later redemption dates, as applicable, based on a 365 or 366-day year, asapplicable. For example, if the average reported last sale price of our Class A Common Stock for the 10 tradingdays immediately following the date on which the notice of redemption is sent to the holders of the warrants is $11.00 per share, and at such time there are 57 months until the expiration of the warrants, holders may choose to, in connection with this redemption feature, exercise their warrants for 0.277 shares of Class A Common Stock for each whole warrant. For an example where the exact fair market value and redemption date are not as set forth in the table above, if the average reported last sale price of our Class A Common Stock for the 10 trading days immediately following the date on which the notice of redemption is sent to the holders of the warrants is $13.50 per share, and at such time there are 38 months until the expiration of the warrants, holders may choose to, in connection with this redemption feature, exercise their warrants for 0.298 shares of Class A Common Stock for each whole warrant. In no event will the warrants be exercisable on a cashless basis in connection with this redemption feature for more than 0.361 shares of Class A Common Stock per whole warrant (subject toadjustment). Finally, as reflected in the table above, if the warrants are “out of the money” (i.e. the trading priceof our Class A Common Stock is below the exercise price of the warrants) and about to expire, they cannot be exercised on a cashless basis in connection with a redemption by us pursuant to this redemption feature, since they will not be exercisable for any shares of Class A Common Stock. This redemption feature differs from the typical warrant redemption features used in some other blank check offerings, which typically only provide for a redemption of warrants for cash (other than the private placement warrants) when the trading price for the Class A Common Stock exceeds $18.00 per share for a specified period of time. This redemption feature is structured to allow for all of the outstanding warrants to be redeemed when the Class A Common Stock is trading at or above $10.00 per share, which may be at a time when the tradingprice of our Class A Common Stock is below the exercise price of the warrants. We have established this redemption feature to provide us with the flexibility to redeem the warrants without the warrants having to reach the $18.00 per
share threshold. Holders choosing to exercise their warrants in connection with a redemption pursuant to this feature will, in effect, receive a number of shares for their warrants, based on the “redemption price” as determined pursuant to the above table. We have calculated the “redemption prices” as set forth in thetable above to reflect a Black-Scholes option pricing model with a fixed volatility input as of the date of the IPO prospectus. This redemption right provides us with an additional mechanism by which to redeem all of theoutstanding warrants and therefore have certainty as to our capital structure as the warrants would no longer be outstanding and would have been exercised or redeemed, and we will effectively be required to pay the redemption price to warrantholders if we choose to exercise this redemption right, it will allow us to quickly proceed with a redemption of the warrants if we determine it is in our best interest to do so. As such, we would redeem the warrants in this manner when we believe it is in our best interest to update our capital structure toremove the warrants and pay the redemption price to the warrantholders. As stated above, we can redeem the warrants when the Class A Common Stock is trading at a price starting at $10.00, which is below the exercise price of $11.50, because it will provide certainty with respect to our capitalstructure and cash position while providing warrantholders with the opportunity to exercise their warrants on a cashless basis for the applicable number of shares of Class A Common Stock. If we choose to redeem the warrants when the Class A Common Stock is trading at a price below the exercise price of the warrants, this could result in the warrantholders receiving fewer shares of Class A Common Stock than they would havereceived if they had chosen to wait to exercise their warrants for shares of Class A Common Stock if and when such shares of Class A Common Stock were trading at a price higher than the exercise price of $11.50. No fractional shares of Class A Common Stock will be issued upon exercise. If, upon exercise, a holder would be entitled to receive a fractional interest in a share, we will round down to the nearest whole number of the number of shares of Class A Common Stock to be issued to the holder.Redemption Procedures A holder of a warrant may notify us in writing in the event it elects to be subject to a requirement that suchholder will not have the right to exercise such warrant, to the extent that after giving effect to such exercise, such person (together with such person’s affiliates), to the warrant agent’s actual
knowledge, would beneficially ownin excess of 9.8% (or such other amount as a holder may specify) of the shares of Class A Common Stock outstanding immediately after giving effect to such exercise.

Anti-Dilution Adjustments The stock prices set forth in the column headings of the table above shall be adjusted as of any date on whichthe number of shares issuable upon exercise of a warrant is adjusted pursuant to the following two paragraphs. The adjusted stock prices in the column headings shall equal the stock prices immediately prior to such adjustment, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of shares deliverable upon exercise of a warrant immediately prior to such adjustment and the denominator of which is the number of shares deliverable upon exercise of a warrant as so adjusted. The number of shares in the table above shall be adjustedin the same manner and at the same time as the number of shares issuable upon exercise of a warrant.If the number of outstanding shares of Class A Common Stock is increased by a stock dividend payable in shares of Class A Common Stock, or by a split-up of shares of Class A Common Stock or other similar event, then, onthe effective date of such stock dividend, split-up or similar event, the number of shares of Class A CommonStock issuable on exercise of each warrant will be increased in proportion to such increase in the outstandingshares of Class A Common Stock. A rights offering to holders of Class A Common Stock entitling holders topurchase shares of Class A Common Stock at a price less than the fair market value will be deemed a stock dividend of a number of shares of Class A Common Stock equal to the product of (i) the number of shares ofClass A Common Stock actually sold in such rights offering (or issuable under any other equity securities sold in such rights offering that are convertible into or exercisable for Class A Common Stock) multiplied by (ii) one (1) minus the quotient of (x) the price per share of Class A Common Stock paid in such rights offering divided by (y) the fair market value. For these purposes (i) if the rights offering is for securities convertible into or exercisable for Class A Common Stock, in determining the price payable for Class A Common Stock, there will be taken into account any consideration received for such rights, as well as any additional amount payable uponexercise or conversion and (ii) fair market value means the average last reported sale price of Class A CommonStock as reported for the ten (10) trading day period ending on the trading day prior to the first date on which the shares of Class A Common Stock trade on the applicable exchange or in the applicable market, regular way, without the right to receive such rightsIf the number of outstanding shares of our Class A Common Stock is decreased by a
consolidation, combination,reverse stock split or reclassification of shares of Class A Common Stock or other similar event, then, on the effective date of such consolidation, combination, reverse stock split, reclassification or similar event, the number of shares of Class A Common Stock issuable on exercise of each warrant will be decreased in proportion to such decrease in outstanding shares of Class A Common Stock.Whenever the number of shares of Class A Common Stock purchasable upon the exercise of the warrants is adjusted, as described above, the warrant exercise price will be adjusted by multiplying the warrant exercise price immediately prior to such adjustment by a fraction (x) the numerator of which will be the number of shares of Class A Common Stock purchasable upon the exercise of the warrants immediately prior to such adjustment,and (y) the denominator of which will be the number of shares of Class A Common Stock so purchasable immediately thereafter.In case of any reclassification or reorganization of the outstanding shares of Class A Common Stock (other thanthose described above or that solely affects the par value of such shares of Class A Common Stock), or in thecase of any merger or consolidation of us with or into another corporation (other than a consolidation or mergerin which we are the continuing corporation and that does not result in any reclassification or reorganization of our outstanding shares of Class A Common Stock), or in the case of any sale or conveyance to another corporation or entity of the assets or other property of us as an entirety or substantially as an entirety in connection with which we are dissolved, the holders of the warrants will thereafter have the right to purchaseand receive, upon the basis and upon the terms and conditions specified in the warrants and in lieu of the sharesof our Class A Common Stock immediately theretofore purchasable and receivable upon the exercise of the rights represented thereby, the kind and amount of shares of stock or other securities or property (including cash) receivable upon such reclassification, reorganization, merger or consolidation, or upon a dissolution following any such sale or transfer, that the holder of the warrants would have received if such holder had exercised his, her or its warrants immediately prior to such event. If less than 70% of the consideration receivable by the holders of Class A Common Stock in such a transaction is payable in the form of Class A Common Stock in the successor entity that is listed for trading on a national securities exchange or is quoted in an established over-

the-counter market, or is to be so listed for trading or quoted immediately following such event, and if the registered holder of the warrant properly exercises the warrant within thirty days following public disclosure of such transaction, the warrant exercise price will be reduced as specified in the warrant agreement based on the Black-Scholes value (as defined in the warrant agreement) of the warrant. The purpose of such exercise pricereduction is to provide additional value to holders of the warrants when an extraordinary transaction occurs during the exercise period of the warrants pursuant to which the holders of the warrants otherwise do not receive the full potential value of the warrants. The warrants have been issued in registered form under a warrant agreement between Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company, as warrant agent, and us. The warrant agreement provides that the terms of the warrants may be amended without the consent of any holder to cure any ambiguity or correct any defective provision, but requires the approval by the holders of at least 50% of the then outstanding public warrants to make any changethat adversely affects the interests of the registered holders of public warrants. You should review a copy of the warrant agreement, which is incorporated by reference as an exhibit to the Annual Report on Form 10-K of which this exhibit is a part, for a complete description of the terms andconditions applicable to the warrants. The warrants may be exercised upon surrender of the warrant certificate on or prior to the expiration date at theoffices of the warrant agent, with the exercise form on the reverse side of the warrant certificate completed and executed as indicated, accompanied by full payment of the exercise price (or on a cashless basis, if applicable), by certified or official bank check payable to us, for the number of warrants being exercised. The warrantholders do not have the rights or privileges of holders of Class A Common Stock or any voting rights until they exercise their warrants and receive shares of Class A Common Stock. After the issuance of shares of Class A Common Stock upon exercise of the warrants, each holder will be entitled to one vote for each share held of record on allmatters to be voted on by stockholders. No fractional shares will be issued upon exercise of the warrants. If, upon exercise of the warrants, a holder would be entitled to receive a fractional interest in a share, we will, upon exercise, round down to the nearestwhole number of shares of Class A Common Stock to be issued to the warrantholder. Private Placement WarrantsThe private placement warrants (including the shares of
Class A Common Stock issuable upon exercise of theprivate placement warrants) are transferable, assignable or salable, and they are not redeemable by us (except asdescribed above under “- Redemption of warrants when the price per share of Class A Common Stock equals or exceeds $10.00”) so long as they are held by the Sponsor or its permitted transferees. The Sponsor, or its permitted transferees, has the option to exercise the private placement warrants for cash or on a cashless basis. Except as described below, the private placement warrants have terms and provisions that are identical to those of the warrants sold in connection with the IPO, including as to exercise price, exercisability and exercise period. If the private placement warrants are held by holders other than the Sponsor or its permitted transferees, the private placement warrants will be redeemable by us in all redemption scenarios and exercisable by the holders on the same basis as the warrants sold in connection with the IPO.If holders of the private placement warrants elect to exercise them on a cashless basis, they would pay the exercise price by surrendering his, her or its warrants in exchange for that number of shares of Class A Common Stock equal to the quotient obtained by dividing (x) the product of (A) the number of shares of Class A Common Stock underlying the warrants and (B) the excess of the “fair market value” (defined below) over the exercise price of the warrants by (y) the fair market value. The “fair market value” shall mean the average reported last sale price of the Class A Common Stock for the ten (10) trading days ending on the third trading day prior to the date on which the notice of warrant exercise is sent to the warrant agent. Our Transfer Agent and Warrant Agent The Transfer Agent for our Class A Common Stock and warrant agent for our warrants is Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company.

Certain Anti-Takeover Provisions of Delaware Law and our Second A&R Charter and Bylaws We have not opted out of Section 203 of the Delaware General Corporate Law (the “DGCL”) under the Second A&R Charter. Under Section 203 of the DGCL, Sunlight will be prohibited from engaging in any businesscombination with any stockholder for a period of three years following the time that such stockholder (the “interested stockholder”) came to own at least 15% of the outstanding voting stock of Sunlight (the“acquisition”), except if: • the Board approved the acquisition prior to its consummation;• the interested stockholder owned at least 85% of the outstanding voting stock upon consummation of the acquisition; or• the business combination is approved by the Board, and by a 2/3 majority vote of the other stockholders in a meeting.Generally, a “business combination” includes any merger, consolidation, asset or stock sale or certain other transactions resulting in a financial benefit to the interested stockholder. Subject to certain exceptions, an “interested stockholder” is a person who, together with that person’s affiliates and associates, owns, or withinthe previous three years owned, 15% or more of our voting stock.Under certain circumstances, declining to opt out of Section 203 of the DGCL will make it more difficult for a person who would be an “interested stockholder” to effect various business combinations with Sunlight for athree-year period. This may encourage companies interested in acquiring Sunlight to negotiate in advance with the Board because the stockholder approval requirement would be avoided if the Board approves the acquisition which results in the stockholder becoming an interested stockholder. This may also have the effect of preventing changes in the Board and may make it more difficult to accomplish transactions which stockholders may otherwise deem to be in their best interests.Our Second A&R Charter and Bylaws include a number of provisions that may have the effect of deterring hostile takeovers or delaying or preventing changes in control of our management team, including the following: • Board of Directors Vacancies. Our Second A&R Charter and Bylaws authorize the Board to fill vacant directorships, including newly-created seats. In addition, the number of directors constituting the Board will be set only by resolution adopted by a majority vote of directors then in office. These provisions will prevent a stockholder from increasing the size of the Board and gaining control of the Board by filling the resulting vacancies with its own nominees.• Classified Board.
Our Second A&R Charter and Bylaws provide that the Board is classified into threeclasses of directors, each of which will hold office for a three-year term. In addition, directors may only be removed from the Board for cause and only by the approval of a majority of our then-outstanding shares of our Common Stock. A third party may be discouraged from making a tender offer or otherwise attempting to obtain control of us as it is more difficult and time consuming for stockholders to replace a majority of the directors on a classified board of directors. • Stockholder Action; Special Meeting of Stockholders. Our Second A&R Charter provides that stockholders will not be able to take action by written consent, and will only be able to take action at annual or special meetings of our stockholders. Stockholders will not be permitted to cumulate their votes for the election of directors. Our Bylaws further provide that special meetings of our stockholders may be called only by a majority vote of the entire Board, the chairman of the Board or our president.

• Advance Notice Requirements for Stockholder Proposals and Director Nominations. Our Bylawsprovide advance notice procedures for stockholders seeking to bring business before our annual meeting of stockholders, or to nominate candidates for election as directors at any meeting of stockholders. Our Bylaws also specify certain requirements regarding the form and content of a stockholder’s notice. These provisions may preclude our stockholders from bringing matters before our annual meeting of stockholders or from making nominations for directors at our meetings of stockholders. • Issuance of Undesignated Preferred Stock. The Board has the authority, without further action by the holders of Common Stock, to issue up to 35,000,000 shares of undesignated Preferred Stock with rightsand preferences, including voting rights, designated from time to time by the Board. The existence ofauthorized but unissued shares of Preferred Stock will enable the Board to render more difficult or discourage an attempt to obtain control of us by means of a merger, tender offer, proxy contest or otherwise.Exclusive Forum Unless Sunlight consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the federal district courts of the United States of America are the sole and exclusive forum for the resolution of any complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the federal securities laws of the United States. Unless Sunlight consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware is the sole and exclusive forum to bring: (a) any derivative action or proceeding brought on behalf of Sunlight; (b) any action asserting a claim of breach of a fiduciary duty owed by a director, officer or otheremployee of Sunlight or Sunlight’s stockholders; (c) any action or proceeding asserting a claim against Sunlight or any director, officer or other employee of Sunlight arising out of or pursuant to any provision of the DGCL, the Second A&R Charter or the Bylaws of Sunlight (as each may be amended from time to time); (d) any action asserting a claim against Sunlight or any director or officer or other employee of Sunlight governed by theinternal affairs doctrine, except for, as to each of (a) through (d) above, (i) any action as to which the Court of Chancery determines that there is an indispensable party not subject to the personal jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery (and the indispensable party does not consent to the personal jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery within ten (10) days following such determination),
which is vested in the exclusive jurisdiction of a court or forum other than the Court of Chancery, or for which the Court of Chancery does not have subject matter jurisdiction. Rule 144 Restrictions on the Use of Rule 144 by Shell Companies or Former Shell Companies Rule 144 is not available for the resale of securities initially issued by shell companies (other than businesscombination related shell companies) or issuers that have been at any time previously a shell company. However, Rule 144 also includes an important exception to this prohibition if the following conditions are met: • the issuer of the securities that was formerly a shell company has ceased to be a shell company; • the issuer of the securities is subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the ExchangeAct; • the issuer of the securities has filed all Exchange Act reports and materials required to be filed, asapplicable, during the preceding 12 months (or such shorter period that the issuer was required to filesuch reports and materials), other than Current Reports on Form 8-K; and• at least one year has elapsed from the time that the issuer filed current Form 10 type information with the SEC reflecting its status as an entity that is not a shell company.

As a result, our initial stockholders will be able to sell their Founder Shares and private placement warrants, as applicable, pursuant to Rule 144 without registration one year after we filed our Form 8-K containing the Form10 type information on July 15, 2021, although these shares may be sold sooner to the extent they have been registered on a registration statement that has been declared effective by the SEC.Registration Rights Certain Stockholders’ Registration Rights Sunlight, the Sponsor, Tiger Infrastructure Partners Sunlight Feeder LP, Tiger Infrastructure Partners Co-InvestB LP (together with Tiger Infrastructure Partners Sunlight Feeder LP, “Tiger”), FTV V, L.P. and certain holders party thereto (collectively, the “IRA Holders”), entered into the Investor Rights Agreement, pursuant to which, among other things, (a) that certain Registration Rights Agreement, dated November 24, 2020, was terminated and (b) certain resale registration rights were granted with respect to (i) the private placement warrants (including any shares of Common Stock issued or issuable upon the exercise of any such private placement warrants), (ii) any outstanding shares of Class A Common Stock held by an IRA Holder at any time, whether held on the dateof the Investor Rights Agreement or acquired after the date of the Investor Rights Agreement, (iii) any equitysecurities (including the shares of Common Stock issued or issuable upon the exercise of any such equity security) of Sunlight issuable upon conversion of any working capital loans in an amount up to $1,500,000 made to Sunlight by an IRA Holder, (iv) any shares of Class A Common Stock issued or issuable upon exchange of Sunlight Class EX Units and Class C Common Stock issued to a Holder under the Business Combination Agreement and (v) any other equity security of Sunlight issued or issuable with respect to any such shares ofCommon Stock by way of a stock dividend or stock split or in connection with a combination of shares,recapitalization, merger, consolidation or reorganization. Furthermore, pursuant to the Investor Rights Agreement, we have filed a prospectus (at our sole cost and expense) registering the resale of certain securities held by or issuable to the IRA Holders. In certain circumstances, Tiger and FTV V, L.P. can demand up to three underwritten offerings in the aggregate and the Sponsor can demand up to one underwritten offering. Each IRA Holder will be entitled to customary piggyback registration rights.PIPE Shares Pursuant to the Subscription Agreements, we have filed a prospectus registering the resale of 25,000,000
shares of Class A Common Stock at a purchase price of $10.00 per share. Public Warrants Under the terms of the warrant agreement relating to the public warrants, we have filed the registration statement and we are obligated to use our best efforts to maintain the effectiveness of such registration statement, and acurrent prospectus relating thereto, until the expiration of the public warrants. Lock-Up Agreements Pursuant to the closing of the Business Combination Agreement: • pursuant to the Investor Rights Agreement, Tiger and FTV V, L.P. agreed to the same lock-up restrictions applicable to the Sponsor and the board of directors and management team of Sunlight;• subject to certain exceptions, all Sunlight employees and former employees who, as of immediately after the Closing Date, held 100,000 shares or more of Class A Common Stock or Class EX Units and a corresponding number of shares of Class C Common Stock, agreed that: (x) 20% of the Class A Common Stock or Class EX Units and a corresponding number of shares of Class C Common Stock (asapplicable, “Restricted Stock”) held by it, him or her will be subject to lock-up transfer restrictions untilthe one-year anniversary of the Closing Date, with the potential for Early Release (as defined below)

after six months following the Closing Date and (y) 80% of the Restricted Stock held by it, him or her will be subject to lock-up transfer restrictions until the 15-month anniversary of the Closing Date, with the potential for Early Release after nine months following the Closing Date; • certain executives of Sunlight agreed that: (a) 20% of the Restricted Stock held by it, him or her will be subject to lock-up transfer restrictions until the 16-month anniversary of the Closing Date, with thepotential for Early Release after nine months following the Closing Date and (b) 80% of the Restricted Stock held by it, him or her will be subject to lock-up transfer restrictions until the 20-month anniversary of the Closing Date, with potential for Early Release after 14 months following the Closing Date; and• all other persons who held equity or equity-based awards in respect of less than 100,000 shares ofRestricted Stock as of immediately prior to at the Closing Date, agreed that 100% of the Restricted Stock held by it, him or her will be subject to lock-up transfer restrictions until the six-month anniversary of the Closing Date; provided, that with respect to any such person that is not a Sunlight employee,Sunlight will request and use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain such agreement from such person; where applicable, subject to exceptions included in such lock-up agreements, including for “net settlement” of distributions of Class A Common Stock to holders of certain company awards as contemplated by Section 2.02(e)of the Business Combination Agreement in respect of applicable tax withholding obligations. An “Early Release” shall be achieved if the last sale price of the Class A Common Stock equals or exceeds$12.00 per share for any 20 trading days within any 30-trading day period commencing at the period specified above after the Closing Date. On July 9, 2021, the parties to the Business Combination Agreement agreed to waive the closing condition that certain individuals enter into lock-up agreements as set forth in Section 8.02(m) of the Business CombinationAgreement, with respect to one individual investor. Listing of SecuritiesOur Class A Common Stock is listed on the NYSE under the symbol “SUNL” and our publicly-traded warrantsare listed on the NYSE under the symbol “SUNL WS”.

ELEVENTH AMENDMENT TO FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN PROGRAM AGREEMENT This ELEVENTH AMENDMENT TO THE FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN PROGRAM AGREEMENT (this “Amendment”) is made as of March 30, 2021 (the “Amendment Effective Date”) by and between CROSS RIVER BANK, an FDIC-insured New Jersey state-chartered bank(“Bank”), and SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Sunlight”), amends the terms of that certain First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement dated as of February 12, 2018, by and between Bank and Sunlight (as previously amended, the “Existing Agreement” and as amended by this Amendment, the “Agreement”). Sunlight and Bank are collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”. Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings setforth therefor in the Existing Agreement.RECITALS WHEREAS, the Existing Agreement allows the Parties to mutually agree in writing to modify the Existing Agreement;WHEREAS, the Parties now desire to amend certain terms and conditions in the Existing Agreement to permit Sunlight to establish the Prescreen Program (as defined herein); NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and the following terms, and for other good and valuable consideration, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, further agree as follows:1. AMENDMENTS TO THE EXISTING AGREEMENT 1.1. Section 2 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended by adding the new Section 2.7 at the end thereof as follows: Section 2.7 Prescreen Program. (a) The Parties acknowledge and agree that Sunlight is establishing a program (the “Prescreen Program”) pursuant to which Sunlight will receive Consumer Leads from participating Dealers for the purpose of prescreening suchConsumer Leads and making firm offers of credit to the applicable consumer in connection with any such Consumer Leads that are successfully prescreened (each, a “Prescreened Consumer”) by Experian Information Solutions, Inc. or any otherapplicable credit reporting agency (each, an “Applicable Credit ReportingAgency”) As used herein,
“Consumer Leads” means any lead for a prospective consumer that is submitted to Sunlight by any Dealer for the purposes of thePrescreen Program. (b) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary: (i) Sunlight acknowledges and agrees that Sunlight shall serve as Bank’s agent for the limited purpose of submitting ConsumerLeads to any Applicable Credit Reporting Agency and delivering firm offers of credit to any Preapproved Consumer, in each case, pursuant to the Prescreen Program; and (ii) accordance with Section 6.1, Sunlight shall be obligated to reimburse Bank for any reasonable and documented expenses of Bank incurred in connection with the Prescreen Program, including, without limitation, any fees and expenses paid to any Applicable Credit ReportingAgency. 2. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AGREEMENT Exhibit 10.38

2.1 Unless otherwise defined or modified in this Amendment, all capitalized words or terms used in this Amendment shall have the definitions ascribed to such words or terms in the Existing Agreement. From and after the effectiveness of this Amendment, references in the ExistingAgreement to “the Agreement” or words of similar effect, shall refer to the Existing Agreement as amended by this Amendment. 2.2 Except as expressly amended and modified by this Amendment, all terms and conditions set forth in the Existing Agreement shall remain unmodified, binding, and in full force and effect. This Amendment as applied to the Existing Agreement and the Administration Agreement collectively set forth the entire agreement and understanding of the Parties regarding the particular subject matter of this Amendment, and merges and supersedes all prior orcontemporaneous agreements, discussions and correspondence pertaining to the subject matter of this Amendment. This Amendment may be executed in counterpart copies, each of which, and together, shall be effective as original, binding instruments. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page of this Amendment by telecopy, e-mailed .pdf or any other electronic means that reproduces an image of the actual executed signature page shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart of this Amendment. 2.3 This Amendment shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, including general obligations law Section 5-1401, but otherwise without regardto the conflict of laws principles thereof.[remainder of page intentionally blank] 2

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties hereto has caused this Amendment to be duly executed as of the day and year first above written.SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By: Name: Barry EdinburgTitle: Chief Financial Officer CROSS RIVER BANK By: Name: Gilles Gade Title: Chief Executive Officer By: Name: Arlen Gelbard Title: General Counsel/s/ Barry Edinburg /s/ Gilles Gade /s/ Arlen Gelbard

020188-459/00285330-5 [***] = Certain marked information has been omitted from this exhibit because it is both not material and is the typethat the registrant treats as private or confidential. TWELFTH AMENDMENT TO FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN PROGRAM AGREEMENT This TWELFTH AMENDMENT TO THE FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOANPROGRAM AGREEMENT (this “Amendment”) is made as of June 14, 2021 (the “Amendment EffectiveDate”) by and between CROSS RIVER BANK, an FDIC-insured New Jersey state-chartered bank(“Bank”), and SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Sunlight”), amends the terms of that certain First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement dated as of February 12, 2018, by and between Bank and Sunlight (as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time prior to the Amendment Effective Date, the “Existing Agreement” and, as amended by thisAmendment, the “Agreement”). Sunlight and Bank are collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”. Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings set forth therefor in the Existing Agreement. RECITALS WHEREAS, the Existing Agreement allows the Parties to mutually agree in writing to modify the Existing Agreement;WHEREAS, the Parties now desire to amend and modify the Existing Agreement upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Amendment to, among other things, increase Bank’s commitment to retain certain Loans made pursuant to the Program; NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and the following terms, and for other good and valuable consideration, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, further agree as follows:1. AMENDMENTS TO THE EXISTING AGREEMENT 1.1. Section 1.1 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to add the following new definitions in alphabetical order as follows: “Battery Only Loan Products” means any loan product set forth on Exhibit A under “Battery Only Loan Products.” “Concentration Event” means, as of last day of each calendar month, any of the following as it relates to the Required
Retained Loans retained by Bank on or after the Twelfth Amendment Effective Date: (a) a Required Retained Loans Battery Only Amount in excess of the Required Retained Loans Battery Only Limit; (b) a Maximum 20 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage in excess of the amount specified on Exhibit A; and (c) a Maximum 25 Year LoanProduct Retention Percentage in excess of the amount specified on Exhibit A. For the avoidance of doubt, the occurrence of one or more events under clauses (a), (b) and/or (c) aboveduring any calendar month shall constitute only one Concentration Event for such given month. “Required Retained Loans Battery Only Amount” means, as of any date of determination, an amount, expressed as a percentage, equal to quotient of (a) the aggregate original principalamount of all Required Retained Loans constituting Battery Only Loan Products, divided by (b) the aggregate original principal amount of all Required Retained Loans that are retained by Bank after the Twelfth Amendment Effective Date. “Required Retained Loans Battery Only Limit” means if the Required Retained Loans Battery Only Amount exceeds [***]. “Tier 1 Concentration Event” means any [***] Concentration Events shall have occurred in any [***] period. A Tier 1 Concentration Event shall be cured once the relevant Required Retained Loans are in compliance with the type of Concentration Event giving rise to such Tier 1 Concentration Event for a subsequent month. A Tier 1 ConcentrationExhibit 10.39

2 020188-459/00285330-5 Event shall be deemed not to be continuing once such Tier 1 Concentration Event forms the basis for a Tier 2 Concentration Event. “Tier 2 Concentration Event” means any [***] Concentration Events shall have occurred in any [***] period, whether or not cured. “Twelfth Amendment” means that certain Twelfth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Purchase Agreement by and between Bank and Sunlight. “Twelfth Amendment Effective Date” means the “Amendment Effective Date” as defined in the Twelfth Amendment. 1.2. Section 1.1 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to amend and restate the following existing definitions in alphabetical order as follows: “Cumulative Losses Trigger Event” means for any Performance Cohort, the percentage of Required Retained Loans that have been charged off as of the relevant Cumulative Loss TriggerDetermination Date (as specified below) exceeds the applicable percentage set forth below:Three (3) MonthsSix (6) MonthsNine (9) MonthsTwelve(12) MonthsTwenty- Four (24) MonthsThirty-Six(36) MonthsSixty (60)Months[***] [***] [***] [***] [***] [***] [***] “Cumulative Prepayments Trigger Event” means, for any Performance Cohort, the percentage of Required Retained Loans that have been prepaid by the applicable Borrowers as of the relevant Cumulative Prepayment Trigger Determination Date (as specified below) doesnot exceed the applicable percentage as set forth below:Three (3) MonthsSix (6) MonthsNine (9) MonthsTwelve(12) MonthsTwenty- Four (24) MonthsThirty-Six(36) MonthsSixty (60)Months[***] [***] [***] [***] [***] [***] [***] “Cumulative Loss Trigger Determination Date” means, with respect to any Performance Cohort, the date that is three, six, nine, twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six or sixty months (asspecified) following the last day of a calendar quarter for the Funding Date of the most recentRequired Retained Loan in the relevant Performance Cohort.“Cumulative Prepayment Trigger Determination Date” means, with respect to any Performance Cohort, the date that is the last day of the calendar quarter that is three, six, nine,twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six or sixty months (as specified) following the last day of a calendarquarter for the
Funding Date of any Required Retained Loan included in the relevant Performance Cohort. “Performance Cohort” means, in respect of a Cumulative Losses Trigger Event or aCumulative Prepayments Trigger Event, a collection of Required Retained Loans Funded within any calendar quarter.1.3. Section 2.5(a)(i) of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended and restated as follows:(i) Notwithstanding anything contained herein or in any Loan Sale Agreement, Bank shall retain the Eligible Required Retention Loans allocated to Bank in accordance with

3 020188-459/00285330-5 the Allocation Method (each, a “Required Retained Loan” and, collectively, the “Required Retained Loans”), provided that Bank shall not be required to retain any Loans if the retention by Bank of any such Loan (A) would cause the Original Principal Balance of such Loan, when added to the aggregate sum of the Original Principal Balance of all other Required Retained Loans approved in the same calendar month, to exceed theMaximum Monthly Retention Amount (as defined in Exhibit A) for such calendar month, (B) would cause the Original Principal Balance of such Loan, when added to the aggregatesum of the Original Principal Balance of all other Required Retained Loans approved in the same calendar quarter, to exceed the Maximum Quarterly Retention Amount (asdefined in Exhibit A) for such calendar quarter, (C) would cause the Original Principal Balance of such Loan, when added to the aggregate sum of the outstanding principal balances of all other Required Retained Loans, to exceed the Maximum Outstanding Retention Amount (as defined in Exhibit A), or (D) would cause the Original Principal Balance of such Loan, when added to the aggregate sum of the outstanding principal balances of all other Required Retained Loans, to exceed the Required Retained Loans Interest Only Limit. For the avoidance of doubt, Required Retained Loans that are allocated in accordance with this Section 2.5(a) and Exhibit A are not subject to sale under a LoanSale Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, Bank shall not have any obligation to retain any Loan that was originated other than pursuant to the Credit Policy as in effect prior toMay 15, 2021, unless otherwise specifically agreed to by Bank.1.4. Section 2.5(b) of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended and restated as follows: (b) Commencing on the Twelfth Amendment Effective Date, for each month in whichRetained Loans are retained by, or allocated to Bank for retention, Sunlight shall deliver reports to Bank which shall: (i) detail the manner in which the Retained Loans wereselected and allocated and shall provide verifiable confirmation that the Retained Loans were allocated in accordance with the Allocation Method, in each case, in
form and substance approved by Bank; (ii) specify the number of credit applications identified for Retained Loans and the aggregate original principal balances thereof based on (A) theapplicable loan product and (B) tenors, in each case, set forth on Exhibit A; and (iii) specify the occurrence of any Trigger 1 Concentration Event, Trigger 2 Concentration Event during such month and, if applicable based on the applicable Cumulative Loss Trigger Determination Date or Cumulative Prepayment Trigger Determination Date, any Cumulative Losses Trigger Event or Cumulative Prepayments Trigger Event. Such reporting shall be provided reasonably promptly following the end of each applicable month, but no later than the tenth (10th) Business Day following the end of such month. 1.5. Section 2.5 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to add the following new Section 2.5(i) at the end thereof as follows: (i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, upon the occurrence of a Tier 1 Concentration Event, Sunlight shall promptly deliver to Bank written notice thereof. The Parties agree to use good faith to (A) discuss the causes of such Tier 1 Concentration Event, and (B) work together to modify this Agreement in a commerciallyreasonable manner to enable Bank to continue to retain loans under Section 2.5(a)(i) hereof, including, following the occurrence of a Tier 1 Concentration Event, to increase theRequired Retained Loans Battery Only Limit, the Maximum 20 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage and/or the Maximum 25 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage. If the Parties are unable to agree on any such modification within thirty (30) calendar days,Bank shall have no further obligation to retain Loans under such Section 2.5. Upon the occurrence of a Tier 2 Concentration Event, Bank may elect to suspend the performance of its obligations under this Agreement with respect to retaining additional Required

4 020188-459/00285330-5 Retained Loans following the delivery to Sunlight of advance written notice thereof at leastthree (3) days prior to any such suspension; provided, however, that Bank shall not berelieved of any of its obligations in respect of Required Retained Loans retained by Bank, or allocated for retention by Bank, prior to the date of such notice or during the three (3) day period thereafter. 1.6. The “Terms Applicable to Required Retained Loans” section of Exhibit A of the ExistingAgreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:Terms Applicable to Required Retained Loans: Required Retained Loan Additional Payment Percentage: [***]%.Maximum Monthly Retention Amount: $[***] (or such greater amount as mutually agreed to by the Parties, which such approvals not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed). Maximum Quarterly Retention Amount: $[***].Maximum Outstanding Retention Amount: $[***] (or such greater amount as mutually agreed to by the Parties). Maximum 20 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage: [***]% of All Required Retained Loans (based on aggregate original balance) retained by Bank following the Twelfth Amendment Effective Date (or such greater percentage as mutually agreed to by the Parties). Maximum 25 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage: [***]% of All Required Retained Loans (based on aggregate original balance) retained by Bank following the Twelfth Amendment Effective Date (or such greater percentage as mutually agreed to by the Parties). Applicable Tenors: Any of the tenors specified for the Eligible Required Retention Loans. Required Retained Loan Supplemental Fee: [***]%. 1.7. Annex A to Exhibit A of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety in the form set forth as Annex A hereto. 2. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AGREEMENT 2.1 Unless otherwise defined or modified in this Amendment, all capitalized words or terms used in this Amendment shall have the definitions ascribed to such words or terms in the Existing Agreement. From and after the effectiveness of this Amendment, references in the ExistingAgreement to “the Agreement” or words of similar effect, shall refer to the Existing Agreement
as amended by this Amendment. 2.2 Except as expressly amended and modified by this Amendment, all terms and conditions set forth in the Existing Agreement shall remain unmodified, binding, and in full force and effect. This Amendment as applied to the Existing Agreement and the Administration Agreement collectively set forth the entire agreement and understanding of the Parties regarding the particular subject matter of this Amendment, and merges and supersedes all prior orcontemporaneous agreements, discussions and correspondence pertaining to the subject matter of this Amendment. This Amendment may be executed in counterpart copies, each of which, and together, shall be effective as original, binding instruments. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page of this Amendment by telecopy, e-mailed .pdf or any other

5 020188-459/00285330-5 electronic means that reproduces an image of the actual executed signature page shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart of this Amendment. 2.3 This Amendment shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, including general obligations law Section 5-1401, but otherwise without regardto the conflict of laws principles thereof.[remainder of page intentionally blank]

020188-459/00285330-5 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties hereto has caused this Amendment to be duly executed as of the day and year first above written.SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By: /s/ Barry EdinburgName: Barry EdinburgTitle: Chief Financial Officer CROSS RIVER BANK By: /s/ Gilles Gade Name: Gilles Gade Title: Chief Executive Officer By: /s/ Arlen Gelbard Name: Arlen Gelbard Title: General Counsel

020188-459/00285330-5 Annex A Eligible Required Retention Loans [***]

DocuSign Envelope ID: 39B67CDA-D54A-47E0-A9F4-9CB3C42A8DE3 [***] = Certain marked information has been omitted from this exhibit because it is both not material and is the typethat the registrant treats as private or confidential. Execution Version THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT TO FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN PROGRAM AGREEMENT This THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT TO THE FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN PROGRAM AGREEMENT (this “Amendment”) is made as of August 3, 2021 (the “Amendment Effective Date”) by and between CROSS RIVER BANK, an FDIC-insured New Jersey state-chartered bank (“Bank”), and SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Sunlight”),amends the terms of that certain First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement dated as ofFebruary 12, 2018, by and between Bank and Sunlight (as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time prior to the Amendment Effective Date, the “Existing Agreement” and, asamended by this Amendment, the “Agreement”). Sunlight and Bank are collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”. Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings setforth therefor in the Existing Agreement.RECITALS WHEREAS, the Existing Agreement allows the Parties to mutually agree in writing to modify the Existing Agreement;WHEREAS, the Parties now desire to amend and modify the Existing Agreement upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Amendment; NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and the following terms, and for other good and valuable consideration, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, further agree as follows:1. AMENDMENTS TO THE EXISTING AGREEMENT 1.1. Section 1.1 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to add the following new definitions in alphabetical order as follows: “Low Interest Rate Products” means any Loan Product set forth on Exhibit A that have an interest rate less than [***]%. “Required Retained Loans Low Interest Rate Product Amount” means, as of any date of determination, an amount, expressed as a percentage, equal
to quotient of (a) the aggregateoriginal principal amount of all Required Retained Loans constituting Low Interest Rate Products, divided by (b) the aggregate original principal amount of all Required Retained Loansthat are retained by Bank after the Thirteenth Amendment Effective Date.“Required Retained Loans Low Interest Rate Product Limit” means if the Required Retained Loans Low Interest Rate Product Amount exceeds [***]. “Thirteenth Amendment” means that certain Thirteenth Amendment to First Amended and Restated Loan Purchase Agreement by and between Bank and Sunlight. “Thirteenth Amendment Effective Date” means the “Amendment Effective Date” as defined in the Thirteenth Amendment. 1.2. Section 1.1 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to amend and restate the following definitions as follows: “Concentration Event” means, as of last day of each calendar month, any of the following as it relates to the Required Retained Loans retained by Bank on or after the Twelfth Amendment Effective Date: (a) a Required Retained Loans Battery Only Amount in excess of the Required Retained Loans Battery Only Limit; (b) a Maximum 20 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage in excess of the amount specified on Exhibit A; (c) a Maximum 25 Year Loan Exhibit 10.40

DocuSign Envelope ID: 39B67CDA-D54A-47E0-A9F4-9CB3C42A8DE3 2 Product Retention Percentage in excess of the amount specified on Exhibit A; and (d) a Required Retained Loans Low Interest Rate Product Amount in excess of the Required Retained Loans Low Interest Rate Product Limit. For the avoidance of doubt, the occurrence of one or more events under clauses (a), (b), (c) and/or (d) above during any calendar month shall constitute only one Concentration Event for such given month. 1.3. Section 2.5(i) of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended and restated as follows:(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, upon the occurrence of a Tier 1 Concentration Event, Sunlight shall promptly deliver to Bank written notice thereof. The Parties agree to use good faith to (A) discuss the causes of such Tier 1 Concentration Event, and (B) work together to modify this Agreement in a commercially reasonable manner to enable Bank to continue to retain loans under Section 2.5(a)(i) hereof, including, following the occurrence of a Tier 1 Concentration Event, to increase the Required Retained Loans Battery Only Limit, the Required Retained Loans Low Interest Rate Product Limit, the Maximum 20 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage and/or the Maximum 25 Year Loan Product Retention Percentage. If the Parties are unable to agree on any such modification within thirty (30) calendar days, Bank shall have no further obligation to retain Loans under such Section 2.5. Upon the occurrence of a Tier 2 Concentration Event, Bank may elect to suspend the performance of its obligations under this Agreement with respect to retaining additional Required Retained Loans following the delivery to Sunlight of advance written notice thereof at least three (3) days prior to any such suspension; provided, however, that Bank shall not be relieved of any of its obligations in respect of Required Retained Loans retained by Bank, or allocated for retention by Bank, prior to the date of such notice or during the three (3) day period thereafter. 1.4. Annex A to Exhibit A of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety in the form set forth as Annex A hereto. 2. EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE AGREEMENT 2.1 Unless otherwise defined or modified in this Amendment, all capitalized words or terms used in this Amendment shall have the definitions ascribed to such words or terms in the Existing Agreement. From and after the effectiveness of this Amendment, references in the ExistingAgreement to “the Agreement” or words of similar effect, shall refer to the Existing Agreement as amended by this Amendment. 2.2 Except as expressly amended and modified by this Amendment, all terms and conditions set forth in the Existing Agreement shall remain unmodified, binding, and in full force and effect. This Amendment as applied to the Existing Agreement and the Administration Agreement collectively set forth the entire agreement and understanding of the Parties regarding the particular subject matter of this Amendment, and merges and supersedes all prior orcontemporaneous agreements, discussions and correspondence pertaining to the subject matter of this Amendment. This Amendment may be executed in counterpart copies, each of which, and together, shall be effective as original, binding instruments. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page of this Amendment by telecopy, e-mailed .pdf or any other electronic means that reproduces an image of the actual executed signature page shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart of this Amendment. 2.3 This Amendment shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, including general obligations law Section 5-1401, but otherwise without regardto the conflict of laws principles thereof.[remainder of page intentionally blank]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties hereto has caused this Amendment to be duly executed as of the day and year first above written.SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By: /s/ Barry EdinburgName: Barry EdinburgTitle: Chief Financial Officer CROSS RIVER BANK By: /s/ Gilles Gade Name: Gilles Gade Title: Chief Executive Officer By: /s/ Arlen Gelbard Name: Arlen Gelbard Title: General Counsel

Annex A Eligible Required Retention Loans [***]

[***] = Certain marked information has been omitted from this exhibit because it is both not material and is the type that theregistrant treats as private or confidential. FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTTO FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN PROGRAM AGREEMENT This FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT TO THE FIRST AMENDED AND RESTATED LOAN PROGRAM AGREEMENT (this “Amendment”) is made as of September 3, 2021 (the “AmendmentEffective Date”) by and between CROSS RIVER BANK, an FDIC-insured New Jersey state-chartered bank (“Bank”), and SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Sunlight”),amends the terms of that certain First Amended and Restated Loan Program Agreement dated as of February12, 2018, by and between Bank and Sunlight (as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time prior to the Amendment Effective Date, the “Existing Agreement” and, as amended by this Amendment, the “Agreement”). Sunlight and Bank are collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”. Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings set forth therefor in the Existing Agreement. RECITALS WHEREAS, the Existing Agreement allows the Parties to mutually agree in writing to modify the Existing Agreement;WHEREAS, the Parties now desire to amend and modify the Existing Agreement upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Amendment; NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and the following terms, and for other good and valuable consideration, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, further agree as follows:1. AMENDMENTS TO THE EXISTING AGREEMENT 1.1. Section 2.5 is hereby amended by adding the following new subsection (k) as follows: (k) Within six (6) months from the Amendment Effective Date, Bank and Sunlight agree to negotiate in good faith (i) the minimum internal rate of return for the Maxx Retained Loans carried on Bank’s balance sheet and (ii) the percentage amount of Maxx Retained Loans that Bank will have a right to retain on its balance sheet. 1.2. Section 3.1(e) is hereby amended and restated as follows:(e) On behalf
of Bank, Sunlight shall process Loan Applications from Loan Applicants using a Loan Application form that is approved by Bank. Sunlight shall require each Channel Partner to provide reasonable assistance to each prospective Loan Applicant in completing a Loan Application. Sunlight shall review and process all completed Loan Applications for compliance with the Credit Policy and Underwriting Requirements (including making any applicable counteroffer for a Maxx Loan Product to a Loan Applicant that does not qualify for a Standard Loan Product) and report to Bank on all Loan approvals electronically or by other appropriate means agreeable to both parties. All Loan approvals shall be based upon the information provided by Loan Applicants and such other information as obtained by Sunlight at the direction of Bank, and pursuant to the Underwriting Requirements. No Loan Application shall be approved unless it complies with the Program Guidelines, it being understood that assuring compliance with the Program Guidelines shall be the responsibility of Sunlight and that Sunlight shall (for the benefit of Bank) strictly comply with all Applicable Laws, including without limitation, all consumer credit laws, rules and regulations. In addition, and without limiting the foregoing, to the extent the information is reasonably and accurately accessible to Sunlight from the Loan files and may be automatically generated, Sunlight shall identify any Loan Application (other than a Loan Application that is approved for a Maxx Loan Product) designated that is either subprime or has credit criteria commonly considered to categorize Exhibit 10.41

subprime loans (e.g., attributes of Borrowers with credit scores of [***] or less), and, with respect to any such Loan Application, shall provide to Bank an explanation and the background thereof, and shall monitor and report to Bank regarding all Loans with such characteristics. At the time Sunlight approves on behalf of Bank any Loan Application, Sunlight shall be deemed to represent to Bank that the related Loan Applicant is not listed on any Government List. All Loan Application processing functions performed by Sunlightor any Third Party Service Provider hereunder shall be subject to Bank supervision, and Bank shall have the right to review and audit Loan Applications to ensure compliance with the Program Guidelines. 1.3. Section 3.1(l) is hereby amended and restated as follows: (l) Each December 1, Sunlight shall provide to Bank a report of projected Loanvolumes for origination by Bank under the Program for the upcoming year (the “AnnualProjections”). In addition, to the extent the information is reasonably and accuratelyaccessible to Sunlight from the Loan files and may be automatically generated, Annual Projections shall set forth the level of Loans (other than Maxx Loans) that Sunlight anticipates will be designated as subprime originations (as well as any Loans that qualifyas prime or near prime originations, but that have subprime credit characteristics). Sunlight shall prepare the Annual Projections in a commercially reasonable manner. In addition, and without limiting the foregoing, Sunlight shall provide Bank with monthly reports tracking Sunlight’s activity against the projections contained in the Annual Projections for that year. 1.4. Section 3.1(w) is hereby amended and restated as follows: (w) [Reserved]. 1.5. The first sentence of Section 5.1 is hereby amended and restated as follows: The parties acknowledge that each Dealer has agreed to accept a discount (the “DealerDiscount”), in a percentage agreed-upon with Sunlight, from the principal amount of each Loan to produce net Loan Proceeds to be disbursed to such Dealer thereon; payment of such Dealer Discount will be managed by Sunlight with Bank’s approval.1.6. Section 5.6(b) is hereby amended and restated as follows: (b) (i) The weighted average FICO score of
Non-Portfolio Loans (other than Maxx Loans) carried on Bank’s balance sheet is less than [***] and (ii) the weighted average FICO score of Non-Portfolio Loans that are Maxx Loans carried on Bank’s balance sheet is less than [***]. For purpose of this computation, FICO scores shall be determined as of the date of Loan origination and weightings shall be based on the carrying amounts onBank’s balance sheet. 1.7. Section 5.6(c) is hereby amended and restated as follows: (c)(i) A Non-Portfolio Loan (other than a Maxx Loan) carried on Bank’s balancesheet (A) is charged-off by Bank or Servicer or (B) has remained on Bank’s balance sheet for more than [***] days, and (ii) (A) within the initial nine (9) months from the Amendment Effective Date (the “Initial Period”), a Non-Portfolio Loan that is a MaxxLoan carried on Bank’s balance sheet has remained on Bank’s balance sheet for more than [***] days and (B) following the Initial Period, a Non- Portfolio Loan that is a Maxx Loan carried on Bank’s balance sheet has remained on Bank’s balance sheet for more than [***] days. 1.8. Section 9.3(a)(i) is hereby amended and restated as follows: 2

(i) Annual Financial Statements. Within one hundred twenty (120) days after the end of each of its fiscal years, copies of its annual audited financial statements certified by independent certified public accountants reasonably satisfactory to Bank and prepared on a consolidated basis in conformity with GAAP, together with a report of such firm expressing such firm’s opinion thereon without a “going concern” or like qualification or exception and without any qualification or exception as to the scope of the audit, provided that this delivery requirement shall be satisfied if Sunlight makes such financial statements available at https://ir.sunlightfinancial.com.1.9. Section 9.3(a)(ii) is hereby amended and restated as follows: (ii) Quarterly Financial Statements. Within sixty (60) days after the end of each of its fiscal quarters, copies of its unaudited consolidated balance sheet, income statement and related statements of operations and stockholders’ equity as of the end of and for such fiscal quarter and the then elapsed portion of the fiscal year, setting forth in each case in comparative form the figures for the corresponding period of (or, in the case of the balancesheet, as of the end of) the previous fiscal year, all certified by one of its chief financial officer, principal accounting officer, treasurer or controller as presenting fairly in allmaterial respects its (and its consolidated Subsidiaries) financial condition and results of operations on a consolidated basis in accordance with GAAP consistently applied, subject to normal year-end audit adjustments and the absence of footnotes, provided that this delivery requirement shall be satisfied if Sunlight makes such financial statements available at https://ir.sunlightfinancial.com.1.10. Section 9.3(a)(iii) is hereby amended and restated as follows: (iii) [Reserved]. 1.11. Section 1.1 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to amend and restate the followingdefinitions as follows: “Eligible Required Retention Loans” means Loans (other than Maxx Loans) consisting of those loan products set forth on Annex A to Exhibit A, as amended, restated, supplemented, or otherwise modified from time to time as mutually agreed by both parties. “Loan Proceeds” means (a) for any Loan, the funds disbursed to a Dealer pursuant
to a Loan Account established by Bank under the Program consisting of (i) for any Non-Portfolio Loan of the principal amount of such Loan less the related Loan Origination Fee, if any, or Dealer Discount, (ii) for any Portfolio Loan, the principal amount of such Loan less the related Target Dealer Discount, and (b) for any Required Retained Loan, the Required Retained Loan FundingAmount; provided, however, that “Loan Proceeds” shall not include any Dealer Discount thatis not deducted from the principal amount of such Loan prior to the funding of such Loan at the request of the applicable Dealer and consented to by Bank in writing but that is intended to be paid by such Dealer to Sunlight thereafter. “Non-Portfolio Loans” means a Loan (including Maxx Loans) that is not a Portfolio Loan or Retained Loan.1.12. Section 1.1 of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to add the following new definitions in alphabetical order as follows: “Maxx Borrower” means each Borrower that is not a Standard Borrower but that is approved for a Loan pursuant to the “Solar Credit Strategy – Maxx Loan Products” set forth on Exhibit B, as amended, restated, supplemented, or otherwise modified from time to time in accordance with this Agreement. 3

“Maxx Loan” means any Loan made to a Maxx Borrower and consisting of a Maxx Loan Product. “Maxx Loan Product” means any loan product set forth on Annex B to Exhibit A, as amended, restated, supplemented, or otherwise modified from time to time in accordance with this Agreement. “Standard Borrower” means each Borrower that is approved for a Loan pursuant to the “SolarCredit Strategy – Standard Loan Products” set forth on Exhibit B, as amended, restated, supplemented, or otherwise modified from time to time in accordance with this Agreement.“Standard Loan Products” means all of the loan products approved hereunder other than Maxx Loan Products. 1.13. Exhibit A of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended (i) by adding a new Annex B to the end thereof in the form of Annex B attached hereto and (ii) by amending and restating in its entirety the paragraph identified as “Bank Caps” with the following:“Bank Caps: The Bank shall not hold more than (a) $[***] of Non-Portfolio Loans and Portfolio Loans (not including any amounts held or retained by Bank with respect to the Required Retained Loans), (b) $[***] of Portfolio Loans (not including any amounts held or retained by Bank with respect to the Required Retained Loans), and (c) $[***] of Maxx Loans. 1.14. Exhibit B of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended and restated in the form of Exhibit Battached hereto. Schedule 3.1(k) of the Existing Agreement is hereby amended to replace each reference to “5th of each month” with “10th day of each month” following the end of the applicable reporting month”.2. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AGREEMENT 2.1 Unless otherwise defined or modified in this Amendment, all capitalized words or terms used in this Amendment shall have the definitions ascribed to such words or terms in the Existing Agreement. From and after the effectiveness of this Amendment, references in the ExistingAgreement to “the Agreement” or words of similar effect, shall refer to the Existing Agreement as amended by this Amendment. 2.2 Except as expressly amended and modified by this Amendment, all terms and conditions set forth in the Existing Agreement shall remain unmodified, binding, and in full force and effect.
This Amendment as applied to the Existing Agreement and the Administration Agreement collectively set forth the entire agreement and understanding of the Parties regarding the particular subject matter of this Amendment, and merges and supersedes all prior orcontemporaneous agreements, discussions and correspondence pertaining to the subject matter of this Amendment. This Amendment may be executed in counterpart copies, each of which, and together, shall be effective as original, binding instruments. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page of this Amendment by telecopy, e-mailed .pdf or any other electronic means that reproduces an image of the actual executed signature page shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart of this Amendment. 2.3 This Amendment shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, including general obligations law Section 5-1401, but otherwise without regardto the conflict of laws principles thereof.[remainder of page intentionally blank] 4

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties hereto has caused this Amendment to be duly executed as of the day and year first above written.SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By: /s/ Barry EdinburgName: Barry EdinburgTitle: Chief Financial Officer CROSS RIVER BANK By: /s/ Gilles Gade Name: Gilles Gade Title: Chief Executive Officer By: /s/ Arlen Gelbard Name: Arlen Gelbard Title: General Counsel

Annex B Maxx Loan Products [***]

Exhibit B Credit Policy and Underwriting RequirementsSee attached.[***]

Exhibit 10.42 FIRST AMENDMENT TO LOAN AND SECURITY AGREEMENT THIS FIRST AMENDMENT TO LOAN AND SECURITY AGREEMENT (this "Amendment"), dated as of August 27, 2021, between SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC, a Delaware limited liabilitycompany (the "Borrower") and SILICON VALLEY BANK (the "Bank"). RECITALS:WHEREAS, the Borrower and the Bank are party to the Loan and Security Agreement, dated asof April 26, 2021 (as amended, restated, amended and restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, the "Loan Agreement"); WHEREAS, the Borrower has requestedthat certain amendments to the Loan Agreement bemade to the definition of "Permitted Investments"; WHEREAS, the Bank has agreed to so amend the Loan Agreement on the terms and conditions set forth herein.NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing Recitals and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto herebyagree as follows: SECTION 1 Definitions; Interpretation. (a) Definitions. All capitalized terms used in this Amendment (including in the recitalshereof) and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings assigned to them in the Loan Agreement. In addition, the following terms, when used in this Loan Amendment, shall have the following meanings:(i) "Bank" has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto; (ii) "Amendment" has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto; (iii) "Borrower" has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto; (iv) "Effective Date" has the meaning set forth in Section 5. (b) Interpretation. The rules of interpretation set forth in the Loan Agreement shall be applicable to this Amendment and are incorporated herein by this reference. SECTION 2 Amendments to Loan Agreement. Subject to and effective as of the Effective Date:(a) Permitted Investments. The definition of "Permitted Investments" set forth in Section 12.1 of the Loan Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the following paragraph in its appropriate alphabetical order as follows: "(u) rebates, advances, or other similar upfront payments to an Installer in accordance with the terms and conditions of the applicable Installer
Agreement, including, without limitation, (i) any Marketing Advance Program, (ii) any Prebate Program, (iii) any Prefunded Advance Program, and (iv) any other program that provides for Borrower to make any such payments to such First Amendment to Loan Agreement sf-4556564

First Amendment to Loan Agreement Installer (A) in respect of such Installer's then-estimated future volume of Originated Customer Loans, (B) to become the exclusive provider of Originated Customer Loans for such Installer, (C) to obtain a "first look" or specified volume commitment in respect of such Originated Customer Loans, or (D) to the extent Borrower determines is necessary or advisable in its reasonable business judgment." (b) Definitions for Permitted Investments. Section 12.1 of the Loan Agreement is herebyamended by inserting the following paragraphs in their appropriate alphabetical order as follows: "Early Disbursement Program" [***]."Marketing Advance Program" [***]."Prebate Program" [***].(c) Updated Eligibility Definitions. The definitions of "Eligible Milestone Advances" and "Eligible Prefunded Advances" set forth in Section 12.1 of the Loan Agreement is hereby amended and restated in their entirety as follows: "Eligible Milestone Advances" means, as of any date of determination, the Milestone Advances that (a) arise in the ordinary course of Borrower's business and (b) meet all of the requirements set forth on Exhibit C, in each case as of such date of determination; provided that (i) no portionof a Milestone Advance that is a Refunded Deduction and (ii) no Investment described in clause(u) of the definition of "Permitted Investments" or any Milestone Advance relating to any such Investment, shall in each case be included as an "Eligible Milestone Advance"."Eligible Prefunded Advances" means, as of any date of determination, the Prefunded Advancesthat (a) arise in the ordinary course of Borrower's business and (b) that meet all of the requirements set forth on Exhibit C, in each case as of such date of determination; provided that (v) no portion of a Milestone Advance that is a Refunded Deduction and (ii) no Investmentdescribed in clause (u) of the definition of "Permitted Investments" or any Prefunded Advance relating to any such Investment, shall in each case be included as an "Eligible Prefunded

Advance".SECTION 3 Continuing Effect. Except as expressly provided herein, this Amendment shall not limit or otherwise adversely affect the rights of the Borrower or the Bank under the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Document. The Bank reserves the right to insist on strict compliance with the terms of theLoan Agreement and each other Loan Document, and the Borrower expressly acknowledges in each case such reservation of rights and its obligations under Section 7 hereof. The execution of this Amendment will not, either alone or taken with other consents of provisions of the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Document, be deemed to create or be evidence of a course of conduct. Any future or additional consents relating to the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Document shall be effective only if set forth in awriting separate and distinct from this Amendment and executed pursuant to Section 10.1 of the Loan Agreement. Except as expressly provided herein, the Loan Agreement and each other Loan Document shall remain in full force and effect, without further amendment or modification. SECTION 4 Representations and Warranties. To induce the other parties hereto to enter into thisAmendment, the Borrower hereby represents and warrants to each other party hereto that, as of theEffective Date: (a) the Amendment has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by it and each of this Amendment, the Loan Agreement (as amended hereby on the Effective Date) and the Loan Documents constitutes its legal, valid and binding obligation, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms, except as enforceability may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors' rights generally and by general equitable principles (whether enforcement is sought by proceedings in equity or at law); (b) after givingeffect to this Amendment and the transactions contemplated by this Amendment, no Default or Event ofDefault has occurred and is continuing; (c) the execution, delivery and performance of this Amendmentand the performance of the Loan Agreement (as amended hereby on the Effective Date) shall not (i) violate its Operating Documents or the Loan Documents,
(ii) violate any Requirement of Law, Governmental Approval or any contractual obligation of the Borrower and (iii) will not result in, or require, the creation or imposition of any Lien on any of its properties or revenues pursuant to its Operating Documents, any Requirement of Law, any Governmental Approval or any such contractual obligation (other than the Liens created by the Loan Documents in favor of the Bank); and (d) each of the representations and warranties made by the Borrower in or pursuant to the Loan Documents shall be true and correct in all material respects on and as of the Effective Date (except to (A) the extent made as of aspecific date, in which case such representation and warranty shall be true and correct in all material respects on and as of such specific date and (B) representations and warranties qualified by materiality shall be true and correct in all respects). SECTION 5 Conditions to Effectiveness. This Amendment shall be effective upon the date (the "Effective Date") that the Borrower has delivered the following conditions precedent to the Bank, in form and substance satisfactory to the Bank: (a) The Bank shall have received duly executed counterparts hereof that, when taken together, bear the signatures of the Borrower and the Bank. (b) The Borrower shall have paid all costs, fees and other amounts due and payable to the Bank, including the reimbursement or payment of reasonable and documented out-of-pocket expenses of the Bank, including the reasonable and documented out-of-pocket fees, charges and disbursements ofcounsel for the Bank, in each case as required to be paid or reimbursed pursuant to the Loan Agreement. SECTION 6 Reaffirmation. By executing and delivering a counterpart hereof, (a) the Borrower hereby agrees that all Loans incurred by the Borrower shall be secured pursuant to the Loan Documentsin accordance with the respective terms and provisions thereof and (b) the Borrower hereby (i) agreesFirst Amendment to Loan Agreement

First Amendment to Loan Agreement that, notwithstanding the effectiveness of this Amendment, after giving effect to this Amendment, theLoan Documents continue to be in full force and effect, (ii) agrees that all of the Liens and securityinterests created and arising under each Loan Document remain in full force and effect on a continuous basis, and the perfected status and priority of each such Lien and security interest continues in full forceand effect on a continuous basis, unimpaired, uninterrupted and undischarged, as collateral security for its obligations, liabilities and indebtedness under the Loan Agreement, in each case, to the extent provided in, and subject to the limitations and qualifications set forth in, such Loan Documents (as amended by this Amendment) and (iii) affirms and confirms all of its obligations, liabilities and indebtedness under the Loan Agreement and each other Loan Document, in each case after giving effect to this Amendment,including its pledge of and/or grant of a security interest in its assets as Collateral pursuant to the Loan Documents to secure such Obligations, all as provided in the Loan Documents, and acknowledges and agrees that such obligations, liabilities, guarantee, pledge and grant continue in full force and effect inrespect of, and to secure, such Obligations under the Loan Agreement and the other Loan Documents, in each case, to the extent provided in, and subject to the limitations and qualifications set forth in, such Loan Documents (as amended by this Amendment). SECTION 7 Miscellaneous. (a) Governing Law: Submission to Jurisdiction. THIS AMENDMENT IS SUBJECT TOTHE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 10 OF THE LOAN AGREEMENT, THE PROVISIONS OF WHICH ARE BY THIS REFERENCE INCORPORATED HEREIN IN FULL AND SHALL APPLY MUTATIS MUTANDIS AS IF SET FORTH HEREIN. (b) Loan Agreement Otherwise Not Affected. Except as expressly amended pursuant hereto, the Loan Agreement and the other Loan Documents shall remain unchanged and in full force and effectand are hereby ratified and confirmed in all respects. The execution and delivery or acknowledgement (as applicable) of this Amendment by the Bank shall not be deemed to
create a course of dealing or otherwise create any express or implied duty by any such person to provide any other or further amendments,consents or waivers in the future (including any such other or further amendments, waivers or consents that may be the same or similar to any of those contemplated herein). (c) Binding Effect. This Amendment shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by the parties hereto and their respective permitted successors and assigns. (d) Complete Agreement: Amendments. This Amendment together with the other Loan Documents represent the entire agreement of the Borrower and the Bank with respect to the subject matterhereof and thereof, and there are no promises, undertakings, representations or warranties by the Bank relative to the subject matter hereof not expressly set forth or referred to herein or in the other Loan Documents. This Amendment may not be modified, amended or otherwise altered except in accordancewith the terms of Section 11.6 of the Loan Agreement. (e) Severability. Any provision of this Agreement that is prohibited or unenforceable in anyjurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions hereof, and any such prohibition or unenforceability in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render unenforceable such provision in anyother jurisdiction.(f) Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed by one or more of the parties to thisAmendment on any number of separate counterparts, and all of said counterparts taken together shall bedeemed to constitute one and the same instrument. Delivery of an executed signature page of this Amendment by facsimile or other electronic mail transmission shall be effective as delivery of a manually

First Amendment to Loan Agreement executed counterpart hereof. (g) Interpretation. This Amendment is the result of negotiations between and has beenreviewed by counsel to Borrower. Accordingly, this Amendment shall not be construed against the Bank merely because of its involvement in the preparation thereof.(h) Loan Document. This Amendment shall constitute a Loan Document.[Signature pagesfollow]

First Amendment to Loan Agreement IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be duly executed as of the date first above written. BORROWER: SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By: /s/ Barry EdinburgName: Barry EdinburgTitle: CFO

First Amendment to Loan Agreement BANK:SILICON VALLEY BANKBy: /s/ Josh WagnerName: Josh WagnerTitle: Vice President

Second Amendment and Waiver to Loan Agreement sf-4605748 Exhibit 10.43 [***] = Certain marked information has been omitted from this exhibit because it is both not material and is the type that theregistrant treats as private or confidential. Execution Version SECOND AMENDMENT AND WAIVER TO LOAN AND SECURITY AGREEMENT THIS SECOND AMENDMENT AND WAIVER TO LOAN AND SECURITY AGREEMENT(this “Amendment and Waiver”), dated as of November 19, 2021, between SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Borrower”) and SILICON VALLEY BANK (the“Bank”). RECITALS:WHEREAS, the Borrower and the Bank are party to the Loan and Security Agreement, dated asof April 26, 2021 (as amended by that certain First Amendment to Loan and Security Agreement, dated asof August 27, 2021, and as further amended, restated, amended and restated, supplemented or otherwisemodified from time to time, the “Loan Agreement”); WHEREAS, the Borrower has requested that certain amendments to the Loan Agreement be made to the financial reporting covenants set forth in Section 5.3 of the Loan Agreement; WHEREAS, the Borrower has notified the Bank that the balance on deposit in the Permitted Rebate Account exceeded the $[***] limit during the months of September 2021 and October 2021, which consequently signified that the Permitted Rebate Account was no longer an Excluded Account andtherefore the Borrower was obligated to deliver a Control Agreement with respect to the Permitted Rebate Account; WHEREAS, the Borrower has failed to so deliver a Control Agreement with respect to the Permitted Rebate Account, which failure constitutes an Event of Default under Section 7.2(a) of the Loan Agreement (the “Permitted Rebate Account Default”); WHREAS, the Borrower has requested that the Bank agree to waive the Borrower’s failure tocomply with such $[***] limit during the months of September 2021 and October 2021 and consequently the Permitted Rebate Account Default stemming specifically therefrom (the “Requested Waiver Event”); and WHEREAS, the Bank has (i) agreed to amend the financial reporting covenants
set forth in Section 5.3 of the Loan Agreement and (ii) agreed to waive the Requested Waiver Event, in each case on the terms and conditions set forth herein NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing Recitals and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto herebyagree as follows: SECTION 1 Definitions; Interpretation. (a) Definitions. All capitalized terms used in this Amendment and Waiver (including in the

Second Amendment and Waiver to Loan Agreement sf-4605748 recitals hereof) and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings assigned to them in the Loan Agreement. In addition, the following terms, when used in this Amendment and Waiver, shall have the following meanings:(i) “Bank” has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto; (ii)“Amendment” has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto; (iii) “Borrower” has the meaning set forth in the preamble hereto; (iv) “Effective Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 5. (b) Interpretation. The rules of interpretation set forth in the Loan Agreement shall be applicable to this Amendment and Waiver and are incorporated herein by this reference. SECTION 2 Amendments to Loan Agreement. Subject to and effective as of the Effective Date:(a) The Loan Agreement is hereby amended to reflect the changes which are attached as Exhibit A hereto, such that on the Effective Date (as defined in Section 5) the terms set forth in Exhibit A hereto which appear in bold and double underlined text (inserted text) shall be added to the Loan Agreement and the terms appearing as text which is stricken (deleted text) shall be deleted from the Loan Agreement. (b) Each reference in the Loan Agreement to “this Agreement” and the words “hereof,” “herein,” “hereunder,” or words of like import, shall mean and be a reference to the Loan Agreement asamended by this Amendment and Waiver (the “Amended Loan Agreement”) SECTION 3 Limited Waiver. Subject to and effective as of the Effective Date, the Bank hereby agrees to waive the Requested Waiver Event. SECTION 4 Continuing Effect. Except as expressly provided herein, this Amendment and Waiver shall not limit or otherwise adversely affect the rights of the Borrower or the Bank under the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Document. The Bank reserves the right to insist on strict compliance withthe terms of the Loan Agreement and each other Loan Document, and the Borrower expresslyacknowledges in each case such reservation of rights and its obligations under Section 8 hereof. The execution of this Amendment and Waiver will not, either alone or taken with other consents, amendments or waivers of provisions of the Loan Agreement or any other Loan
Document, be deemed to create or be evidence of a course of conduct. Any future or additional consents, amendments or waivers relating to the Loan Agreement or any other Loan Document shall be effective only if set forth in a writing separate and distinct from this Amendment and Waiver and executed pursuant to Section 10.1 of the Loan Agreement. Except as expressly provided herein, the Loan Agreement and each other Loan Document shall remain in full force and effect, without further amendment or modification. SECTION 5 Representations and Warranties. To induce the other parties hereto to enter into thisAmendment and Waiver, the Borrower hereby represents and warrants to each other party hereto that, as of the Effective Date: (a) the Amendment and Waiver has been duly authorized, executed and deliveredby it and each of this Amendment and Waiver, the Loan Agreement (as amended hereby on the Effective Date) and the Loan Documents constitutes its legal, valid and binding obligation, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms, except as enforceability may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights generally and by general equitable principles (whether enforcement is sought by proceedings in equity or at law); (b) after giving effect to this Amendment and Waiver and the transactions contemplated by this Amendment andWaiver, no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing; (c) the execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment and Waiver and the performance of the Loan Agreement (as amended

Second Amendment and Waiver to Loan Agreement sf-4605748 hereby on the Effective Date) shall not (i) violate its Operating Documents or the Loan Documents, (ii) violate any Requirement of Law, Governmental Approval or any contractual obligation of the Borrowerand (iii) will not result in, or require, the creation or imposition of any Lien on any of its properties orrevenues pursuant to its Operating Documents, any Requirement of Law, any Governmental Approval or any such contractual obligation (other than the Liens created by the Loan Documents in favor of the Bank); and (d) each of the representations and warranties made by the Borrower in or pursuant to theLoan Documents shall be true and correct in all material respects on and as of the Effective Date (except to (A) the extent made as of a specific date, in which case such representation and warranty shall be trueand correct in all material respects on and as of such specific date and (B) representations and warranties qualified by materiality shall be true and correct in all respects).SECTION 6 Conditions to Effectiveness. This Amendment and Waiver shall be effective upon the date (the “Effective Date”) that the Borrower has delivered the following conditions precedent to the Bank, in form and substance satisfactory to the Bank:(a) The Bank shall have received duly executed counterparts hereof that, when taken together, bear the signatures of the Borrower and the Bank. (b) The Borrower shall have paid all costs, fees and other amounts due and payable to the Bank, including the reimbursement or payment of reasonable and documented out-of-pocket expenses of the Bank, including the reasonable and documented out-of-pocket fees, charges and disbursements ofcounsel for the Bank, in each case as required to be paid or reimbursed pursuant to the Loan Agreement. SECTION 7 Reaffirmation. By executing and delivering a counterpart hereof, (a) the Borrower hereby agrees that all Loans incurred by the Borrower shall be secured pursuant to the Loan Documentsin accordance with the respective terms and provisions thereof and (b) the Borrower hereby (i) agreesthat, notwithstanding the effectiveness of this Amendment and Waiver, after giving effect to thisAmendment and Waiver, the Loan
Documents continue to be in full force and effect, (ii) agrees that all of the Liens and security interests created and arising under each Loan Document remain in full force and effect on a continuous basis, and the perfected status and priority of each such Lien and security interestcontinues in full force and effect on a continuous basis, unimpaired, uninterrupted and undischarged, as collateral security for its obligations, liabilities and indebtedness under the Loan Agreement, in each case, to the extent provided in, and subject to the limitations and qualifications set forth in, such Loan Documents (as amended by this Amendment and Waiver) and (iii) affirms and confirms all of its obligations, liabilities and indebtedness under the Loan Agreement and each other Loan Document, in each case after giving effect to this Amendment and Waiver, including its pledge of and/or grant of a security interest in its assets as Collateral pursuant to the Loan Documents to secure such Obligations, all as provided in the Loan Documents, and acknowledges and agrees that such obligations, liabilities,guarantee, pledge and grant continue in full force and effect in respect of, and to secure, such Obligations under the Loan Agreement and the other Loan Documents, in each case, to the extent provided in, and subject to the limitations and qualifications set forth in, such Loan Documents (as amended or waived by this Amendment and Waiver). SECTION 8 Miscellaneous. (a) Governing Law; Submission to Jurisdiction. THIS AMENDMENT AND WAIVER IS SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 10 OF THE LOAN AGREEMENT, THE PROVISIONS OF WHICH ARE BY THIS REFERENCE INCORPORATED HEREIN IN FULL AND SHALL APPLY MUTATIS MUTANDIS AS IF SET FORTH HEREIN.(b) Loan Agreement Otherwise Not Affected. Except as expressly amended or waivedpursuant hereto, the Loan Agreement and the other Loan Documents shall remain unchanged and in fullforce and effect and are hereby ratified and confirmed in all respects. The execution and delivery or

Second Amendment and Waiver to Loan Agreement sf-4605748 acknowledgement (as applicable) of this Amendment and Waiver by the Bank shall not be deemed to

Second Amendment and Waiver to Loan Agreement sf-4605748 create a course of dealing or otherwise create any express or implied duty by any such person to provide any other or further amendments, consents or waivers in the future (including any such other or further amendments, waivers or consents that may be the same or similar to any of those contemplated herein). (c) Binding Effect. This Amendment and Waiver shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by the parties hereto and their respective permitted successors and assigns.(d) Complete Agreement; Amendment and Waivers. This Amendment and Waiver togetherwith the other Loan Documents represent the entire agreement of the Borrower and the Bank with respect to the subject matter hereof and thereof, and there are no promises, undertakings, representations or warranties by the Bank relative to the subject matter hereof not expressly set forth or referred to herein or in the other Loan Documents. This Amendment and Waiver may not be modified, amended or otherwise altered except in accordance with the terms of Section 11.6 of the Loan Agreement.(e) Severability. Any provision of this Agreement that is prohibited or unenforceable in anyjurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions hereof, and any such prohibition or unenforceability in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render unenforceable such provision in anyother jurisdiction.(f) Counterparts. This Amendment and Waiver may be executed by one or more of the parties to this Amendment and Waiver on any number of separate counterparts, and all of saidcounterparts taken together shall be deemed to constitute one and the same instrument. Delivery of anexecuted signature page of this Amendment and Waiver by facsimile or other electronic mail transmission shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart hereof. (g) Interpretation. This Amendment and Waiver is the result of negotiations between and has been reviewed by counsel to Borrower. Accordingly, this Amendment and Waiver shall not be construed against the Bank merely because of its involvement in the preparation
thereof.(h) Loan Document. This Amendment and Waiver shall constitute a Loan Document. [Signature pages follow]

Second Amendment and Waiver to Loan Agreement sf-4605748 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment and Waiver to be duly executed as of the date first above written. BORROWER: SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By: /s/ Barry Edinburg Name: Barry EdinburgTitle: Chief Financial Officer
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sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialExecution Version LOAN AND SECURITY AGREEMENT1THIS LOAN AND SECURITY AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is dated as of April 26, 2021 (the “Effective Date”) between SILICON VALLEY BANK, a California corporation (“Bank”), and SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Borrower”). The parties agree as follows: 1 LOAN AND TERMS OF PAYMENT1.1 Revolving Line. (a) Availability. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to deduction of Reserves, Bank shall make Advances not exceeding the (a) the lesser of (i) the Revolving Line and (ii) the Borrowing Base, minus (b) the sum of all outstanding principal amounts of any Advances. Amounts borrowed under the Revolving Line may be prepaid or repaid and, prior to the Revolving Line Maturity Date, reborrowed, subject to the applicable terms and conditions precedent herein.(b) Termination; Repayment. The Revolving Line terminates on the Revolving Line Maturity Date, when the outstanding principal amount of all Advances, the accrued and unpaid interest thereon, and all other outstanding Obligations relating to the Revolving Line shall be immediately due andpayable. 1.2 Overadvances. If the aggregate outstanding principal amount of the Advances exceeds the lesser of (a) the Revolving Line or (b) the Borrowing Base, Borrower shall promptly (but, in any event, within two (2) Business Days after written notice by Bank) prepay to Bank in cash the Advances in an amount equal to such excess (such excess, the “Overadvance”); provided, however, starting on the date that Bank is notified of such Overadvance through delivery by Borrower of a Borrowing Base Certificate or other notice, Borrower shall pay Bank interest on the outstanding amount of any Overadvance at a rate per annum equal to the rate that is otherwise applicable to the Advances plus [***] percent ([***]%).1.3 Payment of Interest on the Credit Extensions. (a) Interest Payments. Advances. Interest on the principal amount of each Advance is payable in arrears monthly (A) on the first (1st) Business Day of each month, (B) on the date of any prepayment and (C) on the Revolving Line Maturity Date.(b) Interest Rate. (i) Advances. Subject to Section 1.3(c), the outstanding
principal amount of any Advance shall accrue interest at a floating rate per annum equal tothe greater of (1) [***] and (2) the Prime Rate plus the Prime Rate Margin, which interest shall be payable in accordance with Section 1.3(a). (ii) All-In Rate. Notwithstanding any terms in this Agreement to the contrary, if at any time the interest rate applicable to any Obligations is less than [***] percent ([***]%), such interest rate shall be deemed to be [***] percent ([***]%) for all purposes of this Agreement. [1 Conformed through Second Amendment to Loan and Security Agreement, dated as of November 19, 2021.]

2 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(c) Default Rate. Immediately upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, the outstanding Obligations shall bear interest at a rate per annum which is [***] percent([***]%) above the rate that is otherwise applicable thereto (the “Default Rate”). Fees and expenses which are required to be paid by Borrower pursuant to the Loan Documents (including, without limitation,Bank Expenses) but are not paid when due shall bear interest until paid at a rate equal to the highest rateapplicable to the Obligations. Payment or acceptance of the increased interest rate provided in this Section 1.3(c) is not a permitted alternative to timely payment and shall not constitute a waiver of any Event of Default or otherwise prejudice or limit any rights or remedies of Bank. (d) Adjustment to Interest Rate. Each change in the interest rate applicable to anyamounts payable under the Loan Documents based on changes to the Prime Rate shall be effective on the effective date of any change to the Prime Rate and to the extent of such change. (e) Interest Computation. Interest shall be computed on the basis of the actual number of days elapsed. In computing interest, the date of the making of any Credit Extension shall be includedand the date of payment shall be excluded; provided, however, that if any Credit Extension is repaid on the same day on which it is made, such day shall be included in computing interest on such Credit Extension. 1.4 Fees. Borrower shall pay to Bank:(a) Revolving Line Commitment Fee. A fully earned, non-refundable commitment fee of $[***] on the Effective Date.(b) Termination Fee. Upon termination of this Agreement or the termination of the Revolving Line for any reason, in each case prior to the Revolving Line Maturity Date, in addition to the payment of any other amounts then-owing, a termination fee in an amount equal to $[***] if such termination occurs prior to the date that is twenty-one (21) months after the Effective Date, which termination fee shall be fully earned and non-refundable as of such date; provided that no termination fee shall be charged if the credit facility hereunder is replaced with a new facility from Bank; (c) Unused Revolving Line Facility Fee. Payable quarterly in arrears on
March 31,2021, on the last calendar day of each calendar quarter occurring thereafter prior to the Revolving Line Maturity Date, and on the Revolving Line Maturity Date, a fee (the “Unused Revolving Line FacilityFee”) in an amount equal to [***] percent ([***]%) per annum of the average unused portion of the Revolving Line, as determined by Bank, computed on the basis of a year with the applicable number of days as set forth in Section 1.3(e), which shall be fully earned and non-refundable as of such date. The unused portion of the Revolving Line, for purposes of this calculation, shall be calculated on a calendar year basis and shall equal the difference between (i) the Revolving Line, and (ii) the average for the periodof the daily closing balance of the Revolving Line outstanding; and (d) Bank Expenses. All Bank Expenses incurred through and after the Effective Date, when due (or, if no stated due date, upon demand by Bank). Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement or in a separate writing by Bank, Borrower shall not be entitled to any credit, rebate, or repayment of any fees earned by Bank pursuant to this Agreementnotwithstanding any termination of this Agreement or the suspension or termination of Bank’s obligation to make loans and advances hereunder. Bank may deduct amounts owing by Borrower under the clauses of this Section 1.4 pursuant to the terms of Section 1.5(c). Bank shall provide Borrower written notice of deductions made from the Designated Deposit Account pursuant to the terms of the clauses of this Section1.4.

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential1.5 Payments; Application of Payments; Debit of Accounts. (a) All payments (including prepayments) to be made by Borrower under any Loan Document shall be made in immediately available funds in Dollars, without setoff, counterclaim, or deduction, before 12:00 p.m. Pacific time on the date when due. Payments of principal and/or interestreceived after 12:00 p.m. Pacific time are considered received at the opening of business on the next Business Day. When a payment is due on a day that is not a Business Day, the payment shall be due thenext Business Day, and additional fees or interest, as applicable, shall continue to accrue until paid.(b) Bank has the exclusive right to determine the order and manner in which all payments with respect to the Obligations may be applied. Borrower shall have no right to specify the orderor the accounts to which Bank shall allocate or apply any payments required to be made by Borrower toBank or otherwise received by Bank under this Agreement when any such allocation or application is not specified elsewhere in this Agreement. (c) Bank may debit Borrower’s deposit account maintained with Bank titled “[***]” for principal and interest payments or any other amounts Borrower owes Bank when due under the Loan Documents. These debits shall not constitute a set-off. 1.6 Change in Circumstances. (a) Increased Costs. If any Change in Law shall: (i) impose, modify or deemapplicable any reserve, special deposit, compulsory loan, insurance charge or similar requirement against assets of, deposits with or for the account of, or advances, loans or other credit extended or participated in by, Bank, (ii) subject Bank to any Taxes (other than (A) Indemnified Taxes, (B) Taxes described in clauses (b) through (d) of the definition of Excluded Taxes, and (C) Connection Income Taxes) on its loans, loan principal, letters of credit, commitment, or other obligations, or its deposits, reserves, other liabilities or capital attributable thereto, or (iii) impose on Bank any other condition, cost or expense (other than Taxes)affecting this Agreement or Credit Extensions made by Bank, and the result of any of the foregoing shall be to increase the cost to Bank of making, converting to, continuing or
maintaining any Credit Extension (or of maintaining its obligation to make any such Credit Extension), or to reduce the amount of any sum received or receivable by Bank hereunder (whether of principal, interest or any other amount) then, upon written request of Bank, Borrower shall promptly pay to Bank such additional amount or amounts as will compensate Bank for such additional costs incurred or reduction suffered.(b) Capital Requirements. If Bank determines that any Change in Law affecting Bank regarding capital or liquidity requirements, has or would have the effect of reducing the rate of return on Bank’s capital as a consequence of this Agreement, the Revolving Line, any term loan facility, or the Credit Extensions made by Bank to a level below that which Bank could have achieved but for such Change inLaw (taking into consideration Bank’s policies with respect to capital adequacy and liquidity), then from time to time upon written request of Bank, Borrower shall promptly pay to Bank such additional amount or amounts as will compensate Bank for any such reduction suffered. (c) Delay in Requests. Failure or delay on the part of Bank to demand compensation pursuant to this Section 1.6 shall not constitute a waiver of Bank’s right to demand such compensation; provided that Borrower shall not be required to compensate Bank pursuant to subsection (a) for any increased costs incurred or reductions suffered more than six (6) months prior to the date that Bank notifies Borrower of the Change in Law giving rise to such increased costs or reductions (except that if the Changein Law giving rise to such increased costs or reductions is retroactive, then the six (6) month period shall be extended to include the period of retroactive effect).

4 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential1.7 Taxes.(a) Payments Free of Taxes. Any and all payments by or on account of any obligation of Borrower under any Loan Document shall be made without deduction or withholding for any Taxes, except as required by Applicable Law. If any Applicable Law (as determined in the good faith discretion of Borrower) requires the deduction or withholding of any Tax from any such payment by Borrower, then(i) Borrower shall be entitled to make such deduction or withholding, (ii) Borrower shall timely pay the full amount deducted or withheld to the relevant Governmental Authority in accordance with Applicable Law,and (iii) if such Tax is an Indemnified Tax, the sum payable by Borrower shall be increased as necessary so that after such deduction or withholding has been made (including such deductions and withholdingsapplicable to additional sums payable under this Section 1.7) Bank receives an amount equal to the sum it would have received had no such deduction or withholding been made.(b) Payment of Other Taxes by Borrower. Without limiting the provisions of subsection (a) above, Borrower shall timely pay any Other Taxes to the relevant Governmental Authority in accordance with Applicable Law. (c) Tax Indemnification. Without limiting the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) above, Borrower shall, and does hereby, indemnify Bank, within ten (10) days after demand therefor, for the full amount of any Indemnified Taxes (including Indemnified Taxes imposed or asserted on or attributable to amounts payable under this Section 1.7) payable or paid by Bank or required to be withheldor deducted from a payment to Bank and any reasonable expenses arising therefrom or with respect thereto, whether or not such Indemnified Taxes were correctly or legally imposed or asserted by the relevant Governmental Authority. A certificate as to the amount of such payment or liability delivered to Borrowerby Bank shall be conclusive absent manifest error. (d) Evidence of Payments. As soon as practicable after any payment of Taxes by Borrower to a Governmental Authority pursuant to this Section 1.7, Borrower shall deliver to Bank a certified copy of a receipt issued by such Governmental Authority evidencing
such payment, a copy of thereturn reporting such payment or other evidence of such payment reasonably satisfactory to Bank. (e) Status of Bank. If Bank (including any assignee or successor) is entitled to an exemption from or reduction of withholding tax with respect to payments made under any Loan Document, including U.S. federal withholding taxes imposed by FATCA, it shall deliver to Borrower, at the time or times reasonably requested by Borrower, such properly completed and executed documentation reasonably requested by Borrower as will permit such payments to be made without withholding or at a reduced rate of withholding. In addition, Bank, if reasonably requested by Borrower, shall deliver such other documentation prescribed by Applicable Law or reasonably requested by Borrower as will enable Borrower to determine whether or not Bank is subject to backup withholding or information reporting requirements. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Bank shall deliver whichever of IRS Form W-9, IRS Form W-8BEN-E, IRS Form W-8ECI or W-8IMY is applicable, as well as any applicable supporting documentation or certifications. (f) Treatment of Certain Refunds. If any party determines, in its sole discretionexercised in good faith, that it has received a refund of any Taxes as to which it has been indemnifiedpursuant to this Section 1.7 (including by the payment of additional amounts pursuant to this Section), itshall pay to the indemnifying party an amount equal to such refund (but only to the extent of indemnity payments made under this Section with respect to the Taxes giving rise to such refund), net of all out-of- pocket expenses (including Taxes) of such indemnified party and without interest (other than any interest paid by the relevant Governmental Authority with respect to such refund). Such indemnifying party, upon the request of such indemnified party, shall repay to such indemnified party the amount paid over pursuant

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialto this paragraph (f) (plus any penalties, interest or other charges imposed by the relevant GovernmentalAuthority) in the event that such indemnified party is required to repay such refund to such Governmental Authority. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this paragraph (f), in no event will the indemnified party be required to pay any amount to an indemnifying party pursuant to this paragraph (f) the payment of which would place the indemnified party in a less favorable net after-Tax position than the indemnified party would have been in if the Tax subject to indemnification and giving rise to such refund had not beendeducted, withheld or otherwise imposed and the indemnification payments or additional amounts with respect to such Tax had never been paid. This paragraph shall not be construed to require any indemnifiedparty to make available its Tax returns (or any other information relating to its Taxes that it deems confidential) to the indemnifying party or any other Person. 1.8 Procedures for Borrowing.(a) Advances. Subject to the prior satisfaction of all other applicable conditions to the making of an Advance set forth in this Agreement (which must be satisfied no later than 12:00 p.m. Eastern time on the applicable Funding Date), to obtain an Advance, Borrower shall notify Bank (which notice shall be irrevocable) by 12:00 p.m. Eastern time the Funding Date of the Advance. Such notice shall be madeby electronic mail or by telephone and, together with any such notification, Borrower shall deliver to Bankby electronic mail a completed Payment/Advance Form executed by an Authorized Signer. Bank may relyon any telephone notice given by a person whom Bank believes is an Authorized Signer. Borrower will indemnify Bank for any loss Bank suffers due to such belief or reliance. Bank shall have received satisfactory evidence that the Board has approved that such Authorized Signer may provide such notices and request Advances (which requirement may be deemed satisfied by the prior delivery of Borrowing Resolutions or a secretary’s certificate that certifies as to such Board approval). Bank may make Advancesunder this Agreement based on instructions from an Authorized Signer or
without instructions if theAdvances are necessary to meet Obligations which have become due. (b) Bank shall credit proceeds of a Credit Extension to the Designated Deposit Account. 2 CONDITIONS OF CREDIT EXTENSIONS 2.1 Conditions Precedent to Effective Date and Initial Credit Extension. The effectiveness of this Agreement and Bank’s obligation to make the initial Credit Extension are subject to the condition precedent that Bank shall have received, in form and substance satisfactory to Bank, such documents, and completion of such other matters, as Bank may reasonably deem necessary or appropriate, including, without limitation: (a) duly executed Loan Documents;(b) the Operating Documents of Borrower and long-form good standing certificates ofBorrower certified by the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware and the Secretary of State (or equivalent agency) of each other jurisdiction in which Borrower is qualified to conduct business, in each case as of a date no earlier than thirty (30) days prior to the Effective Date; (c) certificate duly executed by a Responsible Officer or secretary of Borrower withrespect to Borrower attaching (i) its Operating Documents, (ii) Borrowing Resolutions, (iii) incumbencysignatures and (iv) each good standing certificate described in clause (b) above; (d) duly executed payoff letter from [***];

6 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(e) evidence that (i) the Liens securing Indebtedness owed by Borrower to [***] under the Existing Credit Facility will be terminated and (ii) the documents and/or filings evidencing the perfection of such Liens, including without limitation financing statements with file numbers [***] and [***] and any other financing statements and/or control agreements (other than referenced in Section 2.1(f)), have or will, concurrently with the initial Credit Extension, be terminated; (f) a copy of the cash collateral agreement entered into in connection with the existing[***] standby letter of credit (the “[***]”); (g) certified copies, dated as of a recent date, of searches for financing statement filed in the central filing office of the State of Delaware, accompanied by written evidence (including any UCC termination statements) that the Liens on any Collateral indicated in any such financing statements either constitute Permitted Liens or have been or, in connection with the initial Credit Extension, will be terminated or released;(h) duly executed Perfection Certificate of Borrower;(i) Intellectual Property search results and completed exhibits to the IP Agreement; (j) copies of all Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreements in effect as ofthe Effective Date; (k) a legal opinion of Borrower’s counsel dated as of the Effective Date; (l) evidence satisfactory to Bank that the insurance policies and endorsements required by Section 5.7 hereof are in full force and effect, together with appropriate evidence showing lender loss payable and additional insured clauses or endorsements in favor of Bank; (m) the completion of the Initial Audit; and(n) payment of the fees and Bank Expenses then due as specified in Section 1.4 hereof. 2.2 Conditions Precedent to all Credit Extensions. Bank’s obligation to make each CreditExtension, including the initial Credit Extension, is subject to the following conditions precedent: (a) receipt of Borrower’s Credit Extension request and the related materials and documents as required by and in accordance with Section 1.8; (b) the representations and warranties in this Agreement shall be true and correct in all material respects as of the date of any Credit Extension request and as of the Funding Date of each Credit
Extension; provided, however, that such materiality qualifier shall not be applicable to any representationsand warranties that already are qualified or modified by materiality in the text thereof; and provided, further that those representations and warranties expressly referring to a specific date shall be true and correct in all material respects as of such date. Each Credit Extension is Borrower’s representation and warranty on that date that the representations and warranties in this Agreement remain true and correct in all materialrespects; provided, however, that such materiality qualifier shall not be applicable to any representationsand warranties that already are qualified or modified by materiality in the text thereof; and provided, further that those representations and warranties expressly referring to a specific date shall be true and correct in all material respects as of such date;(c) with respect to such Credit Extension, a completed Borrowing Base Report (andany schedules related thereto) and Monthly Advance and Takeout Report;

7 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(d) as of such Funding Date and after giving effect to such Credit Extension, there shall be no Overadvance and the availability and borrowing limitations specified in Section 1.1 shall be complied with; (e) no Default or Event of Default shall have occurred as of or on such Funding Date or after giving effect to the Credit Extension requested on such Funding Date; (f) there shall not have occurred since December 31, 2019, any event or condition thathas had or would be reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Change; (g) Bank shall have received all fees, charges and expenses to the extent due and payable to it on or prior to such date pursuant to the Loan Documents; and (h) Borrower shall have provided to Bank all other information that Bank mayreasonably require. 2.3 Covenant to Deliver. Borrower shall deliver to Bank each item required to be delivered to Bank under this Agreement as a condition precedent to any Credit Extension. A Credit Extension made prior to the receipt by Bank of any such item shall not constitute a waiver by Bank of Borrower’s obligation to deliver such item, and the making of any Credit Extension in the absence of a required item shall be in Bank’s sole discretion.3 CREATION OF SECURITY INTEREST 3.1 Grant of Security Interest. (a) Borrower hereby grants Bank, to secure the payment and performance in full of allof the Obligations, a continuing security interest in, and pledges to Bank, the Collateral, wherever located, whether now owned or hereafter acquired or arising, and all proceeds and products thereof.(b) Borrower acknowledges that it previously has entered, or may in the future enter, into Bank Services Agreements with Bank. Regardless of the terms of any Bank Services Agreement,Borrower agrees that any amounts Borrower owes Bank thereunder shall be deemed to be Obligations hereunder and that it is the intent of Borrower and Bank to have all such Obligations secured by the firstpriority perfected security interest in the Collateral granted herein (subject to Permitted Liens). 3.2 Authorization to File Financing Statements. Borrower hereby authorizes Bank to filefinancing statements, without notice to Borrower, with all jurisdictions deemed
necessary or appropriate by Bank to perfect or protect Bank’s interest or rights hereunder, including a notice that any disposition of theCollateral, by either Borrower or any other Person, shall be deemed to violate the rights of Bank under theCode. Such financing statements may indicate the Collateral as “all assets of the Debtor” or words of similar effect. 3.3 Termination. If this Agreement is terminated, Bank’s Lien in the Collateral shall continue until the Obligations (other than inchoate indemnity obligations) are repaid in full in cash. Upon payment in full in cash of the Obligations (other than inchoate indemnity obligations) and at such time as Bank’s obligation to make Credit Extensions has terminated, Bank shall, at Borrower’s sole cost and expense, terminate its security interest in the Collateral and all rights therein shall revert to Borrower. In the event

8 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(a) all Obligations (other than inchoate indemnity obligations), except for Bank Services, are satisfied infull, and (b) this Agreement is terminated, Bank shall terminate the security interest granted herein uponBorrower providing cash collateral acceptable to Bank in its commercially reasonable discretion for Bank Services, if any. 4 REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIESBorrower represents and warrants as follows: 4.1 Due Organization, Authorization; Power and Authority. (a) Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries are each duly existing and in good standing as a Registered Organization in their respective jurisdiction of formation and are qualified and licensed to do business and is in good standing in any jurisdiction in which the conduct of their respective business ortheir ownership of property requires that they be qualified except where the failure to do so could notreasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations. (b) All information set forth on the Perfection Certificate pertaining to Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries is true and correct (it being understood and agreed that Borrower may from time totime update certain information in the Perfection Certificate after the Effective Date to the extent permittedby one or more specific provisions in this Agreement and the Perfection Certificate shall be deemed to be updated to the extent such notice is provided to Bank of such permitted update). (c) The execution, delivery and performance by Borrower and each of its Subsidiariesof the Loan Documents to which it is a party have been duly authorized, and do not (i) conflict with any ofBorrower’s or any such Subsidiary’s organizational documents, (ii) contravene, conflict with, constitute a default under or violate any material Applicable Law, (iii) contravene, conflict or violate any applicableorder, writ, judgment, injunction, decree, determination or award of any Governmental Authority by which Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries or any of their property or assets may be bound or affected, (iv) require any action by, filing, registration, or qualification with, or Governmental Approval from, any Governmental Authority (except such Governmental
Approvals which have already been obtained and are in full force and effect), or (v) conflict with, contravene, constitute a default or breach under, or result in or permit the termination or acceleration of, any material agreement by which Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries is bound. (d) No Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, nor shall either result from the making of a requested Credit Extension. Neither Borrower nor any of its Subsidiaries are indefault under any Material Contract. (e) Since December 31, 2019, there has been no development or event that has had or would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Change. 4.2 Collateral. (a) The security interest granted herein is and shall at all times continue to be a first priority perfected security interest in the Collateral (subject to Permitted Liens). Borrower has good titleto, rights in, and the power to transfer each item of the Collateral upon which it purports to grant a Lien hereunder, free and clear of any and all Liens except Permitted Liens. (b) Borrower has no Collateral Accounts at or with any bank or financial institutionother than Bank or Bank’s Affiliates except (i) for the Collateral Accounts described in the Perfection

10sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialCertificate delivered to Bank in connection herewith and (ii) for which Borrower has taken such actions asare necessary to give Bank a perfected security interest therein pursuant to the terms of Section 5.8(c) (other than the Excluded Accounts). (c) The Collateral is not in the possession of any third party bailee (such as awarehouse) except as otherwise provided in the Perfection Certificate or as permitted pursuant to Section 6.2. None of the components of the Collateral shall be maintained at locations other than as provided in the Perfection Certificate or as permitted pursuant to Section 6.2. (d) Borrower owns, or possesses the right to use to the extent necessary in its business,all Intellectual Property, licenses and other intangible assets that are used in the conduct of its business as now operated, except to the extent that such failure to own or possess the right to use such asset would notreasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations, and no such asset, to the best knowledge of Borrower, conflicts with the valid Intellectual Property, license, or intangible asset of any other Person to the extent that such conflict would reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations. (e) Borrower is not a party to, nor is it bound by, any Restricted License. 4.3 Installer Advances.(a) For each Installer Advance included in the most recent Borrowing Base Report, onthe date each Advance is requested and made, such Installer Advance shall be an Eligible Installer Advance. (b) All statements made by Borrower and all information provided by Borrower, and to the best of Borrower’s knowledge, all statements made by the relevant Installer and all informationprovided by the relevant Installer, appearing in all documents evidencing the Eligible Installer Advances are and shall be true and correct in all material respects, and all such documents and all of Borrower’sBooks are genuine and are what they purport to be. To the best of Borrower’s knowledge, all signaturesand endorsements on all documents, instruments, and agreements relating to all Eligible Advances are genuine, and all such documents, instruments and agreements are legally enforceable in
accordance with their terms except to the extent that enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy or insolvency laws andgeneral principles of equity. There are no defenses, offsets, counterclaims or agreements for which anInstaller may claim any deduction or discount. (c) All transactions underlying or giving rise to each Eligible Installer Advance (i) shall comply in all material respects with the applicable Installer Agreement (including in all materialrespects all applicable requirements set forth in any applicable Installer Agreement relating to “Approved Engineering Standards,” “Approved Solar System Equipment,” “Additional Qualification Criteria,” “Borrower Qualification Criteria,” “Installer Qualification Guidelines,” “Pricing Supplement,” “Program Specifications,” and “Solar System Qualification Criteria”) and in all material respects with all Applicable Law and (ii) shall not require consent or approval of, or notice to, any Person (except such consents or approvals that have already been obtained or that will be maintained prior to the creation of such Eligible Installer Advance) and are in full force and effect, or such notices that have already been delivered. (d) Borrower has no knowledge of any actual or imminent Insolvency Proceeding of any Installer whose Installer Advances are Eligible Installer Advances in any Borrowing Base Report. (e) Each Installer Advance and Installer is approved in accordance with the InstallerUnderwriting Policy. (f) Each Installer Advance and all related Installer Agreements shall have been dulyauthorized, are in full force and effect and shall represent a legal, or valid and binding payment obligation

10sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialof the parties thereto enforceable in accordance with their respective terms, except to the extent that enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy or insolvency laws and general principles of equity. 4.4 Approved Capital Partners; Originated Customer Loans. (a) All statements made by Borrower and all information provided by Borrower, and to the best of Borrower’s knowledge, all statements made by the relevant Customer and all information provided by the relevant Customer, appearing in all documents evidencing the Originated Customer Loans(except with respect to Originated Customer Loans representing an immaterial portion of the total Originated Customer Loans) are and shall be true and correct in all material respects, and all such documentsand, to the best of Borrower’s knowledge, all of Installer’s Books are genuine and what they purport to be,in each case, in respect of such Originated Customer Loans. To the best of Borrower’s knowledge, allsignatures and endorsements on all documents, instruments, and agreements relating to all OriginatedCustomer Loans (except with respect to Originated Customer Loans representing an immaterial portion of the total Originated Customer Loans) are genuine, and all such documents, instruments and agreements are legally enforceable in accordance with their terms except to the extent that enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy or insolvency laws and general principles of equity. There are no defenses, offsets, counterclaims or agreements for which a Customer may claim any deduction or discount with respect toany Originated Customer Loan (except with respect to Originated Customer Loans representing animmaterial portion of the total Originated Customer Loans). (b) All transactions underlying or giving rise to each Originated Customer Loan (including the facilitation and arrangement thereof by Borrower, the origination thereof by the applicable Approved Capital Partner, and the holding and administration thereof), except with respect to Originated Customer Loans representing an immaterial portion of the total Originated Customer Loans (i) shall comply in all material respects with the applicable Installer Agreement and Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement
and in all material respects with all Applicable Law, including any applicable usury laws and Credit Protection Laws and (ii) shall not require consent or approval of, or notice to, any Person (exceptsuch consents or approvals that have already been obtained and are in full force and effect, or such noticesthat have already been delivered). (c) Borrower has no knowledge of any actual or imminent Insolvency Proceeding of any Approved Capital Partner.(d) Each Originated Customer Loan (except with respect to Originated CustomerLoans representing an immaterial portion of the total Originated Customer Loans) and all related Installer Agreements and Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreements shall have been duly authorized, are in full force and effect and shall represent a legal, or valid and binding payment obligation of the partiesthereto enforceable in accordance with their respective terms, except to the extent that enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy or insolvency laws and general principles of equity. (e) Borrower represents and warrants that (i) each Installer Advance made by Borrower constitutes an advance by Borrower of an amount less than or equal to Originated Customer Loan Funded Amount by an Approved Capital Partner and no Approved Capital Partner shall be obligated to originate an Originated Customer Loan prior to the satisfaction of the “Substantial Completion”, “Final Completion,” “PTO Completion” and the Approved Capital Partner Funding Conditions in respect of the Home Improvement Project financed pursuant to such Originated Customer Loans and in accordance withthe applicable Installer Agreement and (ii) the aggregate amount funded (or deemed funded, to the extent

11sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialof any set-offs or netting) by each Approved Capital Partner for each applicable Originated Customer Loan shall be the Originated Customer Loan Funded Amount for such Originated Customer Loan. (f) To Borrower’s knowledge, the property and services giving rise to each OriginatedCustomer Loan has been delivered or rendered to the applicable Customer with respect thereto or to such Customer’s agent.(g) Each Originated Customer Loan represents a bona fide transaction created by the lending of money by the Approved Capital Partner to the applicable Customer thereunder that has been facilitated by Borrower in the ordinary course of the business in each case pursuant to the applicable Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement and the documents contemplated thereby, including the loan agreement entered into between the Approved Capital Partner and the Customer. Borrower arranges for the origination of Originated Customer Loans in compliance in all material respects with the applicable Approved Capital Partner Underwriting Policy issued by its respective Approved Capital Partner and in accordance in all material respects with the Approved Capital Partner Funding Conditions. (h) Each Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement establishes committed obligations on the part of each applicable Approved Capital Partner to originate Originated Customer Loans meeting the conditions and criteria of the Approved Capital Partner Underwriting Policies upon the satisfaction of the “Substantial Completion”, “Final Completion”, “PTO Completion” and the ApprovedCapital Partner Funding Conditions in respect of the Home Improvement Project financed pursuant to such Originated Customer Loan, and no other condition or document shall be required to be satisfied or delivered in order for Approved Capital Partner to originate such Originated Customer Loan. 4.5 Litigation. Other than as set forth in the Perfection Certificate or as disclosed to Bankpursuant to Section 5.3(k), there are no actions, investigations or proceedings pending or, to the knowledge of any Responsible Officer, threatened in writing by or against Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries involving more than, individually or in the aggregate, $[***]. 4.6 Financial
Statements; Financial Condition. All consolidated financial statements forBorrower and any of its Subsidiaries delivered to Bank fairly present in all material respects Borrower’sconsolidated and consolidating financial condition and Borrower’s consolidated and consolidating results of operations for the periods covered thereby, subject, in the case of unaudited financial statements, to normal year-end adjustments and the absence of footnote disclosures. There has not been any material deterioration in Borrower’s consolidated and consolidating financial condition since the date of the most recent financial statements submitted to Bank.4.7 Solvency. On a consolidated and consolidating basis, the fair salable value of Borrower’s assets (including goodwill minus disposition costs) exceeds the fair value of Borrower’s liabilities; Borrower is not left with unreasonably small capital after the transactions in this Agreement; and Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries are able to pay their debts (including trade debts) as they mature. 4.8 Regulatory Compliance. Borrower is not an “investment company” or a company “controlled” by an “investment company” under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. Borrower is not engaged as one of its important activities in extending credit for margin stock (under Regulations X, T and U of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors). Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries (a) have complied in all material respects with all Applicable Law, and (b) have not violated any Applicable Law the violation of which would reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’sbusiness or operations. Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries have duly complied with, and their respective facilities, business, assets, property, leaseholds, real property and Equipment are in compliance with, Environmental Laws, except where the failure to do so would not reasonably be expected to have a material

12sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialadverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations; there have been no outstanding citations, notices or orders of non-compliance issued to Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries or relating to their respective facilities, businesses, assets, property, leaseholds, real property or Equipment under such EnvironmentalLaws. Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries have obtained all consents, approvals and authorizations of, made all declarations or filings with, and given all notices to, all Governmental Authorities that arenecessary to continue their respective businesses as currently conducted, except where the failure to obtainor make or file the same would not reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations.4.9 Subsidiaries; Investments. Borrower does not own any stock, partnership, or otherownership interest or other equity securities except for Permitted Investments. 4.10 Tax Returns and Payments; Pension Contributions.(a) Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries have timely filed, or submitted extensions for, all required Tax returns and reports, and Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries have timely paid all foreign, federal, state and local Taxes, assessments, deposits and contributions owed by Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries except (i) to the extent such Taxes are being contested in good faith by appropriateproceedings promptly instituted and diligently conducted, so long as such reserve or other appropriate provision, if any, as shall be required in conformity with GAAP shall have been made therefor, (ii) if such Taxes, assessments, deposits and contributions do not, individually or in the aggregate, exceed $[***] or (iii) as set forth on the Perfection Certificate delivered as of the Effective Date. Borrower is unaware of any claims or adjustments proposed for any of Borrower’s or any of its Subsidiary’s prior tax years which could reasonably be expected to result in additional Taxes becoming due and payable by Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries in excess of $[***] in the aggregate. (b) Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries have paid all amounts necessary to fund all present pension, profit sharing and deferred compensation plans in accordance with their terms, and
neither Borrower nor any of its Subsidiaries has withdrawn from participation in, and has not permitted partial or complete termination of, or permitted the occurrence of any other event with respect to, any such plan which could reasonably be expected to result in any liability of Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries, including anyliability to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation or its successors or any other Governmental Authority.4.11 Full Disclosure. No written representation, warranty or other statement of Borrower orany of its Subsidiaries in any report, certificate or written statement given to Bank, as of the date suchrepresentation, warranty, or other statement was made, taken together with all such reports, certificates andwritten statements given to Bank, contains any untrue statement of a material fact or omits to state a material fact necessary to make the statements contained in the reports, certificates or written statements notmisleading in light of the circumstances under which they were made (it being recognized by Bank that the projections and forecasts provided by Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries in good faith and based upon reasonable assumptions are not viewed as facts and that actual results during the period or periods coveredby such projections and forecasts may differ from the projected or forecasted results). 4.12 Sanctions. Neither Borrower nor any of its Subsidiaries is: (a) in violation of any Sanctions; or (b) a Sanctioned Person. Neither Borrower nor any of its Subsidiaries, directors, officers, employees, agents or Affiliates: (i) conducts any business or engages in any transaction or dealing with any Sanctioned Person, including making or receiving any contribution of funds, goods or services to or for the benefit of any Sanctioned Person; (ii) deals in, or otherwise engages in any transaction relating to, any property or interests in property blocked pursuant to any Sanctions; (iii) engages in or conspires to engage in any transaction that evades or avoids, or has the purpose of evading or avoiding, or attempts to violate,

13sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialany of the prohibitions set forth in any Sanctions; or (iv) otherwise engages in any transaction that couldreasonably be expected to cause Bank to violate any Sanctions.5 AFFIRMATIVE COVENANTS Borrower shall do all of the following: 5.1 Use of Proceeds. Cause the proceeds of the Credit Extensions to be used solely (a) asworking capital or (b) to fund its general business purposes, and not for personal, family, household or agricultural purposes. 5.2 Government Compliance. (a) Maintain its and all of its Subsidiaries’ legal existence (except as permitted under Section 6.3 with respect to Subsidiaries only) and good standing in their respective jurisdictions of formation and maintain qualification in each jurisdiction in which the failure to so qualify would reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations.(b) Comply, and have each Subsidiary comply, in all material respects, with all laws, ordinances and regulations to which it is subject.(c) Obtain all of the Governmental Approvals necessary for the performance by Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries of their obligations under the Loan Documents to which it is a party,including any grant of a security interest to Bank. Borrower shall promptly provide copies of any such obtained Governmental Approvals to Bank. 5.3 Financial Statements, Reports, Certificates. Deliver to Bank: (a) Borrowing Base Report. A Borrowing Base Report (and any schedules related thereto and including any other information as Bank may reasonably requested with respect to the InstallerAdvances) within seven (7) days after the end of each month; (b) Monthly Advance and Takeout Report. Within thirty (30) days after the end of each month, a report of a Responsible Officer of Borrower in form and substance satisfactory to Bank setting forth (i) monthly Milestone Advance agings, aged by advance date, (ii) monthly Prefunded Advance agings, aged by advance date and (iii) such other reports as are requested by Bank in its commercially reasonable discretion (the “Monthly Advance and Takeout Report”).(c) Monthly Cancellation Report. Within thirty (30) days after the end of each month, a Monthly Cancellation Report of a
Responsible Officer of Borrower. (d) Monthly Financial Statements. As soon as available, but no later than thirty (30)days after the end of each month, a company prepared consolidated and consolidating balance sheet andincome statement covering Borrower’s and each of its Subsidiaries’ operations for such month certified bya Responsible Officer and in a form reasonably acceptable to the Bank; provided that upon the consummation of the Spartan Merger, Bank and Borrower agree to discuss in good faith an amendment to this Agreement regarding the frequency of reporting obligations. (e) Annual Audited Financial Statements. As soon as available, and in any event within one-hundred and eighty (180) days following the end of Borrower’s fiscal year, audited consolidated and consolidating financial statements prepared under GAAP, consistently applied, together with an

14sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialunqualified opinion on the financial statements from an independent certified public accounting firm reasonably acceptable to Bank. Notwithstanding the foregoing, documents required to be delivered under this Section 5.3(e) (to the extent any such documents are included in materials otherwise filed with the SEC) may be delivered electronically and if so delivered, shall be deemed to have been delivered on thedate on which Borrower, Parent, or any of their respective Subsidiaries files such documents with the SECand such documents are publicly available on the SEC’s EDGAR filing system or any successor thereto, provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, Borrower shall promptly provide such documents to Bank following Bank’s request therefor;(f) Compliance Certificate. Within 30 days after the last day of each month and together with each of the statements set forth in Section 5.3(d) and (e), a duly completed Compliance Certificate signed by a Responsible Officer, certifying that as of the end of such month, Borrower was in full compliance with all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and setting forth calculations showing compliance with the financial covenants set forth in this Agreement and such other information as Bank may reasonably request, including, without limitation, current as of the delivery date of such Compliance Certificate, the aggregate amount of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans and the applicable capital partners therefor; (g) Annual Operating Budget and Financial Projections. Within sixty (60) days after the end of each fiscal year of Borrower, and contemporaneously with any updates or amendments thereto, (i) annual operating budgets (including income statements, balance sheets and cash flow statements, by month) for the upcoming fiscal year of Borrower, and (ii) annual financial projections for the following fiscal year (on a monthly basis), in each case as approved by the Board, together with any related businessforecasts used in the preparation of such annual financial projections; (h) SEC Filings. In the event that Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries becomes subject to the reporting requirements under the Exchange Act within five (5) days of filing,
notification of the filing and copies of all periodic and other reports, proxy statements and other materials filed by Borrower, Parent, and/or any of their respective Subsidiaries or any Guarantor with the SEC, any Governmental Authoritysucceeding to any or all of the functions of the SEC or with any national securities exchange, or distributed to its shareholders, as the case may be. Documents required to be delivered pursuant to the terms hereof(to the extent any such documents are included in materials otherwise filed with the SEC) may be delivered electronically and if so delivered, shall be deemed to have been delivered on the date on which Borrower, Parent, and/or any of their respective Subsidiaries files such documents with the SEC and such documents are publicly available on the SEC’s EDGAR filing system or any successor thereto, provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, Borrower shall promptly provide such documents to Bank following Bank’s request therefor; (i) Security Holder Reports. Within five (5) days of delivery, copies of all material statements, reports and notices made available to Borrower’s security holders (excluding materials,following the Spartan Merger, that are not material and are among SL Financial LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, SL Financial Investor I LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, SL Financial Investor II LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., a Delaware corporation formerly known as Spartan Acquisition Corp. II, and any other direct or indirect owner of Borrower); provided that with respect to any materials provided to members of Borrower’s Board, Borrower may redact (i) any portions of such materials that are subject to attorney-client privilege, and (ii) any portions of such materials that result in a conflict of interest between Borrower, on the one hand, and Bank, on the other hand, in each case, as determined in good faith by Borrower;(j) Beneficial Ownership Information. Prompt written notice of any changes to the beneficial ownership information set out in Section 14 of the Perfection Certificate; provided that, upon the

35sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(i) consummation of the Spartan Merger and (ii) Borrower’s delivery of a written certification to Bank thatthe public-company exemption applies to the requirement of Borrower to deliver notices of changes to its beneficial ownership information, Borrower shall have no obligation to provide further changes to beneficial ownership information so long as such exemption continues to apply. Borrower understands and acknowledges that Bank relies on such true, accurate and up-to-date beneficial ownership information to meet Bank’s regulatory obligations to obtain, verify and record information about the beneficial owners ofits legal entity customers;(k) Legal Action Notice. Prompt written notice of any legal actions, investigations or proceedings pending or threatened in writing against Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries that would reasonably be expected to result in damages or costs to Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries of, individually, $[***] or more or in the aggregate, $[***] or more; (l) Tort Claim Notice. If Borrower shall acquire a commercial tort claim, Borrower shall promptly notify Bank in a writing signed by Borrower of the general details thereof and grant to Bank in such writing a security interest therein and in the proceeds thereof, all upon the terms of this Agreement, with such writing to be in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Bank;(m) Government Filings. Within five (5) Business Days after the same are sent orreceived, copies of all material correspondence, reports, documents and other filings by Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries with any Governmental Authority, other than Routine Inquiries, regarding compliance with or maintenance of material Governmental Approvals or Applicable Law that could reasonably be expected to have a material effect on any of the material Governmental Approvals or otherwise on the business of Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries; (n) Registered Organization. If Borrower is not a Registered Organization as of the Effective Date but later becomes one, promptly notify Bank of such occurrence and provide Bank with Borrower’s organizational identification number; (o) Default; MAE. Prompt written notice of the occurrence of a Default, Event ofDefault or
any event or condition that has had or would be reasonably expected to have a Material AdverseChange; (p) Certain Material Contracts. Promptly, from time to time upon the Bank’s request copies of any (i) Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreements (to the extent not subject to confidentiality obligations, which such confidentiality obligations have not been waived by the relevant Approved Capital Partner after good faith efforts by Borrower; provided that Borrower may redact pricingand other competitively sensitive information from such agreements), (ii) Installer Agreements and (iii) agreements relating to Originated Customer Loans, together with all schedules, exhibits, annexes or other attachments thereto, provided that the relevant Approved Capital Partner has provided any necessary consents for such disclosure (it being agreed that Borrower shall use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain all such necessary consent for disclosure) and that all personally identifiable information or otherprivate customer information has been redacted or Borrower and Bank mutually agree that such information need not be redacted; and(q) Other Information. Promptly, from time to time, such other information regarding Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries or compliance with the terms of any Loan Documents as reasonablyrequested by Bank. 5.4 Installer Advances; Originated Customer Loans. (a) Maintain commercially reasonable credit underwriting and operating standards, including with respect to Installer Advances and each Originated Customer Loan, the completion of a

36sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialcommercially reasonable underwriting process of the applicable Installer and the applicable Customer(respectively) and the determination that the credit history of such Installer and Customer is and will be satisfactory. (b) (i) Maintain, and cause Installers to maintain, a complete, accurate and up-to-date record of all documentation executed and delivered in connection with each Installer Advance and eachOriginated Customer Loan; (ii) subject to Section 5.6, provide to Bank the right to access and review at alltimes, on reasonable notice, any and all such documentation held by Borrower together with any other data and other information related thereto as may be inputted to or stored within Borrower’s Books, computers and/or computer records including diskettes, databases, tapes, platforms, applications and other computer software and computer systems; (iii) subject to Section 5.6, promptly upon Bank’s reasonable request, furnish Bank with copies of any of the foregoing (other than Originated Customer Loans or related loandocumentation). (c) Promptly notify Bank of all material disputes or claims relating to any Installer Advance or Originated Customer Loan other than routine disputes or claims received in the ordinary course of business that would not reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on a material number of the Originated Customer Loans. For the avoidance of doubt, any (i) cancellation or (ii) change of orders, in either case, which (x) relates to Home Improvement Projects, (y) occurs in the ordinary course of businessand (z) would not reasonably be expected to impact the eligibility thereof for purposes of calculating the Borrowing Base, are excluded from this clause (c).(d) Borrower shall, and shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cause each Approved Capital Partner and each Installer to, deliver and transmit all amounts to be paid or paid to Borrower in connection with any Originated Customer Loan (including the Originated Customer Loan Funded Amount) into a Deposit Account maintained with Bank. 5.5 Taxes; Pensions.(a) Timely file, and require each of its Subsidiaries to timely file (in each case, unless subject to a valid extension), all required Tax returns and reports
and timely pay, and require each of itsSubsidiaries to timely pay, all foreign, federal, state and local Taxes, assessments, deposits and contributions owed by Borrower and each of its Subsidiaries, except for deferred payment of any Taxescontested pursuant to the terms of Section 4.10(a) hereof, and shall deliver to Bank, on demand, appropriate certificates attesting to such payments, and pay, and require each of its Subsidiaries to pay, all amounts necessary to fund all present pension, profit sharing and deferred compensation plans in accordance with their terms. (b) To the extent Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries defers payment of any contested Taxes, (i) notify Bank in writing of the commencement of, and any material development in, theproceedings, and (ii) post bonds or take any other steps required to prevent the Governmental Authoritylevying such contested Taxes from obtaining a Lien upon any of the Collateral that is other than a “PermittedLien.” 5.6 Access to Collateral; Books and Records. (a) At reasonable times, on five (5) Business Days’ notice (provided no notice is required if an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing), Bank, or its agents, shall have the right to inspect the Collateral and the right to audit and copy Borrower’s Books. Such inspections and audits shall be conducted no more often than once every twelve (12) months, unless an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing in which case such inspections and audits shall occur as often as Bank shall determine is necessary. The foregoing inspections and audits shall be conducted at Borrower’s expense and the charge therefor shall be $[***] per person per day plus reasonable and documented out-of-pocket expenses to the

37sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialextent that such expenses and charges shall not exceed $[***] per annum in the aggregate. In the event Borrower and Bank schedule an audit more than eight (8) days in advance, and Borrower cancels or seeks to or reschedules the audit with less than eight (8) days written notice to Bank, then (without limiting any of Bank’s rights or remedies) Borrower shall pay Bank a fee of $[***] plus any out-of-pocket expenses incurred by Bank to compensate Bank for the anticipated costs and expenses of the cancellation or rescheduling. (b) (i) Keep proper books of records and account, at the location listed in Section 4(a) of the Perfection Certificate delivered on the Effective Date (or such other location approved in writing byBank in its sole discretion), in which full, true and correct entries in conformity with GAAP and allApplicable Law in all material respects shall be made of all dealings and transactions in relation to itsbusiness and activities, (ii) set up and maintain on its books such reserves as may be required by GAAP with respect to doubtful Installer Advances and Originated Customer Loans and all Taxes, assessments, charges, levies and claims and with respect to its business and (iii) maintain a revenue recognition method in accordance with GAAP. (c) Borrower shall maintain at all times (other than for ordinary maintenance, updates and upgrades) a software platform for the facilitation as well as the origination of Originated Customer Loans (the “Platform”). The Platform will check each applicant’s eligibility for membership with each applicable Approved Capital Partner (if such Approved Capital Partner is a credit union) in accordance with the Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement. The Platform will perform the credit application processing, credit history review, and initial credit decisioning, as well as the generation of the completeloan documentation and the credit union membership application, in conformance with the ApprovedCapital Partner Underwriting Policies. In the event an application for a Customer is processed, the Platform will generate the application and the loan documents therefor and provide them to the applicable Approved Capital Partner through a secure site. 5.7 Insurance. (a) Keep its
business and the Collateral insured for risks and in amounts as customarily are insured against by other Persons engaged in the same or similar businesses as Borrower and as Bankmay reasonably request. Insurance policies shall be in a form, with financially sound and reputableinsurance companies that are not Affiliates of Borrower, and in amounts that are satisfactory to Bank.(b) All property policies shall have a lender’s loss payable endorsement showing Bankas lender loss payee. All liability policies shall show, or have endorsements showing, Bank as an additional insured. Bank shall be named as lender loss payee and/or additional insured with respect to any such insurance providing coverage in respect of any Collateral. (c) Ensure that proceeds payable under any property policy are, at Bank’s option,payable to Bank on account of the Obligations. (d) At Bank’s request, Borrower shall deliver certified copies of insurance policies and evidence of all premium payments. Each provider of any such insurance required under this Section 5.77 shall agree, by endorsement upon the policy or policies issued by it or by independent instruments furnished to Bank, that it will give Bank thirty (30) days’ prior written notice before any such policy or policies shallbe canceled or altered in any material respect. If Borrower fails to obtain insurance as required under this Section 5.7 or to pay any amount or furnish any required proof of payment to third persons and Bank, Bank may make all or part of such payment or obtain such insurance policies required in this Section 5.7, andtake any action under the policies Bank deems prudent. 5.8 Accounts.

38sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(a) On and after the date that is forty-five (45) calendar days after the Effective Date, maintain all of Borrower’s, any of its Subsidiaries’, and any Guarantor’s operating accounts, depositoryaccounts and excess cash with Bank or Bank’s Affiliates other than the CRB Reserve Accounts and Permitted Warehouse Accounts. (b) In addition to the foregoing, Borrower, any Subsidiary of Borrower and any Guarantor, shall obtain any business credit card, letters of credit and cash management services exclusively from Bank. (c) In addition to and without limiting the restrictions in (a), Borrower shall provideBank five (5) days’ prior written notice before establishing any Collateral Account at or with any bank or financial institution other than Bank or Bank’s Affiliates. For each such Collateral Account that Borrower at any time maintains (including for the avoidance of doubt any Collateral Account maintained by Borrower as of the Effective Date), Borrower shall on and after the date that is forty-five (45) calendar days after theEffective Date (or such longer period as Bank shall agree in its reasonable discretion) cause the applicable bank or financial institution (other than Bank) at or with which any Collateral Account is maintained to execute and deliver a Control Agreement or other appropriate instrument with respect to such CollateralAccount to perfect Bank’s Lien in such Collateral Account in accordance with the terms hereunder which Control Agreement may not be terminated without the prior written consent of Bank. The provisions of the previous sentence shall not apply to any Excluded Account. 5.9 Financial Covenants. (a) Liquidity. Maintain at all times, subject to periodic reporting, Liquidity in an amount equal to or greater than the greater of (a) [***] percent ([***]%) of the sum of all outstanding principal amounts of any Advances and (b) $[***]. (b) Available Takeout CommitmentAmounts. Maintain at all times, subject to periodic reporting, Available Takeout Commitment Amounts in an amount equal to or greater than$[***]. (c) EBITDA. Maintain EBITDA for the six-month period ended as of each measurement date, of at least $[***] measured as of the end of each fiscal month.5.10 Protection and
Registration of Intellectual Property Rights. (a) (i) Protect, defend and maintain the validity and enforceability of Borrower’s and each Subsidiary’s Intellectual Property, except to the extent that such failure to do so would not reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations; (ii) promptly adviseBank in writing of infringements or any other event that would reasonably be expected to materially and adversely affect the value Borrower’s and each Subsidiary’s Intellectual Property; and (iii) not allow any Intellectual Property material to Borrower’s or any Subsidiary’s business to be abandoned, forfeited or dedicated to the public without Bank’s written consent. (b) If Borrower (i) obtains any Patent, registered Trademark, registered Copyright, registered mask work, or any pending application for any of the foregoing, whether as owner, licensee or otherwise, or (ii) applies for any Patent or the registration of any Trademark, then Borrower shall provide written notice thereof to Bank within one (1) Business Day and shall execute such intellectual property security agreements and other documents and take such other actions as Bank may request in its commercially reasonable discretion to perfect and maintain a first priority perfected security interest in favor of Bank in such property within five (5) Business Days of such request. If Borrower intends to register any Copyrights or mask works in the United States Copyright Office, Borrower shall: (x) provide Bank with at least fifteen (15) days prior written notice of Borrower’s registration of such Copyrights or mask

39sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialworks together with a copy of the application it intends to file with the United States Copyright Office (excluding exhibits thereto); (y) prior to the date of registration of the Copyrights or mask works describedin (x), execute an intellectual property security agreement and such other documents and take such other actions as Bank may request in its commercially reasonable discretion to perfect and maintain a first priority perfected security interest in favor of Bank in such Copyrights or mask works; and (z) record such intellectual property security agreement with the United States Copyright Office contemporaneously with filing the Copyright or mask work application(s) with the United States Copyright Office. Borrower shall promptly provide to Bank copies of all applications that it files for Patents or for the registration ofTrademarks, Copyrights or mask works, together with evidence of the recording of the intellectual property security agreement required for Bank to perfect and maintain a first priority perfected security interest in such property. (c) Provide written notice to Bank within ten (10) Business Days of entering or becoming bound by any Restricted License (other than over-the-counter software that is commercially available to the public). Borrower shall take such steps as Bank requests to obtain the consent of, or waiver by, any person whose consent or waiver is necessary for (i) any such Restricted License to be deemed “Collateral” and for Bank to have a security interest in it that might otherwise be restricted or prohibited by law or by the terms of any such Restricted License, whether now existing or entered into in the future, and(ii) Bank to have the ability in the event of a liquidation of any Collateral to dispose of such Collateral in accordance with Bank’s rights and remedies under this Agreement and the other Loan Documents.5.11 Litigation Cooperation. From the date hereof and continuing through the termination of this Agreement, make available to Bank, without expense to Bank, Borrower and its officers, employees and agents and Borrower’s books and records, to the extent that Bank may deem them reasonably necessary to prosecute or defend any third-party suit or proceeding instituted by or against Bank
with respect to any Collateral or relating to Borrower. 5.12 Online Banking. (a) Utilize Bank’s online banking platform for all matters requested by Bank which may include, without limitation (and without request by Bank for the following matters), requesting approval for exceptions, requesting Credit Extensions, and uploading financial statements and other reports required to be delivered by this Agreement (including, without limitation, those described in Section 5.3 of this Agreement). (b) Comply with the terms of Bank’s Online Banking Agreement as in effect from time to time and ensure that all persons utilizing Bank’s online banking platform are duly authorized to doso by an Administrator. Bank shall be entitled to assume the authenticity, accuracy and completeness ofany information, instruction or request for a Credit Extension submitted via Bank’s online banking platform and to further assume that any submissions or requests made via Bank’s online banking platform have been duly authorized by an Administrator. 5.13 Formation or Acquisition of Subsidiaries. Notwithstanding and without limiting thenegative covenants contained in Sections 6.3 and 6.7 hereof, at the time that Borrower or any Guarantorforms any Subsidiary or acquires any Subsidiary after the Effective Date (including, without limitation, pursuant to a Division), Borrower and such Guarantor shall (a) cause such new Subsidiary to provide toBank a guaranty to become a Guarantor hereunder (as determined by Bank in its sole discretion), together with documentation, all in form and substance satisfactory to Bank (including being sufficient to grant Bank a first priority Lien (subject to Permitted Liens) in and to the assets of such newly formed or acquiredSubsidiary), (b) provide to Bank appropriate certificates and powers and financing statements, pledging allof the direct or beneficial ownership interest in such new Subsidiary, in form and substance satisfactory to Bank; and (c) provide to Bank all other documentation in form and substance satisfactory to Bank, including one or more opinions of counsel satisfactory to Bank, which in its opinion is appropriate with respect to the

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialexecution and delivery of the applicable documentation referred to above; provided however clauses (a), (b) and (c) under this Section 5.13 hereof shall not be applicable to any Permitted Warehouse SPV. Anydocument, agreement, or instrument executed or issued pursuant to this Section 5.13 shall be a Loan Document. 5.14 Further Assurances. (a) Execute any further instruments and take such further action as Bank reasonably requests to perfect, protect, ensure the priority of or continue Bank’s Lien on the Collateral or to effect the purposes of this Agreement, (b) use commercially reasonable efforts to cause within 60 days of the Effective Date (i) the termination of each UCC-1 financing statement existing prior to the date hereof naming Borrower as debtor and Solar Loan Management LLC as secured party and (ii) the delivery to Bank of a duly executed landlord’s consent in favor of Bank for each of Borrower’s leased locations, by the respective landlord thereof, (c) use commercially reasonable efforts to cause within 90 days of the Effective Date, (i) 234 West 39th Street, Inc., as beneficiary (the “LC Beneficiary”) of the [***], to the return andcancel the [***], and (ii) the issuance to the LC Beneficiary of a replacement standby letter of credit by the Bank (the “SVB LC”) and the LC Beneficiary to accept an executed copy of the SVB LC and (d) if applicable, provide evidence reasonably satisfactory to Bank that the [***] Cash Collateral Account and the related cash collateral agreement (including any liens securing any obligations thereunder andfinancing statements filed in connection therewith) have been closed and terminated, as applicable.5.15 Sanctions. (a) Not, and not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, engage in any of the activities described in Section 4.11 in the future; (b) not, and not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, become a Sanctioned Person; (c) ensure that the proceeds of the Obligations are not used to violate any Sanctions;and (d) deliver to Bank any certification or other evidence requested from time to time by Bank in its sole discretion, confirming each such Person’s compliance with this Section 5.15. In addition, have implemented, and will consistently apply while this Agreement is in
effect, procedures to ensure that therepresentations and warranties in Section 4.11 remain true and correct while this Agreement is in effect.5.16 Post-Closing Obligations. To the extent not actually delivered on the Effective Date, Borrower shall deliver to Bank on or by May 26, 2021 (or such later date as Bank may approve in its discretion) all trust certificates evidencing Borrower’s ownership interests in SLF Loan Pool Trust 1, duly indorsed in a manner satisfactory to the Bank, to be held as Collateral pursuant to this Agreement. 6 NEGATIVE COVENANTSBorrower shall not do any of the following without Bank’s prior written consent:6.1 Dispositions. Convey, sell, lease, transfer, assign, or otherwise dispose of (including,without limitation, pursuant to a Division) (collectively, “Transfer”), or permit any of its Subsidiaries to Transfer, all or any part of its business or property, except for (a) Transfers of Inventory in the ordinary course of business; (b) Transfers of worn-out or obsolete Equipment that is, in the reasonable judgment of Borrower, no longer economically practicable to maintain or use in the ordinary course of business ofBorrower; (c) Transfers consisting of Permitted Liens and Permitted Investments; (d) Transfers consisting of Borrower’s or its Subsidiaries’ use or transfer of money or Cash Equivalents in the ordinary course of business and in a manner that is not prohibited by the terms of this Agreement or the other Loan Documents;(e) Transfers consisting of the sale or issuance of any stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities of Borrower that would not otherwise result in an Event of Default underthis Agreement; (f) Transfers of non-exclusive licenses for the use of the property of Borrower or its Subsidiaries in the ordinary course of business; (g) any Transfer of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans so long as (i) such Transfer is made in accordance with the terms and conditions of a purchase agreement entered into between the Permitted Warehouse SPV and Borrower consistent with industry norms (each a “Purchase Agreement”), (ii) no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or would resultfrom such Transfer, (iii) all cash proceeds from the sale of
such Borrower Purchased Customer Loans are received by Borrower concurrently with such sale, and (iv) the purchase price shall be paid pursuant to the

3 sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialPurchase Agreement in cash and, as applicable, pursuant a capital contribution that is permitted by clause (h) of the definition of “Permitted Investments”; (h) any Transfer of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans to Persons that are not Permitted Warehouse SPVs so long as (i) no Default or Event of Default has occurredand is continuing or would result from such Transfer, and (ii) not less than 95% of the proceeds from the sale of such Borrower Purchased Customer Loans are received in cash by Borrower concurrently with such sale; and (i) any other Transfer so long as (i) in any fiscal year, such Transfer or Transfers do not exceed an aggregate amount of $[***] and (ii) no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing orwould result from such Transfer or Transfers.6.2 Changes in Business, Management, Control, or Business Locations. (a) Engage in or permit any of its Subsidiaries to engage in any business other than the businesses currently engaged in by Borrower and such Subsidiary, as applicable, or reasonably related thereto, including the purchase of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans; (b) wind up, liquidate, dissolve or dispose of all or substantially all of its property or business, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to wind up, liquidate, dissolve or dispose of allor substantially all of their respective property or business (other than any Permitted Warehouse SPV, which shall be permitted so wind up, liquidate, dissolve or dispose of all or substantially of its property or business into or to Borrower); (c) fail to provide notice to Bank of the Key Person departing from or ceasing to be employed by Borrower within five (5) Business Days after his departure from Borrower; (d) permit, allowor suffer to occur any Change in Control; or (e) without at least 30 days prior written notice to Bank, (i)add any new offices or business locations, including warehouses (unless such new offices or businesslocations contain less than $[***] in Borrower’s assets or property) or deliver any portion of the Collateralvalued, individually or in the aggregate, in excess of $[***] to a bailee at a location other than to a bailee and at a location already disclosed in the Perfection Certificate, (ii) change its
jurisdiction of organization,(iii) change, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to change, its respective organizational structure or type, (iv) change, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to change, its legal name, or (v) change, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to change, any organizational number (if any) assigned by its jurisdiction of organization. If Borrower intends to add any new offices or business locations, including warehouses, containing in excess of $[***] of Borrower's assets or property, then Borrower will cause the landlord of any such new offices or business locations, including warehouses, to execute and deliver a landlord consent in form and substance satisfactory to Bank. If Borrower intends to deliver any portion of the Collateral valued, individually or in the aggregate, in excess of $[***] to a bailee, and Bank and such bailee are not already parties to a bailee agreement governing both the Collateral and the location to which Borrower intends to deliver the Collateral, then Borrower will cause such bailee to execute and deliver a bailee agreement inform and substance satisfactory to Bank.6.3 Mergers or Acquisitions. Merge or consolidate, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to merge or consolidate, with any other Person, or acquire, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to acquire, all orsubstantially all of the stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities or property of another Person (including, without limitation, by the formation of any Subsidiary or pursuant to a Division), except in connection with the Spartan Merger. A Subsidiary may merge or consolidate into Borrower or another Subsidiary or into Borrower. 6.4 Indebtedness. Create, incur, assume, or be liable for any Indebtedness, or permit any Subsidiary to do so, other than Permitted Indebtedness. 6.5 Encumbrance. Create, incur, allow, or suffer to exist any Lien on any of its property, orassign or convey any right to receive income, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to do so, or permit anyCollateral not to be subject to the first priority security interest granted herein, in each case except forPermitted Liens. 6.6 Maintenance of Collateral Accounts. Maintain any Collateral Account except pursuant to the terms of Section 5.8(c).

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential6.7 Distributions; Investments.(a) Pay any dividends or make any distribution or payment or redeem, retire orpurchase any stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities; exceptthat, so long as in each case (x) no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or would result therefrom and (y) each of the covenants set forth in Section 5.9 shall be satisfied on a pro forma basis after giving effect to such transaction:(i) Borrower may make Tax Distributions (which such Tax Distributions may be paid no more frequently than quarterly) due to Borrower being partnership or a disregarded entity under the United States Internal Revenue Code; (ii) Borrower may make non-cash PIK dividends to holders of its Class A Units (whenever issued) or other class of preferred units issued after the Effective Date for bona fide capitalraising purposes on terms negotiated at arm’s length, all as contemplated by and pursuant to the terms of Borrower’s operating agreement, as it currently exists or as it may be amended or amended and restatedfrom time to time;(iii) Any Subsidiary joined as a Guarantor to this Agreement pursuant to Section 5.13 hereof may make dividends or distributions to (A) Borrower or (B) any other Subsidiary joined as a Guarantor pursuant to Section 5.13 hereof; (iv) Any Subsidiary not joined as a Guarantor to this Agreement pursuant to Section 5.13 hereof may make dividends or distributions to (A) any other Subsidiary not joined as a Guarantor pursuant to Section 5.13 hereof, (B) any Subsidiary joined as a Guarantor to this Agreement pursuant toSection 5.13 hereof or (C) Borrower; (v) Borrower may repurchase the equity interests owned by former employees and service providers pursuant to stock repurchase agreements as long as an Event of Default does not exist prior to such repurchase or would not exist after giving effect to such repurchase, in an aggregate amount in cash not to exceed [***] Dollars ($[***]) in any fiscal year; and (vi) Borrower or any Subsidiary may make payments in respect of amounts or accruedobligations (including, without limitation, under incentive compensation programs and employee benefit plans) from
time to time to “employees” or consultants or other Persons on account of or in respect of services performed from time to time, including to Persons who are also equity owners of Borrower and towhom payment for services would be construed as a “guaranteed payment” instead of W-2 compensation (and who therefore may not be “employees” per se) under applicable federal and state tax laws andregulations, and including amounts payable to compensate for additional tax liability imposed upon such Persons on account of their status as equity owners and not employees per se; provided that the aggregate amount of payments under this clause (vi) shall not exceed [***] ($[***]) in any fiscal year; and (vii) Following the consummation of the Spartan Merger, Borrower may declare and pay dividends in accordance with Borrower’s or any direct or indirect owner of Borrower’s publicly announced regular dividend policy approved by Borrower’s Board; provided that a Responsible Officershall have delivered to Bank a duly executed certificate certifying that at the time of the declaration of such dividend and immediately before and after giving pro forma effect thereto: (A) no Default or Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing and (B) Borrower is in compliance with the Minimum CashThreshold; (b) Directly or indirectly make any Investment (including, without limitation, by the formation of any Subsidiary) other than Permitted Investments, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to do so, except in each case as permitted under Section 5.13.

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential6.8 Transactions with Affiliates. Directly or indirectly enter into or permit to exist any material transaction with any Affiliate of Borrower, except for transactions that are (i) in the ordinary course of Borrower’s business, upon fair and reasonable terms that are no less favorable to Borrower than would be obtained in an arm’s length transaction with a non-affiliated Person or (ii) set forth on the Perfection Certificate delivered as of the Effective Date. 6.9 Negative Pledge Clauses. Enter into or suffer to exist or become effective any agreement (or permit any Subsidiary to enter into or suffer to exist or become effective any agreement) that prohibits or limits the ability of Borrower or any Guarantor to create, incur, assume or suffer to exist any Lien upon,or power of attorney over, any of its property or revenues, whether now owned or hereafter acquired;provided that the foregoing shall not apply to (a) this Agreement and the other Loan Documents, (b) Requirements of Law, (c) agreements governing any purchase money Liens or capital lease obligations otherwise permitted by this Agreement (so long as any prohibition or limitation shall only be effective against the assets financed thereby), (d) restrictions or conditions imposed by any agreement relating to Permitted Indebtedness so long as (i) such restrictions or conditions apply only to property or assets securing such Permitted Indebtedness and (ii) the Lien over such property or assets is a Permitted Lien. 6.10 Compliance. (a) Become an “investment company” or a company “controlled” by an “investment company”, under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, or undertake as one of its important activities extending credit to purchase or carry margin stock (as defined in Regulation U ofthe Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System), or use the proceeds of any Credit Extension forthat purpose; (b)(i) fail to meet the minimum funding requirements of ERISA, (ii) permit a Reportable Event or Prohibited Transaction, as defined in ERISA, to occur, (iii) fail to comply with the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act or (iv) violate any other law or regulation, if the foregoing subclauses (i) through (iv), individually or in the aggregate, would reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower’s business or operations, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to do so; or (c) withdraw or permit any Subsidiary to withdraw from participation in, permit partial or complete termination of, or permit the occurrence of any other event with respect to, any present pension, profit sharing and deferred compensationplan which would reasonably be expected to result in any liability of Borrower, including any liability to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation or its successors or any other Governmental Authority. 6.11 Material Amendments. (a) Suspend, terminate or make provisional in any way, any material Governmental Approval granted to Borrower or any Guarantor; (b) make, or agree to make (to the extent Borrower has consent rights in connection therewith), any material modification, amendment or waiver of any of the material terms or provisions of the Installer Underwriting Policy or any of Borrower’sor any Guarantor’s organizational documents or (c) make, or agree to make, or otherwise permit, anymaterial modification, amendment or waiver of any of the terms or provisions of any Material Contract other than: (i) any modification, amendment or waiver to the Installer Underwriting Policy, in each case, made in the ordinary course of business that could not reasonably be expected to be materially adverse to Bank or that amends, supplements, removes or adds loan product types or terms or customer eligibility and (ii) any modification, amendment or waiver to Permitted Indebtedness.6.12 Separateness. (a) Fail, or fail to cause each Permitted Warehouse SPV, to satisfy customary formalities for such entity, including, as applicable (i) to the extent required by Applicable Law, the holding of regular board of members’, managers’, directors’ and shareholders’ meetings or action by members, managers, directors or shareholders without a meeting, (ii) the maintenance of separate booksand records and (iii) the maintenance of separate bank accounts in its own name; (b) make, or permit any of its Subsidiaries (other than Permitted Warehouse SPVs who are the applicable obligor with respect tosuch liability) to make, any payment to a creditor of any Permitted Warehouse SPV in
respect of any liability of any Permitted Warehouse SPV, unless expressly permitted hereunder, and no PermittedWarehouse Account or funds of any Permitted Warehouse SPV shall be permitted to be commingled with any bank account or funds of Borrower or any of its other Subsidiaries for longer than three (3) Business

3 sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialDays; (c) fail to cause any financial statements distributed to any creditors of any Permitted Warehouse SPV to clearly establish or indicate the corporate separateness of such Permitted Warehouse SPV from Borrower and its Subsidiaries; (d) take, or permit any of its Subsidiaries to take, any action, or conduct its affairs in a manner, which is likely to result in the separate legal existence of Borrower or any PermittedWarehouse SPV being ignored, or in the assets and liabilities of Borrower, its Subsidiaries or any Permitted Warehouse SPV being substantively consolidated with those of any other Person in a bankruptcy, reorganization or other insolvency proceeding. 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT Any one of the following shall constitute an event of default (an “Event of Default”) under this Agreement: 7.1 Payment Default. Borrower fails to (a) make any payment of principal or interest on any Credit Extension on its due date, or (b) pay any other Obligations within three (3) Business Days after such Obligations are due and payable. During the cure period, the failure to make or pay any payment specifiedunder clause (b) hereunder is not an Event of Default (but no Credit Extension will be made during the cure period);7.2 Covenant Default. (a) Borrower fails or neglects to perform any obligation in Sections 5.1, 5.2(a), 5.3(a)-(i), 5.3(m), 5.3(o), 5.4(d)(as it relates to Borrower’s making of payments), 5.5, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.13, 5.15 or 5.16 or violates any covenant in Section 6; or(b) Borrower fails or neglects to perform, keep, or observe any other term, provision, condition, covenant or agreement contained in this Agreement or any Loan Documents, and as to anydefault (other than those specified in this Section 7) under such other term, provision, condition, covenant or agreement that can be cured, has failed to cure the default within thirty (30) days of the occurrencethereof (but no Credit Extensions shall be made during such cure period). Cure periods provided under this section shall not apply, among other things, to financial covenants or any other covenants that are requiredto be satisfied, completed or tested by a date certain or any covenants set forth in clause (a) above; 7.3 Material Adverse
Change. A Material Adverse Change occurs; 7.4 Attachment; Levy; Restraint on Business. (a) (i) The attachment by trustee or similar process of any funds of Borrower or anySubsidiary individually or in the aggregate, of at least $[***], or (ii) a notice of lien or levy is filed againstany of Borrower’s or any of its Subsidiaries’ assets individually or in the aggregate, of at least$[***] by any Governmental Authority, and the same under subclauses (i) and (ii) hereof are not, within ten (10) Business Days after the occurrence thereof, discharged or stayed (whether through the posting of a bond or otherwise); provided, however, no Credit Extensions shall be made during any ten (10) day cure period; or (b) (i) any material portion of Borrower’s or any of its Subsidiaries’ assets is attached, seized, levied on, or comes into possession of a trustee or receiver, or (ii) any court order enjoins, restrains, or prevents Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries from conducting all or any material part of its business; 7.5 Insolvency. (a) Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries fails to be solvent as described under Section 4.7 hereof; (b) Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries begins an Insolvency Proceeding; or (c) anInsolvency Proceeding is begun against Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries and is not dismissed or stayed within 30 days (but no Credit Extensions shall be made while any of the conditions described in clause (a)

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialexist or until any Insolvency Proceeding is dismissed); 7.6 Other Agreements. There is, under any agreement to which Borrower, any of Borrower’s Subsidiaries, or any Guarantor is a party with a third party or parties, (a) any default resulting in a right by such third party or parties, whether or not exercised, to accelerate the maturity of any Indebtedness in anamount individually or in the aggregate in excess of $[***]; or (b) any breach or default by Borrower, any ofBorrower’s Subsidiaries, or Guarantor, the result of which would have a material adverse effect onBorrower’s, any of Borrower’s Subsidiaries’, or any Guarantor’s business or operations; 7.7 Judgments; Penalties. One or more fines, penalties or final judgments, orders or decreesfor the payment of money in an amount, individually or in the aggregate, of at least $[***] (not covered by independent third-party insurance as to which liability has been accepted by such insurance carrier) shall be rendered against Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries by any Governmental Authority, and the same are not, within ten (10) Business Days after the entry, assessment or issuance thereof, discharged, or afterexecution thereof, or stayed pending appeal, or such judgments are not discharged prior to the expiration of any such stay (provided that no Credit Extensions will be made prior to the discharge, or stay of suchfine, penalty, judgment, order or decree); 7.8 Misrepresentations. Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries or any Person acting forBorrower or any of its Subsidiaries makes any representation, warranty, or other statement now or later in this Agreement, any Loan Document or in any writing delivered to Bank or to induce Bank to enter thisAgreement or any Loan Document, and such representation, warranty, or other statement is incorrect in any material respect when made (it being agreed and acknowledged by Bank that the projections and forecastsprovided by Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries in good faith and based upon reasonable assumptions are not viewed as facts and that actual results during the period or periods covered by such projections and forecasts may differ from the projected or forecasted results);7.9 Lien Priority. There is a material
impairment in the perfection or priority of Bank’s security interest in the Collateral;7.10 Guaranty. (a) Any guaranty of any Obligations terminates or ceases for any reason to be in full force and effect; (b) any Guarantor does not perform any obligation or covenant under any guarantyof the Obligations; (c) any circumstance described in Sections 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, or 7.8 of this Agreementoccurs with respect to any Guarantor, (d) the liquidation, winding up, or termination of existence of anyGuarantor; or (e) (i) a material impairment in the perfection or priority of Bank’s Lien in the collateral provided by Guarantor or in the value of such collateral or (ii) a material adverse change in the general affairs, management, results of operation, condition (financial or otherwise) or the prospect of repayment of the Obligations occurs with respect to any Guarantor;7.11 Governmental Approvals. Any material Governmental Approval shall have been (a) revoked, rescinded, suspended, modified in an adverse manner or not renewed in the ordinary course for afull term or (b) subject to any decision by a Governmental Authority that designates a hearing with respectto any applications for renewal of any of such Governmental Approval or that could reasonably be expected to result in the Governmental Authority taking any of the actions described in clause (a) above, and such decision or such revocation, rescission, suspension, modification or non-renewal (i) causes, or could reasonably be expected to cause, a Material Adverse Change, or (ii) adversely affects the legal qualifications of Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries to hold such Governmental Approval in any applicable jurisdiction and such revocation, rescission, suspension, modification or non-renewal could reasonably be expected to affect the status of or legal qualifications of Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries to hold any Governmental Approval in any other jurisdiction in any material respect; or7.12 Regulatory Action. The issuance or entering of any stay, order, judgment, cease and desist order, injunction, temporary restraining order, or other judicial or non-judicial sanction, order or ruling by

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialany Governmental Authority against (a) Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries that could reasonably be expected to materially and adversely impact Borrower’s or any of its Subsidiaries’ ability to continue any material aspect of its business as then currently conducted or (b) any Person that could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries.8 BANK’S RIGHTS AND REMEDIES 8.1 Rights and Remedies. Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, Bank may, without notice or demand, do any or all of the following: (a) declare all Obligations immediately due and payable (but if an Event of Default described in Section 7.5 occurs all Obligations are immediately due and payable without any action by Bank); (b) stop advancing money or extending credit for Borrower’s benefit under this Agreement or under any other agreement between Borrower and Bank;(c) verify the amount of, demand payment of and performance under, and collect any amounts owing, settle or adjust disputes and claims directly with Approved Capital Partners for amounts on terms and in any order that Bank considers advisable, and notify any Person owing Borrower money ofBank’s security interest in such funds; provided Bank shall not be responsible or liable for any shortage ordiscrepancy in, or for any error, act, omission, or delay of any kind occurring in the settlement, failure to settle, collection or failure to collect any of the payments described in this clause (c) or for settling such payments in good faith for less than the full amount thereof, nor shall Bank be deemed to be responsiblefor any of Borrower’s obligations under any contract or agreement giving rise to any such payment; (d) make any payments and do any acts it considers necessary or reasonable to protectthe Collateral and/or its security interest in the Collateral. Borrower shall assemble the Collateral if Bank requests and make it available as Bank designates. Bank may enter premises where the Collateral is located, take and maintain possession of any part of the Collateral, and pay, purchase, contest, or compromise any Lien which appears to be prior or superior to its security interest and pay all
expenses incurred. Borrower grants Bank a license to enter and occupy any of its premises, without charge, to exercise any of Bank’srights or remedies; (e) apply to the Obligations any (i) balances and deposits of Borrower it holds, or (ii) amount held by Bank owing to or for the credit or the account of Borrower; (f) ship, reclaim, recover, store, finish, maintain, repair, prepare for sale, advertise for sale, and sell the Collateral. For use solely upon the occurrence and during the continuation of an Event ofDefault, Bank is hereby granted a non-exclusive, royalty-free license or other right to use, without charge, Borrower’s labels, Patents, Copyrights, mask works, rights of use of any name, trade secrets, trade names, Trademarks, and advertising matter, or any similar property as it pertains to the Collateral, in completing production of, advertising for sale, and selling any Collateral and, in connection with Bank’s exercise of its rights under this Section 8.1, Borrower’s rights under all licenses and all franchise agreements inure to Bank’s benefit;(g) place a “hold” on any account maintained with Bank and/or deliver a notice of exclusive control, any entitlement order, or other directions or instructions pursuant to any ControlAgreement or similar agreements providing control of any Collateral; (h) demand and receive possession of Borrower’s or any Guarantor’s Books; and(i) exercise all rights and remedies available to Bank under the Loan Documents or at

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentiallaw or equity, including all remedies provided under the Code or any Applicable Law (including disposal of the Collateral pursuant to the terms thereof). 8.2 Power of Attorney. Borrower hereby irrevocably appoints Bank as its true and lawful attorney-in-fact, (a) exercisable upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, to: (i) sign Borrower’s name on any invoice or bill of lading for any Account or drafts against any Person; (ii)demand, collect, sue, and give releases to any Person for monies due, settle and adjust disputes and claims directly with any applicable Person, and compromise, prosecute, or defend any action, claim, case, orproceeding about any Collateral (including filing a claim or voting a claim in any bankruptcy case in Bank’s or Borrower’s name, as Bank chooses); (iii) make, settle, and adjust all claims under Borrower’s insurancepolicies; (iv) pay, contest or settle any Lien, charge, encumbrance, security interest, or other claim in or to the Collateral, or any judgment based thereon, or otherwise take any action to terminate or discharge thesame; and (v) transfer the Collateral into the name of Bank or a third party as the Code permits; and (vi)receive, open and dispose of mail addressed to Borrower; and (b) regardless of whether an Event of Default has occurred, to: (i) endorse Borrower’s name on any checks, payment instruments, or other forms ofpayment or security; (ii) notify any payor including any Approved Capital Partner to pay Bank directly;and (iii) sign Borrower’s name on any documents necessary to perfect or continue the perfection of Bank’s security interest in the Collateral. Bank’s foregoing appointment as Borrower’s attorney in fact, and all of Bank’s rights and powers, coupled with an interest, are irrevocable until such time as all Obligations (other than inchoate indemnity obligations) have been satisfied in full, Bank is under no further obligation to make Credit Extensions and the Loan Documents have been terminated. Bank shall not incur any liability in connection with or arising from the exercise of such power of attorney and shall have no obligation to exercise any of the foregoing rights and remedies. 8.3 Protective Payments. If Borrower fails to obtain the insurance
called for by Section 5.7 or fails to pay any premium thereon or fails to pay any other amount which Borrower is obligated to pay under this Agreement or any other Loan Document or which may be required to preserve the Collateral,Bank may obtain such insurance or make such payment, and all amounts so paid by Bank are Bank Expenses and immediately due and payable, bearing interest at the then highest rate applicable to the Obligations, and secured by the Collateral. Bank will make reasonable efforts to provide Borrower withnotice of Bank obtaining such insurance at the time it is obtained or within a reasonable time thereafter. No payments by Bank are deemed an agreement to make similar payments in the future or Bank’s waiver of any Event of Default. 8.4 Application of Payments and Proceeds. Bank may apply any funds in its possession, whether from Borrower account balances, payments, proceeds realized as the result of any collection of amounts or other disposition of the Collateral, or otherwise, to the Obligations in such order as Bank shall determine in its sole discretion. Any surplus shall be paid to Borrower or other Persons legally entitled thereto; Borrower shall remain liable to Bank for any deficiency. If Bank, in its commercially reasonable discretion, directly or indirectly, enters into a deferred payment or other credit transaction with anypurchaser at any sale of Collateral, Bank shall have the option, exercisable at any time, of either reducing the Obligations by the principal amount of the purchase price or deferring the reduction of the Obligationsuntil the actual receipt by Bank of cash therefor.8.5 Bank’s Liability for Collateral. Bank’s sole duty with respect to the custody, safekeeping and physical preservation of the Collateral in its possession or under its control, under Section 9-207 of theCode or otherwise, shall be to deal with it in the same manner as Bank deals with its own property consistingof similar instruments or interests. Borrower bears all risk of loss, damage or destruction of the Collateral. 8.6 No Waiver; Remedies Cumulative. Bank’s failure, at any time or times, to require strictperformance by Borrower of any provision of this Agreement or any other Loan Document shall not waive, affect, or diminish any right of Bank thereafter to demand
strict performance and compliance herewith or

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialtherewith. No waiver hereunder shall be effective unless signed by the party granting the waiver and then is only effective for the specific instance and purpose for which it is given. Bank’s rights and remedies under this Agreement and the other Loan Documents are cumulative. Bank has all rights and remedies provided under the Code, by law, or in equity. Bank’s exercise of one right or remedy is not an election and shall not preclude Bank from exercising any other remedy under this Agreement or other remedyavailable at law or in equity, and Bank’s waiver of any Event of Default is not a continuing waiver. Bank’s delay in exercising any remedy is not a waiver, election, or acquiescence.8.7 Demand Waiver. Borrower waives demand, notice of default or dishonor, notice of payment and nonpayment, notice of any default, nonpayment at maturity, release, compromise, settlement,extension, or renewal of accounts, documents, instruments, chattel paper, and guarantees held by Bank on which Borrower is liable.8.8 Intellectual Property License.(a) Solely for the purpose of enabling Bank to exercise rights and remedies under this Section 8 and the other Loan Documents, Borrower hereby irrevocably (until all Obligations other than inchoate indemnity obligations are repaid in full in cash) grants to Bank, and its designees a non-exclusive, worldwide and sublicensable license and right to use, practice and otherwise exploit (consistent with all Applicable Law), exercisable without payment of royalty, rent or other compensation, any of Collateral consisting of Intellectual Property (including Trademarks, trade names, the Platform and any related services, product, technology, deliverable or software related to such services, including any third-partysubcontractor’s product, technology, deliverable or software, provided that such use is limited solely to Borrower’s program with Approved Capital Partners relating to Originated Customer Loans) now or hereafter owned by or licensed to Bank, in order for Bank, and its designees, solely in connection with theexercise by Bank of the remedies provided to it pursuant to the Loan Documents with respect to the Collateral, to purchase, use, market,
reproduce, repossess, possess, store, assemble, manufacture, complete, process, ship, supply, lease, sell, offer to sell, import, export, transfer, distribute or otherwise dispose of any asset included in the Collateral after the occurrence, and solely during the continuation of, an Event of Default, including in connection with the liquidation, disposition or realization upon the Collateral in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Loan Documents, to the extent that such non-exclusive license and right (i) subject to the following sentence, does not violate the express terms of any agreement between Borrower and a third party concerning such Intellectual Property purported in this paragraph to be subject to such non-exclusive license and right, or give such third party any right of acceleration, modification, termination or cancellation therein and (ii) is not prohibited by any Applicable Law. The license granted pursuant hereto shall be exercisable solely after the occurrence, and solely during the continuation of, an Event of Default. (b) If the grant of such non-exclusive license and right or the exercise of such non- exclusive license and right in connection with the liquidation, disposition or realization upon the Collateralin accordance with the terms and conditions of the Loan Documents would violate the express terms of any agreement between Borrower and a third party concerning such intellectual property purported in thisparagraph to be subject to such non-exclusive license and right, or give such third party any right of acceleration, modification, termination or cancellation therein, Borrower shall, at Bank’s reasonable request, use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain all third-party consents required to permit such grant or exercise (as applicable) of such non-exclusive license and right and shall pay all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses in connection with obtaining any such consents, and such non-exclusive license and right shall be deemed effective to the fullest extent permitted without causing such a breach. Borrower shall agree, and shall cause each successor thereof to agree, that any assignment, sale, transfer or other disposition of any of the Collateral consisting of Intellectual Property (whether by foreclosure or otherwise) will be
subject to the rights of Bank, and its designees as set forth above.

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(c) In connection with the immediately preceding paragraph, Bank shall agree to take all commercially reasonable actions in connection with its exercise of such license to protect Borrower’srights and interest in the Collateral consisting of Intellectual Property. To the extent that Bank exercises such license with respect to Borrower’s trademarks, (i) Bank shall ensure that all uses of such trademarks meet quality standards substantially equivalent to or stricter than those high standards maintained by Borrower immediately prior to the effective date of such license and all goodwill arising from such use shall inure to the sole benefit of Borrower and (ii) Bank shall not use the trademarks in a manner that detracts from the goodwill associated therewith. Bank shall take all reasonable steps under thecircumstances to protect any confidential information or trade secrets licensed hereunder. (d) Borrower will, and will cause each of the Guarantors to, reasonably cooperate withBank and its agents, representatives and designees in allowing Bank to exercise the foregoing rights. 9 NOTICES All notices, consents, requests, approvals, demands, or other communication by any party to thisAgreement or any other Loan Document must be in writing and shall be deemed to have been validlyserved, given, or delivered: (a) upon the earlier of actual receipt and three (3) Business Days after deposit in the U.S. mail, first class, registered or certified mail return receipt requested, with proper postage prepaid; (b) upon transmission, when sent by electronic mail; (c) one (1) Business Day after deposit with a reputable overnight courier with all charges prepaid; or (d) when delivered, if hand-delivered by messenger, all ofwhich shall be addressed to the party to be notified and sent to the address or email address indicated below; provided that, for clause (b), if such notice, consent, request, approval, demand or other communication is not sent during the normal business hours of the recipient, it shall be deemed to have been sent at the opening of business on the next Business Day of the recipient. Bank or Borrower may change its mailing or electronic mail address by giving the other party written notice thereof in accordance with the terms of this Section 9. If to Borrower: 234 West
39th Street, 7th Floor New York, NY 10018 Attn: General Counsel Email: notices@sunlightfinancial.comWebsite URL: www.sunlightfinancial.com with a copy to (which shall not constitute notice): Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP1177 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10036 Attn: [***] Email: [***]If to Bank: Silicon Valley Bank 505 Howard Street, 3rd Floor San Francisco CA 94105 Attn: [***] Email: [***]with a copy to (which shall not constitute notice):

3 sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialMorrison & Foerster LLP425 Market Street, 32nd FloorSan Francisco CA 94105 Attn: [***] Email: [***]10 CHOICE OF LAW, VENUE AND JURY TRIAL WAIVER; JUDICIAL REFERENCE Except as otherwise expressly provided in any of the Loan Documents, California law governs the Loan Documents without regard to principles of conflicts of law that would require the application of the laws of another jurisdiction. Borrower and Bank each irrevocably and unconditionally submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the State and Federal courts in Santa Clara County, California; provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to operate to preclude Bank from bringing suit or takingother legal action in any other jurisdiction with respect to the Loan Documents or to realize on the Collateral or any other security for the Obligations, or to enforce a judgment or other court order in favor of Bank.Borrower expressly, irrevocably and unconditionally submits and consents in advance to such jurisdiction in any action or suit commenced in any such court, and Borrower hereby irrevocably and unconditionally waives, to the fullest extent permitted by Applicable Law, any objection that it may have based upon lack of personal jurisdiction, improper venue, or forum non conveniens and hereby irrevocably and unconditionally consents to the granting of such legal or equitable relief as is deemed appropriate by such court. Borrower hereby waives personal service of the summons, complaints, and other process issued in such action or suit and agrees that service of such summons, complaints, and other process may be made by registered or certified mail addressed to Borrower at the address set forth in, or subsequently provided by Borrower in accordance with, Section 9 of this Agreement and that service so made shall be deemed completed upon the earlier to occur of Borrower’s actual receipt thereof or three (3) days after deposit in the U.S. mails, proper postage prepaid. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BORROWER AND BANK EACH WAIVES ITS RIGHT TO A JURY TRIAL OF ANY CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING OUT
OF OR BASED UPON THIS AGREEMENT, THE LOAN DOCUMENTSOR ANY CONTEMPLATED TRANSACTION, INCLUDING CONTRACT, TORT, BREACH OFDUTY AND ALL OTHER CLAIMS. THIS WAIVER IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR THE PARTIES HERETO TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT. EACH PARTY HERETO HAS REVIEWED THIS WAIVER WITH ITS COUNSEL. WITHOUT INTENDING IN ANY WAY TO LIMIT THE PARTIES’ AGREEMENT TO WAIVE THEIR RESPECTIVE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY, if the above waiver of the right to a trial by jury is not enforceable, the parties hereto agree that any and all disputes or controversies of any nature betweenthem arising at any time shall be decided by a reference to a private judge, mutually selected by the parties(or, if they cannot agree, by the Presiding Judge of the Santa Clara County, California Superior Court) appointed in accordance with California Code of Civil Procedure Section 638 (or pursuant to comparable provisions of federal law if the dispute falls within the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal courts), sitting without a jury, in Santa Clara County, California; and the parties hereby submit to the jurisdiction of such court. The reference proceedings shall be conducted pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of California Code of Civil Procedure Sections 638 through 645.1, inclusive. The private judge shall have the power, among others, to grant provisional relief, including without limitation, entering temporary restraining orders, issuing preliminary and permanent injunctions and appointing receivers. All such proceedings shall be closed to the public and confidential and all records relating thereto shall bepermanently sealed. If during the course of any dispute, a party desires to seek provisional relief, but a judge has not been appointed at that point pursuant to the judicial reference procedures, then such party may apply to the Santa Clara County, California Superior Court for such relief. The proceeding before the

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialprivate judge shall be conducted in the same manner as it would be before a court under the rules of evidenceapplicable to judicial proceedings. The parties shall be entitled to discovery which shall be conducted inthe same manner as it would be before a court under the rules of discovery applicable to judicialproceedings. The private judge shall oversee discovery and may enforce all discovery rules and orders applicable to judicial proceedings in the same manner as a trial court judge. The parties agree that theselected or appointed private judge shall have the power to decide all issues in the action or proceeding,whether of fact or of law, and shall report a statement of decision thereon pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 644(a). Nothing in this paragraph shall limit the right of any party at any time to exercise self-help remedies, foreclose against collateral, or obtain provisional remedies. The private judge shall also determine all issues relating to the applicability, interpretation, and enforceability of this paragraph.This Section 10 shall survive the termination of this Agreement and the repayment of all Obligations. 11 GENERAL PROVISIONS11.1 Termination Prior to Maturity Date; Survival. All covenants, representations and warranties made in this Agreement shall continue in full force until this Agreement has terminated pursuant to its terms and all Obligations (other than inchoate indemnity obligations) have been satisfied. So long as Borrower has satisfied the Obligations (other than inchoate indemnity obligations, and any other obligations which, by their terms, are to survive the termination of this Agreement and the repayment of all Obligations, and any Obligations under Bank Services Agreements that are cash collateralized in accordance with Section 3.1 of this Agreement), this Agreement may be terminated prior to the Revolving Line MaturityDate by Borrower, effective three (3) Business Days after written notice of termination is given to Bank. Those obligations that are expressly specified in this Agreement as surviving this Agreement’s terminationand the repayment of all Obligations shall continue to survive notwithstanding this Agreement’s termination and the
repayment of all Obligations. 11.2 Successors and Assigns. (a) This Agreement binds and is for the benefit of the successors and permitted assigns of each party. Borrower may not assign or transfer this Agreement or any rights or obligations under it without Bank’s prior written consent (which may be granted or withheld in Bank’s sole discretion) and any other attempted assignment or transfer by Borrower shall be null and void. Bank has the right, without the consent of, but upon notice to Borrower, to sell, transfer, assign, negotiate, or grant participation in all or any part of, or any interest in, Bank’s obligations, rights, and benefits under this Agreement and the other Loan Documents; provided, however, to the extent such transferees, assignees or participants are Disqualified Institutions, Bank shall not transfer, assign or participation any such right or interest without Borrower’s prior written consent unless a Default or Event of Default has occurred or is continuing (in which case Bank shall be required to provide notice of such transfer, assignment or participation). (b) Borrower shall maintain at its principal office a register for the recordation of the names and addresses of Bank and its successors and assigns (for purposes of Section 11.2(b) and (c), the “lenders”) and the Advances, commitments of and principal amounts (and stated interest) of the loansowing to Bank and each other lender from time to time (the “Register”). The entries in the Register shallbe conclusive absent manifest error, and Borrower, Bank, and the lenders shall treat each Person whose name is recorded in the Register pursuant to the terms hereof as a lender hereunder for all purposes of this Agreement. The Register shall be available for inspection by Borrower or any lender at any reasonable time and from time to time upon reasonable prior notice. (c) To the extent Bank or any lender sells a participation, it shall, acting solely for this

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialpurpose as a non-fiduciary agent of Borrower, maintain a register on which it enters the name and address of each participant and the principal amounts (and stated interest) of each participant’s interest in the Advances or other obligations under the Loan Documents (the “Participant Register”); provided that neither Bank nor any other lenders shall have any obligation to disclose all or any portion of the Participant Register (including the identity of any participant or any information relating to a participant's interest in any commitments, loans, letters of credit or its other obligations under any Loan Document) to any personexcept to the extent that such disclosure is necessary to establish that such commitment, loan, letter of credit or other obligation is in registered form under Section 5f.103-1(c) of the United States Treasury Regulations. The entries in the Participant Register shall be conclusive absent manifest error, and Bank and the lenders shall treat each person whose name is recorded in the Participant Register as the owner of suchparticipation for all purposes of this Agreement notwithstanding any notice to the contrary. 11.3 Indemnification. (a) General Indemnification. Borrower shall indemnify, defend and hold Bank and its Affiliates and the partners, directors, officers, employees, agents, trustees, administrators, managers, advisors and representatives of Bank and its Affiliates (each, an “Indemnified Person”) harmless against: (i) all losses, claims, damages, liabilities and related expenses (including Bank Expenses and the reasonable fees, charges and disbursements of any counsel for any Indemnified Person) (collectively, “Claims”) arising out of, in connection with, or as a result of (i) the execution or delivery of this Agreement, any other Loan Document or any agreement or instrument contemplated hereby or thereby, the performance by the parties hereto of their respective obligations hereunder or thereunder or the consummation of thetransactions contemplated hereby or thereby, (ii) any Credit Extension or the use or proposed use of the proceeds therefrom, (iii) any actual or alleged presence or release of hazardous materials on or from anyproperty owned or operated by Borrower or any of its
Subsidiaries, or any environmental liability related in any way to Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries, or (iv) any actual or prospective claim, litigation, investigation or proceeding relating to any of the foregoing, whether based on contract, tort or any othertheory, whether brought by a third party or by Borrower, and regardless of whether any Indemnified Person is a party thereto; provided that such indemnity shall not, as to any Indemnified Person, be available to theextent that such losses, claims, damages, liabilities or related expenses are determined by a court ofcompetent jurisdiction by final and nonappealable judgment to have resulted from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of such Indemnified Person. All amounts due under this Section 11.3 shall be payable promptly after demand therefor. This Section 11.3(a) shall not apply with respect to Taxes other than any Taxes that represent losses, claims, damages, etc. arising from any non-Tax claim. (b) Waiver of Consequential Damages, Etc. To the fullest extent permitted by Applicable Law, Borrower shall not assert, and hereby waives, any claim against any Indemnified Person, on any theory of liability, for special, indirect, consequential or punitive damages (as opposed to direct or actual damages) or any loss of profits arising out of, in connection with, or as a result of, this Agreement, any other Loan Document or any agreement or instrument contemplated hereby, the transactionscontemplated hereby or thereby, any Credit Extension, or the use of the proceeds thereof. No Indemnified Person shall be liable for any damages arising from the use by unintended recipients of any information orother materials distributed by it through telecommunications, electronic or other information transmission systems in connection with this Agreement or the other Loan Documents or the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby. This Section 11.3 shall survive the termination of this Agreement and the repayment of all Obligations until all statutes of limitation with respect to the Claims, losses, and expenses for which indemnity is given shall have run. 11.4 Time of Essence. Time is of the essence for the performance of all Obligations in this Agreement.

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential11.5 Severability of Provisions. Each provision of this Agreement is severable from every other provision in determining the enforceability of any provision.11.6 Amendments in Writing; Waiver; Integration. No purported amendment or modification of this Agreement or any Loan Document, or waiver, discharge or termination of anyobligation under any Loan Document, shall be effective unless, and only to the extent, expressly set forth in a writing signed by each party hereto. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no oral promise or statement, nor any action, inaction, delay, failure to require performance or course of conduct shalloperate as, or evidence, an amendment, supplement or waiver or have any other effect on any Loan Document. Any waiver granted shall be limited to the specific circumstance expressly described in it, and shall not apply to any subsequent or other circumstance, whether similar or dissimilar, or give rise to, orevidence, any obligation or commitment to grant any further waiver. The Loan Documents represent the entire agreement about this subject matter and supersede prior negotiations or agreements. All prior agreements, understandings, representations, warranties, and negotiations between the parties about the subject matter of the Loan Documents merge into the Loan Documents. 11.7 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and bydifferent parties on separate counterparts, each of which, when executed and delivered, is an original, and all taken together, constitute one Agreement. Delivery of an executed signature page of this Agreement byelectronic mail transmission shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart hereof. 11.8 Confidentiality. Bank agrees to maintain the confidentiality of Information (as definedbelow), except that Information may be disclosed (a) to Bank’s Subsidiaries and Affiliates and their respective employees, directors, agents, attorneys, accountants and other professional advisors(collectively, “Representatives” and, together with Bank, collectively, “Bank Entities”); (b) toprospective transferees, assignees, credit providers or purchasers of Bank’s interests under or in connection
with this Agreement and their Representatives (provided, however, Bank shall use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain any such prospective transferee’s, assignee’s, credit provider’s, purchaser’s or their Representatives’ agreement to the terms of this provision); provided however to the extent such transferees, assignees, credit providers or purchasers are Disqualified Institutions, Bank shall not disclose the Information without Borrower’s prior written consent unless a Default or Event of Default has occurred oris continuing; (c) as required by law, regulation, subpoena, or other order; (d) to Bank’s regulators or asotherwise required or requested in connection with Bank’s examination or audit; (e) in connection with theexercise of remedies under the Loan Documents or any action or proceeding relating to this Agreement or any other Loan Document or the enforcement of rights hereunder or thereunder; and (f) to third-partyservice providers of Bank so long as such service providers have executed a confidentiality agreement with Bank with terms no less restrictive than those contained herein. “Information” means all information received from Borrower regarding Borrower or its business, in each case other than information that is either: (i) in the public domain or in Bank’s possession when disclosed to Bank, or becomes part of the public domain (other than as a result of its disclosure by Bank in violation of this Agreement) afterdisclosure to Bank; or (ii) disclosed to Bank by a third party, if Bank does not know that the third party is prohibited from disclosing the information.11.9 Electronic Execution of Documents. The words “execution,” “signed,” “signature” and words of like import in any Loan Document shall be deemed to include electronic signatures or the keeping of records in electronic form, each of which shall be of the same legal effect, validity and enforceability asa manually executed signature or the use of a paper-based recordkeeping systems, as the case may be, to the extent and as provided for in any applicable law, including, without limitation, any state law based on the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act. 11.10 Right of Setoff. Borrower hereby grants to Bank a Lien and a right of setoff as security for all Obligations to Bank,
whether now existing or hereafter arising upon and against all deposits, credits,

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialcollateral and property, now or hereafter in the possession, custody, safekeeping or control of Bank or anyentity under the control of Bank (including a subsidiary of Bank) or in transit to any of them, and other obligations owing to Bank or any such entity. At any time after the occurrence and during the continuanceof an Event of Default, without demand or notice, Bank may setoff the same or any part thereof and applythe same to any liability or Obligation of Borrower even though unmatured and regardless of the adequacyof any other collateral securing the Obligations. ANY AND ALL RIGHTS TO REQUIRE BANK TO EXERCISE ITS RIGHTS OR REMEDIES WITH RESPECT TO ANY OTHER COLLATERAL WHICH SECURES THE OBLIGATIONS, PRIOR TO EXERCISING ITS RIGHT OF SETOFF WITH RESPECT TO SUCH DEPOSITS, CREDITS OR OTHER PROPERTY OF BORROWER, ARE HEREBY KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVED.11.11 Captions and Section References. The headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only and shall not affect the interpretation of this Agreement. Unless indicated otherwise, section references herein are to sections of this Agreement. 11.12 Construction of Agreement. The parties hereto mutually acknowledge that they and their attorneys have participated in the preparation and negotiation of this Agreement. In cases of uncertaintythis Agreement shall be construed without regard to which of the parties caused the uncertainty to exist.11.13 Relationship. The relationship of the parties to this Agreement is determined solely by the provisions of this Agreement. The parties do not intend to create any agency, partnership, joint venture, trust, fiduciary or other relationship with duties or incidents different from those of parties to an arm’s- length contract.11.14 Third Parties. Nothing in this Agreement, whether express or implied, is intended to: (a) confer any benefits, rights or remedies under or by reason of this Agreement on any Persons other than theexpress parties to it and their respective permitted successors and assigns; (b) relieve or discharge the obligation or liability of any Person not
an express party to this Agreement; or (c) give any Person not an express party to this Agreement any right of subrogation or action against any party to this Agreement. 11.15 Anti-Terrorism Law. Bank hereby notifies Borrower that, pursuant to the requirements of Anti-Terrorism Law, Bank may be required to obtain, verify and record information that identifiesBorrower, which information may include the name and address of Borrower and other information thatwill allow Bank to identify Borrower in accordance with Anti-Terrorism Law. Borrower hereby agrees to take any action necessary to enable Bank to comply with the requirements of Anti-Terrorism Law. 12 ACCOUNTING TERMS AND OTHER DEFINITIONS 12.1 Accounting and Other Terms. (a) Accounting terms not defined in this Agreement shall be construed following GAAP. Calculations and determinations must be made following GAAP (except for with respect to unaudited financial statements for the absence of footnotes and subject to year-end audit adjustments), provided that if at any time any change in GAAP would affect the computation of any financial ratio or requirement set forth in any Loan Document, and either Borrower or Bank shall so request, Borrower and Bank shall negotiate in good faith to amend such ratio or requirement to preserve the original intent thereof in light of such change in GAAP; provided, further, that, until so amended, (a) such ratio or requirementshall continue to be computed in accordance with GAAP prior to such change therein and (b) Borrowershall provide Bank financial statements and other documents required under this Agreement or as reasonably requested hereunder setting forth a reconciliation between calculations of such ratio or requirement made before and after giving effect to such change in GAAP. Notwithstanding the foregoing, all financial covenant and other financial calculations shall be computed with respect to Borrower only, and not on a consolidated basis.

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(b) As used in the Loan Documents: (i) the words “shall” or “will” are mandatory, theword “may” is permissive, the word “or” is not exclusive, the words “includes” and “including” are not limiting, the singular includes the plural, and numbers denoting amounts that are set off in brackets are negative; (ii) the term “continuing” in the context of an Event of Default means that the Event of Default has not been remedied (if capable of being remedied) or waived; and (iii) whenever a representation or warranty is made to Borrower’s knowledge or awareness, to the “best of” Borrower’s knowledge, or with a similar qualification, knowledge or awareness means the actual knowledge, after reasonable investigation, of any Responsible Officer. 12.2 Definitions. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this Agreement shall have the meanings set forth in this Section 12.2. All other terms contained in this Agreement, unless otherwiseindicated, shall have the meaning provided by the Code to the extent such terms are defined therein. As used in this Agreement, the following capitalized terms have the following meanings: “Account” is, as to any Person, any “account” of such Person as “account” is defined in the Code with such additions to such term as may hereafter be made, and includes, without limitation, all accounts receivable and other sums owing to such Person. “Acquisition” means any transaction or series of related transactions involving: (a) the sale, lease, exclusive license, or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of Borrower; (b) any merger or consolidation of Borrower into or with another Person (other than a merger or consolidation effected exclusively to change Borrower’s domicile), or any other reorganization, in which the equityholders of Borrower in their capacity as such immediately prior to such merger, consolidation or reorganization, ownless than a majority of Borrower’s (or the surviving or successor Person’s) outstanding combined votingpower immediately after such merger, consolidation or reorganization; or (c) any sale or other transfer by the equityholders of Borrower of stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities representing at least a majority of
Borrower’s then-total outstanding combined voting power. “Adjusted Funding Payment Amount” means, in respect of any Installer Advance, an amount equal to the applicable “Funding Payment” (as defined in the applicable Installer Agreement) minus anyapplicable “Refund Amount” (as defined in the applicable Installer Agreement) and any default interest thereon, to be paid by Borrower to the applicable Installer.“Administrator” is an individual that is named: (a) as an “Administrator” in the “SVB Online Services” form completed by Borrower with the authority to determine who will be authorized to use SVB Online Services (as defined in Bank’s Online Banking Agreement as in effect from time to time) on behalf of Borrower; and(b) as an Authorized Signer of Borrower in an approval by the Board. “Advance” or “Advances” means a revolving credit loan (or revolving credit loans) under theRevolving Line. “Affiliate” is, with respect to any Person, each other Person that owns or Controls directly or indirectly the Person, any Person that Controls or is Controlled by or is under common Control with thePerson, and each of that Person’s senior executive officers, directors, partners and, for any Person that is a limited liability company, that Person’s managers and members. “Agreement” is defined in the preamble hereof. “Anti-Terrorism Law” means any law relating to terrorism or money-laundering, including Executive Order No. 13224 and the USA Patriot Act.

3 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential“Applicable Law” means all applicable provisions of constitutions, laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, treaties, regulations, permits, licenses, approvals, interpretations and orders of courts or Governmental Authorities and all orders and decrees of all courts and arbitrators, including for the avoidance of doubt all Credit Protection Laws and credit disclosure laws and regulations.“Approved Capital Partner” means (a) [***], (b) [***], (c) [***], (d) Cross River Bank, (e) [***] and (f) any other unaffiliated Qualified Approved Capital Provider that may be communicated to Bank, that in each case originate Originated Customer Loans and perform each other transaction contemplatedby the applicable Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement.“Approved Capital Partner Funding Conditions” means, in respect of each Originated Customer Loan, (a) the satisfaction of such Originated Customer Loan with all applicable Approved Capital Partner Underwriting Policies, (b) the approval by the applicable Approved Capital Partner of the loan applicationfor such Originated Customer Loan, (c) the applicable Customer shall have satisfied all applicable creditunion membership requirements, (d) the satisfaction of such Originated Customer Loan with each of the“Additional Qualification Criteria” as defined in the applicable Approved Capital Partner Loan ProgramAgreement (or any similar term) and (e) Borrower shall have delivered a complete “Funding Package” (as defined in the applicable Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement (or any similar term)) to the Approved Capital Partner. “Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement” means (a) the First Amended andRestated Loan Program Agreement, by and among Borrower and Cross River Bank, dated as of February 12, 2018, and as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, (b) theResidential Solar Energy Loan Program Agreement by and between Borrower and [***], dated as of [***], and as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, (c) the Residential Solar Energy Loan Program Agreement by and between Borrower and [***], dated as of [***], and as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise
modified from time to time, (d) the Residential Solar Energy Loan Program Agreement by and between Borrower and [***], dated as of [***], and as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, (e) the Home Improvement Loan Program Agreement by and between Borrower and Cross River Bank, dated as of [***], and as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, (f) the Loan Program Agreement by and between Borrower and [***], dated as of [***], and as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time and (g) such other similar loan program agreements with Qualified Approved Capital Partners as may be communicated to Bank.“Approved Capital Partner Underwriting Policy” means, in respect of any Approved Capital Partner, such Approved Capital Partner’s underwriting policy setting forth certain criteria required for such Approved Capital Partner to originate an Originated Customer Loan.“Authorized Signer” means any individual listed in Borrower’s Borrowing Resolution who is authorized to execute the Loan Documents, including making (and executing if applicable) any Credit Extension request, on behalf of Borrower. “Available Takeout Commitment Amount” means, in respect of each Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement, the aggregate amount of each applicable Approved Capital Partner’s unused committed obligation to purchase and hold Originated Customer Loans meeting all of the conditions and criteria of the Approved Capital Partner Underwriting Policies upon the satisfaction of the “Substantial Completion”, “Final Completion”, “PTO Completion” and Approved Capital Partner Funding Conditions in respect of the Home Improvement Project financed pursuant to such Originated Customer Loan; provided that it is understood and agreed that no unused commitment shall be included in the “Available TakeoutCommitment Amount” to the extent it is subject to any requirement by Borrower to purchase such Originated Customer Loans other than as a result of such Originated Customer Loans failing to meet the

3 sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialApproved Capital Partner Funding Conditions. “Bank” is defined in the preamble hereof. “Bank Entities” is defined in Section 11.8. “Bank Expenses” are all audit fees, costs and reasonable expenses (including out-of-pocketattorneys’ fees and expenses) for preparing, amending, negotiating, administering, defending and enforcing the Loan Documents (including, without limitation, those incurred in connection with appeals or Insolvency Proceedings) or otherwise incurred with respect to Borrower or any Guarantor.“Bank Services” are any products, credit services, and/or financial accommodations previously, now, or hereafter provided to Borrower or any of its Subsidiaries by Bank or any Bank Affiliate, including, without limitation, any letters of credit, cash management services (including, without limitation, merchantservices, direct deposit of payroll, business credit cards, and check cashing services), interest rate swap arrangements, and foreign exchange services as any such products or services may be identified in Bank’s various agreements related thereto (each, a “Bank Services Agreement”). “Bank Services Agreement” is defined in the definition of Bank Services.“Board” is Borrower’s board of directors or equivalent governing body. “Books” are, in respect of any Person, all of such Person’s books and records including ledgers, federal and state tax returns, records regarding its assets or liabilities, any Collateral, business operationsor financial condition, and all computer programs or storage or any equipment containing such information. “Borrower” is defined in the preamble hereof.“Borrower Purchased Customer Loan” means any customer loan originated by a capital partner and subsequently purchased by Borrower or a Subsidiary of Borrower in accordance with the terms of the applicable capital partner loan program agreement.“Borrowing Base” is, as of any date of determination, (a) [***] percent ([***]%) of Eligible Milestone Advances plus (b) [***] percent ([***]%) of Eligible Prefunded Advances, in each case asdetermined by Bank from Borrower’s most recent Borrowing Base Report; provided, however, notwithstanding Section 11.6 that Bank has the right to decrease the foregoing
percentages in its commercially reasonable discretion with reasonable notice to Borrower to mitigate the impact of events,conditions, contingencies, or risks which may adversely affect the Collateral or its value including for the avoidance of doubt any determination based on the results of the Monthly Cancellation Reports received from time to time.“Borrowing Base Report” is that certain report of the value of certain Collateral in the formspecified by Bank to Borrower from time to time. “Borrowing Resolutions” are, with respect to any Person, those resolutions adopted by such Person’s board of directors (and, if required under the terms of such Person’s Operating Documents, stockholders) and delivered by such Person to Bank approving the Loan Documents to which such Personis a party and the transactions contemplated thereby, together with a certificate executed by its secretary on behalf of such Person certifying (a) such Person has the authority to execute, deliver, and perform its obligations under each of the Loan Documents to which it is a party, (b) that set forth as a part of or attached as an exhibit to such certificate is a true, correct, and complete copy of the resolutions then in full force and effect authorizing and ratifying the execution, delivery, and performance by such Person of the Loan Documents to which it is a party, (c) the name(s) of the Person(s) authorized to execute the Loan

3 sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialDocuments, including making (and executing if applicable) any Credit Extension request, on behalf of such Person, together with a sample of the true signature(s) of such Person(s), and (d) that Bank may conclusivelyrely on such certificate unless and until such Person shall have delivered to Bank a further certificate canceling or amending such prior certificate. “Business Day” is a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or other day on which commercial banksin the State of California are authorized or required by law to close. “Capital Partner Reserve Accounts” means (a) the CRB Accounts and (b) with respect to any capital partner other than Cross River Bank, such other accounts (i) required to be maintained by the applicable loan program agreement and over which such capital partner has a first priority Lien on the amounts on deposit therein, (ii) in which Borrower exclusively maintains amounts required to be deposited as cash reserves pursuant to the terms and conditions of such loan program agreement and (iii) are disclosed on the Perfection Certificate or pursuant to Section 5.8(c). “Cash Equivalents” are (a) marketable direct obligations issued or unconditionally guaranteed by the United States or any agency or any State thereof having maturities of not more than one (1) year from the date of acquisition; (b) commercial paper maturing no more than one (1) year after its creation and having the highest rating from either Standard & Poor’s Ratings Group or Moody’s Investors Service, Inc.; (c) Bank’s certificates of deposit issued maturing no more than one (1) year after issue; and (d) money market funds at least [***]% of the assets of which constitute Cash Equivalents of the kinds described in clauses (a) through (c) of this definition. “Change in Control” means (a) at any time, any “person” or “group” (as such terms are used in Sections 13(d) and 14(d) of the Exchange Act), shall become, or obtain rights (whether by means of warrants, options or otherwise) to become, the “beneficial owner” (as defined in Rules 13(d)-3 and 13(d)-5 under the Exchange Act), directly or indirectly, of 25.0% or more of the ordinary voting power for the election of directors, partners, managers and members, as applicable, of Borrower (determined on
a fully diluted basis) other than by the sale of Borrower’s equity securities in a public offering or to venture capital or private equity investors so long as Borrower identifies to Bank the venture capital or private equityinvestors at least seven (7) Business Days prior to the closing of the transaction and provides to Bank a description of the material terms of the transaction; (b) during any period of 12 consecutive months, amajority of the members of the Board of Borrower cease to be composed of individuals (i) who were members of that board or equivalent governing body on the first day of such period, (ii) whose election or nomination to that board or equivalent governing body was approved by individuals referred to in clause (i) above constituting at the time of such election or nomination at least a majority of that board or equivalent governing body or (iii) whose election or nomination to that board or other equivalent governing body was approved by individuals referred to in clauses (i) and (ii) above constituting at the time of such election or nomination at least a majority of that board or equivalent governing body; (c) at any time, Borrower shall cease to own and Control, of record and beneficially, directly or indirectly, 100.0% of eachclass of outstanding stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities of each Subsidiary of Borrower free and clear of all Liens (except Permitted Liens); or (d) upon the consummation of the Spartan Merger, Parent ceases to Control Borrower; provided that notwithstandingthe foregoing under the definition of “Change in Control” the consummation of the Spartan Merger shall not constitute a Change in Control. “Change in Law” means the occurrence, after the Effective Date, of: (a) the adoption or taking effect of any law, rule, regulation or treaty; (b) any change in Applicable Law or in the administration, interpretation, implementation or application thereof by any Governmental Authority; or (c) the making orissuance of any request, rule, guideline or directive (whether or not having the force of law) by anyGovernmental Authority; provided that notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, (i) the Dodd-Frank

40sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialWall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act and all requests, rules, guidelines or directives thereunder or issued in connection therewith and (ii) all requests, rules, guidelines or directives promulgated by Bank for International Settlements, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (or any successor or similar authority) or the United States or foreign regulatory authorities, in each case pursuant to Basel III, shall in each case be deemed to be a “Change in Law”, regardless of the date enacted, adopted or issued.“Claims” is defined in Section 11.3.“Code” or “UCC” is the Uniform Commercial Code, as the same may, from time to time, be enacted and in effect in the State of California; provided, that, to the extent that the Code is used to define any term herein or in any Loan Document and such term is defined differently in different Articles orDivisions of the Code, the definition of such term contained in Article or Division 9 shall govern; provided further, that in the event that, by reason of mandatory provisions of law, any or all of the attachment, perfection, or priority of, or remedies with respect to, Bank’s Lien on any Collateral is governed by the Uniform Commercial Code in effect in a jurisdiction other than the State of California, the term “Code” shall mean the Uniform Commercial Code as enacted and in effect in such other jurisdiction solely for purposes of the provisions thereof relating to such attachment, perfection, priority, or remedies and for purposes of definitions relating to such provisions.“Collateral” consists of all of Borrower’s right, title and interest in and to the following personalproperty: (a) all goods, Accounts, Equipment, Inventory, contract rights or rights to payment of money, leases, license agreements, franchise agreements, General Intangibles, Intellectual Property, commercialtort claims, documents, instruments (including any promissory notes), chattel paper (whether tangible orelectronic), cash, deposit accounts, certificates of deposit, fixtures, letters of credit rights (whether or notthe letter of credit is evidenced by a writing), securities, securities accounts, securities entitlements and all other investment property, supporting obligations, and financial assets, and all other personal property whether now
owned or hereafter acquired, wherever located; and (b) all Borrower’s Books relating to the foregoing, and any and all claims, rights and interests in any of the above and all substitutions for, additions, attachments, accessories, accessions and improvements to and replacements, products, proceeds and insurance proceeds of any or all of the foregoing, excluding (i) any Capital Partner Reserve Accounts; (ii) cash reserves posted in any such Capital Partner Reserve Account or held back from payment to any Installer after a related funding by an Approved Capital Partner only until such Installer completes the related installation in accordance with the applicable Installer Agreement; (iii) any Borrower Purchased Customer Loans sold to a Permitted Warehouse SPV in accordance with Section 6.1(g); and (iv) any equity interest directly owned by Borrower in any Permitted Warehouse SPV.“Collateral Account” is any Deposit Account, Securities Account, or Commodity Account. “Commodity Account” is any “commodity account” as defined in the Code with such additions to such term as may hereafter be made. “Compliance Certificate” is that certain certificate in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A.“Connection Income Taxes” means Other Connection Taxes that are imposed on or measured by net income (however denominated) or that are franchise Taxes or branch profits Taxes. “Contingent Obligation” is, for any Person, any direct or indirect liability of that Person for (a) any direct or indirect guaranty by such Person of any indebtedness, lease, dividend, letter of credit or otherobligation of another, (b) any other obligation endorsed, co-made, discounted or sold with recourse by thatPerson, or for which that Person is directly or indirectly liable; (c) any obligations for undrawn letters ofcredit for the account of that Person; and (d) all obligations from any interest rate, currency or commodity

4 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialswap agreement, interest rate cap or collar agreement, or other agreement or arrangement designated to protect a Person against fluctuation in interest rates, currency exchange rates or commodity prices; but “Contingent Obligation” does not include endorsements in the ordinary course of business. The amount ofa Contingent Obligation is the stated or determined amount of the primary obligation for which theContingent Obligation is made or, if not determinable, the maximum reasonably anticipated liability for it determined by the Person in good faith; but the amount may not exceed the maximum of the obligationsunder any guarantee or other support arrangement.“Control” means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of a Person through the ability to exercise voting power or contractual rights. “Controlling” and “Controlled” have meanings correlative thereto. “Control Agreement” is any control agreement entered into among the depository institution at which Borrower maintains a Deposit Account or the securities intermediary orcommodity intermediary at which Borrower maintains a Securities Account or a Commodity Account, Borrower, and Bank pursuant to which Bank obtains control (within the meaning of the Code) over such Deposit Account, Securities Account, or Commodity Account. “Copyrights” are any and all copyright rights, copyright applications, copyright registrations andlike protections in each work of authorship and derivative work thereof, whether published or unpublishedand whether or not the same also constitutes a trade secret.“Credit Extension” is any Advance or any other extension of credit by Bank for Borrower’s benefit.“Credit Protection Laws” means all federal, state and local laws in respect of the business of extending credit to borrowers, including the Truth in Lending Act (and Regulation Z promulgated thereunder), Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Fair Credit Reporting Act, Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, GLBA, Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989, as amended, anti- discrimination and fair lending laws, laws relating to servicing procedures or maximum charges and
rates of interest, and other similar laws, each to the extent applicable, and all applicable regulations in respect ofany of the foregoing. “CRB Accounts” means, collectively, (i) a reserve account identified on the Perfection Certificate delivered on the Effective Date as the CRB Reserve Account and (ii) an operating account identified on the Perfection Certificate delivered on the Effective Date as the CRB Operating Account, in each case with Cross River Bank, so long as Borrower exclusively maintains in such accounts amounts required to be deposited as cash reserves pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Approved Capital Partner LoanProgram Agreement with Cross River Bank or installer holdback amounts related to loans originated byCRB.“Customer” means, with respect to any Home Improvement Project or Solar System, theapplicable customer for such property or services provided by an Installer in connection with such Home Improvement Project or Solar System.“Customer Cancellation” means a Home Improvement Project that has satisfied any of the “Initial Approval”, “Initial Completion” and/or “Permitting Completion” or other milestones or funding conditions under the applicable Installer Agreement, but for which the applicable Customer has notified the applicable Installer that it has cancelled such Home Improvement Project or installation prior to the satisfaction of the“Substantial Completion”, “Final Completion” and/or “PTO Completion” or other final milestones orfunding requirements under the Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreements.

4 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential“Default” means any event which with notice or passage of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default. “Default Rate” is defined in Section 1.3(c).“Deposit Account” is any “deposit account” as defined in the Code with such additions to such term as may hereafter be made. “Designated Deposit Account” is the deposit account established by Borrower with Bank for purposes of receiving Credit Extensions.“Disqualified Institution” means any Person that is (a) designated by Borrower, by written notice delivered to the Bank on or prior to the Effective Date, as (i) a disqualified institution or (ii) an operating company directly and primarily engaged in substantially similar business operations as Borrower or its respective Subsidiaries or (b) clearly identifiable, solely on the basis of such Person’s name, as an Affiliateof any Person referred to in clause (a)(i) or (a)(ii) above; provided, however, Disqualified Institutions shallexclude any Person that Borrower has designated as no longer being a Disqualified Institution by written notice delivered to Bank from time to time.“Division” means, in reference to any Person which is an entity, the division of such Person intotwo (2) or more separate Persons, with the dividing Person either continuing or terminating its existence aspart of such division, including, without limitation, as contemplated under Section 18-217 of the DelawareLimited Liability Company Act for limited liability companies formed under Delaware law, Section 17-220 of the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act for limited partnerships formed underDelaware law, or any analogous action taken pursuant to any other Applicable Law with respect to any corporation, limited liability company, partnership or other entity.“Dollars,” “dollars” or use of the sign “$” means only lawful money of the United States and not any other currency, regardless of whether that currency uses the “$” sign to denote its currency or may be readily converted into lawful money of the United States. “Early Disbursement Program” [***].“EBITDA” shall mean (a) Net Income, plus (b) to the extent deducted in the calculation of Net Income (i) Interest Expense, (ii) depreciation expense and amortization
expense, (iii) income tax expense, (iv) the amount of any non-cash compensation charges or expenses, including any such charges or expenses arising from grants of stock appreciation or similar rights, stock options, restricted stock or other rights, (v) one-time expenses related to the Spartan Merger, (vi) costs and expenses, including fees payable to Bank, in connection with this Agreement and any amendments, waivers and consents in connection with this Agreement, (vii) initial costs relating to establishing compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended, and other costs arising out of or incidental to Borrower’s or its Subsidiaries’’ initial establishment of compliance with the obligations of a reporting company; (viii) one-time, non-cash compensation costs

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialand expenses, consulting fees, signing, retention or completion bonuses, and executive recruiting costs; (ix) any impairment charge or asset write-off or write-down in each case pursuant to GAAP, and theamortization of intangibles arising pursuant to GAAP subject to Bank’s approval (not to be unreasonably withheld); (x) any non-cash gain (loss) attributable to mark to market movement in the valuation of warrant liabilities and home improvement program-related derivatives recorded on balance sheet per GAAP; (xi) adjustments resulting from the application of Accounting Standards Codification Topic No. 460,Guarantees, or any comparable regulation subject to Bank’s approval (not to be unreasonably withheld); (xii) any charges, expenses or reserves related to current expected credit losses determined in accordance with GAAP in excess of actual credit losses for the applicable period and subject to Bank’s approval (not to be unreasonably withheld); and (xiii) any expenses or charges (other than depreciation or amortization expense already included in EBITDA) related to any issuance, the incurrence, modification or repayment of any Indebtedness under this Agreement including such fees, expenses or charges arising under any Loan Document. “Effective Date” is defined in the preamble hereof.“Eligible Installer Advance” means any or all Eligible Milestone Advances or Eligible Prefunded Advances, as the context may require “Eligible Milestone Advances” means, as of any date of determination, the Milestone Advances that (a) arise in the ordinary course of Borrower’s business and (b) meet all of the requirements set forth on Exhibit C, in each case as of such date of determination; provided that (i) no portion of a Milestone Advancethat is a Refunded Deduction and (ii) no Investment described in clause (u) of the definition of “Permitted Investments” or any Milestone Advance relating to any such Investment, shall in each case be included as an “Eligible Milestone Advance”. “Eligible Prefunded Advances” means, as of any date of determination, the Prefunded Advancesthat (a) arise in the ordinary course of Borrower’s business and (b) that meet all of the requirements set forth on Exhibit C, in
each case as of such date of determination; provided that (i) no portion of a Milestone Advance that is a Refunded Deduction and (ii) no Investment described in clause (u) of the definition of“Permitted Investments” or any Prefunded Advance relating to any such Investment, shall in each case be included as an “Eligible Prefunded Advance”. “Environmental Laws” means any Applicable Law (including any permits, concessions, grants, franchises, licenses, agreements or governmental restrictions) relating to pollution or the protection ofhealth, safety or the environment or the release of any materials into the environment (including those related to hazardous materials, air emissions, discharges to waste or public systems and health and safety matters). “Equipment” is all “equipment” as defined in the Code with such additions to such term as may hereafter be made, and includes without limitation all machinery, fixtures, goods, vehicles (including motor vehicles and trailers), and any interest in any of the foregoing. “ERISA” is the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended, and its regulations. “Event of Default” is defined in Section 7. “Exchange Act” is the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. “Excluded Accounts” means (a) deposit accounts exclusively used for payroll, payroll taxes, and other employee wage and benefit payments to or for the benefit of Borrower’s employees and identified toBank by Borrower as such, (b) the Capital Partner Reserve Accounts, (c) the Permitted Warehouse

5 sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialAccounts, (d) subject to Section 5.14(c), the [***] Cash Collateral Account, (d) the Permitted ChristianaTrust Account, (e) the Permitted Christiana Custody Account and (f) the Permitted Rebate Account. “Excluded Taxes” means any of the following Taxes imposed on or with respect to Bank or required to be withheld or deducted from a payment to Bank, (a) Taxes imposed on or measured by net income (however denominated), franchise Taxes, and branch profits Taxes, in each case, (i) imposed as a result of Bank being organized under the laws of, or having its principal office or its applicable lending office located in, the jurisdiction imposing such Tax (or any political subdivision thereof) or (ii) that areOther Connection Taxes, (b) U.S. federal withholding Taxes imposed on amounts payable to or for the account of Bank with respect to an applicable interest in a Credit Extension or the Revolving Line pursuant to a law in effect on the date on which (i) Bank acquires such interest in the Credit Extensions or Revolving Line or (ii) Bank changes its lending office, except in each case to the extent that, pursuant to Section 1.7, amounts with respect to such Taxes were payable either to Bank’s assignor immediately before Bank became a party hereto or to Bank immediately before it changed its lending office, (c) Taxes attributable to Bank’s failure to comply with Section 1.7(e), and (d) any withholding Taxes imposed under FATCA.“Existing Credit Facility” means that certain Second Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement, dated as of May 20, 2019, as amended by that certain First Amendment to the Second Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement dated as of September 18, 2020, and effective as of July 15,2020, each by and between [***], an Arizona corporation, and Borrower.“FATCA” means Sections 1471 through 1474 of the Internal Revenue Code, as of the date of this Agreement (or any amended or successor version that is substantively comparable and not materially moreonerous to comply with), any current or future regulations or official interpretations thereof, any agreements entered into pursuant to Section 1471(b)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code and any fiscal or
regulatorylegislation, rules or practices adopted pursuant to any intergovernmental agreement, treaty or convention among Governmental Authorities and implementing such Sections of the Internal Revenue Code. “Funding Date” is any date on which a Credit Extension is made to or for the account of Borrowerwhich shall be a Business Day. “GAAP” is generally accepted accounting principles set forth in the opinions and pronouncements of the Accounting Principles Board of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and statements and pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board or in such other statements by such other Person as may be approved by a significant segment of the accounting profession, which areapplicable to the circumstances as of the date of determination. “General Intangibles” is all “general intangibles” as defined in the Code in effect on the date hereof with such additions to such term as may hereafter be made, and includes without limitation, allIntellectual Property, claims, income and other tax refunds, security and other deposits, paymentintangibles, contract rights, options to purchase or sell real or personal property, rights in all litigationpresently or hereafter pending (whether in contract, tort or otherwise), insurance policies (including without limitation key man, property damage, and business interruption insurance), payments of insurance and rights to payment of any kind. “Governmental Approval” is any consent, authorization, approval, order, license, franchise,permit, certificate, accreditation, registration, filing or notice, of, issued by, from or to, or other act by or in respect of, any Governmental Authority.“Governmental Authority” is any nation or government, any state or other political subdivision thereof, any agency, authority, instrumentality, regulatory body, court, central bank or other entity exercising executive, legislative, judicial, taxing, regulatory or administrative functions of or pertaining to government, any securities exchange and any self-regulatory organization.

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential“Guarantor” is any Person providing a Guaranty in favor of Bank.“Guaranty” is any guarantee of all or any part of the Obligations, as the same may from time to time be amended, restated, modified or otherwise supplemented. “Home Improvement Project” means the repair, remodel, alteration, conversion or modernization of, or the addition to, a residential property, in each case provided by or installed by an Installer forCustomers, including but not limited to Solar System installation. “Indebtedness” is (a) indebtedness for borrowed money or the deferred price of property orservices, such as reimbursement and other obligations for surety bonds and letters of credit, (b) obligationsevidenced by notes, bonds, debentures or similar instruments, (c) capital lease obligations, and (d) Contingent Obligations. “Indemnified Person” is defined in Section 11.3.“Indemnified Taxes” means (a) Taxes, other than Excluded Taxes, imposed on or with respect to any payment made by or on account of any obligation of Borrower under any Loan Document and (b) to the extent not otherwise described in clause (a), Other Taxes.“Information” is defined in Section 11.8.“Initial Audit” is Bank’s inspection of the Collateral, Borrower’s Books, the Eligible Installer Advances and Originated Customer Loans with results satisfactory to Bank in its commercially reasonablediscretion.“Insolvency Proceeding” is any proceeding by or against any Person under the United States Bankruptcy Code, or any other bankruptcy or insolvency law, including assignments for the benefit of creditors, compositions, extensions generally with its creditors, or proceedings seeking reorganization, arrangement, receivership or other relief.“Installer” means each company identified by and contracting with Borrower for the installation of Solar Systems or the undertaking of Home Improvement Projects, or for the management of a network of installers or contractors that install Solar Systems and/or Home Improvement Projects.“Installer Advance” means any or all Milestone Advances or Prefunded Advances, as the context may require.“Installer Agreement” means each agreement entered into by and between Borrower and any Installer for the
installation of Solar Systems or the undertaking of Home Improvement Projects. “Installer Underwriting Policy” means Borrower’s underwriting criteria for Installers, as set forth on Exhibits D-1 (Solar) and D-2 (Home Improvement), as such exhibit may be updated from time to time pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. “Intellectual Property” means, with respect to any Person, all of such Person’s right, title, and interest in and to the following: (a) its Copyrights, Trademarks and Patents;(b) any and all trade secrets and trade secret rights, including, without limitation, any rights to unpatented inventions, know-how and operating manuals;

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(c) any and all source code; (d) any and all design rights which may be available to such Person; (e) any and all claims for damages by way of past, present and future infringement of any of the foregoing, with the right, but not the obligation, to sue for and collect such damages for said useor infringement of the Intellectual Property rights identified above; and(f) all amendments, renewals and extensions of any of the Copyrights, Trademarks or Patents.“Interest Expense” means for any fiscal period, interest expense (whether cash or non-cash)determined in accordance with GAAP for the relevant period ending on such date, including, in any event,interest expense with respect to any Credit Extension and other Indebtedness of Borrower, including, without limitation or duplication, all commissions, discounts, or related amortization and other fees and charges with respect to letters of credit and bankers’ acceptance financing and the net costs associated withinterest rate swap, cap, and similar arrangements, and the interest portion of any deferred payment obligation (including leases of all types).“Internal Revenue Code” means the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and the rules andregulations promulgated thereunder, each as amended or modified from time to time. “Inventory” is all “inventory” as defined in the Code in effect on the date hereof with such additions to such term as may hereafter be made, and includes without limitation all merchandise, raw materials, parts, supplies, packing and shipping materials, work in process and finished products, including without limitation such inventory as is temporarily out of Borrower’s custody or possession or in transit and including any returned goods and any documents of title representing any of the above.“Investment” is any beneficial ownership interest in any Person (including stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities), and any loan, advance or capital contribution to any Person. “IP Agreement” is that certain Intellectual Property Security Agreement between Borrower and Bank dated as of the Effective Date, as may be amended, modified or restated from time to time.“Key Person” is Matt Potere,
Borrower’s Chief Executive Officer. “Lien” is a claim, mortgage, deed of trust, levy, attachment charge, pledge, hypothecation, securityinterest or other encumbrance of any kind, whether voluntarily incurred or arising by operation of law or otherwise against any property. “Liquidity” is, at any time, the sum of the aggregate amount of unrestricted and unencumbered cash and Cash Equivalents held at such time by Borrower in Deposit Accounts or Securities Accounts maintained with Bank or its Affiliates.“Loan Documents” are, collectively, this Agreement and any schedules, exhibits, certificates, notices, and any other documents related to this Agreement, the Perfection Certificate, the IP Agreement, Control Agreements, any Bank Services Agreement, any subordination agreement, any note, or notes orguaranties executed by Borrower or any Guarantor, landlord waivers and consents, bailee waivers and consents, and any other present or future agreement by Borrower and/or any Guarantor with or for the benefit of Bank in connection with this Agreement or Bank Services, all as amended, restated, or otherwise modified in accordance with the terms thereof. “Marketing Advance Program” [***].

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential“Material Adverse Change” is (a) a material impairment in the perfection or priority of Bank’s Lien in the Collateral or in the value of such Collateral; (b) a material adverse change in the business,operations, or condition (financial or otherwise) of Borrower; (c) a material impairment of the prospect of repayment of any portion of the Obligations; (d) Bank determines, based upon information available to it and in its reasonable judgment, that there is a likelihood that Borrower shall fail to comply with one or more of the financial covenants in Section 5 during the next succeeding financial reporting period or (e) the death of any of the people who are insured pursuant to the terms of Section 5.7(d) of this Agreement. “Material Contract” means (a) each Installer Agreement, (b) each Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement and (c) any contractual obligations exceeding $[***] or any contractual obligations as to which such default could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Change. “Milestone Advances” means, as of any date of determination and for each Originated CustomerLoan, each payment made by Borrower to an Installer in connection with such Originated Customer Loan,following the satisfaction of the “Initial Approval”, “Initial Completion” and/or “Permitting Completion” milestones under the applicable Installer Agreement. “Minimum Cash Threshold” means that Borrower maintains unrestricted cash in an aggregateamount of not less than $[***] in either Deposit Accounts (other than any Excluded Accounts) maintainedwith either (a) Bank or its Affiliates or (b) a third-party financial institution and for which the Bank has received a Control Agreement or other appropriate instrument with respect to such Deposit Account to perfect Bank’s Lien in such Deposit Account.“Modified Advance” means, as of any date of determination, an Installer Advance in respect of which (a) such Installer Advance or the Originated Customer Loan relating thereto has been extended, amended, waived, or modified in any respect from its original terms or (b) Borrower or Installer has aretained discretionary right to modify such Receivable. “Monthly Advance and Takeout Report” is defined in Section 5.3(b).
“Monthly Cancellation Report” means a monthly report duly executed by a Responsible Officer of Borrower in form and substance satisfactory Bank setting forth the monthly average rates of Customer Cancellations for the twelve-month period most recently ended.“Net Income” means, as calculated on a consolidated basis for Borrower for any period as at anydate of determination, the net profit (or loss), after provision for taxes, of Borrower for such period taken as a single accounting period. “Obligations” are Borrower’s obligations to pay when due any debts, principal, interest, fees, BankExpenses, the Termination Fee, the Unused Revolving Line Facility Fee, and other amounts Borrower owes Bank now or later, whether under this Agreement, the other Loan Documents, or otherwise, including, without limitation, all obligations relating to Bank Services and interest accruing after Insolvency Proceedings begin and debts, liabilities, or obligations of Borrower assigned to Bank, and to perform Borrower’s duties under the Loan Documents. “OFAC” is the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States Department of the Treasury and any successor thereto. “Operating Documents” are, for any Person, such Person’s formation documents, as certified bythe Secretary of State (or equivalent agency) of such Person’s jurisdiction of organization on a date that is no earlier than 30 days prior to the Effective Date, and, (a) if such Person is a corporation, its bylaws in current form, (b) if such Person is a limited liability company, its limited liability company agreement (or

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialsimilar agreement), and (c) if such Person is a partnership or limited partnership, its partnership agreementor limited partnership agreement (or similar agreement), each of the foregoing with all current amendments or modifications thereto. “Originated” or “originated” means, with respect to any Originated Customer Loan, the funding of such loan in accordance with the terms of the Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement.“Originated Customer Loan” means, in respect of each Customer, a solar or home improvement loan provided to it by the applicable Approved Capital Partner, which shall have been facilitated by Borrower under the applicable Installer Agreement, and originated by an Approved Capital Partner pursuant to the terms of the applicable Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement, whereby such Approved Capital Partner shall (a) originate such loans to such Customer and (b) remit to Borrower an amount equal to the Originated Customer Loan Funded Amount to (i) reimburse Borrower for the aggregate amount of Installer Advances made to the applicable Installer and (ii) pay Borrower an Origination Fee in respect thereof.“Originated Customer Loan Amount” means, in respect of each Originated Customer Loan, the original principal amount thereof (including in such principal amount any original issue discount applied to such loan in accordance with such Installer Agreement and the pricing supplement thereto).“Originated Customer Loan Funded Amount” means, in respect of each Originated Customer Loan, the Originated Customer Loan Amount of such Originated Customer Loan minus the original issue discount applied to such loan in accordance with any applicable Installer Agreement and the pricing supplement thereto. “Origination Fee” means, in respect of each Originated Customer Loan, an origination fee in an amount equal to the difference between (a) the Originated Customer Loan Funded Amount and (b) amount owed to the applicable Installer in respect of the related Home Improvement Project (including all InstallerAdvances made in respect thereof); provided that the Origination Fee shall in no event be less than zero (0). “Other Connection Taxes” means, with respect to Bank, Taxes imposed
as a result of a present or former connection between Bank and the jurisdiction imposing such Tax (other than connections arising from Bank having executed, delivered, become a party to, performed its obligations under, received payments under, received or perfected a security interest under, engaged in any other transaction pursuant to or enforced any Loan Document, or sold or assigned an interest in any Credit Extension or LoanDocument). “Other Taxes” means all present or future stamp, court, documentary, intangible, recording, filing or similar Taxes that arise from any payment made under, from the execution, delivery, performance,enforcement or registration of, from the receipt or perfection of a security interest under, or otherwise withrespect to, any Loan Document, except any such Taxes that are Other Connection Taxes imposed with respect to an assignment. “Overadvance” is defined in Section 1.2.“Parent” means Sunlight Financial Holdings, Inc. “Patents” means all patents, patent applications and like protections including without limitation improvements, divisions, continuations, renewals, reissues, extensions and continuations-in-part of the same. “Payment/Advance Form” is that certain form in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B.

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential“Perfection Certificate” is the Perfection Certificate delivered by Borrower in connection withthis Agreement. “Permitted Christiana Trust Account” means such deposit account identified on the PerfectionCertificate delivered on the Effective Date as the Permitted Christiana Trust Account maintained atChristiana Trust for the purpose of owning consumer loans repurchased from capital partners, so long as the aggregate amount on deposit in such deposit account does not exceed $[***] at any time. “Permitted Christiana Custody Account” means such deposit account identified on thePerfection Certificate delivered on the Effective Date as the Permitted Christiana Custody Accountmaintained at Christiana Trust for the purpose of owning consumer loans repurchased from capital partners, so long as the aggregate amount on deposit in such deposit account does not exceed $[***] at any time. “Permitted Indebtedness” is: (a) Borrower’s Indebtedness to Bank under this Agreement and the other LoanDocuments; (b) subject to Section 5.14(c), Indebtedness existing on the Effective Date which is shown on the Perfection Certificate;(c) unsecured Indebtedness to trade creditors incurred in the ordinary course ofbusiness; (d) Borrower’s guarantee or repurchase obligations to an capital partner in connection with the performance of certain customer loans that do not satisfy such capital partner’s funding conditions under the applicable capital partner loan program agreement or related loan sale agreement;(e) Indebtedness of any Permitted Warehouse SPV with respect to any Permitted Warehouse Financing; (f) unsecured guarantees by Borrower with respect to obligations of Permitted Warehouse SPVs or certain “Bad Acts” of Borrower and its Affiliates (i) so long as such guarantee is(A) satisfactory to Bank and (B) consistent with industry norms for such guarantees and (ii) no Default or Event of Default has occurred as of the date that such guarantee is entered into; (g) the incurrence of hedging obligations and other derivatives (not for the purpose of speculation) in the ordinary course of business and consistent with prudent business practices;(h) Indebtedness of Borrower in connection with Permitted Repurchases; and (i) extensions, refinancings,
modifications, amendments and restatements of any items of Permitted Indebtedness (a) through (f) above, provided that the principal amount thereof is not increased or the terms thereof are not modified to impose more burdensome terms upon Borrower or its Subsidiary, as the case may be. “Permitted Investments” are: (j) Investments (including, without limitation, Subsidiaries) existing on the Effective Date which are shown on the Perfection Certificate; (k) Investments consisting of Cash Equivalents;

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(l) Investments consisting of the endorsement of negotiable instruments for deposit or collection or similar transactions in the ordinary course of Borrower;(m) Investments consisting of deposit accounts or securities accounts (but only to the extent that Borrower is permitted to maintain such accounts pursuant to Section 5.8 of this Agreement) in which Bank has a first priority perfected security interest; (n) Investments accepted in connection with Transfers permitted by Section 6.1; (o) Investments consisting of the creation of a Subsidiary for the purpose of consummating a merger transaction permitted by Section 6.3 of this Agreement, which is otherwise aPermitted Investment; (p) Investments consisting of the creation of a Permitted Warehouse SPV;(q) Cash and non-cash Investments by Borrower in Permitted Warehouse SPVs; provided that (i) the sole purpose of each such Investment shall be to permit such Permitted Warehouse SPVs to consummate the applicable purchase of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans, to substitute Borrower Purchased Customer Loans or to cure any borrowing base deficiencies, in each case, pursuant tothe terms of a Permitted Warehouse Financing; (ii) each such Investment shall not exceed the portion ofthe purchase price for the applicable Borrower Purchased Customer Loans that may be funded by Borrower pursuant to the applicable Purchase Agreement (and not financed pursuant by any proceeds of the applicablePermitted Warehouse Financing); (iii) Borrower is in compliance with the Minimum Cash Threshold immediately before and after giving effect to such Investment; and (iv) no Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or would result from such Investment; (r) Investments consisting of (i) travel advances and employee relocation loans and other employee loans and advances in the ordinary course of business, and (ii) loans to employees, officers, directors, partners, managers and members relating to the purchase of equity securities of Borrower or its Subsidiaries pursuant to employee equity purchase plans or similar agreements approved by the Board; (s) Purchases by Borrower of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the applicable capital partner loan program agreement or Permitted Repurchases; (t) Installer Advances made in accordance with the terms and conditions of theapplicable Installer Agreement; and(u) rebates, advances, or other similar upfront payments to an Installer in accordance with the terms and conditions of the applicable Installer Agreement, including, without limitation, (i) any Marketing Advance Program, (ii) any Prebate Program, (iii) any Prefunded Advance Program, and (iv) any other program that provides for Borrower to make any such payments to such Installer (A) in respect of such Installer’s then-estimated future volume of Originated Customer Loans, (B) to become the exclusive provider of Originated Customer Loans for such Installer, (C) to obtain a “first look” or specified volume commitment in respect of such Originated Customer Loans, or (D) to the extent Borrower determines is necessary or advisable in its reasonable business judgment. “Permitted Liens” are: (v) Liens existing on the Effective Date which are shown on the Perfection Certificateor arising under this Agreement or the other Loan Documents; (w) Liens for taxes, fees, assessments or other government charges or levies, either (i)

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialnot due and payable or (ii) being contested in good faith and for which Borrower maintains adequate reserves on Borrower’s Books, provided that no notice of any such Lien has been filed or recorded under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the Treasury Regulations adopted thereunder; (x) Liens of carriers, warehousemen, suppliers, or other Persons that are possessory in nature arising in the ordinary course of business so long as such Liens attach only to Inventory and which are not delinquent or remain payable without penalty or which are being contested in good faith and by appropriate proceedings which proceedings have the effect of preventing the forfeiture or sale of the property subject thereto; (y) Liens to secure payment of workers’ compensation, employment insurance, old-age pensions, social security and other like obligations incurred in the ordinary course of business (other than Liens imposed by ERISA); (z) Liens incurred in the extension, renewal or refinancing of the Indebtedness securedby Liens described in (a) through (d), but any extension, renewal or replacement Lien must be limited to the property encumbered by the existing Lien and the principal amount of the indebtedness may not increase; (aa) non-exclusive licenses of Intellectual Property granted to third parties in the ordinary course of business;(bb) Liens arising from attachments or judgments, orders, or decrees in circumstances not constituting an Event of Default under Sections 7.4 and 7.7;(cc) easements, rights-of-way, restrictions and other similar encumbrances affecting real property which, in the aggregate, are not substantial in amount, and which do not in any case materially detract from the value of the property subject thereto or materially interfere with the ordinary conduct of the business of the applicable Person; (dd) Liens arising from the filing of any precautionary financing statement on operating leases covering the leased property, to the extent such operating leases are permitted under this Agreementor on purchases of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans permitted pursuant to Sections 6.1(g) or (h);(ee) Liens on the assets of Permitted Warehouse SPVs securing Indebtedness that ispermitted under
clause (e) of the definition of “Permitted Indebtedness”;(ff) Liens on Excluded Accounts (provided that in no event shall the aggregate amount of funds standing to the credit of the [***] Cash Collateral Account exceed [***]% of the undrawn and unexpired amount of the applicable letter of credit at any time); and (gg) customary Liens of any bank in connection with statutory, common law andcontractual rights of setoff and recoupment with respect to any deposit account or securities account of Borrower, provided that (i) Bank has a first priority perfected security interest in such account or (ii) such account is permitted to be maintained pursuant to Section 5.8 of this Agreement. “Permitted Rebate Account” means such deposit account identified on the Perfection Certificate delivered on the Effective Date as the Permitted Rebate Account maintained at [***] for the purpose of administering rebate program between Borrower’s installer partners and solar equipment providers, so long as the aggregate amount on deposit in such deposit account does not exceed $[***] at any time. “Permitted Repurchases” means repurchases by Borrower of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans from Permitted Warehouse SPVs that are (a) in the ordinary course of business and solely as a result of a breach of a representation or warranty by Borrower made with respect to such Borrower Purchased

5 sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialCustomer Loan being repurchased, which representation or warranty is made and which breach exists atthe time of the transfer of such Borrower Purchased Customer Loan to such Permitted Warehouse SPV (and for clarity, excluding any continuing representations and warranties as to such Borrower PurchasedCustomer Loans, including, without limitation, a continuing representation or warranty as to the collectability of such Borrower Purchased Customer Loan) or (b) otherwise approved by Bank in writing. “Permitted Warehouse Accounts” means accounts required by creditors under any Permitted Warehouse Financing so long as such accounts: (a) contain funds solely for the purpose of reserve requirements, collections or operations of the Permitted Warehouse SPV and (b) contain no funds of Borrower, other than those which represent Investments by Borrower in such SPVs to the extent permittedby clause (h) of the definition of “Permitted Investments”.“Permitted Warehouse Financing” means any loan purchase, loan financing, warehouse, or other similar agreement, entered into from time to time by a Permitted Warehouse SPV and which shall notinclude any financial obligation or Indebtedness of any Borrower or any other Subsidiary that is not the Permitted Warehouse SPV obligated thereunder other than Permitted Repurchases permitted by clause (j) of the definition of “Permitted Investments” or such Indebtedness permitted by clause (f) of the definition of “Permitted Indebtedness”. “Permitted Warehouse SPV” means any securitization trust or special purpose vehicle which is aSubsidiary of Borrower, hereafter formed solely for the purpose of purchasing Borrower Purchased Customer Loans in connection with a Permitted Warehouse Financing; provided that under no circumstance shall Borrower be deemed to be a Permitted Warehouse SPV under this definition. “Person” is any individual, sole proprietorship, partnership, limited liability company, jointventure, company, trust, unincorporated organization, association, corporation, institution, public benefit corporation, firm, joint stock company, estate, entity or government agency.“Platform” is defined in Section 5.6(c). “Prebate Program” [***].
“Prefunded Advances” means, as of any date of determination and for each Originated Customer Loan, each payment made by Borrower to an Installer in connection with such Originated Customer Loan in an amount not to exceed the applicable Adjusted Funding Payment Amount, following the satisfaction of the “Substantial Completion”, “Final Completion”, “PTO Completion” milestones or fundingrequirements under such Installer’s Installer Agreement immediately prior to the origination of the Originated Customer Loan. “Prime Rate” is the rate of interest per annum from time to time published in the money rates section of The Wall Street Journal or any successor publication thereto as the “prime rate” then in effect; provided that if such rate of interest, as set forth from time to time in the money rates section of The Wall Street Journal, becomes unavailable for any reason as determined by Bank, the “Prime Rate” shall meanthe rate of interest per annum announced by Bank as its prime rate in effect at its principal office in the State of California (such Bank announced Prime Rate not being intended to be the lowest rate of interestcharged by Bank in connection with extensions of credit to debtors); provided that, in the event such rate of interest is less than [***] percent ([***]%) per annum, such rate shall be deemed to be [***] percent ([***]%) per annum for purposes of this Agreement.“Prime Rate Margin” is [***]. “Purchase Agreement” is defined in Section 6.1(g).

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential“Qualified Approved Capital Provider” means any financial institution that (a) has assets on its balance sheet of $[***] or more at the time of entering into an Approved Capital Partner Loan Program Agreement with Borrower and (b) is a member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, National Credit Union Administration or National Association of Insurance Commissioners. “Refunded Advance” means, as of any date of determination, any Installer Advance for which all or a portion thereof has been refunded by the applicable Installer to Sunlight (whether by setoff, netting orotherwise). “Refunded Deduction” means, in respect of any Installer Advance as of any date of determination, the deducted portion thereof representing Borrower’s election for a refund in connection with any advancemade under an Installer Agreement.“Registered Organization” is any “registered organization” as defined in the Code with such additions to such term as may hereafter be made. “Representatives” is defined in Section 11.8. “Reserves” means, as of any date of determination, such amounts as Bank may from time to time establish and revise in its commercially reasonable discretion, with reasonable notice, reducing the amountof Advances and other financial accommodations which would otherwise be available to Borrower (a) to reflect events, conditions, contingencies or risks which, as determined by Bank in its commerciallyreasonable discretion, do or may adversely affect (i) the Collateral or any other property which is security for the Obligations or its value (including without limitation any increase in delinquencies of Accounts),(ii) the assets, business or prospects of Borrower or any Guarantor, or (iii) the security interests and other rights of Bank in the Collateral (including the enforceability, perfection and priority thereof); or (b) to reflect Bank's reasonable belief that any collateral report or financial information furnished by or on behalfof Borrower or any Guarantor to Bank is or may have been incomplete, inaccurate or misleading in any material respect; or (c) in respect of any state of facts which Bank determines in its commercially reasonable discretion constitutes a Default or an Event of Default. “Responsible
Officer” is any of the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, General Counsel of Borrower, Financial Operations Director and FP&A Director. “Restricted License” is any material license or other material agreement with respect to whichBorrower is the licensee (a) that prohibits or otherwise restricts Borrower from granting a security interest in Borrower’s interest in such license or agreement or any other property, or (b) for which a default under or termination of could reasonably be expected to interfere with Bank’s right to sell any Collateral.“Revolving Line” is an aggregate principal amount equal to $[***]. “Revolving Line Maturity Date” is April 26, 2023.“Routine Inquiry” means any inquiry, written or otherwise, made by any Governmental Authority to any Person in connection with (i) the routine transmittal of a customer complaint, (ii) a formal or informal request for information or documents (whether pursuant to Requirements of Law or otherwise) regarding the Person’s business activities, licensing status and/or regulatory posture (other than (A) a formal or informal inquiry, (B) a request for information or documents or (C) an investigation that, in any case, allegesany material non-compliance by such Person with respect to any (x) applicable Laws or (y) requirements relating to business activities, licensing status or regulatory posture) or (iii) a formal or informal investigation or other information or document request (whether pursuant to Requirements of Law orotherwise) into acts or practices that would not render the Originated Customer Loans invalid, illegal or unenforceable as a matter of law or in accordance with their terms.

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidential“Sanctioned Person” means a Person that: (a) is listed on any Sanctions list maintained by OFAC or any similar Sanctions list maintained by any other Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over Borrower; (b) is located, organized, or resident in any country, territory, or region that is the subject or target of Sanctions; or (c) is fifty percent (50.0%) or more owned or controlled by one (1) or more Personsdescribed in clauses (a) and (b) hereof. “Sanctions” means the economic sanctions laws, regulations, embargoes or restrictive measures administered, enacted or enforced by the United States government and any of its agencies, including, without limitation, OFAC and the U.S. State Department, or any other Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over Borrower. “SEC” is the Securities and Exchange Commission, any successor thereto, and any analogousGovernmental Authority.“Securities Account” is any “securities account” as defined in the Code with such additions tosuch term as may hereafter be made. “Solar Systems” means the residential solar energy power systems and energy efficient systems, renewable energy storage systems, solar plus storage systems, Tesla solar roof and products reasonably related thereto provided to Customers by Installers; provided that “Solar Systems” shall not include any ineligible assets and projects as set forth in the applicable Approved Capital Provider Loan Program Agreement. “Spartan Merger” is that certain business combination contemplated by that certain Business Combination Agreement, dated as of January 23, 2021, by and among Spartan Acquisition Corp. II, aDelaware corporation, SLF Invest I Inc., a Delaware corporation, SLF Invest II LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, SL Financial Investor I LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, SL Financial Investor II LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, SL Financial Holdings Inc., a Delaware corporation, SL Financial LLC, a Delaware limited liability, Borrower, FTV-Sunlight, Inc., a Delaware corporation and Tiger Co-Invest B Sunlight Blocker LLC, a Delaware limited liability company. “Subsidiary” is, as to any Person, a corporation, partnership, limited liability company or
otherentity of which shares of stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities having ordinary voting power (other than stock, partnership, membership, or other ownership interest or other equity securities having such power only by reason of the happening of a contingency) to elect a majority of the board of directors or other managers of such corporation, partnership or other entityare at the time owned, or the management of which is otherwise controlled, directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, or both, by such Person. Unless the context otherwise requires, each referenceto a Subsidiary herein shall be a reference to a Subsidiary of Borrower.“Tax Distributions” means distributions made by Borrower to its direct or indirect beneficial owners in respect of federal, state and local tax liabilities of such owners attributable to the taxable incomeof Borrower, provided such distributions are made pursuant to, and to the extent permitted by, Section 5.2 of Borrower’s Fourth Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement (as in effect on, and amended through, the Effective Date or as amended in connection with the Spartan Merger). “Taxes” means all present or future taxes, levies, imposts, duties, deductions, withholdings (including backup withholding), assessments, fees or other charges imposed by any Governmental Authority, including any interest, additions to tax or penalties applicable thereto. “Trademarks” means, with respect to any Person, any trademark and servicemark rights, whether registered or not, applications to register and registrations of the same and like protections, and the entire

5 sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialgoodwill of the business of such Person connected with and symbolized by such trademarks. “Transfer” is defined in Section 6.1. “USA Patriot Act” means the “Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001” (Public Law 107-56, signed into law on October 26, 2001), as amended from time to time. “[***] Cash Collateral Account” means a deposit account identified on the Perfection Certificatedelivered on the Effective Date as the [***] Cash Collateral Account held with [***] into which Borrowershall have deposited an aggregate amount not to exceed $[***] to secure Borrower’s obligations arisingunder the [***], subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the cash collateral agreement entered into in connection therewith and Section 5.14(c). [Signature page follows.]

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialIN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of the Effective Date. BORROWER: SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By_ Name: Title:BANK:SILICON VALLEY BANKBy_ Name: Title:[Signature Page to Loan and Security Agreement]

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialEXHIBIT A COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATETO: SILICON VALLEY BANK Date: FROM:SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC The undersigned authorized officer of SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC (“Borrower”) certifies that under the terms and conditions of the Loan and Security Agreement between Borrower and Bank (as amended, modified, supplemented and/or restated from time to time, the “Agreement”), (1) Borrower is in complete compliance for the period ending with all required covenants except as noted below, (2) thereare no Defaults or Events of Default and (3) all representations and warranties in the Agreement are true and correct in all material respects on this date except as noted below; provided, however, that such materiality qualifier shall not be applicable to any representations and warranties that already are qualified or modified by materiality in the text thereof; and provided, further that those representations and warranties expressly referring to a specific date shall be true and correct in all material respects as of such date. The undersigned certifies that these are prepared in accordance with GAAP consistently applied from one period to the next except as explained in an accompanying letter or footnotes. The undersigned acknowledges that no borrowings may be requested at any time or date of determination that Borrower is not in compliance with any of the terms of the Agreement, and that compliance is determined not just at the date this certificate is delivered. Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined hereinshall have the meanings given them in the Agreement. Under the terms and conditions of the Loan and Security Agreement between Borrower and Bank (as amended, modified, supplemented and/or restated from time to time, the “Agreement”), Borrower is in complete compliance for the period ending with all required covenants except as noted below. Attachedare the required documents evidencing such compliance, setting forth calculations prepared in accordance with GAAP consistently applied from one period to the next except as explained in an accompanying letter or footnotes. Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings given them in the
Agreement. Please indicate compliance status by circling Yes/No under “Complies” column. Reporting Covenants Required Complies Monthly financial statements with Compliance CertificateMonthly within 30 days Yes No Annual financial statements (CPA Audited) with Compliance CertificateFYE within 180 days2 Yes No10-Q, 10-K and 8-K Within 5 days after filing with SEC3 Yes NoMonthly Advance and Takeout Report Monthly within 30 days Yes No Monthly Cancellation Report Monthly within 30 days Yes No Borrowing Base Report Monthly within 7 days of month Yes No 2 Per Section 5.3(e), to the extent any such documents are included in materials otherwise filed with the SEC, such documents may be delivered electronically and if so delivered, shall be deemed to have been delivered on the date on which Borrower, Parent, or any of their respective Subsidiaries files such documents with the SEC and such documentsare publicly available on the SEC’s EDGAR filing system or any successor thereto, provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, Borrower shall promptly provide such documents to Bank following Bank’s request therefor. 3 Per Section 5.3(h), to the extent any such documents are included in materials otherwise filed with the SEC, such documents may be delivered electronically and if so delivered, shall be deemed to have been delivered on the date on which Borrower, Parent, or any of their respective Subsidiaries files such documents with the SEC and such documentsare publicly available on the SEC’s EDGAR filing system or any successor thereto, provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, Borrower shall promptly provide such documents to Bank following Bank’s request therefor.

sf-4605073 SVB Confidentialend Board approved projections FYE within 60 days Yes No The following Intellectual Property was registered after the Effective Date (if no registrations, state “None”) ] Financial Covenant Required Actual Complies Maintain as indicated: Liquidity $ 4 $ Yes NoAvailable Takeout Commitment Amounts $ $ Yes No EBITDA $ $ Yes No The following financial covenant analyses and information set forth in Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 attached hereto are true and correct as of the date of this Certificate. The following are the exceptions with respect to the certification above: (If no exceptions exist, state “No exceptions to note.”)SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC By: Name: Title:BANK USE ONLY Received by:AUTHORIZED SIGNERDate:Verified: AUTHORIZED SIGNERDate:Compliance Status: Yes No 4 Greater of [***]% of [***] percent ([***]%) of the sum of all outstanding principal amounts of any Advances and$[***]

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialSchedule 1 to Compliance Certificate Financial Covenants of BorrowerIn the event of a conflict between this Schedule and the Agreement, the terms of the Agreement shall govern.Dated: IX. Liquidity (Section 5.9(a)) Required: $ (greater of line A and $[***]) A. [***]% of [***] percent ([***]%) of the sum of all outstanding principal amounts of $ any Advances Actual: B. Liquidity (Unrestricted and unencumbered cash and Cash Equivalents held at such $ time by Borrower in Deposit Accounts or Securities Accounts maintained with Bank or its Affiliates)Is line A equal to or greater than the greater of line B? No, not in compliance Yes, in compliance XIV. Available Takeout Commitment Amount (Section 5.9(b))Required: $[***] Actual: A. Available Takeout Commitment Amount $Is line A equal to or greater than $[***]?No, not in compliance Yes, in compliance XV. EBITDA (Section 5.9(c))Required: $[***] Actual: A. Net Income $ B. To the extent deducted in the calculation of Net Income1. Interest Expense $

sf-4605073 SVB Confidential2. Depreciation expense $ 3. Amortization expense $ 4. Income tax expense $ 5. Non-cash compensation charges or expenses, including any such charges or $ expenses arising from grants of stock appreciation or similar rights, stock options, restricted stock or other rights 6. One-time expenses related to the Spartan Merger $7. Costs and expenses, including fees payable to Bank, in connection with the $ Agreement and ay amendments, waivers and consents in connection with the Agreement 8. Initial costs relating to establishing compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act $ of 2002, as amended, and other costs arising out of or incidental to Borrower’s or its Subsidiaries’ initial establishment of compliance with the obligations of a reporting company 9. One-time, non-cash compensation costs and expenses, consulting fees, $ signing, retention or completion bonuses, and executive recruiting costs 10. Any impairment charge or asset write-off or write-down in each case $ pursuant to GAAP, and the amortization of intangibles arising pursuant to GAAPsubject to Bank’s approval (not to be unreasonably withheld)11. Any non-cash gain (loss) attributable to mark to market movement in the $valuation of warrant liabilities and home improvement program-related derivatives recorded on balance sheet per GAAP 12. Adjustments resulting from the application of Accounting Standards $ Codification Topic No. 460, Guarantees, or any comparable regulation subject toBank’s approval (not to be unreasonably withheld)13. Any charges, expenses or reserves related to current expected credit losses $ determined in accordance with GAAP in excess of actual credit losses for the applicable period and subject to Bank’s approval (not to be unreasonably withheld) 14. Any expenses or charges (other than depreciation or amortization expense $ already included in EBITDA) related to any issuance, the incurrence, modification or repayment of any Indebtedness under the Agreement including such fees, expenses orcharges arising under any Loan Document 15. The sum of lines 1 through 14 $C. EBITDA (line A plus line B.15) Is line C equal to or greater than $[***]?No, not in compliance Yes, in compliance

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialSchedule 2 to Compliance Certificate Additional Reporting In the event of a conflict between this Schedule and the Agreement, the terms of the Agreement shall govern.Dated: I. Borrower Purchased Customer Loans Aggregate amount of Borrower Purchased Customer Loans held by Borrower for such period: [Capital partners for such Borrower Purchased Customer Loans to be appended] $ II. Holdbacks or other Reserves Aggregate amount of all holdbacks and reserves imposed or required by any capitalpartner as of the date hereof: Aggregate amount on deposit in Capital Partner Reserve Accounts as of the date hereof: $ $ III. Permitted Rebate Account Aggregate amount on deposit in Permitted Rebate Account does not exceed $[***] as of the date hereof and has not exceeded such amount during the compliance period. No, not in compliance Yes, in compliance IV. Permitted Christiana Trust Account Aggregate amount on deposit in Permitted Christiana Trust Account does not exceed $[***] as of thedate hereof and has not exceeded such amount during the compliance period. No, not in compliance Yes, in compliance V. Permitted Christiana Custody Account Aggregate amount on deposit in Permitted Christiana Custody Account does not exceed $[***] as of the date hereof and has not exceeded such amount during the compliance period No, not in compliance Yes, in compliance

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialLOAN PAYMENT:SUNLIGHT FINANCIAL LLC From Account # # (Deposit Account #)Principal $ $ To Account (Loan Account #)and/or Interest Authorized Signature: Print Name/Title: Phone Number: LOAN ADVANCE:To Account # (Designated Deposit Account #) Amount of Advance $ (1) All Borrower’s representations and warranties in the Loan and Security Agreement are true, correct and complete in all material respects on the date of the request for an advance; provided, however, that such materiality qualifier shall not be applicable to any representations and warranties that already are qualified or modified by materiality in the text thereof; and provided, further that those representations and warranties expressly referring to a specific date shall be true and correct in all material respects as of such date. (2) As of such Funding Date and after giving effect to such Credit Extension, there shall be no Overadvance and the availability and borrowing limitations specified in Section 1.1 shall be complied with. (3) No Default or Event of Default shall have occurred as of or on such Funding Date or after giving effect to the Credit Extension requested on such Funding Date. (4) There shall not have occurred since December 31, 2019, any event or condition that has had or would be reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Change. Authorized Signature: Print Name/Title: Phone Number: EXHIBIT B LOAN PAYMENT/ADVANCE REQUEST FORM DEADLINE FOR SAME DAY PROCESSING IS NOON EASTERN TIME Date:Authorized Signature: 2nd Signature (if required): Print Name/Title: Print Name/Title: Telephone #:Telephone #:

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialEXHIBIT C ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA Unless Bank otherwise agrees in writing, Eligible Milestone Advances and Eligible Prefunded Advances shall not include any of the following (provided that notwithstanding anything to the contrary inany Loan Document (including Section 11.6 of this Agreement), Bank reserves the right, at any time after the Effective Date, in its commercially reasonable business judgment and on reasonable notice in each instance, to adjust any of the criteria set forth below and to establish new criteria): (a) any Installer Advance in respect of which such Installer Advance or any of the applicable Installer, the Originated Customer Loan, the Customer, the applicable Home ImprovementProject or the applicable Solar System (including the installation thereof) does not comply with all of Borrower’s representations and warranties set forth in Sections 4.3 and 4.4; (b) any Milestone Advance that is outstanding or for which the underlying Originated Customer Loan has not been originated by an Approved Capital Partner, in each case more than ninety (90) days from the date that Borrower made such Milestone Advance to the applicable Installer;(c) any Prefunded Advance that is outstanding or for which the underlying OriginatedCustomer Loan has not been originated by an Approved Capital Partner, in each case more than fifteen (15) days from the date that Borrower made such Prefunded Advance to the applicable Installer;(d) any Prefunded Advance related to any Originated Customer Loan in respect of which Borrower has made any M0 Advance that would be excluded under clause (b) above; (e) any Milestone Advance made to an Installer if 50.0% or more of the Milestone Advances made to such Installer remain outstanding or for which for which the underlying Originated Customer Loan has not been originated by an Approved Capital Partner, in each case more than ninety (90) days from the respective dates that Borrower made such Milestone Advances; (f) any Prefunded Advance made to an Installer if 50.0% or more of the Prefunded Advances made to such Installer remain outstanding or for which for which the underlying Originated Customer Loan has not been originated by an Approved Capital Partner,
in each case more than fifteen (15) days from the respective dates that Borrower made such Prefunded Advances; (g) any Prefunded Advance made to an Installer if 50.0% or more of the Prefunded Advances made to such Installer are related to any Originated Customer Loan in respect of which Borrower has made any Milestone Advance that would be excluded under clause (b) above; (h) any Installer Advance in respect of which the applicable Approved Capital Partner’s approval for the underlying Originated Customer Loan has expired; (i) any Modified Advance; (j) any Refunded Advance; (k) Installer Advances made to an Installer to the extent that the aggregate amount of Installer Advances received by such Installer exceeds twenty-five percent (25.0%) (except for [***] (d/b/a[***]), for which such percentage shall be thirty percent (30%)) of the aggregate amount of all Installer Advances made to any Installer; provided that the Installer Advances excluded by this clause (g) shall be limited to the amount that exceed such percentage, unless Bank approves in writing;

sf-4605073 SVB Confidential(l) Installer Advances to the extent that Borrower is indebted or obligated in any manner to the applicable Installer; (m) Installer Advances to any Affiliate, Subsidiary, officer, employee, investor, or agent; (n) Installer Advances to made to any Installer outside of the United States or to any Installer (i) which does not have its principal place of business in the United States or (ii) whose chiefexecutive office is not in the United States;(o) Installer Advances made in any currency other than Dollars;(p) Installer Advances made to a government entity or any department, agency, or instrumentality thereof; (q) Installer Advances for which the applicable Installer has not delivered a “Funding Request” (as defined in the applicable Installer Agreement) to Borrower; (r) Installer Advances either subject to dispute or claim or in respect of which theapplicable Installer is subject to an Insolvency Proceeding (whether voluntary or involuntary), or becomesinsolvent, or goes out of business; (s) Installer Advances which, if included in the Borrowing Base as an Eligible Installer Advance, would cause the aggregate amount of Eligible Installer Advances used to finance Home Improvement Projects that are not Solar Systems installations to exceed twenty percent (20%) of the Revolving Line; and(t) other Installer Advances as may be determined by Bank in its reasonable discretion.

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialEXHIBIT D-1 INSTALLER UNDERWRITING POLICY (SOLAR) [***]

sf-4605073 SVB ConfidentialEXHIBIT D-2 INSTALLER UNDERWRITING POLICY (HOME IMPROVEMENT) [***]

List of Subsidiaries of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. as of March 29, 2022
Name of Subsidiary
Sunlight Financial LLC
SL Financial Investor I LLC
SL Financial Investor II LLC
SL Financial Holdings Inc.

Jurisdiction of Incorporation
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware

Exhibit 23.1
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

We consent to the incorporation by reference in the Registration Statements (No. 333-259935) on Form S-8 and (No. 333-258338) on Form S-1 of Sunlight
Financial Holdings Inc. of our report dated March 29, 2022, relating to the consolidated financial statements of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc., appearing in this
Annual Report on Form 10-K of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. for the year ended December 31, 2021.
/s/ RSM US LLP
New York, New York
March 29, 2022

Exhibit 31.1

CERTIFICATION
PURSUANT TO RULES 13a-14(a) AND 15d-14(a)
UNDER THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Matthew Potere, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021 of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period
covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in the Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
a.
Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others
within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
b. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for
external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
c. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
d. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most
recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to
materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

5.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
a. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
b. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal
controls over financial reporting.
Date: March 29, 2022
By:

/s/ Matthew Potere
Matthew Potere
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 31.2

CERTIFICATION
PURSUANT TO RULES 13a-14(a) AND 15d-14(a)
UNDER THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Barry Edinburg, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021 of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc.;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period
covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in the Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
a.
Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others
within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
b. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for
external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
c. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
d. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most
recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to
materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

5.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent
functions):
a. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
b. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal
controls over financial reporting.
Date: March 29, 2022
By:

/s/ Barry Edinburg
Barry Edinburg
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

Exhibit 32.1

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Annual Report of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December
31, 2021, as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Matthew Potere, Chief Executive Officer
of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that, to
my knowledge:
(1) the Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
(2) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the
Company.
Date: March 29, 2022
By:

/s/ Matthew Potere
Matthew Potere
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 32.2

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Annual Report of Sunlight Financial Holdings Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December
31, 2021, as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Barry Edinburg, Chief Financial Officer
of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that, to
my knowledge:
(1)

the Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the
Company.
Date: March 29, 2022
By:

/s/ Barry Edinburg
Barry Edinburg
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

